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ABSTRACT

It is not surprising that Ajax's horrible death,
glorious muthological origins and connections,
association with Athens and his cult there,
from Homer to Sophocles.
flawless,

given his

as well as his

attracted many poets

The picture of the Iliadic Ajax is almost

though a few peculiarities seem to "predict" his

committing suicide after the judgement of the Achillean arms.
account of his death in the Nekyia of the O d y s s e y
a great deal of information,
material of the Epic Cycle.
Aethiopis,

the L i t t l e

The

does not offer

but it can be related with the scanty
The relevant fragments come from the

I l i a d and the S a c k

o f Tro y,

and can give us

a basis for a reconstruction of the versions -especially that of
the A e t h i o p i s .

Main matters of concern are the question of how

the award was decided and what followed the decision.

Aeschylus'

dramatization of the myth in a lost trilogy appears to depart from
the Epic Cycle and may have been crucial for its later presentation
by Sophocles.
mythological

In the three Pindaric odes where Ajax appears as a
exemplum

(1.4,

Odysseus is conspicuous.

N.7,

N.B ),

Sophocles

the contrast between him and

in the Ajax presents facts and

other characters in a way that functions in favour of the main hero,
and is engaged in a subtle "dialogue" with the earlier
sources.

Thus he eventually manages to convey Ajax's greatness and

to make his burial
dramatic art,
Odysseus'

literary

indispensable.

As a further sample of Sophocles'

there are sufficient clues in the play which undermine

role, so that it can be read in a manner

than most scholars have held.

less appreciative
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INTRODUCTION

The story of Ajax does not indeed have many common elements
with those of other heroes of the Trojan or other cycles -such as
Odysseus,

Achilles, Heracles,

Oedipus,

to mention only a few names-

with regard to the extent of relevant mythological material and its
literary development.

Ajax was a great hero,

second only after

Achilles among the Achaeans of the Trojan war;

the fact,

though,

that Ajax was not the main figure in any mythological cycle or
event of wider general

interest,

might have restricted the shaping

and the literary exploitation of his myth.
however,

It is beyond all

doubt,

that the mythological material about the hero constitutes

a typical example of one of the main characteristics of Greek
mythology:

the diversity of versions concerning one or more

episodes of the hero's "career" is conspicuous,
claim,

as I have already noted,

although one cannot

that the relevant material

is

extensive.
Ajax alone among the Trojan heroes committed suicide.
and horrible manner of his death,

however,

The "dark"

seems to have favoured

the formation of more than one account of this particular episode.
This is the most important subject of the present survey:
it attempts to elaborate the richness of the mythological
material and to examine in detail every variant of the myth
of the death of Ajax from epic poetry up to the homonymous play of
Sophocles.

At this point it would be useful

to say that when I refer

to "the myth of the death of Ajax",

I generally mean the story

that begins with the rescue of the corpse of Achilles and its
transportation to the Greek camp by Ajax and Odysseus,

goes on with

the judgement of the Achillean arms and their award to Odysseus,
ends with Ajax's "reactions" to this decision,
which was to commit suicide,

and

the most drastic of

and the posthumous treatment of the

hero.
It becomes obvious,

then,

that the story of the death of Ajax

unavoidably suggests Odysseus.

It is impossible to think of Ajax

this phase of his "career" and not, at the same moment,
Odysseus as well,
course,

his rival

in the fatal contest.

consists of contrasts,

expression;

think of

The "pair",

of

two "polar opposites" -to use Knox's

in the contest it is two totally different heroic types,

two kinds of social

behaviour,

models,

which are opposed.

two worlds,

examine every facet

two ways of thinking,

goes by, the "ideologies",

And it is very interesting to

From the Homeric years on, as time

systems,

and needs of individuals

and communities change substantially;

these developments are

undoubtedly reflected in the creations of literature.
sometimes seem to be "out of vogue"
some of them,

originality or,

surprise us with their

"events" or even with the account of

that is with what we would call the innovation,

simply,

the daring of the poet.

follows the course of the Ajax-Odysseus theme,
is primarily Ajax.

The poets

regarding what they choose

on the other hand,

way of presenting familiar
the story itself,

two political

in the literary treatment of the Ajax-Odysseus

theme -for it becomes a theme.

to stress;

in

As I explained above,

0

This survey
although its concern

however,

it is

impossible to dissociate Odysseus from Ajax's last days; even if,
as is reasonable enough,

one does not sympathize with what the

Sophoclean Ajax feels and says about Odysseus
"my destroyer"

in v.573),

(cf., for instance,

at the same time one cannot deny that

Ajax experienced trouble from the moment the son of Laertes
entered into rivalry with him.

The significance of this paradoxical

connection between the two heroes is proved by the presentation
and treatment of the myth especially by the two later poets,
Pindar and Sophocles,

on whom this work focuses.

The chronologically

last literary text to which this survey refers is,
accidentally,

the Sophoclean Ajax.

chronological

gap at least in the surviving texts,

imitations.

by no means

After this there is a rather big
and then only

No new things in regard to the myth and its inter

pretation come up ; with Sophocles we have the most substantial

and

systematic presentation and examination of the myth of Ajax's death.
The order of chapters in the present survey follows the
chronological one of the literary sources examined.
refer to every chapter separately,

I shall

now

giving some guidelines

which may hopefully make the task of the reader easier and
facilitate the understanding of my attitude and method.
admit,

for that matter,

I have to

that this Introduction appears to be all the

more necessary because of the absence of a chapter with general
conclusions at the end of this survey,

although there are broader

discussions and/or conclusions at the end of almost all chapters,
and I introduce some chapters with general

discussions of the

material to be presented.
Chapter I, the most general of all and the only one that does

not refer to a specific literary text,
mythological

origins and "relations" of Ajax.

part of this chapter the careful
selectivity,

is concerned with the

reader will

Already from the first
be aware of the

which -and here is a proper place for me to say this-

becomes one of the characteristics of the present survey:
very short reference,

or even none at all,

Ajax's origins and relationships,
of the hero,

to a few aspects of

such as the Mycenaean origin

which do not bear on the events

On the other, hand,

leading to his death.

in the second part of the chapter,

there is

a detailed examination of Ajax’s connection with Athens,
crucial

there is

a subject

for the hero's treatment in Attic tragedy.

Ajax as presented in the Iliad is the theme of Chapter
On the basis of the text of the epic,

I examine Ajax's activities

and the way in which they are described.
to establish that there are no flaws,
maintained,

(dAA’

In particular,

to put it in

the Iliad fits Pindar's view expressed in 1,4.41-3

'Opnpog TO i reripaKev CAVavra] 5i' dvepwnwv,

opewcaig àperàcv Kard
àeùpeiv).

I attempt

despite what some people have

in the hero's depiction in the epic and,

a different way,

II.

og aÙTOÜ / ndcrav

'pdBSov ecppaaev / eeanscfcov ènécov AoinoTg

In the latter part of this chapter,

the three scenes of

the Iliad where both Ajax and Odysseus appear -and the contrast that
starts to be shaped- are examined in detail.
Not much needs to be said about the third chapter,
concerned with the renowned scene of the Nekyia,
the shade of Ajax

in Hades.

which is

where Odysseus meets

Any information about the judgement of

the arms that can be drawn from here is pointed out and a first
reference to the content of the Epic Cycle is made -I hope that

this does not create any problems for the reader,

since the main

reference to those epics is found in the next chapter.
Chapter

IV is one of the most important of the whole thesis.

Three poems of the Epic Cycle,
the S a c k o f Tro y,

the L i t t l e

as well as a lost Aeschylean trilogy,

the story of Ajax's death.
examined;

the A e t h i o p i s ,

similarities,

Iliad,

and

referred to

Their scanty evidence is exhaustively

connections and differences among

literary

texts are pointed out -as these poems could have been sources of
information or inspiration for later poets- and a re-establishment
of their content in respect to the story of the death of Ajax,
including in some cases new interpretation of fragments,
attempted.

In the case of the A e t h i o p i s ,

especially,

is

and concerning

the issue of what its last part included from the Ajax story,
I suggest that this epic ought to be understood as having ended
with Ajax killing himself:
(the A e t h i o p i s concludes,
Proclus says,

contrarily to the ancient information
the last sentence of its summary by

when "strife breaks out between Ajax and Odysseus over

the arms of Achilles"),

the epic ought to have related how the award

of the arms was decided and the aftermath of this decision -Ajax's
grave disappointment with it and his consequent suicide.
In the fifth chapter
of Ajax's death.
length

I deal with Pindar's version of the myth

The three odes that refer to the story at some

( I s t h m i a n 4,

Nemean

7,

and N e m e a n 0) are examined,

with

stress laid on an detailed analysis of the relevant passages,
position and function of the Ajax reference in each ode,
significance

in regard to the structure of the poem.

the

and its

Seeing that

Pindar seems to have been deeply touched by the horrible fate of

the hero,

I attempt to point out which details of the Ajax story he

underlines,

as well as the common elements and the divergences

between the different texts,

in order to show that Ajax constituted

a sort of "symbol" for the Theban poet.
see,

This was used,

to express certain concepts and standards,

as we shall

and, moreover,

it

was adapted or modified

(I do not want to speak about "evolution";

it is a dangerous term)

according to the needs of the particular

ode, winner and occasion.

Moreover,

Pindar the "contrasting pair"
shaped,

it becomes obvious that in

Ajax-Odysseus has been definitely

with the Theban poet being a partisan of the former hero

and undermining the latter.

Finally,

as regards the E i g h t h N e m e a n ,

I also tackle the issue of the date of the ode and its supposed
connection with the Ajax.
The last two chapters of this survey refer to the Ajax of
Sophocles.

Chapter VI deals both with rather general matters,

including the manner of presentation of Ajax and his "crimes"
the first half of the play,

and more specific ones,

in

including an

analysis of the hero's last

monologue and of the other characters of

the tragedy.

this chapter wishing to

First,

I have written

serve two aims.

to stress that Ajax is what matters in this play;

present in it, and whatever

he is ever

is said or done in the course of it

refers to him or concerns him -perhaps nothing sensationally new
in this statement.

In support of it, however,

I point out some

elements of the p l a y ’s plot

and structure which, as

I believe,

function "in favour" of Ajax,

and I lay emphasis

passages

to which scholarship has given relatively
instance,

on

less attention;

for

I do not add anything to the plethora of writings about

Ajax's third "monologue"

in the play

(the "Deception Speech"),

of the most renowned Sophoclean passages,
fourth -and last- soliloquy elaborately.

but I treat the hero's
Furthermore,

characters of the play are examined in detail
and the Atreidae;
chapter),

one

the other

(especially Tecmessa

I refer to Odysseus exclusively in the next

though again "in relation to Ajax";

they are divided into

the categories of "friends" and "enemies" of the main hero.
aim in this chapter

My other

is to pinpoint the relationship between the

Sophoclean play and the earlier poetry on the myth of Ajax's death
-or earlier poetry in general.

The detection of similarities and

diversifications among versions of the same myth,
other texts,

of allusions to

the elaboration of this literary interplay of which

Sophocles was a master,
Chapter VII,
with Odysseus'

constituted a fascinating task for me.

the last in this survey,

role in the Ajax.

is exclusively concerned

What he says and does in the play

is thoroughly examined and this results in an appreciation of his
role that differs from the one shared by most interpreters
nowadays:

Odysseus is surely not a villain,

of benevolence either.

As I argue,

basically good character
or great;

in moral

but not the embodiment

"Odysseus in the Ajax
terms,

is a

but not at all faultless

and he is closer to Odysseus of the P h i l o c t e t e s than what

appears at first glance and what the majority of scholars generally
accept" -and this without denying his decisive function in Ajax's
burial and in the play's plot in general.
evaluation of Odysseus'

character,

This "unconventional"

based upon elements -I underline

this again- offered by the Sophoclean text itself,
at least as an overall

is original,

treatment of the hero's role,

i

n,
è

since very few

critics have expressed views similar to it -and only piecemeal ones,
referring mainly to the prologue of the play.
that this study of Odysseus'
elaborates the general

And I have to stress

character in the Aja x exemplifies and

issue of presentation of character

in

Sophocles -all the more since we have to do with a character that
lends itself to ambiguity,

to susceptibility to more than one

interpretation.

It also shows the tragedian's subtlety,

in detail,

as P.E.Easterling aptly puts it,

and,

assiduity

his "distinctive

originality [even when] finding expression through his reading of
another's work"

('The tragic Homer',

B I O S 31

[1 98 4 ]

8).

This last chapter on Odysseus should be read as a continuation
or a supplement of the previous one: Odysseus is an "enemy" of Ajax,
who appears to change camp as the play ends.

Chapters VI and VII

together constitute a quite detailed examination of the Ajax,

with

attention often drawn to what may seem to be secondary elements.
In fact,

more than serving as a presentation of what functions

in favour of Ajax in the play or how Sophocles accomplishes the
vindication of the hero,
delineate Sophocles'
controversial

play.

these discussions are an attempt to

masterly dramatic art in perhaps his most
Besides,

when all

is said and done,

as a whole is a study of the art of poetry,
-since,

to bring Pindar to mind,

this survey

and of its effects

à 5' àperà: KAeivaîç aoiSalg

xpovia r e A é e e I (P. 3.114-5).
Continuing this discussion and speaking a bit more generally,
it is time to face the often terrifying question,
I believe,
literature:

to anyone who plunges

but unavoidable,

into the deep waters of Greek

Does this survey produce anything new in any aspect?

The presentation of the "Ajax versus Odysseus Theme",

following

its

(Course from Homeric poetry to a tragedy performed in the middle of
the fifth century B.C.

ought to be an answer;

and as far as I know,

this has not been the subject of a previous publication,
rmuch has been written on many different aspects.

All

although

literary works

(concerned with the story of Ajax's death up to Sophocles are
(examined,

both separately and through a study of the Sophoclean

(play, which constitutes an excellent example of literary interplay,
(Of

intertextual

dialogue.

(Study is to find "keys"
ithe texts which

One of the main purposes of a literary

in order to make the interpretation of

it treats easier -and the richest and most reliable

«source of these "keys"

is the text itself. Concerning especially

ithose of Pindar and Sophocles,
Ito offer

"invulnerable"

this survey does not so much aspire

interpretations or to solve controversial

dssues -though it sometimes makes such attempts;

it prefers to

indicate the aspects of a problem and to comment on or combine
a n swers already suggested.
(doctrines in our field;
(remain unassailable,
ithe ones in
As this

Speaking of answers,

there are no

very few ideas have had the good luck to

to become "orthodoxies".

Exquisite texts like

question always leave space for new things to be

said.

Introduction comes to an end,

some

I have to refer to

t hing that several people would consider as a deficiency of my work:
th ere is no discussion of the archaeological
t o the myth

evidence relative

of the death of Ajax. This consists mainly of vase

ii1 lustrations,

as well as sculptures and statuettes,

some of which

rmay have been associated with performances of the Ajax.
e v idence

All relevant

is thoroughly presented in the Lexicon Iconographicum

15

Mythologies

Classicae

(LIMC)

-entry:

Alas I; v o l . 1(1) pp.312-36

(=article and descriptions of the illustrations by O.Touchefeu)
v o l . I (2) pp.232-52

(=illustrations).

One has to admit,

and

moreover,

that extensive and assiduous work appears to have been done on the
Ajax-representations
specialists

in Attic and Etruscan art by acclaimed

(I mention the names of J.D.Beazley,

Karl Schefold).

Nevertheless,

of Ajax's suicide

information

(on stage?),

(cf. Mark

being

Karl Schefold,

or the enactment

indeed so controversial- my

in question does not add any decisive

I.Davies,

'The suicide of Ajax:

Etruscan statuette from the Kappeli Collection',
148-55;

and

like the question of how the award

(e.g. a g o n , then voting?)

view is that the material

I.Davies,

as regards the issues that concern

this survey -with some of them,
of the arms was decided

Mark

'Sophokles'

19 [19763 71-8 -this lekythos,

A n tK

A bronze
14 C 19713

" Ai as" auf einer L e k y t h o s ’, AntK

ascribed to the Alkimachos-maler

[460-450 B.C. 3, has been said to illustrate the Sophoclean Ajax,
thus providing external evidence for dating the play; who can speak
with safety about such a matter?).
references to archaeological
in Chapters

I therefore make only two main

sources

in this survey;

they are found

I and IV, and their presence is absolutely necessary

there.
A schematic table of all versions of the myth of Ajax's death
is given in an Appendix;

it includes all

literary sources I examine here.

details found in the

They are organized so as to show

the relations among poets and versions as clearly as possible.
In conclusion,
useful.

a note on more "technical" matters appears to be

All books or articles to which I refer

U

in the notes of this

survey are cited with the author's name alone and the number of
page;

only in the cases of the commentaries on S o p h o c l e s ’ Ajax

I refer to verses and not to pages.

In cases where two or more

works of a particular author are included in my bibliography,

I add

the year in which his work was published to his name. Further,
in cases where two or more works of a particular author are produced
in the same year,

I add a letter of the Latin alphabet to the year

(e.g. Davies 1989b = Malcolm Davies,

The Epic

Cycle,

Bristol

1989).

A Roman numeral after the name or the year denotes number of volume.
This manner of bibliographical

presentation is followed even in case

where a particular book or article is referred to only once in this
survey.

Speaking of bibliography,

I would like to acknowledge here

my debt to the work of W.B.Stanford -especially his book T h e U l y s s e s
Theme

1963).

(Oxford 1954)

and his edition of Sophocles'

I disagreed with him many times

cpIAoSuacjsûç, according to Eustathius,
of the modern one),

(London

(if Homer was the ancient
then Stanford merits the title

but I also appreciated and admired the majority

of his remarks in those two books;
benefited much.

Ajax

Besides,

to T h e U l y s s e s Th em e ,

through this "dialogue" my work

this survey is close in subject and style

having,

of course,

Ajax in Greek poetry,

and

the episode of his death in particular -namely much less material
than in Stanford-,

as its reference point.

the transliteration of Greek
(like Ajax,

Achilles,

names,

Heracles,

as regards

I use the most popular forms

Odysseus);

names bring one closer to consistency.

17

Finally,

most times latinized

I.

a.

AJAX'S ORIGINS

The m yt ho l og ic al

AND T H E I R

origins

IMPLICATIONS

and

relations

Ajax was son of Telamon and Eriboia.

of

Ajax

He was born in Salamis and

came to Troy as the leader of the contingent of that island^.

There

are only two references to Salamis as Ajax's fatherland in the
Iliad;

apart from that of the Catalogue of the Ships which will

discussed later,

be

Ajax himself says -as he prepares for his duel

with Hector:

ËAnopai

év laAapîvi

yevécreai re rpacpépev re.
7.199=

It seems that the Salaminian origin of Ajax was one of the few
issues concerning him which did not raise dispute in antiquity^.
The Salaminians worshipped him as a hero a long time before the
conquest of the island by Athens,
testifies^.

A temple and an ebony statue of Ajax were found in

Salamis still
honour

as inscriptional evidence

in the age of Pausanias™;

(the Aianteia)

also a festival

in his

was held in the island^.

Ajax's father Telamon had taken part in another Greek attack on
Troy one generation before the Trojan war of the Iliad:

that attack

is mentioned in this epic^ and in the later poetic tradition as
well^.

Telamon accompanied Heracles and won a princess of Troy

(Hesione,

who became the mother of Ajax's step-brother Teucer)

18

in

reward for his supreme valour^.
Aeacus and father of Achilles,
logographer Pherecydes,
Actaeus and Glauce,
Diodorus Siculus,

the son of

were friends according to the

who also held that Telamon was the son of

a daughter of the Salaminian king Cychreus^^.

however,

Telamon's first wife^i;
Ajax's mother.

Telamon and Peleus,

following an older tradition,

made Glauce

after her death Telamon married Eriboia,

The inconsistency of these accounts of the parents

of Telamon was probably one of the reasons why another version
became prevalent:

in this Telamon was,

like Peleus,

the king of the neighbouring island Aegina,
son of Zeus and the nymph Aegina;
prominent heroic family.

a son of Aeacus,

and Endeis^^.

Aeacus was

he became the founder of the most

After his death he was said to become one

of the judges in Hades^^ and was worshipped in the island called
after his mother^^.

According to Jebb^^,

who judged on the strength

of the text of Herodotus and the sculptural
temple of Aphaea in Aegina,

representations of the

the linking of Telamon and Ajax into the

Aeacid family-tree must have gained general acceptance before the
age of the great tragedians.
connection,

As for Pherecydes’ denial of that

Parnell'^ reasonably holds that "it may only have been

suggested by the negative evidence of Homer".
Ajax's mother Eriboia was the daughter of one of the sons of
Pelops and Hippodameia,

Alcathoos^^,

who was a king of Megara.

Eriboia is recorded as the mother of Ajax in another interesting
version;

she was one of the girls who would be sent to Crete as a

tribute of the Athenians to the Minotaur,
by Theseusi#.

when she conceived Ajax

The prevalent spelling of her name

met in Pindar^^ and then in Sophocles'

Ajax.

(Eriboia)

In Xenophon,

is first

Pausanias and Apollodorus,

however,

she is mentioned as Periboia^*,

and a few more versions of her name are reported as well^^.

Her

Megarian origin was a stimulus for the cult of Ajax -and relevant
propaganda for the hero- in Megara^^.
passage,

In a somewhat puzzling

Pausanias writes that Ajax reigned over Megara after his

grandfather

Alcathoos and then made the statue of Athena

(Aiantis)

that existed in that city^^.
There is a last remarkable
legend of Ajax:

the connection

post-homeric development of the
of the hero with Heracles,

apart from the friendship and collaboration between Telamon
and Heracles which were mentioned above,

and Heracles'

a half-brother of Aeacus -as both were sons of Zeus.
Isthmian 6, a song for the Aeginetan Phylacidas,
entertained by Telamon in Salamis,

being

In Pindar's

Heracles,

foretells the birth of Ajax and

prays to his father Zeus that the epoccrùç son of his host may be
"unbroken in body"

like the skin of the Nemean lion, which Heracles

himself wears^^.

Pindar seems to have developed the story along

rather different

lines elsewhere,

before Heracles'

coming to Salamis;

his lion-skin and made Ajax
his arm,

saying that Ajax had been born
the hero wrapped the infant in

invulnerable except only one spot,

under

which had not been covered by the lion-skin^^.

An examination of the many

significant implications

of Aj a x ’s

genealogy and relationships with persons and places is now
necessary.

Firstly,

Ajax's great-grandfather was Zeus himself;

hero claims that lineage,

calling on Zeus twice in the Ajax of

Sophocles^*".
As an Aeacid on his father's side,

Ajax belonged to the

the

greatest heroic family,

the members of which Pindar particularly

loved and "delighted to eulogize beyond all o t h e r s " .

Ajax was

at the same time one of the great ancestors of the young Aeginetan
athletes who appear to have had a huge success in the panhellenic
games and honoured their tiny native island so much.

Pindar kept

a special affection for Aegina and praised Aeginetan winners
one quarter of his extant epinician odes^^.

in

He used the host of

local heroes to set the right standards of heroic performance for
the young athletes.
Pindar uses Ajax's links with Salamis in the same way.

In

Nemean 2 he praises the victory of the Athenian Timodemos,
Twv "chv ZcrAcxpTva KarcxKAnpouxncrd v t c j v
vncj I rerpdcpea I èv ZaAapTvi,

'Aenvaiwv

connects Timodemos'
compatriot.

yevvneévra

' Aeh-

as a Scholiast on the ode writes^^.

The poet refers to the main hero of Salamis,
a perfect match for Hector

(...)

one of

in the Iliad;

then

Ajax,

who had been

(vs.13ff.) he

victory with the achievements of his great

Following the poet's thought,

éniTnôeîcoç ZaAaptg exei

the Scholiast notes:

cbç

npôç xhv Twv npwwv yéveor iv^*'-’. Sophocles

in

the Ajax,

too, seems to insist on a similar sort of "psychological"

approach;

Ajax considers himself as a flawed descendant who was

unable to live up to his father -since Telamon's success where Ajax
has failed weighs heavily on the son^^.
Ajax's linking into the Aeacidae puts together all the heroes
who represented the old heroic fieoç, the so-called Achillean:
ideal of warlike generosity,

of rigid standards of honor,

"an

of

insistence on t i m e . the respect of the world -all this combined with
the asceticism and physical

beauty of the athlete
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(...)"~'^, as Knox

vividly describes it; Pindar,
heroic excellence,

far above all,

the polar opposite of which is represented by

Odysseus -"an ideal of versatility,
and intellectual

praised that kind of

curiosity,

adaptability,

diplomatic skill,

insisting on success combined with glory

rather than sacrificed for it"-'^'.
On his mother's side Ajax was a Pelopid.
of P i n d a r ’s favourite heroes^*;

Sophocles,

Pelops was another one

though,

pays no attention

to this side of Ajax's ancestry'-*'^.
As for the association of Ajax with the greatest Greek hero
Heracles

(the npwg eeôç according to Pindar^^),

apart from the

undeniable affinity of Heracles to Ajax and Achilles in respect of
the heroic ethos,

one has to remark that the version that Ajax was

invulnerable was explicitly adopted only by Aeschylus^^;

the verses

833-4 in the Ajax of Sophocles are at best an implicit reference
to Ajax's invulnerability -and even that cannot be said with
safety.

b.

Ajax's

connections

with

Athens

The most important implication concerning the genealogy of Ajax
-and subsequently the history of his cult- is doubtless the
association of the hero with Athens.
regarded as the principal
island.

As we saw above,

Ajax was

hero of Salamis and a native of that

Let us labour the point of Ajax's ancestry;

of a king of Salamis and a princess of Megara,

as the son

also as a great-

grandson of the nymph Aegina -and apart from being himself a king
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of Salamis-

Ajax constituted an ideal embodiment of the Athenian

ambitions to lordship over the whole Saronic gulf^^.

Since the last

years of the seventh century and during the whole sixth,

there was

a renowned and persistent controversy between Athens and Megara over
the possession of Salamis.

The famous couplet of the Catalogue of

the Ships of the Iliad refers to that quarrel

between the two cities

and also to the vexed question of the possible intervention of
Athenian political

propaganda

A Ta g 5'

ex

in the Homeric text:

ZaAapTvog

arhcre 5 ’ aycov,

Tv'

ayev SuoKafSexa

'Aenvafwv Taravro

vnag
cpdAayyeg.

2.557-8
The second verse of the couplet in particular,

was considered to be

an interpolation and was rejected already by the scholars of the
Alexandrian age^^.
Irrespective of the problems created by the Catalogue of the
Ships as a whole^^,

the focal point of our examination will

issues which those two verses raise.

The eleven verses

be the

(2.546-56)

preceding our couplet in the Homeric text are a reference to the
Athenians who took part

in the Trojan expedition -a reference

relatively lengthy and too laudatory,

if one bears in mind the fact

that the Athenians never played a conspicuous role^^
Menestheus,

son of Peteos,

a rather obscure figure^^,

as the leader of the Athenian contingent
appearances in the rest of the epic,

(2.552).

in the Iliad.
is mentioned

In one of his rare

Menestheus sends for Ajax to

come to his rescue*^ -can one think of that as a mere coincidence?
Yet only a couplet is hardly a proper reference to such an important
hero as Ajax**.

Willcock*^ pointedly remarks that Ajax is not even
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given his usual patronymic epithet TeAapwviog or TeAajjcov id S n ç , which
accompanies his name almost every time it is mentioned in the
Homeric text -mainly to distinguish him from his namesake son of
□ileus.

Furthermore,

the remark that Ajax's ships were stationed

at Troy with those of the Athenians is in contradiction*^ with other
passages of the Iliad.
A reference to some historical events is necessary here.
Athens initially conquered Salamis in the period between the very
last years of the seventh century and the very first of the
sixth*^.

During the sixth century,

their possession of the island

was often disputed by the Megarians -a short reconquest of it by
them must have taken place in its first half*®.
figures of the struggle to

The leading Athenian

(re)gain Salamis were Solon*^ and

Peisistratus;

the latter was the one who took the island

definitively,

an achievement which helped him to become tyrant of

Athens^^.
During the same period,

another decisive event for Athens and

for the issue that concerns us now happens;
the Panathenaea has begun to be held.

the great festival of

The features of the

Panathenaea are said to have included rhapsodic competitions where
the Homeric poems were recited or s u n g ® ^ . In the age of Peisistratus
and his sons those competitions became so popular that Hipparchus,
the art-lover son of the tyrant,

introduced the important rule

according to which "in recitations each rhapsode should start at
that point in the story where the previous rhapsode ceased"®^';
all probability it was Hipparchus,

in

too, who encouraged and

supervised the task of arranging and writing down the Homeric epics
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in order^^.

Those events,

though,

were also connected with Solon by

t radition^^.
If this was the case,

the Athenians had certainly a tempting

opportunity to "interfere"
forward their political

in the Homeric text and thereby to

plans -for instance,

they could gain a

strong argument in favour of their aspirations for Salamis through
that couplet about Ajax.

At least the Megarians believed so.

had a last chance to win Salamis in 510 B.C.,

when the Spartans

seized Athens and drove out the Peisistratidae^^.
the Megarians revived and a Spartan arbitration
allies of the Megarians)

They

The claims of

(the Spartans were

was called to settle the Salamis issue.

As Nilsson^^ rightly holds,

Plutarch in Solon 10 might have been

expected to describe those events; the defeated Athens of that time
could have been compelled to accept an arbitration of Sparta:
où phV dAAd TÔV Meyapécov ènipevôvrcjv noAAàc KCKÙ k q ) Spôvreç Coî
'AenvaToi] ev rw noAépqj k q ) ndcixovTeç ènoihaavro OaxeSoc ipov iouç
SiocAAaKTÛcç k q I SiKacrrocç. oi pèv oùv noAAo! xÿ ZoAcovi auvaycovîaacea i
Aéyouai

xhv 'Ophpou ôôÇav-

èpBocAôvxa ydp aùxôv ënoç eîç vewv Kard-

Aoyov èn) xhç 5ixnç dvayvûvai*
A Tag 5"

sk

laAapîvoç dyev 5uoKai'5eKa vhaç,

arncre 6' dywv Yv'

'Aenvaîwv Vaxavro cpdAayyeç.

aùxol 5* 'AenvaToi xaûxa pèv oVovxai (pAuapfav sTvai, xôv 5è ZôAcovd
tpaa IV dnoSeî^ai
uîoi,

xoîç ôiKaaxaTç, bx i OiAotîoç xal Eupuadxng,

Aïavxoç

'Aenvnai noAixeiaç pexaAaBôvxeç napéSoaav xhv vhaov aùxoîç kqi

Kcxj^^Kncrav 6 pèv ev Bpaupûvi

xhg 'Axxixng, 6 5è év MeAixp*

xai Snpov / V

ènùvupov 0 IAa Iou xôv OiAaVôôv ëxouaiv, beev nv fie ia iaxpaxoç. ëxi 5è
pdAAov èJ^eAéyÇai xoùç Meyapéaç BouAopevov îaxupiaaaeai

nepl xôv ve-

Kpwv,

wç o ù x

edn-coucri
npùç

5è

ôv rp â n o v

MGyapeTg npôç

âanépav.

sxEiv

B H K nv ,

(...)

ZôAwvi

6

'lŒovîav

Znapr Iarûv
^lAaç,

kqI

MEycrpÉcov 5É

pÉvToi
BEÙç

eksTvoi

KQi

ëw r o ù ç

peTzov
kœî

riusiKOÙç

dvôpEÇ,

KEKnSeupévcov,

v EK poùg a r p é p o v r E Ç ,

e t i roÜTou,

rpE Îg

xal

pîav

ov aÙTO i.

'A e n v a îo i

5è

'A e n v a îw v

rÉCTacxpaç è v pige K E Î a B o c i .

npocrnyôpEucrE.

Kp i ToAa'i 5qcç ,

&ÀÀ'

e k g c ot o v

T I vQç BonencjŒ I Aéyoucri

Tfiv l a A a p î v o :

névTE

©ànrouCT i

raûrnv

rO

xpncrpoûç,

Èv o Tç

ri^v S f x n v

èSÎKaucLw

' ApopcpàpETOç,

'Y yn xiS ag ,

'Ava-

KAEopévnç.

It is rsmarkable that the Megarians did not dispute Homer's
authority but they declared that those particular verses were
inauthentic and had been inserted by the Athenians into the Homeric
text in their own interest^^.
Dieuchi das"’
’® and Hereas^^,

Fragments of two Megarian historians,

confute Solon's arguments for the

Athenian possession of Salamis -Dieuchidas is explicit about the
"contributions" of Solon and Peisistratos to the Homeric poems.
Strabo is a source of the story as well^^;

after mentioning the

passages of the I l i a d which are at variance with 2.557-8,
the Megarian version of the passage.

According to it,

he cites

Ajax had

brought ships from territories of the Megarid:
Aïaç 5 '
EK r'

ÈK laAcxpîvoç dyev vsaç,

A iyE Ipoùcranç N iaa inç

This is certainly an obvious forgery,
no specific number of ships"^i.

te

ek

te

Tpinôôcov

floAixvnç
t e

.

"if only because it records

1 shall come back to Solon's

arguments mentioned by Plutarch later.

The Spartans,

in any case,

seem to have been rather indifferent to the wishes of their
Megarian allies,

and the Athenian lordship over Salamis remained

unchallenged^^.
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M.M.Willcock makes an interesting suggestion:

if the ancient

tradition which insisted on the interpolation of the verse 2.558 by
the Athenians

is reliable,

then that verse may have replaced a more

lengthy reference to Ajax in the Catalogue of Ships^^.

Nevertheless

the prevalent tendency of contemporary scholarship appears to be to
reject the late dating and the expediency of the interpolation of
the passage.

Van der Valk^*,

indeed,

is categorical about the

genuineness of the couplet of the Catalogue.

There are equally

strong arguments to be put forward in favour of that opinion:
i) the inconsistency and the arbitrariness of the criteria which the
Alexandrian critics often used to athetize verses or passages of the
Homeric text^^;

ii) the actual

insignificance of Ajax's kingdom^^;

iii) possible misunderstanding of the meaning of the verse 2.558^^;
iv) the pre-Trojan

(Mycenaean)

origin of Ajax^^;

also,

as Kirk^^

remarks on the non-existence of any indication about Ajax's
genealogy in the couplet,

the hero had not been linked yet into the

Aeacid family-tree when the Catalogue and the whole I l i a d was
composed

(only Achilles and Peleus are called AIcKiSnç in the

Homeric poems^^):

so,

"further details about Ajax's family and back

ground were s u p p r e s s e d " ; v) the mention of Menestheus
preceding reference to Athens,
antiquity

in the

which is an indication of its

(as Menestheus was dismissed in favour of Theseus'

in the later epic tradition)

sons

guaranteed the authenticity of the

following entry about Ajax^^.

In conclusion,

I believe that Hope

Simpson and Lazenby'"^'^ have rightly held that "the interpolator could
surely have made a better job"

if he had wanted to interfere with

the passage in question -and the whole text of the I l i a d as well-
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in the interest of Athens.

The issue is, however,

still open to

de bate.
A few years after the incidents,
Plutarch seems to describe,
in Athens^*.
(phylae)^^,
Herodotus'

which,

as we discussed above,

the reforms of Cleisthenes took place

Cleisthenes instituted the ten new Athenian tribes
and one of them was named after Ajax

(Aiantis).

account of the fact deserves attention;

perûc 5è rerpa-

(pûAouç éôvraç 'Aenvcrfouç SekacpûAouç èno încre Co KAeioreévnçj
è^Eupd)v

(...)

érépcov npwuv énuvuuiag en ixcoo luv, ndoe^ AVgvuoç- roürov

5é, are dcrruYe irova k o ) aùu u a x o v . ^eîvov èovra npoaéeero.^^
Ajax was therefore the only non-Attic eponymous hero.

Yet one

may find a parallel for him -after a fashion- among the rest of the
phyle-heroes:

Hippothoon was actually an Eleusinian hero;

a sanctuary of his at Eleusis^^.

there was

Eleusis had been incorporated with

Athens after a struggle -certainly not so protracted as happened in
the case of Salamis- during the last quarter of the seventh century,
that is, some years before the conquest of Salamis by Athens^^.
At this point it is worth examining some details of the Athenian
conquest of Salamis.
testifies,

As literary and inscriptional evidence

an interchange of population took place^^.

clerouchs settled in Salamis;

according to Pausanias,

Athenian
moreover,

this

happened before the reconquest of the island by the Megarians^*.
have already mentioned Timodemos,
by a Pindaric ode;
Athenian clerouchs.
in their
suggests,

island^^,

We

winner in the Nemean Games praised

he was a member of one of the families of the
Some of the old inhabitants were allowed to stay
but others -and as Garland^^ interestingly

the nobler ones in particular,
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during the reconquest of

Salamis by Megara- were transported to Athens where they were
granted Athenian citizenship.
arguments

That reminds us of another of Solon's

in the arbitration of Salamis mentioned by Plutarch -that

Ajax's sons,

Philaeus and Eurysaces,

became Athenian citizens,

donated Salamis to the Athenians and lived in Attica®'"'; Pausanias
agrees with that,

but differs in connecting the donation of Salamis

to the Athenians with Philaeus alone -and according to him Philaeus
is the son of Eurysaces and the grandson of Ajax®^.
The Salaminians who came to Athens during the sixth century B.C.
were given the right to form an artificial

genos®^;

most of them

were installed in a large area near Sounion and others were
dispersed in different places which,

after Cleisthenes'

belonged to seven of the Athenian tribes®^.

reforms,

Some fifty years ago®^,

a lengthy inscription was found in the Athenian district of Melite
-the place where Eurysaces settled,
is an extremely

according to Plutarch®®.

This

important record of the organization and the cult

of the Salaminians.

It is an arbitration between the two parts

of the genos of the Salami nioi. those of Heptaphylae and those
from Sounion;

it also constitutes a valuable sacrificial

The inscription dates from 363/2 B.C.,
where there was the EupuoGCKe iov,

calendar®^.

and it was found in the place

the sanctuary of the son of Ajax*^'"*.

From line 44 of the inscription we are informed that Eurysaces'
cult was Athenian,

not an importation.

that the ancestors of the two-branch
Acharnai,

Boutadai,

Epikephisia,

(pseudo-)genos lived in

and Agryle in 508/7,

tribes were instituted by Cleisthenes.
therefore,

From 11.75-9 we learn

when the ten

Ferguson's judgement,

that the Eurysakeion was much older than the institution

of the ten phylae^^ seems to be justifiable.

Ferguson^^ holds that

there was a very old hpwov of a nameless hero -with a shield^^ as
a possible cult object- in Melite,
of Eurysaces,

and it was baptized with the name

but Nilsson's suggestion that the hero cult may also

have been newly created^*

is equally possible.

Irrespective of the date of the foundation of the EupuooKSiov,
Eurysaces must have been a post-homeric mythical

figure^^.

He is

mentioned as the son of Ajax by Tecmessa and appears on stage in
the Ajax of Sophocles.
the only son of Ajax^^.

The poet seems to imply that Eurysaces
Philaeus,

as the son of Ajax by Lysidice,

on the other hand,

is

is recorded

the daughter of Coronus^^;

he is

mentioned by Herodotus for the first time -as son of Ajax and
ancestor of Peisistratus^^.

That may have been devised in favour of

the tyrant or precisely because Peisistratus was the one who won
Salamis for Athens definitively,
raises a problem:
a deme

as we saw above.

The term

when it is used for Peisistratus,

iAocl 5o: i

it refers to

<5fipoç) of Athens'^*’'; its use for the fami 1v of Miltiades,

Cimon and Thucydides is later than the age of those eminent
Athenians

.

What concerns us particularly about the EùpucrdKS iov is that the
sanctuary was the assembly place of the genos of the Salaminioi
of the members of the tribe Aiantis,
eponymous hero^^^.
was founded,

and

the centre of the cult of their

Also important is the reason why the EupucrdcKS iov

even before the Salaminians come to Athens,

to agree with Nilsson on that matter:

and one has

“ (...)the founding of the

sanctuary of Eurysakes was an outcome of the struggle for Salamis.
The Athenians wished to transfer the Salaminian hero to Athens

to win him for themselves and through his favour to get hold of the
island"

.

Continuing this discussion,

11.20-4 of the decree found in the

sanctuary of Eurysaces tell us that the Athenian state contributed
to the costs of the sacrifices of the Salaminioi,
unexampled fact which,
45)

a significant and

together with the information

(from 11.12 and

that those immigrants furnished the priestesses of an old

Athenian cult,

shows the anxiety of the Athenians to attach Salamis

firmly to their state and to win the favour of the newcomers
The contents of the inscription in question constitute,

above all,

a sample of the habit of transference/interchange of cults;

this

interchange was used by the Athenians as an effective tactic in
order to manage the possession of disputed territories and then
to keep them loyal

in their hands^^^.

Our focus is again directed to Ajax as an eponymous hero of
Athens.

He is depicted on the eastern frieze of the Parthenon

together with the other eponymous heroes of the Athenian tribes.
Significantly,

the sculpted representation of Ajax is the biggest

in that particular part of the frieze^^^;

it appears that the

sculptors followed the Homeric tradition according to which Ajax
was taller by head and shoulders than any other Greek hero of the
Trojan War^‘^*^^’.
The statue of the hero stood in the Agora of Athens
together with those of the other phyle-heroes)

(again

although there is

no unanimity whether the statues of the eponymous heroes were
erected either at the time of or soon after the institution of the
ten tribes by Cleisthenes,

or later,
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during the age of Pericles^^^.

Ajax was also associated with the Athenian epheboi.
Aianteia^^^,

a festival

in honour of the hero,

where the youths of Athens took part,
all probability,
Moreover,

The

including games

were held in Salamis and,

in the course of time,

in

in Athens as well^^^.

in the Scholia on Pindar's Nemean 2 (a reference to them

has already been made above)

the Athenian epheboi are reported to

a dorn a couch with a set of armour
Msrd nocvonAïaç KocjpeÎv)

in honour of Ajax

; this sort of lectisternium may have

been connected with the Aianteia^^^.
paying Ajax cult honours
The tribe Aiantis is
Persian Wars.

(k A i v d v ocùtO

The Athenians went on

down to the years of Pausanias^^^.
said to have been

instrumental in the

It had held the right wing at the battle of Marathon

and was chosen to offer a special sacrifice to the Zcppciy ft 1 5eç
Nymphs on mount Cithaeron after the battle of Plataea^
Herodotus

informs us that Ajax and his father Telamon had

been invoked to help the

Greeks before the naval

strait of Salamis;

from the fact that

apart

battle in the

aùrâeev pÈv s k

ZaAapTvog

AYdcvrâ re k œ I TeAapôva èneKOcAéovro, the Greeks sent a ship to Aegina
to summon "the rest of the Aeacidae allies"
decisive victory at Salamis,

as well;

and after their

they dedicated a Phoenician trireme

to Ajax^i^.
Megarian counter-propaganda about Ajax,

though,

We have already seen some of its aspects -for

was strong.

instance,

Pausanias'

information about the statue of the goddess Athena "Aiantis"
Megara.

However,

epiclesisii^.

in

it is difficult to explain the existence of that

On the other hand,

Hesychius is worth mentioning.

a fragment of the historian

The Megarians transferred their cult
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of Ajax to their important colony Byzantium,
éyyùç 5è "coû xaAoupevou Zrparnyiou

where the founder

AVavroç re k œ ) 'A x i A A écjç Bcopoùç

dcveenKaro'^
Returning to Ajax as an Athenian hero,
chapter,

one may be certain,

mentioned above,

and concluding this

bearing in mind what we have

that an Athenian audience assembled to watch

a play on the theme of Ajax would in principle have been favourably
disposed towards the particular hero -regardless of the
perplexities suggested by the story of his career and,
his tragic death.

especially,

It seems as if every Athenian spectator of the

Sophoclean Ajax could accept easily the attestation of the hero's
greatness and his "vindication",

which,

ingeniously managed in the play^^'^,
Ajax,

in his last farewells,

as is argued,

the poet

and would be pleased to hear

take leave of Athens as well:

[w narpÿov écrrîaç Bdepov,]
kAe

Iva Î r ' 'Aenvai

xa) rô aûvrpocpov yévoç^^®

II.

AJAX IN THE "ILIAD"

It would be impossible for this survey to avoid referring to
Ajax as he is presented in the Homeric poems.

Besides,

Pindar and

Sophocles -with the latter having been widely characterized as the
"most Homeric" among the tragic poets already since the time of the
Alexandrian critics- drew a lot of elements out of Homer's epics^,
mainly the Iliad

(since in the Odyssey Ajax appears only once,

in the famous scene in the Underworld,
remains
this,

when the shadow of the hero

"majestically" silent despite Odyss eu s’ "honeyed" words;

though,

can hardly be considered an appearance

in the normal

s e n s e )^ .
It is beyond all
in the Iliad.
appearances

doubt that Ajax occupies a prominent position

Our examination concerning his descriptions and

in it,

however,

will

be rather concise;

we shall focus

our attention on Ajax's three shared appearances with Odysseus
the Iliad,

as this is closest to the purpose of the present study.

Ajax was universally considered to be the greatest warrior
the Greek army after
literature

in

(cf.

fr.l83 Page,

Achilles-';

11.2.768,

abilities were superb.

this became a commonplace in Greek

17.279-80,

Pindar N.7.27,

Soph.

O d . l 1.469-70,

24.17-8,

Ajax 1340-1 etc.)^.

Alcaeus

His warlike

He came to Troy with only twelve ships’
^,

he was placed at the one end of the Greek camp,
in such a way that he balanced Achilles himself,
the other end^.

in

but

a post of honour,
who was situated at

In 13.324-5 Ajax is mentioned as being unsurpassed
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in close fight:

OÙ5' av 'AxiAAnV

'pn^hvopi

xcophcreiev

ev Y ' cÙToorraS In.
Ajax distinguishes himself as a warrior particularly
following

in the

incidents:

i) The duel with Hector

(7.206ff.).

As Jebb remarks,

"in the

absence of Achilles it is only Ajax who is a match for Hector"'^.
other eight Greek chiefs,
a single combat,
fell

who were candidates for facing Hector

and the whole Greek army,

rejoiced

to the lot of Ajax to be Hector's rival.

Ares,

the god of war himself

(7.208),

Ajax

though,

is likened to

and his normally grim face is

frightens even Hector

the greatest Trojan warrior superbly;
Hector,

(7.216).

(7.212).

Ajax faces

after throwing a stone against

he shows his superhuman strength and wins a clear advantage

(7.268-71);

he does not manage to win completely because of Apollo's

intervention

(7.272).

interrupt the duel
Hector

in

(7.182) when it

lit up by a smile before that important warlike challenge
His appearance,

The

(7.303-5)

in Sophocles'
(7.312).

in a sort of a draw;

suggestion to

he exchanges gifts with

-gifts which will prove fatal,

Ajax.

Later

Then Ajax agrees to Idaeus'

as is mentioned^

Ajax himself regards the duel as his victory

(14.402-20)

he will wound Hector

in another clash

between them in the battlefield.
ii) The defence of the Greek ships
is the only Greek chief
withdrawn^)

(15.415ff.,

Ajax

(the others have been wounded and so have

who tries to prevent Hector's impetuous attack on the

wall of the Greek camp and the ship of Protesilaus.
desperately,

16.1 02ff.).

Ajax fights

but he obviously undertakes an ungrateful
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task;

at the

same time,

he attempts to raise the morale of the Greek soldiers

with magnificent exhortations^^.
iii)

The defence of the body of Patroclus

(17.626ff.).

passage is significant -especially 17.629-47- because,
his martial valour

in the battle over Patroclus'

and Menelaus finally rescue from the Trojans,

The

apart from

corpse,

which Ajax

Ajax shows his piety.

His "prayer of light breathes reverent submission to the will of
Zeus",

Jebb remarks'^.

Ajax was said to be second only to Achilles in comeliness,
(cf.

17.279).

His stature was gigantic;

Homer presents him taller

by head and shoulders than all the other Greeks
Achilles is absent).

(3.226-9,

when

He is called péyaç times without n u m b e r a n d

neAcbp IOÇ more often than any other hero in the Iliad;
as has rightly been noted'^,

suggests,

some degree of dreadful ness ; nsAwpiog
while only twice for

too

this adjective,

apart from gigantic size,
is used five times for Ajax

Achilles and Periphas,

and once for Agamemnon

and Hector.
Ajax is loyal and always helps friends
15.461ff.,

in need

(cf. 8.266ff.,

17.114ff.).

It is significant,

though,

merely as a superb warrior.

that Ajax

is not presented by Homer

He is not exclusively a doer,

corresponds with the heroic ideal

(cf. 9.443),

but

at the creation of

which the education of a hero aimed:
puewv re

*pnrnp’ epevoti npnKrnpd re epywv.

Ajax speaks wisely and admirably on many occasions.

He shows

good sense in his brief but effective speech in the embassy to
Achilles

(9.624-42)^^'.

According to Stanford,
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his appeals to

comradeship,

manliness,

sense of honour and self-respect during the

worst moments ever for the Greek army in Troy -Hector's onslaught
towards the Greek camp,

which has been mentioned above- are

"magnificent" and "superb in their terse boldness"
561-4,

733-41)1^.

He plays a similar role elsewhere

in co-operation with the other
the poet,

(cf.

Ajax,

(12.265-76,

son of Oileus);

are accordingly either psiAîxia or oreped

the interruption of their duel,
ATav,

15.502-13,

his words,
(12.267).

says

After

Hector calls him "a man of wisdom";

énef ro i 5ÛKE eedg péyeeôç re Bi'nv re

KQ ) n 1 vurhv. nepl

5' eyxei

'Axaiwv cpépraroç èca i
7.288-9

Apart from those references,

many are the cases where Ajax

is

praised by the Scholiasts of the Iliad for his dignity in speaking,
modesty,

reasonableness,

npdov heogi^.

self-control,

prudence,

magnanimity and

So, one would support the notion that Athena's words

about Ajax's "foresight" and "skill
somehow strangely in the Ajax,

in timely action",

which sound

are, on the evidence of the Iliad,

absolutely justified^^.
For all that,

there are some remarkable peculiarities

presentation of Ajax

in the Iliad,

in the

which have given to some

interpreters the opportunity to indicate,

with some justification,

"a sort of negative quality" associated with the hero^^.
Ajax does not carry out any dpiO"ceia;

there is no book of the

Iliad devoted to his deeds exclusively -as there is for Diomedes,
for instance!^.

In the fifteenth book of the poem,

considered as the leading figure,

he fights in defence against

superior forces and finally retreats
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where Ajax can be

(cf.

15.727-9).

Indeed,

the

'' great majority of the scenes where Ajax distinguishes himself are
scenes of defence,

moments of crisis on the battlefield^^.

Even his

most famous piece of armament is defensive -the sevenfold shield^^.
Moreover,
"tower"

Ajax and his shield share a "defensive" characterization:

(nüpyoç,

cf.

11.7.219 and O d . 11.556).

Ajax recalls defence,

too:

-3.229;

7.211).

cf. also 6.5,

The other

"bulwark of the Achaeans"

Ajax, unlike many of the other Greek chiefs,
with any protecting deity in the battles;
"favourite"

(ëpxoç 'Axaiwv

is never associated
he is not the

hero of any god or goddess^^.

Furthermore,
generals;

also,

"title" of

Ajax does not speak

in the council of the Greek

nor does he give any advice of general

interest^'"'*.

The depreciatory aspect which a Scholiast finds even in Ajax's rank
(next to Achilles)

deserves attention;

he calls the hero Seûrepoç

aef=*.
Despite his eminent strength and size,

Ajax does not win in any

of the three games in which he takes part at the funeral
Patroclus:

in the wrestling between him and Odysseus

a draw was proclaimed^^;

in the duel with spears

AVavui

after

the Greek

nepi5eiaavxeg, stopped the game and gave equal prizes

to the two competitors^^.
throwing contest

In his third participation,

(23.836-49),

in the weight-

although Ajax had a lead,

eventually defeated by Polypoites,

this time clearly^^.

mentioning at this point Pl utarch’s information:
Aiantis

(23.700-39)

(23.811-25),

Ajax’s bad thrust and before Diomedes’ striking back,
chiefs,

games of

he was
It is worth

the Athenian tribe

(which was named after Ajax) should never be judged last in

the competitions among the tribal choruses,
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because it was hard for

Ajax to accept defeat^^.
Van der Valk^^ argues that Diomedes
glamorous than Ajax in the Iliad.

is presented as more

Stanford speaks about "a certain

slowness of mind and temperament" of Ajax^"'-'; yet,
some passages of the I l i a d overmuch.
as we have seen,

For

instance,

and as Stanford admits,

calls him dpaproenéç,

Bouydïe

(13.824),

to me,

he stresses

when Hector

(who,

praises Ajax elsewhere^^)
this is,

I think,

an

outburst or provocation by no means unexpected of an angry warrior
against an enemy in the middle of the battlefield.

Besides,

boast or impiety on Ajax's part is implied anywhere^^
There is another controversial passage:
and especially vs.558-9,

in the Iliad.

the simile in 11.558-62,

where Ajax is compared to a "stubborn

ass" -a comparison rather unusual
of it as depreciatory.

no

for a hero.

I do not think

The adjective vwehg is completely

balanced by the way Ajax is presented in 15.679-86^""'; the whole
picture of the simile is also balanced by the preceding -and much
more lengthy- comparison of Ajax to a "blazing
On the other hand,

lion"

(11.548-57)^*.

the comparison to an ass emphasizes,

I believe,

Ajax's warlike stubborness whilst he is pushed back by force of
numbers.

If Ajax's characteristic role in the I l i a d was indeed that

of the "steady,

immovable defender" who very rarely retreats,

this is an apt comparisons^.
in 13.470-6:

There is,

it refers to Idomeneus,

confident in its strength,

besides,

who,

then

an analogous simile

like a mountain boar

does not retreat from the uproar of many

men and dogs^^.
As we have already seen,
his duel with Hector.

Ajax assented to the interruption of

The Trojan chief had been in a tight corner
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and the soundness of Ajax's decision rray be questioned;
one has to consider that a god

(Apollo)

however,

intervened to help Hector

in the most crucial phase of the duel and that daylight was
also running out.

Stanford,

judging mainly from the second

confrontation between the two heroes, stresses that Ajax near 1y
killed Hector

; the same scholar assumes that the word " nearly"

accompanied many of Ajax's actions and deeds,

and his remark that

Ajax had "a recurrent inability to win final s u c c e s s " s e e m s

to be

justifiable.
It is time now to get closer to the three shared appearances of
Ajax and Odysseus in the Iliad.
quarrel

There is certainly no trace of any

between the two heroes in this epic^^.

each other

They merely oppose

in an athletic game in their third common appearance.

One should note,

however,

that there are some moments in those

scenes when a contrast between Ajax and Odysseus becomes
consp ic u o u s .
The first time they appear together

is in the Embassy scene

(9.162ff.). The make-up of the three-member embassy of the Greek
army to Achilles is significant:
Odysseus,

Ajax, the second greatest warrior;

the eloquent and resourceful chief;

Phoenix,

Achilles'

ex-

tutor*^ .
Odysseus makes the first -and "official"- speech
Its structure is admirable.

(9.225-306)

He gives Agamemnon's terms for a

reconciliation tactfully -leaving out their most provocative part-,
appeals to Achilles to pity the whole Greek army and promises him
glory if he should fight Hector.
deserves attention;

The beginning of Achilles'

response

he addresses Odysseus with his common adjective

(noAupnxav*

-9.308)

straightforward

and stresses that his own speech will

(9.309);

be

then he implies insincerity on Odysseus'

part -contrary to his own "self-proclaimed simplicity"^^:
éxepoç ydp po i KsTvog 6pwg 'Af5o:o nûApa iv
og

X

' erepov pèv keubp évl

cppecriv, dAAo 5è eVnp.
9.312-3

Next Achilles rejects Agamemnon's proposals.
Phoenix's attempt to move his ex-pupil
well.

Then Ajax

intervenes;

(9.434-605)

fails as

it is he who realizes first -probably

for the psychologically proper reason that his mentality

is closer

to that of Achilles- that their efforts to persuade the angry hero
are hopeless and they have to stop pressing him

(9.625-6).

Ajax

indicates pointedly that anger predominates over friendship
Achilles’ heart
Odysseus,

(9.628-36)^^.

in

He ends his speech by saying that

Phoenix and himself claim respect as guests and

representatives of the whole army

(9.640-2),

thus reminding

Achilles

of their status as envoys.
Achilles seems to have been moved by Ajax's words,
the type he likes -frank and straightforward.
his response to Odysseus,
ndvca

rf

po i

which are of

In sharp contrast to

he tells Ajax:
K crd

eupôv

s e ic ra o

puenoracreo: i .

9.645
Furthermore,

Ajax's relatively short speech obtains the sole

concession on Achilles'

part:

contrary to what he had announced in

his replies to Odysseus

(9.356-63,

427-9)

and Phoenix

Achilles now does not adhere to his decision to sail
morning

(9.650-5)^^.

Among the three envoys
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(9.617-9),
home next

Ajax is the one who

receives the best reaction to his words from Achilles.
suggest that Ajax and Odysseus
through

book of the Iliad a fierce battle takes place.

is cut off from his comrades-in-arms and gets wounded by

the Trojans.
ability,

become the two poles of a contrast

Achilles’ dealing with them.

In the eleventh
Odysseus

In a display of personality rather than warlike

the hero gets the better of his opponent Socus,

previously thrown his spear against him,
surrounded by many Trojans.

His

(i.e.

rescue.

Although Menelaus

emphasis on Ajax:

Menelaus hears his call and

who was close,

leads the way,

6 6' a p ’ eansTO

He shouts

"as much as his head could

as loudly as he could).

immediately calls upon Ajax,

who had

but then he finds himself

life is in danger.

to his comrades for help three times
hold"

Thus I would

to run to Odysseus'

the poet seems to lay

lüôeeoç cpwg (v.472).

heroes approach Odysseus and the scene

The two

is vividly presented through

a long simile:
àpcp)
Tpweg
àpcp'

JO

enove'
eAacpov

and

ocpp’

ène'i

re

xepaôv

veupng-

cpeOycov,
aO rdp

cog eV

pév

%'

A ia p o v

xa'i

aapdddeTai
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p I V eôeg

èv
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œk i e p w "

o iv rn v ”
cog

'p a
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Gweg p é v
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te
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te

noAAoi

Î2

te

kci

ov

r '

aO rov
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eBa-X'

o vhp

noS ecraiv
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ye

èn i
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rov
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5h
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5’
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aùràp

6

5 à n r e i'

ôa T c pp ov a

n o ix iA o p n T n v

cxA k i p o i

cxÙTàp o

,

y'

ripcog

àîaracov ô è ' y x e i
A Va ç 5 ’
orn

5è

à jjû v e ro

évYÛeev
napéÇ’

hAbe

Tpwsg

vnAeèç
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5è
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crdKoç

Siérpscrav

nure

nûpyov,

œAAu5 ig cxAAog.

11.473-86
It becomes obvious that Ajax's
saves Odys seu s’ life -remarkably,

(and Menelaus')

intervention

the two heroes will play the same

roles in the recovery of Patroclus'

body in Book

beside Odysseus and shields his fallen comrade;

17^^.

Ajax stands

the mere presence

of the giant of a hero and his equally huge shield is sufficient
to make the Trojans

"scatter one way and another".

The simile

describing the episode represents the lion/Ajax as scattering the
"bloodthirsty"
Odysseus.

Trojan jackals,

In v.481,

though,

which had surrounded the wounded stag/

there is the single disagreement between

the narrative and the metaphoric

level:

the lion eats the stag that

the scavengers abandoned in terror -while Ajax rescues Odysseus.
Bradshaw holds that this single exception "suggests a deliberate
rather than an infelicitous breakdown of metaphor" and his question
that follows seems to be well put:

"Is there implicit in the simile

a sense of radical antagonism between the two heroes that could not,
with propriety,
then,

be part of the narrative text?""''’^ This passage,

may well foreshadow the subsequent rivalry between Ajax and

Odysseus in the contest for the arms of Achilles;

further,

the image

of Ajax as the devourer of the stag may be related to the later
presentation of the slaughter of the cattle^^.
In the third scene,
no doubt foreshadows

the wrestling match

Ajax's and Odysseus'

(23.700-39),

which

rivalry in the contest

for the Achillean arms'^"^, the contrast between the two heroes

is

more obvious.

It is significant which qualities of Ajax and Odysseus

the poet stresses,

already before their match:

cjpro 5 ’ sneiTQ péyaç TeÀapûviog AVaç,
a V 5' 'ÜSuaeùç noAûpni: iç àviararo,

KÉpSea ei56ç.
23.708-9

They are physical strength for
Odysseus.

Ajax,

resourcefulness and cunning for

The fight between strength and intelligence -both equally

necessary qualities for the lliadic hero'-''"'- remains indecisive for
a long time

(cf. 23.721)

should lift the other

until

Ajax makes a proposal:

(23.723-4).

The moment Ajax lifts his opponent,

Odysseus shows that indeed 5oAou où Aheero
knee and throws him backward;

Achilles stops the match,

After Od ys s e u s ’

(23.729-31).

Before the third bout

proclaims victory for both and gives them

Ajax? Stanford implies that he did -as,

happens more flagrantly

those games,

(23.726-8).

(23.736-7).

Did Achilles favour
besides,

he hits Ajax’s

the second bout remains indecisive again:

Odysseus is unable to lift Ajax

equal prizes

(23.725):

Odysseus falls upon Ajax’s chest and

the Greeks eneûvrô re edpBncrâv re
temporary ascendancy,

that the one

in the second entry of Ajax

when he competed with Diomedes

Ajax’s comrades

in

in a duel with spears:

in arms seemed to have been aware of his difficulty

in accepting defeat,

so they tried to placate him whenever such

situation was likely to occur^^.
Homer,

following his invariable tactics of presenting his noble

heroes without
careful

insisting on their possible weak spots,

about that point;

is very

he does not give us any clue to suggest

any favour towards Ajax by the other Greeks -for

instance,

noone

remonstrates about the decisions concerning
his opponent^^.

This being the case,

Ajax's matches,

not even

the poet himself does not

encourage us to be quite explicit about the issue.
Nevertheless,

there are some things which we can be sure of.

In h/is third -and last- athletic attempt,
contest,

Ajax was clearly defeated.

throughout the whole epic,
in the I l i a d

Despite his undeniable splendour

the last appearance of that great hero

is a moment of failure -and,

impression remains memorable.
material

for his successors

the weight-throwing

In any case,

as a rule,
Homer

in poetry to adapt.
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the last

left abundant

III.

T H E E N D OF

AJAX

IN T H E

"ODYSSEY":

THE FAMOUS

SCENE

OF T H E N E K Y I A

With regard to the I l i a d and the O d y s s e y ,

only

in the latter

does one come across any references to the death of Ajax.

The

sequence of events leading to and concerning the hero's terrible end
took place after those described in the Iliad,
Troy.

We have already seen,

neither any clear
the hero,

moreover,

close to the fall of

that in this epic there is

indication of a tragic death that is to befall

nor any reference to his committing a crime worth being

punished^.

In one of the opening books of the O d y s s e y ,

is briefly mentioned as having met his death in Troy,
speech to Telemachus during the visit of Odysseus'
That,

"warlike Ajax"
in N e s t o r ’s

son to Pylos^.

and an equally short mention of Ajax among the shades of the

heroes of the Trojan War whom the slain suitors meet as they enter
Hades'"', might have been, the only information about Ajax's fate coming
from the O d y s s e y ,

if Odysseus himself had not recounted to the

Phaeacians what was possibly the most fascinating of his wanderings
-his visit to the Underworld.

This constitutes the Nekyia,

the

eleventh book of the epic and the central episode of those
describing Odysseus'
considered,

"adventures",

but also,

the most "detachable" one,

as it is widely

presenting many of the

thorniest points of the O d y s s e y even for a keen "unitarian"^.
In his penultimate encounter with the departed spirits,
meets three of his former comrades

in the Trojan expedition.

Odysseus

Agamemnon,

Achilles and Ajax in succession^.

his conventional
in Odysseus'

"rank"

(vs.469-70 -cf.,

Ajax is presented with

for instance,

11,17.279-80)

reference to the heroes-friends of Achilles^.

We can now

proceed to the main Odysseus-Ajax encounter and the information it
gives us about the death of Ajax.

The text

(Odysseus is speaking)

is as follows:
oTn

5'
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11.543-67
Odysssus,

than,

at first givss to the listening Phaeacians an

account of the events that led to Ajax's death:
Alcinous and his court,

together with

we learn that Odysseus contended with Ajax

for the arms of Achilles,

which had been set as a prize after his

death by his mother Thetis

(v.546)^.

Trojans and Pallas Athena"

(v.547),

this brought Ajax his death and,

The judges,

"the sons of the

awarded the arms to Odysseus;

furthermore,

Odysseus finds out

that Ajax’s anger against him over the award remains unappeased.
One has to admit that the information about Ajax's end drawn
from this passage
story

is quite scanty;

than narrates

"the story

Odysseus rather outlines the

it. The Scholiasts on v.547 inform us

comes from the Cyclic e p i c s "

that

and go on to cite it:

cpuAarrope VOÇ 6 ' Ayapépvcov t6 5ôÇa i Baccépc*) xapicracTBai rôv nep'i rôv
'AxiAAÉcoç onAcjv àpcp iaBn'Couvrcjv, aîxpaAcôrouç tôv Tpôwv àyayôv
npÔTncTEv ùnd onoTÉpou tôv npôcov pàAAov èAunnencrav.
TÔV 'OôuaCTÉa TÔV aixpaAÔTUv,

5nAa5h èkeîvov eTvoci tôv dp icttov

KpivavTEÇ TÔV nAeTaTQ Aunncjocvtœ toùç èxepoùç,
' O S uctcteT

Tà

e5cokev eùbùç tô

ônAa.^

The award of the Achillean arms,

we now know for sure, was

included in two of the poems of the epic cycle,
the L i t t l e

EÎnôvTcov 5è

Iliad.

the A a t h i o p i s and

Mainly on the basis of verse 547

authenticity of which,

despite Aristarchus'
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(the

rejection of it in

antiquity,

is,

by the way, well established by modern

commentators^^),

that is the indication of who decided the award,

in combination with the other

information drawn from our passage,

it seems very probable that the O d y s s e y version of the story is
in accord'"

with that of the A e t h i o p i s .

Although it appears to be

certain that the story of the onAcov Kpiciç and Ajax's suicide is
p r e h o m e r i c , one cannot be equally sure about all the details of it
(such as the h e r o ’s madness and the slaughter of the cattle)
of the same age;

furthermore,

we are unable to speak with full

conviction about which of the two versions,
that of the A e t h i o p i s ,

being

that of the O d y s s e y or

is the earlier.

Continuing the discussion about the suggested "agreement"
between the versions of the O d y s s e y and the A e t h i o p i s ,
worth noting;
the judges,

it is now

i) With regard to the detail that the Trojans were

in the L i t t l e

Aristophanes’ E q u i t é s

Iliad,

1056,

as we know from a scholion on

the award of the arms to Odysseus was

decided on the basis of the opinions about the two contenders
expressed during a conversation between two Trojan maidens inside
Troy;

those were overheard and reported to the Greek camp by spies

sent to the walls of Troy on Nestor's advice;
Greek chiefs gave the arms to Odysseus'^.

on that report the

Verse 547 of our passage,

in combination with the Scholia on it which speak about "prisoners"
(aixpaAwToug)

and Odysseus'

inside the Greek camp

saying that the onAwv Kpi'crig took place

(cf. 5 iKŒZÔpevog napà vnual

-v.545)

to diverge a great deal from the version of the L i t t l e
The alternative to linking the story of the O d y s s e y
of the L i t t l e

Iliad

seems

Iliad.

to that

is to presume that it may have been in

the A e t h i o p i s that the naîSeç Tpwuv/prisoners were the judges.
The only difficulty for our argument is presented by the mention
of Pallas Athena as judge,
relevant to the L i t t l e

too,

in v.547;

I l i a d version

this element seems to be

(the second Trojan girl speaks

in favour

of Odysseus ' Aenvâç npovoiQc; also,

in Proclus'

summary

that epic

it is again mentioned that Odysseus gets the arms Kard

of

BoûAncr IV ’ Aenvâç) . An analogous influence on the minds of the Trojan
prisoners

by the goddess in favour of Odysseus,

however,

implied in the O d y s s e y as well;

as Jebb remarks,

poet associates

with the Trojan judges,

'Pallas Athena'

may be

"when the Homeric
he need not

be understood as conceiving that she actually presided over the
award -as in the E u m e n i d e s she presides at the first session of
the Areiopagus" ^ .
ii)

The L i t t l e

and the A e t h i o p i s ,

Iliad,

almost certainly

later^^ than the Nekyia

contained the details of Ajax going mad after the

award and then slaughtering the cattle of the Achaeans,
them for the Greek chiefs,

before committing suicide.

mistaking

Those elements

of the story are completely ignored in our passage of the O d y s s e y ;
not only are there no hints at them at all,

but Odysseus speaks

explicitly about the grave and proper mourning,
in the case of Achilles,
by Ajax's death

in which the Greeks had been engaged

(vs.556-8).

Certainly Ajax would not have been

mourned if his death was not honourable,
misdeeds

(cf.,

of Sophocles.

equal to that

contrarily,

if it was clouded by such

epya in v.550)'^*’ as described in the play

One has to admit at this point that in the O d y s s e y

it is not explicitly said how Ajax died,

but v.549 implies,

the hero's committing suicide^^;

implies that Ajax's death

it also
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I think,

was the immediate consequence of the award;

the motive of the

suicide was exclusively resentment at the decision,
dishonoured him. Eustathius,
version of the A e t h i o p i s ,

commenting on or,

writes:

which,

rather,

he felt,

citing the

"and immediately [after the

adjudgement of the award] Odysseus received the arms and Ajax left
and fell on to his sword"
the A e t h i o p i s

Thus,

neither

in the O d y s s e y

nor in

do we have any mention of an outbreak of anger and

violence on the part of Ajax after his defeat in the judgement for
the arms,

of his planning to murder his comrades in arms,

cattle instead of them,
by Athena,

or even,

owing to

as Kamerbeek

version of the story,

of slaying

an illusion imposed on the
adds,

hero

referring to the Pindaric

of any "foul play" connected with the award^^.

Jebb suggested that the "older and simpler" version of the myth of
Ajax's death knew nothing of his
this,

resentment at the award

immediately to suicide,

We can place,

Aethiopis-versions

in

is what drives the hero a 1most

as we

have already discussed, and "not that

feeling combined with a sense
act ion"

insane attack on the cattle;

of disgrace incurred by his own

I believe,

both the O d y s s e y - and the

in that older tradition of the myth of the end

of Ajax^i.
Coming back to our passage,

we have Odysseus regretting his

victory in the contest,

since it caused the death of the second best

hero among the Achaeans

(vs.548-51).

sincerity,

but, as happens

Sophoclean Ajax,

Those words exude sorrow and

in the analogous occasion

they come a bit

late.

Then Odysseus goes on to address Ajax's shade,
stayed apart,

still filled with anger.
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in the

Odysseus'

although it

speech is short.

but his words are indeed “soothing"
-V.552).

and "honeyed"

He calls the Achillean arms,

"accursed"

(cf. oùAojjévcov -v.555).

(of. jje iA ix Îo icriv

the root of the trouble,

As he did previously,

Odysseus

stresses the gravity of the real dxeeAov of the contest - A j a x ’s deathwhich was a bane
-cf.

vs.548-9).

(nnpa)
Ajax

to the Greeks sent by the gods

(vs.555-6

is called a tower of the army -a

characterization very close to the her o’s most flattering

Iliadic

title

was mourned

(ëpKOç ’Axaiwv -3.229)^^.

His death,

by the Achaeans equally to that of Achilles

Odysseus says,
(vs.556-8).

Odysseus

proceeds to elaborate a point which he has already hinted at:
attributes Ajax’s death to Zeus,

who,

he

at the moment of the contest,

had borne terrible hatred against the Greeks and laid that poTpa on
Ajax

(vs.559-60).

wrath aside
Ajax

Odysseus’ last exhortation to Ajax to lay his

is, too,

careful

and flattering towards the latter;

is called âxvaÇ and his anger

is "vehemence",

is not explicitly mentioned

more an element of mentality,

a rendering such as "proud spirit"
"obstinate"

(pévoç

and I would prefer

for dynvopa eupov,

instead of

Csoul ]) •'"■••'. One would hardly expect O d y s s e u s ’ last words

not to be in accordance with the vein that prevails in his whole
speech.
Despite its brevity,
exceptional

O dy ss e u s ’ speech is,

sample of rhetorical

art.

I think,

an

It is certainly appropriate

to the he r o ’s renowned ability in words.

Furthermore,

one would say

that the poet of the O d y s s e y presents here a speech very close to
those of tragedy.

The ten verses of Ody ss eus ’ address manage to

exude genuine sincerity,

heartfelt sadness over his former c o mra de’s

terrible fate and high esteem towards Ajax.
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The speech is of a ring

structure;

the main argument is found in the middle:

not unreasonably places Ajax's fate in a theological

Odysseus
context^^;

Ajax has to understand that Odysseus cannot be held responsible for
opposing
-Zeus

Ajax in the contest for the arms and being awarded them

is to be blamed for that^^.

the Greek habit,

Odysseus here is no exception to

or rather convenience,

of attributing everything

to the gods.
Five words are the "answer" to the mastery and the generosity
of Odysseus'

speech -6 5é p ' oùôÈv apeiBero

remains unmoved,

(v.563):

silence.

his anger towards Odysseus unappeased,

Ajax

and without

a word his shade moves away into the darkness together with the
other departed spirits.

Ajax's "silent response"

the highest and most admired scenes
imitated by Virgil

(Aen.6.469-72)

constitutes one of

in Greek poetry.

It was directly

and also offered a great deal of

ground for "literary interplay" to later master-technicians
Sophocles^^.

For our passage leaves

indeed several

Ajax story unanswered on the one hand,
though momentary,

questions of the

but also an unforgettable,

representation of a heroic neog of inflexibility

and pride to the point of magnificence on the other.
flep)

ü ^ouç,

ànnxnpa,
holds,

having defined üipoç (sublimity)

The author of

as peyaAocppoaûvnç

detects this in Ajax's silence in the Nekyia:

"great and more sublime than every utterance"'^^.

Odysseus'

like

it is,
And,

he
indeed,

preceding eloquence pales beside that magnificent silence

of Ajax.
We have already pointed out the emotional

impact of the scene,

despite its brevity -Stanford elsewhere stresses the skill of the
poet of the O d y s s e y

"in expressing profound emotion with a single
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touch

(Economy of p h r a s e ) O n e

has to admit,

therefore,

one accepts Finley's opinion that in the Nekyia,
whole O d y s s e y ,

even if

as possibly in the

there are only few moments of "overpowering emotion",

since Odysseus here mainly

"sees and learns"^^,

question is definitely one of them.

that the scene in

At this point,

it is worth

noticing that all three encounters between Odysseus and his former
comrades in Troy that take place in the Nekyia end in emotion,
perhaps of a different and ascending quality each time:
speak,

almost

Achilles'
joy,

"usual" sort

in the case of Agamemnon

turning away without saying a word,

having

Neoptolemus

the,

so to

(vs.465-6);

but full of pride and

learnt from Odysseus about the achievements of his son
(vs.538-40);

never was one -Odysseus'
face Ajax's eternal

and,

finally,

the meeting that,

"honeyed" words are uttered in vain;

they

resentment and silence.

The last three verses of our passage
its major problems.

in fact,

Those verses,

(565-7)

represent one of

though they seemingly belong to

the Odysseus-Ajax encounter,

are at the same time an introduction

or a transition to the final

scene of the Nekyia,

V.635)

(up to

which some commentators consider to be an interpolation^^.

Odysseus says:
spoken to me,
though,

a passage

"And there nevertheless
despite his anger,

or

[Ajax's shade] would have

I to him; my heart within me,

desired to see the ghosts of the other dead people".

It is

difficult to accept that these verses are merely "somewhat harsh,
but in keeping with the context"^^;

let us see how they were para

phrased by a Scholiast:

ôpoicjç kcl) èyù ecpnv ctv npùç rdv AVavra kexo-

Acjpéva

dcAA' 6 eupdç à epùg heeAe koci rcôv oAAwv ràcç

'pnparo: eAiyeug.

Ujuxdç Twv TeevEWTUv

iSeTv,

kqI

cjxoAhv ouk eTxov.
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Thus not only do

the three verses weaken the effect of Ajax's majestic silence,
also call the sincerity of Odysseus'

preceding words into question.

Denys Page has presented the issue well:

"What drabness now intrudes

upon the sombre beauty of the poet's thought,
make way for Minos and his vassal
then,

was accidental,

but

merely in order to

g h o s t s ? (...) The silence of Ajax,

imposed by the requirements of a time-table.

Given another moment he would have spoken.

And Odysseus'

plea,

that

Ajax might forgive and speak to him, was nothing but formal
politeness:

Ajax was about to reply,

he cannot wait for the answer;
time is pressing.

but Odysseus

another day,

is in a hurry,

perhaps,

but just now

Surely we are justified in concluding with

certainty that whoever conceived the image of the silent ghost of
Ajax did not at once proceed to destroy his own concept io n?"

Page

then goes on to athetize vs.565-635 -"introduced at such heavy cost
to the preceding episode"- as "beyond all reasonable doubt inserted
in its present place by a later p o e t "

The fact

is that,

one does not consider vs.568-635 as an interpolation,
verses 565-7 are surely problematic.

In my opinion,

even if

the three

though,

strong

reservations can be entertained as to the likelihood of the last
scene of the Nekyia being interpolated,

at least for one reason

that relates to the Ajax-episode and has "literary value":
after Ajax's silence,

the rest of the Nekvia

does not converse with any of the six
the Minos-area,
one poet,

is s i l e n c e . Odysseus

legendary figures he meets in

that of rewards and punishments,

I would say,

and conveyed that,

the same

in d e e d ,

in both scenes,

in Hades^^.

Only

would have conceived

thus making the impact of Ajax's silence even

greater and more memorable,

the last heroic
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image left by the Nekyia,

Coming to the end,

a few remarks concerning secondary means used

by the poet in order to "distinguish" Od yss e u s ’ encounter with Ajax
need to be made.

It is significant that only Achilles and Ajax among

those shades which approach Odysseus do not drink of the blood of
the sheep so as to be able to speak with him
not speak eventually).

(of course,

Since among the "Trojan heroes"

Ajax does

Agamemnon

does drink of the blood to converse with O d y s s e u s w h y

does the

poet not

represent the two others doing the same? Commenting on

the fact

that Achilles does not drink of the blood,

an interesting suggestion made by H.W.Parke^^:
this device to deal with the special

Stanford quotes

"H(omer)

case of Ajax,

has adopted

on the one hand

to spare him the humiliation of drinking the blood in the presence
of G(dysseus)

and,

on the other,

to make

it clear that his

subsequent silence was voluntary."
Furthermore,
to Ajax
them

it is worth examining in sequence the references

in the Nekyia,

as they culminate in a climax.

is found at v s.469-70,

The first of

where the shade of Ajax is seen among

those of the heroes-friends of Achilles;

it is just before O dys s e u s ’

encounter with Achilles and in a sense it prepares us for the
Odysseus-Ajax meeting-'^.

Ajax is referred as ocp icrrog env eT5ôç re

ôépciç TE / Twv gcAA cjv Oavawv p e r ’ dpupova FlnAeTcova -as we have
already noted,
passage,

this is

the conventional mention of the hero. In our

just before O d y s s e u s ’ address to him,

Ajax is again

mentioned in a couplet that differs from the previous one
(vs.550-1):

AVcve’ og n é p i pfev e T5 o ç , n é p i 5' epya t é t u k t o

/ Twv

aAAcov ûavacôv p e r ’ àpùpova nnAsTcjva. Here the reference does not
confine itself to Ajax’s physique,
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but praises his deeds

(not necessarily the warlike ones only)

as well.

the comparison remains always Achilles,

with whom Ajax

"equalled"
àncjAeo.

in Odysseus'

cteîo

5'

'Axaioi

The measure of
is eventually

speech

(vs.556-8):

/

’AxiAAnoç KscpaAfl DnAn idôao / àxvüpeeo:

îctov

cpeipévoio ëiapnspég^^.
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AJAX'S

DEATH

AESCHYLUS

"Aethiools"

The A e t h i o p i s ,

attributed to Arctinus of Miletus,

related the

events of the Trojan War that took place immediately after
those of the Iliad.

The epic has been anything but favoured by

the good god of philology;

the surviving fragments are too scanty,

and any knowledge we have about it is mostly based upon the "summary'
in the XpncTTopdee ia T p a p p a r iKih of Proclus^. The main heroic figure
of the poem appears to have been Achilles, since his exploits at the
expense of two of the mightier and more renowned allies of the
Trojans,

both children of gods and newly arrived at Troy, were

described in four of its five books. The hero slays the Amazon queen
Penthesileia and then the Aethiopian prince Memnon.
book of the A e t h i o p i s ,

however,

In the fifth

Achilles himself is killed by

the collaboration of Paris and Apollo, and indeed it is there that
our concern with this epic starts^. The concluding lines of
Proclus' summary run as follows; Tpe^dpevog 5' 'AxiAAeùç roùç
Tpüaç Koc) eîç rhv noAiv cruve icrneaùv ûnô fldcp 1 5oç àvaipeTrai

xa'i

' AnôAAcovoç” koci nepl rou nrupaTog yevopévnç îcrxupôcç pdxng AVaç
àveAôpevoç èni râç vocûç Kopizsi,
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'üôucjCTécoç ànopaxoupé vou roTç

Tpcoaiv. ëne Ircr 'AvcîAoxôv re ednrouCT i kqi

rbv veKpôv roû ’AxiAAécoç

nporI s e v r a o i 5è 'Axaioi rbv rdpov xwaavreg àyûva riséaai,
Kai nepi rûv 'AxiAAécoç onAcov 'OSuaaeT Kai

AVavri ardaig epninrei.

Taking things in order, we will start from the reference to
the "fierce battle" that broke out over the corpse of Achilles
-a scene foreshadowed by the analogous Iliadic one over Pat roc 1us""'.
The Greeks managed to defend the body and the armour of their best
warrior and to carry them to their camp.
abstract,

As we learn from Proclus’

Ajax and Odysseus were the ones who played a foremost

part in the action of this episode of the A e t h i o p i s :

the former

carried the body to the ships, while the latter kept off the
Trojans in rear-guard action.
Since it came as the result of the joint efforts of Ajax and
Odysseus,

the rescue of the arms and the corpse of Achilles gives

them each a good case for any future contest for "primacy". The next
stage of the action,

the judgement of the arms,

is therefore

suitably prepared^'. Although one has to admit that this performance
by the two heroes does not appear to have played a role in all the
known versions of the story"’%

any detail that we learn about it

acquires added significance if it is put in the aforementioned
perspect iv e .
Before proceeding to the actual contest,
that deserve attention. Firstly,

there are some details

the account of the A e t h i o p i s

regarding the roles of the two heroes in the defence of Achilles’
body seems to be in agreement with that of the O d y s s e y given
by Odysseus himself:
wanderings,

reduced to despair by the hardships of his

he wishes he had died gloriously during the battle
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over the fallen Achilles, obviously the most difficult situation
he found himself in at Troy, when many spears had been thrown
against him^.

In a scholion on the Nekyia, moreover,

killed by Odysseus whilst Ajax was carrying Achilles'

the Trojans
corpse are

mentioned, a bit bafflingly, as the ones who decided the award
of the arms to him^.

Apollodorus,

too, who draws from the A e t h i o p i s

up to a point in his account of those events, says that Ajax, after
distinguishing himself by killing Glaucus during the battle over
Achilles, rdx onAa 5 1 5coa !v èni Tùg vaûç Kopizsiv, rô

ccôpa

BacrrûcjŒç AVaç BaAAopevoç BéAeai péaov TÜv noAspicov ôinveyKsv,
’üôuaaécjç npùç roùç èn icpepopé vouç paxopé vou^'.
The issue, though,

is more complex than it seems. There are

other references which suggest that it was Odysseus who carried
the fallen Achilles to the Greek ships, and Ajax the one who
protected his retreat. Leaving aside the scholiast on Pindar's
N.8.48 -who constitutes one of those by misreading the passage
of the O d y s s e y in question^- another scholiast,
very passage

(Qd.5 . 3 1 0 ) ,

'AxiAAÉuç ’Oôuaaeùç kqi

commenting on this

informs us: or i ùnepepdxncra v rou awparoç
AVaç. xal 6 pÈv ÈBdaraaev,

à 5' AVaç

ùnepnaniCTSv, côç xai èn ) DarpoKAy. Eustathius also follows the
same version, possibly recalling the previous schol ion'^'"'.
Particularly striking is a scholion on 1 1 , 1 7 . 7 1 9 ,
the defence of the fallen Patroclus.

occasioned by

With clear disapproval,

the

scholiast attributes to the vecorepo i, the poets of the Epic Cycle,
the invention of Ajax carrying the body and Odysseus fighting
to protect his retreat towards the ships: ori svrsOesv roTç
vewrèpoiç 6 Baarazopsvoç 'AxiAAeùç ùn'

6G

AVavroç, ùnepaan izcov 5è

’üSuQcreùç napnKTai. e î 5 è

"Opnpog ëypape rbv 'AxiÀAÉwg eâvarov,

□ÙK âv èno Incre rbv vexpbv u n ’ AVavroç BaarazopEvov cbç o i
vE&T5poiii.

Does the Scholiast have the A e t h i o p i s in mind here?

To continue our discussion,

it is useful to remind

ourselves of Ajax’s conventional/Homeric role in battle:
the best in defence. This is certainly more in accord with the
idea of him fighting bravely in order to protect the carriage
of Achilles’ corpse to the Greek camp, something,

besides,

that he successfully carried out, as we have said before,

in

the equally difficult case of the slaying of Patroc 1u s . And
since,

as we shall see later, the respective roles of Ajax

and Odysseus in the recovery of Achilles’ body were decisive
for the award of the arms to the latter in the version of the
Little

Iliad,

one wonders,

in fact, whether the task of carrying

a dead body is honorific for a warrior especially in comparison
to fighting to protect that action^-'L Odysseus, on the other hand,
was not the ideal warrior in Homer,

to be sure: excellent though

he is in counselling and in planning war operations,
distinguishes himself in battle in the Iliad;

he rarely

besides,

the

Epic Cycle deals with several events that are rather embarrassing
for him^^.

I think, then, that we cannot totally exclude the

possibility that the account of the recovery of Achilles’ body in
the A e t h i o p i s ,

particularly concerning the roles of the two heroes

in this scene, was different from what was generally believed to
have happened!^. The case underlines the richness and the diversity
of the mythological material regarding even details of our story.
As we have seen, the last sentence of the argument of the
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in the C h r e s t o m a t h y of Proclus mentions that a quarrel

Aethiopis

arises between Odysseus and Ajax for Achilles’ armour.

The story

continues, we are led to suppose,

the abstract

in the L i t t l e

Iliad,

of which comes immediately after that of the A e t h i o p i s

in Proclus,

and indeed it begins with the completion of the contest and its
consequences. A fragment from the A e t h i o p i s
however,

(fr.l Davies),

incidentally the only one that is securely attested, .

coming from a scholion on Pindar’s 1.4.58,

informs us that "the

author of the A e t h i o p i s says that Ajax killed himself about dawn"
-nep)

TOV opepov- being in agreement on that with Pindar’s

version (oipio: sv v u k t i
therefore,

-cf.

1.4.38-9)^^.

It becomes obvious,

that the story was brought down further by Arctinus,

that is, to the ultimate consequence of the judgement of the
arms,

Ajax’s suicide,

of the Ae t h i o p i s .

but Proclus omitted that in his summary

Ajax is mentioned as having killed himself

in the argument of the L i t t l e Iliad.
widely accepted^^,

but well-known,

Proclus’ reliability is

too,

is his characteristic

"system" in compiling the summaries of the C h r e s t o m a t h y :
according to Monro "the portion of narrative assigned to each
poem in the abstract of Proclus does not always represent the
plan and argument of the original work; consequently the continuous
and consistent narrative of the abstract is not due to the ancient
’Cyclic’ poets themselves"

And this happened, Davies argues,

because of the aim for which Proclus wrote the summaries:

"to

remind the reader of the I l i a d of episodes in the story so as
to facilitate his understanding and enjoyment of Homer’s epic.
But the other Trojan epics from the Cycle,
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though their final

form was influenced by a wish to fill details before and after
Homer's two poems, may have originally been independent
compositions,

and in consequence sometimes disagreed with Homer’s

version of events. These disagreements had to be removed
(together with repetitions of events also present in I l i a d and
Odyssey)

from Proclus' original summary when this was transformed

into a preface to the Iliad:
confusion.With

otherwise there would be unnecessary

the same guidelines in mind, Proclus eliminated

any overlapping material between the poems of the Cycle themselves,
any "doublets",

to use Davies’ term^‘-’, despite possible differences

in detail of the versions of each epic.

In this case, for some

reason, Proclus chose to preserve the L i t t l e I l i a d ’s version of
the judgement of the arms and Ajax's death, although the same events,
in a different version, were described in the A e t h i o p i s as well.
The question of how the bnAcjv Kpicrig was related in the
Aethiopis

is very difficult to resolve. The relevant evidence is

almost non-existent,

so most of the following discussion will be

conjectures and suggestions.

As we have already seen dealing with

the same matter in the O d y s s e y ,

the main points of the story that

concern us are two: how the award was decided and what followed
the decision.

The first question has been discussed in the preceding

chapter on the O d y s s e y .

It appears that the A e t h i o p i s adopted a line

very similar to that of the O d y s s e y with regard to the judges of the
contest; on the basis of the scholia on v.547 of the Nekyia

(cf.

fl 5è [cjTop Îa ÈK TWV k u k A i k w v ) Trojan prisoners were consulted by
the Greeks or decided themselves as to whether Odysseus or Ajax
was the more deserving of the Achillean arms. Very remote is the

possibility that the epic followed the simplest -and oldestversion,

that the judgement was made by the Greek chiefs, a variant

adopted by Pindar and Sophocles, who presumably followed an earlier
source^' .
The second question,

regarding what followed the award of the

arms, will be treated at length here.

It is very difficult

to speak positively about whether in the A e t h i o p i s Ajax's defeat
in the contest was followed by his being struck by insanity.
Proclus’ omission of the relevant account of the epic does not
necessarily mean that the A e t h i o p i s described Ajax's madness, as
the L i t t l e

Iliad

did^^. The view held by most commentators who

have studied the Epic Cycle,

that the A e t h i o p i s

closest poem to the I l i a d in style and spirit^'^,

is possibly the
in combination,

moreover, with its chronological proximity to the two Homeric
epics,

by contrast with the later poems of the Cycle like the L i t t l e

Iliad,

may constitute good reason to believe that such "unhomeric"

elements as Ajax's madness and his treacherous plans against his
comrades-in-arms which were stopped by Athena, were not presented
in Arctinus' epic'^-"^'. This view was shared among others by Jebb.
On the basis of the information given by the fragment mentioned
above, that Ajax killed himself about dawn,
morning after the award",

he suggested:

"doubtless on the

"There is no reason to

think that Arctinus mentioned that delusion of Ajax by Athena
which caused his slaughter of the cattle. The scanty evidence
rather suggests that the rage in the hero's soul was not expressed
in any deed of violence,

but that he passed in seclusion,

perhaps

within his tent, the few hours of darkness between his defeat and

his death.

Jebb held that, as happens apparently in the O d y s s e y ,

the single motive of Ajax's suicide had been resentment at the
award and “not that feeling combined with a sense of disgrace
incurred by his own action."^^ The fact that Arctinus and Pindar
“agreed" on a relatively minor detail like the exact time.of Ajax's
death leads to the assumption that they may have done so concerning
other details of the story as well.
madness and murderous intentions,
in two aspects:

Pindar “ignored",

too,

Ajax’s

but he differs from the A e t h i o p i s

i) the identity of the judges of the bnAwv xpicriç

-if what is suggested here is tenable-, and ii) the possibility
of something being crooked about the award -no trace of the latter
is met anywhere in the Cycle^^.
Jebb’s “reconstruction" of Ajax’s last hours in the A e t h i o p i s ,
however plausible it may appear,

presents two weak points:

The few hours of the night that Ajax is supposed to have spent
“in seclusion" are enough to be used, as in Sophocles,
for the series of events concerning the hero that the dramatist
-or the L i t t l e I l i a d - described:
chiefs,

insanity, plan to murder the

delusion by Athena, onslaught on the cattle,

again and feeling shame, suicide;

besides,

becoming sane

time in Greek poetry

is handled peculiarly: sometimes everything seems to happen very
quickly. Moreover, Jebb was inclined to follow the incorrect view
that a fragment in which Podaleirius is mentioned as having spotted
the first signs of deep mental trouble in Ajax belonged to the
Aethiopis,

instead of to the S a c k o f Troy;

he also misinterpreted it

slightly in order to support his line of argument^^.
Apollodorus, who might have helped us here, since he follows
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the A e t h i o p i s up to a point, seems to have changed his source
immediately after the funeral games in Achilles'

honour. The

Epitome's account of events concerning and following the award of

the armour to Odysseus appears to derive from the L i t t l e

Iliad:

n 5è

navonAia aùroû rw àp îcrrw viKnrnpiov t ieera i k q I KarcxBoc î vouer i v eîç
apiAAav AVaç
raparrera

I

kqi

'ÜSuaaeùç. npoKpieévroç 5è 'Oëuaaàwç AVaç ùnô Aûnnç

rai vÛKrcjp èn iBouAsûera i rÿ arpareûpar i. rai ùnô 'Aenvâç

paveiç eîç râ BoarnpoTa ^iphpnç éKrpénerai
roîç vépouCT I V wç 'Axaioùç.

rai Taûra Kreîvei aùv

ÜCTTcpov 5è acoppovnaaç KTeîvei

rai

eauTÔ V .
There is no trace,
the A e t h i o p i s ,
arms

by the way, of an intervention by Athena in

either in the procedure of the adjudgement of the

(though one cannot exclude completely an "influence" on the

minds of the judges by the goddess here -as hinted in the O d y s s e y )
or by imposing delusion on Ajax''’
^‘-‘. This does not much weaken the
possibility that Ajax was presented mad in the A e t h i o p i s ,

but

rather supports the idea that events such as the slaughter of the
cattle were not related in our epic"---'.
The view that Ajax is pictured insane in the A e t h i o p i s acquired
one argument in its favour by the discovery, a few centuries ago,
of the so-called Tabulae Iliacae. These are sets of inscriptions
dated from the first century B.C. to the first A.D.,

in which

the contents of the Homeric epics and the poems of the Epic
Cycle are mentioned in a brief and peculiar form, apart from
some depictions of known scenes and figures,

that is as the names

of the persons/heroes who take part in the action^^.

The main riddle

concerning these tabulae was the use for which they were intended'"''""'.
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A.Sadarska suggests three possible purposes:

i) scholarship

-teaching and giving children practice in mythology;
supporting Aeneas'

genealogy

ii) a means of

(and thus that of the gens lulia);

iii) decoration using the ever-popular Trojan legend^^.

In the last

line of one of the inscriptions of the Tabula Iliaca Capitolina

(the

inscription bears the title Aie ion)g Karb 'ApKrTvov rdv MiAn&iov^^)
we read:

Alag [pavi]w5ng.

Although only the last four letters of

the word pavicbSng are readable,

this reading seems to be the most

plausible and has not been disputed. However,

no other of the

Tabulae 11iacae that refer to the A e t h i o p i s mentions Ajax as mad^^,
and the lateness of the tablets,

in combi nation with the several

mistakes -even of spelling- in their inscriptions and the
uncertainty about their precise aim and function,

takes away some

of the authority from their testimony concerning this element of
the contents of the A e t h i o p i s .
So, the issue about Ajax presented mad in the A e t h i o p i s cannot
be considered settled, although there is circumstantial evidence
-at least- in favour of a pavicoSng hero at the end of the epic.
Perhaps one should provisionally guess that his outbreak of frenzy
-a consequence of the injustice of the award- made Ajax commit
sui ci d

e

I would not support the presence in the A e t h i o p i s of

stories such as Ajax’s murderous intention against the Greek chiefs
and Athena’s "intervention" so that the hero in his deluded state
canalizes his frenzy in the direction of the cattle.
Finally,

concerning the tradition of Ajax being invulnerable

(certainly a non-homeric heroic element) and therefore facing
difficulty in committing suicide
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(cf. my sub-chapter on Aeschylus'

trilogy below), Davies'--"'--’ makes what seems to me to be a far-fetched
suggestion,

that the hero may have been presented as invulnerable

in the A e t h i o p i s .

We simply are unable to speak about that with

any amount of certainty, although one may expect the story of Ajax's
invulnerability to have been older^^ than its first certain
appearances in Pindar's I s t h m i a n 6 and Aeschylus'
Thressae.

b.

The

"Little

Iliad"

In contrast to the A e t h i o p i s ,

the L i t t l e

books ascribed to Lesches of Mytilene,

Iliad,

an epic in four

had much more good fortune

concerning its survival: we have several fragments from it; also,
apart from Proclus’ abstract,

information about the contents of the

poem can be drawn from the P o e t i c s of Aristotle""‘"‘ (where the
philosopher refers to the tragedies derived from the L i t t l e
and the passage of Pausanias^^,
paintings at Delphi,

in which he describes Polygnotus*

representing scenes from the taking of Troy

and following, we are told by the geographer,
Little

Iliad.

Iliad)

the account of the

The events related in the epic, therefore,

extend as

far as the sack of Troy.
In Proclus’ summaries,

the L i t t l e I l i a d occupied a position

between the two poems by Arctinus -after his A e t h i o p i s and before
the S a c k o f Troy.

We have already mentioned that its first part

overlapped with the concluding part of the A e t h i o p i s and,

indeed,

the two fragments of the L i t t l e I l i a d that will concern us here

belong to its opening part. The contest for Achilles' arms,

how it

was decided, and its consequences, were narrated there and treated
differently from in the A e t h i o p i s .

We cannot be certain,

though,

as to whether the judgement of the arms was the very first event
that the L i t t l e I l i a d described. Proclus may well have “arranged"
the beginning of the poem^^ to fit the end of the A e t h i o p i s .
M.Davies’ suggestion that "a plunge in médias res with the quarrel
between Ajax and Odysseus would have been epically proper“ is
interesting,

but, apart from the obvious risk in a speculation of

this sort, one may consider it rather lofty in artistic terms for a
poem of the relatively undistinguished Epic Cyc 1e"""^. In any case,
Aristotle’s mention of the judgement of the arms as one of the
themes treated in the L i t t l e I l i a d may lead one to suggest that the
events relative to Ajax’s fate were described in the poem at
possibly greater length^^ than in the A e t h i o p i s .
The opening words of Proclus'
imagination:

summary leave much to the

'H rcôv onAcov Kpi'cjig y Îv e t q i kqi

’Aenvâç AücpBdvei,

’OSuacreùç Kcràc BoüAncriv

AVaç 5 ’ èppavhç yevopevoç rhv re Aeîav rcôv ’Axaiwv

Aupa Ivera I xai èaurov àvaipeî. With fr.2*^(1) Davies our idea of the
judgement of the arms as represented in the epic is well elaborated.
The fragment comes from a Scholion on Aristophanes’ E q u i t é s

1056;

it is necessary for the purposes of the present examination to cite
the words of the Scholiast as well: n Îcropia roùrov rbv rponov
EXE I. or I ôiEtpépovro nspi rwv dpiareiwv o rE AVaç xa'i 6 ’OS u œ c t e ù ç ,
WÇ cpncr IV 6 rhv pixpav 'lAidSa nenoinKwç"
roTç

rov Néaropa 5è aupBouAEÛaa i

"EAAnaI néppai rivdç èç aùrwv ùnô rd rEÎxn rwv Tpwwv, wraxou-

arhcrovraç nep) rhç dvSpEÎaç rwv npoetpnpÉvwv hpwwv. roùç 5 è nEpcpeé-

VTQÇ

à K OÛ CT a i

wg

AVaç

6

ncxpeévcov

noAù

5 1acpepopévcov

Kpsirrcov

ècn:i

tdû

npôç

àAAnAocç,

'O ëuaaÉw ç,

c5v

rnv

S iepxopévnv

pèv

A éyeiv

oütcoç"

AVaç pÈv yàp ae ipe Kai ëKpepe 5nVoi:fn:oç
npw flnAelSinv où5' fiaeAE 5îoç ’üûuaaeûç
Tfiv 5' érépav àvTeineîv ’Aenvâç npovoiaincôç ènepcjvnaco; nûç où Karâ Koapov eeineç;
Ci|jeû5oç>
<Kaî

KE

àAA’

oÙK

yuvf)
âv

pÉpoi

axeoç

Ènei

kev

àvhp

àvaeEÎn"

paxÉaaiTO>

The last line and a half are in fact quoted in the text of
Aristophanes.

The second Trojan girl undoubtedly added that it was

Odysseus who covered the retreat. So, after hearing the report of
the spies, the Greek chiefs gave the arms to Odysseus^^.
Commenting on the fragment, one should start,

I believe,

from

the fact that the whole episode is distinctively different from the
style of the I l i a d and, even, as far as we can tell, from that of
the A e t h i o p i s .

Commentators have maintained that it is characteristic

of the "temper" of the L i t t l e Iliad,

which contains "more of the

lighter Ionian vein, and a larger element of romance"^^,
closer to the spirit of the O d y s s e y ;
"pragmatic"
[SiKaaav]

level, though,

( Q d . 11.547)

of the O d y s s e y ,

and is

on a more specific and

I cannot see the phrase naîSeç 5È Tpwwv

-despite the presence of Athena in the account

too- corresponding in any way to the two Trojan

maidens"''"'^. Other assessments of the story include such terms as
"fanciful" or even "perverse" .

Jebb suggested that the "ingenuity"

of the account of the L i t t l e I l i a d regarding the judgement of the
Achillean arms "indicates the desire [of the poet] to avoid
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imitation of some earlier poet who had referred the award to the
Trojan captives"^^

(the poet of the A e t h i o p i s

I would suggest);

it

certainly proves its lateness in relation to the simpler versions^^
of the O d y s s e y and the Ae t h i o p i s .
Nevertheless,

it seems a bit

Greek army, or, rather, for such
such gravity,

ludicrous™^, one would say, for the
great chiefs,

to leave a matter of

like the award of the arms of Achilles, and, moreover,

nepi TÛV àpiareicov, to be decided on the basis of overhearing a
conversation between two Trojan girls "with their implausible
knowledge of and interest in military matters "

-and Nestor being

the one on whose advice this was done! The collective paranoia is
of course explained by Athena's intervention,
in the version of the L i t t l e Iliad:
Nestor to suggest the whole thing

a prevalent e 1ement

she may have inspired

(Davies rightly notes that

there is no contradiction between the fragment’s reference to
Nestor as the advisor of this line of action to the Greeks and
Proclus’ mention of Athena’s interference^^); she may have directed
the spies so as to hear the conversation in question, and may have
inspired the second Trojan girl to rebuke the other’s opinion,
so on'"''-’. Odysseus’ victory drives Ajax mad and
(again ’Aenvâç npovoiq? Proclus’

he attacks the cattle

summary fails to speak explicitly

about Ajax’s murderous intentions against his comrades,
to Apollodorus, who,
in that^^). Then,
his actions,

however,

and

contrarily

could have followed the L i t t l e I l i a d

coming back to his senses and feeling shame for

Ajax commits suicide.

The second fragment from the L i t t l e I l i a d that concerns us
is fr.3 Davies, a quotation of Porphyrius by Eustathius^^,
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according to which Ajax did not receive the customary heroic
burial by being cremated,
a coffin,

but his body was buried placed in

because of Agamemnon's anger against the hero -at Ajax's

act of treachery, evidently,

having planned to murder him.

This is a detail on which Apollodorus and Philostratus agree. The
former says that Ajax was the only one among those who died at Troy
whose body was buried;

his tomb was at the cape Rho ite ion"’
'*--*. The

latter adds that Ajax’s posthumous treatment was recommended by the
seer Calchas, ùq oùx oa io t nupl eanreaea i o Î écxuToùç ànoKre ivavrsg'-''’
^.
An analogous,

"relatively late rationalization"

is suggested by

Davies‘^^‘-‘ in order to explain the "motivation" of this fragment of
the L i t t l e Iliad.
It is worth noticing at this point that the account of the
Little

Iliad

Sophocles:

has three elements in common with the Ajax of

the hero's madness,

his following onslaught of the cattle,

and the notion that, after his death,

his body was treated with some

sense of dishonour and his burial was not achieved without
hindrances.

All elements belong to the part of the story after the

actual judgement/award of the arms; at least the second and third
ones,

being in sharp contrast to what we learn from the Nekyia, were

in all probability included in only the L i t t l e I l i a d amongst the
Homeric epics and those of the Cycle"^''. Of course,

despite Sophocles'

apparently close knowledge of the account of the L i t t l e Iliad,

the

dramatist chose to differ from the storyline of that epic regarding
the way the award of the arms was decided -although his genre might
have found quite expedient the episode with the two Trojan girls,
and this constitutes a substantial differentiation indeed.
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c.

One fr agment

from

t he

"Sack

o f T r ov"

It is accepted that the Sack o f T r o y was written by the same
poet as the A e t h i o p i s ,

Arctinus, who probably continued the story

that ended with the capture of Troy in this epic^^; as is widely
held, the two poems attempted to supply a sequel to the I l i a d -an
analogous task*^'-''"' was undertaken by the author of the L i t t l e
It is obvious,

Iliad.

then, that the contest for the Achillean arms and

Ajax's death must have fallen well outside the confines of the Sack
o f Troy,

which, according to Proclus’ C h r e s t o m a t h y ,

began with the

Trojans being suspicious about the Wooden Horse. No reference to
Ajax is made in Proclus’ abstract of the epic. Nevertheless,
its fragments

one of

(fr.l Davies), actually the lengthiest one, coming

from a scholion on 11,11.515, mentions Ajax:
ŒÙrôç yap ccp iv e S cokg narhp + ’E vvoct iya iog necje7v+
àppoTÉpoig, erepov 5 ’ érépou k u 5 i o v ’ seriKE '
T Û I pèv KOUcpoTÉpaç xEÎpocç nôpev,

ek

aapKùç é A e î v rph^ci i t e kqi

ndvT’ àKÉaacjBai,

eA keœ

BéAEpva

te

TÛI 5 ’ a p ’ arpiBéa ndvua èvl arnaEcrcriv e s h k e v
acTKond: t e yvcjvcxi kqi
oc "pg

KO: I

àvaAeéa

îdcraCTeoc i"

AVavroç npwTOC udoE xuouÉvoio

ouuard r ’ dcTpdnrovTo: Bapuvôuevov t e vonua.
The fragment refers to Machaon and Podaleirius,

sons of Poseidon,

the two Homeric doctors, who were given medical skill by their
father^^’"^'. The former was able to heal wounds -the surgeon- and the
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latter was given the ability to diagnose and treat medical disease
-the physician. We are told that the physician Podaleirius "was,
fact,

the first to detect the fury in Ajax,

in

his eyes flashing and

burdened mind".
The reference to Ajax led a lot of commentators in the last
century to presume that the Scholiast had confused the two poems

of

Arctinus and, since the events concerning the hero were related
in the A e t h i o p i s ,

this fragment should have come from it. Kinkel^^

included it in the fragments of the A e t h i o p i s
Epicorum

Graecorum

Fragmenta,

in his edition of the

and Jebb, as we have already seen,

preferred to consider it as belonging to that poem^^. Monro,

by

contrast, strongly maintained that the passage should have come from
the S a c k of Troy.

He rightly noted that "the two lines about Ajax

have rather the appearance of a parenthesis,
illustrate a later part of the story "

brought in to

. In our fragment the person

who speaks seems not to follow the "neutral" style of a mere
narration/listing of facts;
abilities of the two doc tor

he wishes to stress the healing
. Monro went on to suggest plausibly

that the context of our fragment had been the healing of Philoctetes,
brought back from Lemnos shortly before the capture of Troy,
an event related, according to the C h r e s t o m a t h y ,
but,

in all probability,

in his P h i l o c t e t e s ,
the L i t t l e Iliad,

in the L i t t l e Iliad,

in the S a c k of T r o y as well: Sophocles,

did follow an account different from that of

possibly^'^ the one of the S a c k o f Troy.

Indeed,

in Quintus Smyrnaeus -who certainly draws from earlier sourcesPodaleirius heals Philoctetes^^;

Proclus’ abstract of the L i t t l e

I l i a d says that the hero was cured by Machaon^^ -his care was the
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responsibility of both doctors,

I would say. Thus,

the “speaker"

in

our fragment adds, as an example of the physician's skill, that
in the past it was Podaleirius who first identified the symptoms
of the coming frenzy in Ajax.
This is a good point at which to return to Jebb’s view regarding
an Ajax reaching his death “in serenity"

in Arctinus. This view

is not weakened by the fact that our fragment belongs to the S a c k
of T r o y

instead of the Ae t h i o p i s ,

as Jebb held; and he was right

to assume that the two verses mentioning Ajax presuppose
a lengthy treatment of the relevant events elsewhere
Aethiopis)^^.

<=in the

One may indicate here that it would have been highly

improbable if the same poet presented contrasting versions of the
same story in two different works by him. Jebb considered the
"symptoms"

in the last verse of our fragment as merely "the

precursors of [Ajax's] end"'^"'% and not as indications of his coming
madness. He claimed that insanity never manifested itself in Ajax
in Arctinus’ version,

precisely because "the acute physician"

Podaleirius was the first who detected symptoms of mental trouble
in the hero

(thus they were not obvious to e v e r y b o d y ) T h i s

view

is based upon a peculiar interpretation given by Jebb to the phrase
npwTog pdee, as the scholar himself suspects for a m o m e n t a n d
upon what the vocabulary of the last couplet
dcrrpdcnrovra, Bapuvopevov vonpa) suggests:
Regarding this last point, M.Davies,
but still,

(xcoopévoio, oppara

heroic wrath or insanity'^'-'.

not completely unreasonably,

I think, over-cautious1y , expresses the same line of

argument, maintaining that “from the wording of our fragment it
would be both difficult and dangerous to conclude how strictly the
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poet ever distinguished between genuine lunacy and the sense of
heroic aggrievement at failure to win Achilles’ armour which may
have been the starting-point of that m a d n e s s . B u t

would special

abilities be needed to diagnose "normal heroic resentment"?'^*"’
Indeed, what would be the use of a physician of renowned skill,
such as Podaleiri u s , just to indicate sorneth ing that was visible
to any non-specialist? I believe that Podaleirius is here meant
to have been the first to have detected what the others had been
unable to see; what the non-specialists saw as anger or distress
or realized in the light of Ajax’s following suicide,

the skilled

doctor saw as mental disease. Concerning now the reservations
about the phrasing of vs.7-8 of our fragment,

I think that,

although one cannot say the same about xuopsvoio, at least
Bapuvopevov vônpa suggests deep mental disorder,
even grave wrath and/or disappointment^^.

a situation beyond

It has to be noted again

that Ajax's probable pavfa in Arctinus’ version may not necessarily
entail all the details given in the L i t t l e

I l i a d -plan to murder

the other chiefs, attack on the cattle and generally any action
shameful for the hero; succinctly,

it may have been a rage visible,

but not expressed in violence.
So,

in continuation of our discussion of the A e t h i o p i s some

pages above, while we can exclude the story of the onslaught of the
cattle from Arctinus’ account,
the Sack of Troy,

in the light of this fragment from

it is rather difficult to suppose that in his

version Ajax spent his last hours, after the award,
peacefully.

completely

An outbreak of frenzy resulting from his defeat

in the contest for the arms led him to commit suicide; quite
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differently,

in the L i t t l e I l i a d the hero kills himself when sane,

out of shame for his actions during the delusion imposed on him by
Athena in order to prevent his murderous plans against his comrades
who, as he felt, failed to do him justice.

d.

An

Aeschylean

trilogy

The story of the end of Ajax was dramatized by Aeschylus in a
trilogy. From the three tragedies, which are,
of
The

the

Arms

( "OnAcov Kpîaiç),

Salaminian

Women

in turn. T h e J u d g e m e n t

The T h r a c i a n W o m en

(ZaAapfviai),

(Bpciaocxi) and

only a few short fragments have

sur V ived^"^''. Jebb holds that the "AiavrEia" may have been one of
Aeschylus’ earlier trilogies,

"written, perhaps, while the new

lustre shed on Ajax by the victory at Salamis was still f resh "
Despite the time distance of nearly three decades, Sophocles,

.
in

particular -and possibly Pindar, earlier- should have been familiar
with and even influenced by the material offered by the three
Aeschylean plays. The present examination is mainly concerned with
matters relevant to the mythological material;

an attempt will be

made to view some issues of the Sophoclean Ajax under the light
thrown by the previous treatment of the same myth by Aeschylus.
It is taken for granted,

right from the beginning,

that, owing to

the fragmentary and mostly circumstantial evidence, a large portion
of what will be mentioned here consists of suggestions and
conjectures.
The first of the plays of the Aeschylean trilogy, as its title
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demonstrates,

deals with the judgement of the arms of Achilles,

for which claims were put forward by Ajax and Odysseus,

and with

their award to the latter. These events were not dramatized by
Sophocles;

his Ajax starts with the award having been decided and

the hero having already slaughtered the cattle instead of the Greek
chiefs in his madness^^.

It would have been interesting to know

positively which version of the way the award was decided Aeschylus
followed,

namely that of the G d y s s e y / A e t h 1Dp 1s

are the judges) or that of the L i t t l e

Iliad

talk about the two heroes inside Troy;
inspired by Athena, favour Odysseus;

(i.e. Trojan captives

(i.e. two Trojan girls

the words of one of them,

the conversation is overheard,

reported to the Greek camp and influences the dec is ion ) .
Aristotle^^ apparently includes the title

DnAwv

Kpfaiç

Although

in a list

of tragedies the subjects of which were derived from the material
of the L i t t l e

scholarship seems to favour the possibility

Iliad,

of Aeschylus having followed the version of the A e t h i o p i s .

Welcker,

the first scholar who dealt with the issue, used a supposed second
title

(p p û y e ç )

of T h e J u d g e m e n t o f t h e Arms to sustain a relation

between the Aeschylean play and the A e t h i o p i s .

Jebb'"*^^, though in

accord with Welcker's view that the dramatist must have followed
the account of the A e t h i o p i s in his tragedy,

rightly considers

Welcker's argument about the second title as untenable;

he goes on

to argue plausibly that "it is obvious that tragedy [especially
Aeschylean tragedy,

I would add] could not use the almost playful

romance of the L i t t l e

-the version of the A e t h i o p i s ,

Iliad"

with

the decision coming from the Trojan captives in the Greek camp,
is certainly more suitable^^.

Jebb’s other argument about the later
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writers who also follow the same version -which would have become
popular and attractive by its use in the Aeschylean p 1
more persuasive. Nevertheless,

is even

a positive answer to this matter

cannot be given.
It appears that a considerable part of the

*OnAwv Kpfaiç -the

Chorus of which consisted possibly of the Nereids^^- was a sort of
agon, a rhetorical competition in which each of the two heroes
argued his claim to the arms with speeches'^'-'. Ajax would have been
the person who speaks in fr.l75:
oAA'

’AvTiKÀsiaç S ctcjov fiAee Zicrucpog,

rng crng Aéyco ro i pnrpoç, fi cr’ eyeivaro"
and maybe in fr.l76,

too:

ànAâ yap eari rng àAneeiaç enp"
Taunting Odysseus with being the son of the disreputable
trickster Sisyphus,

however,

is not an utterance which could

have given us an idea about the "level" of this peculiar "duel"
-a scene that, apart from literature, formed a source of inspiration
for the vase-painters^^.

It remains difficult,

though,

to imagine

the straightforward, or even "tongueless", Ajax having been
entangled with that sort of competition^^ -the more since this
happens in rivalry with Odysseus,

by tradition the specialist in

this kind of activity. Thus Aeschylus undertook a delicate task
in the play:

regardless of Odysseus'

eventual victory,

the speeches

of the two heroes needed to be well-matched and also consistent
with their conventional

"characters". Another point which can

usefully be raised here is the attitude of the audience towards a
"rhetorical competition",

since the play was in all probability
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performed during only the third decade of the fifth century. With
regard to that, the Athenian audience of the period in question
differs from that of three or four decades later,

just as Aeschylus

is different from Sophocles or Euripides. Jebb holds that Aeschylus'
style is "remote" from such rhetoric as that of the second half of
the century in Athens'^^-"'; I believe that if more extant fragments
from a play like T h e J u d g e m e n t of the Arms had survived,
have added something to our knowledge about Aeschylus'

this might

"style",

particularly his debating technique^^. Quite sensibly, Jebb
goes on to mention Aeschylus’ superb handling of the trial scene
in the E u m e n i d e s ,

where he treats "a subject of the forensic type

without loss of tragic and heroic elevation"^^. For all that,
it remains hard to guess how the Ajax versus Odysseus agon was
presented by Aeschylus. The form of speech and counter-speech is
no doubt a thoroughly exciting one for a dramatist to utilize,
particularly in order to articulate characters. This is proved by
Sophocles’ and Euripides’ frequent use of it in later years when,
besides,
political

the Athenians were more accustomed to it from their
life. Following Jebb,

I cannot imagine Aeschylus

presenting the two heroes in an "encounter of wits"
fashion;

in Euripidean

the Aeschylean "debate" may have been closer to an Iliadic

one'^'^'. Finally,

this is, I think, a suitable point at which to note

that a part of the Sophoclean Ajax controversially criticized in the
past, the debates between Teucer and the Atreidae, may have been
influenced by Aeschylus’ presentation of the aqon between Ajax and
Odysseus;

generally,

in this survey I follow the idea that some

passages of the Ajax can be more easily understood in view of an
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intertextual relation.
The last fragment of the

"OnAcov Kpicriç on which we can comment

is f r .177:
TÎ

ydxp

kqAPv

If we assume that, again,

zfiv

+6iov+

og

Aunocg

cpépe i ;

Ajax is the speaker here, the meaning and

the spirit of the verse is very close to that of the verses 473-80
of the Sophoclean play. The fragment presumably comes from the end
of the

IDnAcov Kpîaiç;

the award has already been decided in

Odysseus’ favour and Ajax seems to start being overtaken by thoughts
of death.
On the basis of frs.175 and 176, Stanford^^,

still not without

some reservation, maintains that Aeschylus may have shown an implied
preference for Ajax in T h e J u d g e m e n t o f t h e ‘Arms in comparison
with the "wordy" Odysseus. His chief argument is his notion of
"Aeschylus’ own temperament", which might have inclined the
dramatist in that direction.

Arguments of such a kind comprise

always a certain amount of risk.

I do not intend to oppose

Aeschylus’ suggested preference for Ajax,
a sounder argument in its favour,

but I would prefer

like the Athenian reverence

towards one of their tribe and cult heroes;

the great tragedians

often satisfied that feeling.
Judging from the surviving fragments and from the well-founded
probability that Aeschylus may have followed the version of
the A e t h i o p i s about the award of the arms,

it looks as though

Kamerbeek is right: the poet, unlike Sophocles,

probably did not

speak about Ajax’s subsequent madness and -especially- the onslaught
of the cattle in the plays;

"there is every reason to suppose that
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f-v

Ajax decided on suicide immediately after the award (...) had been
given against him"

. Thus in Aeschylus the death of the hero

is likely to have been the result of his indignation exclusively
at the injustice of the judgement about the Achillean arms.
Ajax’s suicide takes place in the second play^^, the Thressae.
Its Chorus was formed by Thracian women, captives from one of Ajax’s
successful campaigns in the neighbourhood of Troy. Jebb notes aptly
that "the function of this Chorus was similar to that of the
Salaminian sailors in Sophocles, to express reverence for Ajax, to
mourn with him in his unjust defeat, and especially to sympathize
with Tecmessa, a captive like themselves, and one whose lot was to
be reduced,

by the hero’s death, to a level with their own"; those

remarks seem to be confirmed by a scholion on Ajax 134

.

As we learn, too, from the Scholiasts on the Sophoclean Ajax,
the suicide was reported by a Messenger^^^
of course,

in the Thressae.

This,

is in accord with the "conventional" dramatic practice

(violent and horrible scenes are not presented on stage but they are
narrated as vividly as possible by an eye-witness), yet in sharp
contrast to the way Sophocles chose to represent Ajax’s death.
In the light of that -and I now start discussing the only one of
the four surviving one-line fragments of the Thressae that deserves
attention as concerns the present examination (fr.83)- one is
tempted to see naivete on the part of some Scholiasts.

Aeschylus,

they say on Ajax 833, followed a mythological variant according
to which Ajax was invulnerable except for a small spot of his body,
the armpit

and Sophocles, èpieeüaai pév ti wg npeaguTÉpw

Mh BouAneeig où phv napaAineîv aurd SoKipdzwv, L|JiAwg cpncr i"
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nÀEupàv à vap p n ^ avca

rp5e

paayavp,

[v.834]

KGTù TI Tnv nAEupàv pfi EÎncôv. In order to stress Sophoclesrespectful alignment with his great predecessor Aeschylus,
the Scholia point out minor details based, moreover,
debatable interpretation of a vague verse

on a highly

. They insist on

Sophocles following Aeschylus with regard to the tradition about
Ajax’s invulnerability,

at the same time making no comment at all

on the striking handling of the hero's suicide presented "on stage"
by Sophocles -something that might have thrown some welcome light
on this scene which still baffles the modern commentators of the
Ajax,

particularly those concerned with questions of stagecraft and

scenic economy '
So,

.

judging from fr.83,

the Messenger in the T h r e s s a e seems to

have described Ajax’s agonizing attempts to find the sole vulnerable
spot of his body and to thrust the sword into it, coare Kcipiag rnç
nAnyhç yevopévnç ph npocryÉveaea i crnacrpôv pn5è noAAhv èv TW BavdTp
ôiQTpiBnv. This became possible only after the aid of a female deity
(napoùda Safpcov -a very significant detail

implying Ajax’s

"reconciliation" with the divine world before his death
then, the Messenger recounts,

; till

the sword bent against the hero's body

TÔ^ov ôiç Tiç èvTEivcov.
I presume that the Messenger’s narration would have captivated
the attention of the audience.

Details like that of fr.83 may give

us some idea of the quality of his descriptive speech. On the other
hand, this way of presenting Ajax’s death is not to be compared
with the Sophoclean treatment of the subject,
sublime isolation of the hero, alone,
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the psychologically

in Jebb’s wonderful words.

with his "complex feelings which imperiously required that his deed
should be done in complete security from the witness of human eye or
ear"
From the third play of the Aeschylean trilogy, T h e S a l a m i n i a n
Women,

only five fragments, four of them consisting of just one word,

have surv ived'*-. Commentators hold, almost as a certainty,

that

its plot dealt with Teucer's return to Salamis where he faces
the anger and the reproaches of old Telamon, who blames him for
Ajax’s death; vs.1008-20 from the Ajax "predict" this. Teucer is
then exiled and founds the new Salamis in Cyprus
We know -from Aristophanes'

.

Ran. 1041- that eupoAÉcov Teucer was

the prominent figure in an Aeschylean play, something that can
hardly refer to any role Ajax’s half-brother may have played in the
two preceding tragedies of the trilogy; furthermore,

no lost

Aeschylean play is known by name in which Teucer could have had a
leading ro 1e ^

apart from the S a l a m i niae.

In relation to the title of the play -obviously given by its
Chorus- J e b b

went on to suggest a rather prominent presence

in it also for Eriboia,

Ajax’s mother. He points out that "when the

protagonist of a Greek play is a man (as Teucer here),
female,

this regularly denotes that a woman has some important,

though secondary,
women,

but the Chorus

part in the action";

the Chorus of Salaminian

then, may have stood "in a like relation" to Eriboia.

commentator's interesting conjecture is that the S a l a m i n i a e
a large lyric element, mainly
the Chorus.

Therefore,

Koppol

The
included

performed by Eriboia and

the vivid and detailed passages of the

Sophoclean Ajax about Eriboia’s grief and wailing on hearing of the

terrible news about her son'*-^-^- possibly echoed or were in a sense
imposed by the ample laments made by her and her handmaids in the
S a l a m i niae.

Finally,

the play,

if we follow Jebb’s attractive conjecture,

may have ended impressively, with the institution (by Telamon?)
of festivities in honour and in memory of Ajax

.

Speaking now more generally, after having acquired some idea
about the content of the Aeschylean trilogy,

it would be worth

examining its “structure" and possibly proceeding to a rough
comparison with the Ajax of Sophocles.
that Aeschylus,

We have already indicated

contrarily to Sophocles,

chose to dramatize

the judgement of the arms. Then follows the suicide of the hero
and finally his “glorification",

being properly mourned and

established as a local and cult hero for Salamis

(and Athens).

These three elements seem to constitute three theatrical events
of equal

importance, since each of them occurs in one play of

the trilogy. One would note, furthermore,
genuinely Aeschylean:
Aeschylean theatre"

that this “scheme"

is

“the moral progression that characterizes

is easily discernible in it; Golder in a recent

article argues that “the trilogy exhibited a redemptive pattern:
Ajax’s anger was the ’Fury’ that,
redeemed"

in the final play, was

. Both the dramatist and the audience attending the

performance of the trilogy are smoothly led to its ulterior purpose
-the vindication of the hero, Golder believes.
In the Ajax of Sophocles, on the other hand, the suicide of the
hero is the core of a single play. Events before it were not
dramatized;

Sophocles treated those after it in two of his lost
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plays,

the Teucer and the Eurysaces, where It seems probable that

the fate of Teucer was the main s u b j e c t . Nevertheless,
Sophocles'

genius succeeds triumphantly in presenting the story of

the great Ajax in a single play, where the hero (re)confirms his
greatness with his death. How this is managed will be examined in
detail

in a later chapter of this survey.

V. THE AJAX VERSUS ODYSSEUS THEME IN PINDAR

a . Some preliminary remarks

The figure of

Ajax

holds a special

The tragic end of such a great
interest and st im ul a t e d his
odes of Pindar may
Heracles,
odes

for

from the short
lengthy ones

imagination.

Aeacid

true,

as well

though,

Some facts are
the three ex tr ac ts

three odes has
though from

as their

great

id iosyncratic
diversity,

and,

between the first and

are fa ctors which may prevent
e v ol ut io n

the

in the thought

since the rest of the gro und
been mostly

covered by two

different viewpoints^.

really so rema rkable
will

largely

order^.

theme"-'^. What mainly concerns me here

in contrast with Odysseus,

previous scholars,

Apart

there are three

likely chronological

from speaking about a possible

the same

in the

is not surprising^.

twenty years

in question,

in the case of

is m e n t i o n ed mostly

h o w e v e r , that the

by Pindar

in the

the Seventh Nemean and the

in their most

of the poet on the particular

regarding

R ef er en ce s to Ajax

which

Isthmian,

the gap of almost

last of the odes

is Ajax

Ajax

to the hero,

in the Fourth

treatment of themes

interpreter

The

references

It is ad mi tt e d l y

the

hero seems to have exc ited the poet's

Aeginetan winners,

Eighth Nemean -m e nt io n ed

furthermore,

in Pindaric poetry.

not be so frequent as happens

instance.

that praise

p o sit io n

that,

be ex ami ne d se pa ra t el y
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despite the fact
below, one has to

that

point them out from the very
to the end of
verse

Ajax three times;
in the Fourth

ref erence

my th ological

beginning.

ex em plars

the

Isthmian,

in length and

Thus the fol lowing
will

in the Seventh Nemean,

(such as

that

is,

the re fe rence

in the context of the poem.

discussions are shaped accordingly;

com bined with treatment of more general

dating,

for

instance),

in the cases of the Fourth

Nemean,

where only

their p o s it io n

the reader

something which

Isthmian,

does

not happen

and the Seventh

especially,

the relevant ex tracts

issues

are ex a m i n e d and then

in co nn ection with the stru ct ur e of the res pec ti ve

is po inted out.
Secondly,

The explicit
few

last,

and

notice that an almost full -s ca le analysis of the Eighth Nemean

is attempted,

ode

from a six-

themes of the Eighth Nemean;

importance

turns

becomes one of the t w o ’"'

from the chr o n o l o g i ca ll y first ode to the
increases

as we saw,

death of the hero,

the poet uses

comes to be one of the major

Pindar,

the treatment of Odysseus
references to the hero

in number

if one

appears exc lu si v e ly
Pindar

is noteworthy.

in the odes are only two"^' -very

brings to mind the Homeric epics- and Od ys seu s
as the co unt er - e xa mp le

to

Ajax.

It seems as

rem embers Odysseus only from the de str uct io n of

denies him any sy mpathy
bestowing upon the
word of approval

because of that.

for him.

on Odys seu s

Euripides,
Another

if

and

far from

has no singl e

Such treatment of the hero of the Odyssey

in literature,

"to ruining Odysseus'
point

Ajax,

The The ban poet,

"darling of H o m e r " lavish praise,

impelled Sta nf or d to write that Pindar,
attack

by Pindar

the first who made a direct

"came close",
character

that has to be str es sed
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together with

for ever " .
is the me nt ion of Homer

in the extracts

in question.

Pinda ric extracts which will
in the third as well
of the extracts^.
determi ning
and/or

A recent

"Homer":

the Odyssey,

"typical

-just as

His

name appears

detain us

below,

or

book'"^ has

indicated the

detected

in the first

diffi cul ty

in

Iliad

does the Theban poet share the op i n i o n
according

r ec og ni ti on of

We shall

is easily

is the case with Ody ss eu s

to which

"Homer"

of the whole Epic Cycle?'^'-* Both versions,

heroes.

and

does Pindar me an the poet of the

of his time",

und is pu t e d

in two of the three

"Homer"

means

in any case,

the author
point

as an au thority on rating

also see P i n d a r ’s att itude

towards

to the
the

that.

b. The "Fourth Isthmian"

The Fourth
Melissos,
Pindar

Isthmian was written to praise the victory of

a fellow-citizen of the Theban poet,

introduces the issue of fame during

in the pancratium.

life and after

the verses preceding the extract that concerns us.
kqI

death in

Then:

kpéaaov’ àvôpcov xsipôvwv

ECTpaAe v é x v a

Karapdppcr icr’ ” Vote pdv

AVavrog dAxdv,
É V vuKTi

cpoiviov ràv op iq

rapcjv nepi

$ pauydvy popcpdv exei

naîSecrcriv 'EAAdvcov ooro i Tpoi'avS’ eBocv.
dAA’

”Opnpog ro i TETipcKev 5 i ’ dvepconcov, og aùroü

ndcrav opecoaa ig dperdv kard

'pdB5ov ecppacrev

GEcnEcfwv ènécov Aoinoîg deupsiv.
1.4.34-9"
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The extract
crafty

begins with a general

inferior men often prevail

is not me n t i o n e d
have

detected

by name;

"a sinister

obliquity"'"’-', in v s . 34-5.
interestingly

most

over

the better

in life.

interpreters of the ode,

re fer enc e" ^^

to him,

Adolf Kohnken,

that Pindar's phrasing

wr estling match

remark on human affairs;

between Odysseus and

Od ysseus

though,

"a hint at his

furthermore,

suggests

in those verses recalls
Ajax

the

de sc ribed

the

Iliad

in the

(23. 700-39)
Then

Ajax

is introduced -as an example of those

became victims of the craft of the
is un de r l i n e d

by the periph ras is

first mentioned;
context
that

ped es tr ia n reference
impression of the
usual

body enveloping

noted,

The story of
poet's audi enc e
as regards
Odysseus

death

the sword

the people re spo nsi ble for

says

a

he also gives

and

in that way,

is sup po se d to be fam iliar

the

as

to the

details are there for e given
the award of

or how this was

Achilles'

decided.

(v.36b);

is used again to stress the
is co nsi der ed

blame

insufficient.

the use of the present tense
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here

a strong

indicates

"all

-v.36)

as N iset ich '
that

the

per iph ras tic

(popcpdv exei

Further,

arms to

Nevertheless,

A j a x ’s tragic end are mentioned:

sons of the Greeks who went to Troy"

notes,

po et ically

(instead of the more

the body),

the cause of his suicide,

-a simple verb

Pindar

thus avoiding e l a b o ra te ly

Tare pdv)^*--’. No

instead of himself,

ex pr es si on

is

Pindar makes the scene more vivid^^.

Ajax's
(cf.

function;

to the sui cide of the hero;

image of the sword piercing

Bury rightly

with which he

in com bi na ti on with the whole

has a special

"cut his own strength",

The st ren gth of the hero

AVavrog dAxav,

that periphrasis,

(vs.35-35b),

Ajax

lesser.

better men who

they

cont inu e to be held responsible.
There
s c ho lar s

is no reason to reject the view of the great m a jor it y of
that the ancient source from which Pin dar's aud ie nce was

su pp os ed to know the story of Ajax's

death wo uld have been one of

Aethiopis by Arct i nus

the Cy clic Epics,

the

argu men t for this

identif ic at ion was a s c ho li on on the verse which

includes the only

detail

of Ajax's su icide

in our ode.

in regard to the summa ril y

v e rs ion of the time at which
- v. 35 b-36-

late

in the

The Scholiast

rbv bp ap o v pncji

night,

Let us focus our
while.

xbv

notes

treated story

that the P i n da ri c

A j a x ’s death took place

in ag re e m e n t with that of the
nepl

. Their st ro ngest

p r es um ab ly towards

Aethiopis

(oi+ji'q:

dawn)

(6 ydp rhv

vukt'
i

sv

seems to

be

A ie ion f5a ypacpov

AVavra èauxov àvsAsTv).

interest on that

Koh nk en has e x a mi ne d

detail

its relevance

-opia

év

vukx

I- for a

in the context^"^ and has

found an e x p l a n a t i o n for Pindar's quoting

it -in ad d i t i o n to the

pos s i b i l i t y

Aethiopis and without

excl ud in g

that

this;

-Kontrast",

cont ra st of

he has placed

death

night

Such a dreadful

un su ccessful
30-5),

the ode'''^‘‘\

in the darkness of the

darkness

before

(which,

,Nacht-Licht
The fact that

night -and the

event as

darkness

Ajax
darkest

dawn- ma tches with

as we shall

see

and with the spirit of the whole ode

below,

as every dcodve ia xûxaç

in the Fourth

Isthmian;

recent years of the Cle o ny mi da e

before the victory of their

last

for

(cf.

that

refers

in general.

A j a x ’s suicide sh ou ld have hap pe ne d

darkest momen t of the night,

c o n n e c t e d with

the

it in a scheme of

is said to be just

light and

to fame and song)

the

borrowed from

which exists throughout

died a horrib le
point of the

it was

during

(v.31)

instance,

v s . 16-8,

is
the

23,

descendant Melissos,

are

co m pa re d to xeip ép io v zooov

(v.lB).

Ajax was a "c o u n t e r p a r t " to the
Cleonymus^^.
hero,

noble

The C l e on ym id ae shoul d have won,

introduction of the

to the att empts made
race.

In further

Pindar

Ajax finally was

to the

pr oblems

one has to note the word cpofviov
of which with the following

honoured

that come up

this pro b lem

the poet of the

àperocv of the hero.

Despite

-at

least,

his

dis hon ourable

"Homer"

divine

One of the main

first,

what

Pindar

re Ti p a Ke v

is the rela ti on of

A j a x ’s end,

Ajax

and,

then,

and opecocrev nâcrciv

Frank Nis eti ch ^ ^ gave some apt answers

"Homer "

that the poem which

his

Iliad and the Odyssey or shared

to those

difficult even to specu lat e what Pindar

. We can be almost certain,

the c ontext of the extract test if ie s

Aethiopis)

(cpoivi-

is the que stion whether

literary source of

It is doubtless

in mind by

ev vukti

the author of the whole Epic

has two aspects:

in which of his poems

had

014Jiq:

by red roses"

generations.

in these verses

to the preceding

questions.

(v.35b),

in a way that suited his prowess;

"wider meaning of H o m e r a s

"Homer"

the

changes his tone.

delight of the coming

saw Homer as solely

Cycle;

the reference

light and

ex al ted the virtue of the hero comp 1ete 1y"-'wit h

words,

the

is u n d e r l i n e d

in M e l i s s o s ’ family'"'^.

In v s . 37-9,

Homer

this

between

"is the mir ro r- im a g e of dark winter fo l lo we d

end,

genos of

like the Sa la mi n i a n

immediately after

c on ne ct ion to the contrast

conjunction"

KÉoicriv -V.20)

remarked,

by the victor' s cla ns me n to win the chariot

darkness me nt i o n e d above,
"st riking

Ajax myth

has rightly

but unsuccessful

the v i ct or ie s which they fa iled to win;

by the

the

As Farnell

described

A j a x ’s death

and the Homeric one which
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though,

it s u ff ic ien tly -

(presumably,

hon oured

as we saw,

Ajax must

be

different;

they seem to be co ntr as t e d

advers ati ve dAAd roi
Ajax

has

in v.37 shows^^.

indeed many great moments

fragments of the epics of the Cycle

by Pindar,
Was the

as the strong

latter

the

Iliad?

in this epic""'--* and the sur viving
do not prov ide us with

a possible alternative^^.
Entering from

now on

into a more general

way of praising Mel is so s and his family
attention.

Even the S cho li ast s seem

some passages of the Fourth
be overrated.
ôvorôç

The young,

iSéaeai

(v.50)

cpÙŒ IV 'Cap Icove Iav sAaxev
the failures
un nec ess ary

to have

been

deserves

"unhappy “

with

athlete Mel is sos

furthermore,

(v .49

is depicted

Pindar states that où

. The poet appears to

yap

insist on

and defeats of the house of the Cl eo nym ida e at rather
length.

we ll- kno wn and,

Surely,

P i n d a r ’s frank nes s and boldness are

furthermore,

the poet alludes

to the past

seems to be justified.
with

in this ode

Pindar's

Isthmian -a lt h o ug h this fact sh ou ld not

successful

and,

discussion,

the same scholar

P a r n e l l ’s v ie w t h a t

defeats of the Cl eo ny mi da e

On the other
that

hand,

those points;

rôv èxepôv.

"compelled"

au t h en ti ci ty of the Third and the Fourth
have

bluntly the art of

lowest moral

G. N o rw oo d was

to reject

the

Isthmian because of them'-'"'.

been a reason that made Wi la mo wi tz ^^ un der val ue
1,4.

Nevertheless,

considers the quality of the ode
sound a r gu me nt s

his

disagree

the scho lar s who s t ud ie d the ode and noticed

he found himself

These may well

reaches

in which

is "tactful"

few people would

in v.48 Pindar

poi n t : xph ôè nâv e p S o v x ’ àpaupûaai
the most ext reme among

the way

in its favour;

co nt em p or ar y sch olarship

i n di sp uta ble and offers a lot of

Pr ivitera

justly stress es

Fourth Isthmian "is in fact one of the most
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beautiful

that the

and sugg es ti ve

odes of Pi ndar " .
In a simile

(vs.45-7),

spirit and ability,
a fox

(pfiTiv).

Melissos,

in regard to his wrestling

is compared with a loud-roaring

lion

(roApg:)

and

One may easily say that the first co mp ar is on suggests

Ajax and the second -even more ch a ra ct er is ti ca ll y- O d y s s e u s . In
the se co nd part of the simile,
that Me li sso s used,
the fox

in all

"lies on her

fox,

Farnell

pro bability

that recalls

. Following

v.48 with

its all eged

thinks

that

has pr e s u m a b l y

case,

Ajax,

al l u s i o n to the
in 1,4.34-5,

that picture and descr ip tio n of the

"low morality"

comes almost

had won

that

there were

by unfair mea ns " .

Ajax versus Od ysseus wrestling match of the

now acquires a broader meaning;

stronger

Ajax.

prob abl y

be the reason why Pindar

This simila ri ty

in our ode''*-'. Here

lies,

in the Fourth

against

Isthmian.

after all,

the much

does

not refer

taller and

to Ody ss eus

the answer

Despite

Pindar

in an

is somet ime s under

by name

to K ü h n k e n ’s
"mi 1 dl y

his boldness,

by
could

since his a t h l e t e / p a t r o n

a p p e a r e d to have some common traits with the hero.

that the pre vious

Ody ss eus

is treated rela ti vel y

not have v i l i f i e d Odysseus explicitly,

the poet says some things

Iliad

between Odysseus and Meliss os may

in my opinion,

baffling qu e s t i o n why Odysseus

even a Pindar

naturally.

indication m e nt io ne d above about a possible

nearly won -bec aus e of his craft-

Pindar

and this time even

"Pindar allows us to suspect

Koh n ken 's

as

the swoop of the eagle"

some people who compl ain ed that Melissos
In any

in mind a trick

in "ground wrest 1 i ng "

back and wi th stands

(aisroCi -another animal
etymological 1y

Pindar

implicit way,
pledge;

As we saw a b o v e ,

but we u n d e r s t a n d that

or rather,

notion does the poet an injustice,

if one feels
Pindar

has to

strike a balance

between his freedom to co ns truct and o r ga ni ze

material

local

and the

par tic ul ari ty which

is an

integral

his

part of

each ode""'"’.
in the Fourth

We have already men ti on ed that
of the end of Ajax,

Pindar felt

of the hero

detail.

in much

the The ban poet
wrong

has

is brief,

Ajax faced

in the end,

it,

the poet

as we shall

important for Pindar

virtue of the hero has

is not at all
find out,

(énécüv)

and àeûpe iv show w on de rf ul ly

With

in v s . 37-9;

e sp eci al ly

it creates for

finally given the honour

the

This

is e l a b o r at ed

the words ascrnscrîcüv

Ajax,

that Pindar

through poetry,

as the

respon sib le for

it,

is here
has

he deserved than with the wrong

been

done to the

one may think of the audi en ce

It co nsi st e d of Thebans,

to be ov e r - s e n s i t i v e about

holds,

Much more

the a u d i e n c e .

c on cer ned more with the fact that

of the parti cul ar ode.

injustice

Ajax

its power as well

regard to the view men ti on ed above,

hero and those

die.

been

the two -sided effect of poetry,

that Pindar was quite aware of:

rel ationship

poet gave

never

the

to that -he

in the next extracts.

view on the part of the Theba n poet

his phrasing

pl easure

indifferent

is the fact that another

through

som ething

but what concerns

through Homer's poetry,

he deserved with a voice that will

genera liz ing

to what

injustice,

des truction

The reference to those respo ns ib le for that

alth oug h

prove

honour

no need to refer to the

been righted and the real

established*"'"''.

will

is that

Isthmian's version

A j a x ’s end,

who had no reason

since there was

not any

between the hero and P i n d a r ’s native town - co nt ra ri ly

happened,
the Thebans

for

instance,

"would have

be tween

Ajax and

Aegina.

known the story of his
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As Ni setich

[Ajax's]

defeat and
without
detail
spot

death and could have heard

feeling
(...)

the

it told as Pindar

need to qualify or change

The evo ca ti o n of his end

in them or call

(...)

tells

it

it in any essential

wo uld

not touch a sore

for any e x t ra o r di na ry me asu res

to allay

hurt

fee 1 i ngs . "
Pindar
Ajax'"™.

does for Melissos and his family

The ode

itself

hit the Cleonymidae;
on a single

four of

day -the worst

Now Melissos'
the

informs us

that acrBeo'Toc arrig

day of that

days shines
k q A cov

(vs.16-8)

about

"winter murk"

praise of

(v.42)

of the family.

it restore everything;

which applies

it is

both to

-after Homer's praise- and to Me li ssos and his genos -after
athlete's

victory and P i n d a r ’s nupaog up vw v

progresses,
Ajax,

mortal

Melissos,

eternity and
notes,

achie ve me nt

immortality.

"the un c o n d i t i o n e o

(v.43).

(in succession:

the sons of Heracles)

comes

the

As the ode

the Cleonymidae,

of course,

immortality of He r a c l e s

as Segal

C c f .v s .5 5 f f .]

the un at ta i n a b l e standar d. "

c . The "Seventh Nemean"

The Seventh Nemean was wri tt en to praise the victory of the
young

Aeginetan Sogenes,

son of Thearion.

co ns id e r e d as P i n d a r ’s most

"difficult"

the second of

which contains

its sections,
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Ajax

into contact with

Beyond and above all,

stands as the furthest goal,

that

in a battle''''-’

in the house of Cleonymos;

èpypdrcov

did for

the calamity

its members were killed

victory and Pindar's

light of happy

Just what Homer

It

is u n i v er sa ll y

o d e “-’‘'‘. The first
the pas sage

half of

referring

to Ajax,
belongs
Pindar

does

not

itself

to the most

lack one or two

difficult part of the poem""'.

deals with the relation of song

the common

lot for mankind,

in his poetry.

dark points and certainly
Before our extract,

to glory and with

both themes that

death as

come up again

and again

Then he makes an a nn oun cem ent :
syw 5è nAéov'
Aôy o v

’üùUQcréGÇ fi ndeav
5id T Ô v dûuenn

ènei

ëAnouai

iiJsùSecri oî

crepvàv

énecT f

ysvéce'

"üpripov

noTcvg <re> pcxavp

ri"

crocp î a

ôë KAénre I na pdy oic a pûeoiç.
fiTTop opiAog

ŒvS pûv à nAsTcrog.

rdv àA de eia v

E

à Kapvepùç

îôépev,

y dp n v

ou k e v dnAwv x o A c o b e i ç

ov Kpd riarov

Çavep MEvÉAa odpapra

npùç

è'xsi

A Tag ëna^e 5id cppEvwv

A eu pù v %ipog-

dV vauCTi

si

TucpAôv 5'

’ AxiAéoç drEp pdxa

Kopiaai

nô ps uaa v EÙeunvôou

eoaîç
Zepûpoio nopnai

"lAou noAiv.

N.7.20-31
In the first verses,

Ody sseus
Ajax

is in tr oduced together with Homer,

without any thing

about

having

been said yet.

The

Pindar uses seem

to suggest an exp res si on of a strong

b e l i e f ”'-"’(èyù. . .eAnopa i ) ;

Aô yo v

poet str esses boldly that

Ody sseus won fame unjustly,

merit,

thanks

to

Pindar seems
does

not focus

words

that

personal

is co nt ra st ed with ndeav,

as the

more than his

Homer's sweet words.
to have had the Odyssey

his

in his mind'"'-"; for he

doubts on O d y s s e u s ’ martial
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achievements.

As Most

holds,

basing

his arg ument on the word ndeav -which

fu nctions as an

r ep ut at io n e n j oy ed
justified
Troy,

reminder

of

the Odyssey,

the

Pindar seems

to

suggest

"the general

immediate

praise" for Odyss eu s-

by Odysseus among all

he

say,
of

after

ought

all,

Od ysseus

to have

narrating

A l c i n o u s ” court

"checked"

the fall

(Qd.9-12)

for
that

instead

becomes

books of the Odyssey brings

A l c i n o u s ’ words after a narration of a part of his nden

Odysseu s

in the el eventh
Ô ’OôucjEÛ,

is to

with the power of poetry,

Such a point of view

if the reader of those

of

to O d y s s e u s ”

the truth of O d y s s e u s ’ account

making Odys seu s und ese rv ed l y famous.

to mind

after

not

is the sole w i t n e s s . H o m e r ,

it in his own sweet words and,

more s i g n i fi ca nt

"song of

the Greeks was

is referring more sp ec if i c a l l y

own account of his wa nde ri ngs at
which,

that

by the true extent of his sufferings"

"and perhaps

no doubt

by

book"''-' :
TO pèv ou ri

cr” s'lcjKopev E U d o pb uv Ts g

hnsp onn é T ’ spev xai e n ixA ono v, old re no AAoùç
B ôcjksi

yaîa péAaiva noAucrnepéaç dv epw nou g

ueuGed r ” àprù vo v x a p , desv ré ri g oü5è
CToi 5 ” en I pèv poppn enécav,
uù eov 5 ” cbç o r ” do iô q ç

ëvi

l'Soiro"

cppéveç êaeAa f,

éniarauévwc

KarsAe^aç,

ndvrcov ’ Apyeîcjv créo r ’ aùroû rnSea Auypd.

Od.ll.363-9
The vo cab ula ry of this extract
of the Pin daric
analogous

passage

displays many s i m i l a r i t i es with

in question

passage of the Odyssey,

viewpoint and for
of the most

the

(vs.22-3

in particular).

that

Another

and equally s i gn ifi can t from my

inte rpr eta tio n

I am trying

to suggest,

rem arkable scenes of that Homeric poem:

is one

the playful

en counter

between Odysseus and the

h e r o ’s arrival
to tell

at

disguised

(13.254-310).

Ithaca

Athena,

Od ysseus

just after

the

does not hesitate

a false story even to the goddess -and his constant

helper:

O Ù 5 ’ o Y ’ aAnesa s i n s . na Aiv o ’ o ys Adz ero u u e o v ,
aîèv évi

arnaeacri

voov no A u K s p S sa

vcjpOv

□ d. 13.254-5-'^
Let us see the first part of

A t h e n a ’s response,

full

of si gn if ic an t

words:
KEpoaAsoc
év

K’

ndvTEGr cr i

axÉ rA is,

sVn

Kai

sniK A onoc,

5 6 A o i cj i ,

ra i

no i k i A o u n x a .

ei

og

oebg

cre n a p é A e o i

avT iaaeie.

SoAi ov a a r ’ ,

ap ’

oljk

o ù ô ’ èv erp nsp èùv yaip,

Ah^s iv anardcov

ULj ecj v

nsSoesv

àAA’
kep

re
ays

Se ’ ,

BouAfi
UPTi

rA o n iu v,
ppKSTi
snsi

Ka I
TE

oV

ro i

xaOra

QÙ u é v

u ùeoicjiv,

k A e o u o 'I

Kai

Asywpsea,

èaa i

Bp o t c j v

syco 5 ’

èv

pfAoi
e i

naa i

e io u v.

56rsc

ox ’

sueAAsc,

aupw

apicToc

anavrcov

eEorai

K É pS saiv

□ d . 13.291-9
On the basis of these passages of the
opinion, at
and

least circumstantial

in mean ing -

by menti oni ng

evi de nce

that Pindar meant

his

name.

Odyssey,

in voc abulary

this spe ci fi c

poem of Homer

On the other

makes a lot easier

part of the Pindaric
Qs pvôv ensoT r ri"

passage

hand,

the approach
(ènei

esp eci al ly

to the most

ujeOSeaf

oi

cha ra ct er is ti c me nda cit y of the hero starts

in my

the

in the first of the
"problematic"

noravg <TS> paxcxyg

crocp iex 5È KAénre i napdyoicra pûeoiç.).
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is,

-b oth

com par is on of Odysseus with a bard by Alcinous,
extracts,

there

The

to be tr ans fer red to the

poet'-''', and the two
way that

it seems

(Homer and Odysseus)

are

impossible to distinguish

The voc abu la ry u sed

by Pindar

in te rmingled

in such a

the one from the other.

in those verses and the skilful

placing of the words play a decisive

role

in con veying

that

fusion"-^-’.
Some

interpreters

att ribute

the

have

“key-words"

Od ysseus separately^^.
crspvov snEcrr I ri,
poet,

the

to

of the ver/ses to each of Homer and

In a short article,

Kromer su ggests

rAenre i and napdyoicra with the

the view that the whole couplet

“censured"

in the attempt

that

noscvp pcxcvg: and crocp ia are as s o c i a t e d with

while ujeûSecri,

follows

involve d them se lv es

--and not Odysseus^^.

The

refers

the

hero"^''-'. C.Oarey

to Homer,

who

is

relevant sch olia simply make

issue more complicated^^.
I think

initial

that Kromer,

effort,

article;

that

deliberately

“the power of song
i nseparabl y .

realizing

gives a good answer

he holds

as Pindar

probably

the ambiguity

issue at

of the verses

the end of his
is intentional,

intermingles Homer and Odysseus,

is demonstrated

That

to the

the futility of his

is correct.

so that

by the hero and the poet

The

interpreter e ve nt ua ll y

has to

go beyond the attempt to determine whom ev ery word refers to;
the words
since

are

“equally ap plicable

“ it seems un av oid ab le

it is not
refers

and to the poet",

that the two are u n d e r s to od

necessary to become e n t a n g l ed with

and

together

,

the qu es tio n what

to whom.

Pindar,
praises

to Ody ss eu s

since

therefore,

closely as soc iat es

in the case of Homer and Odysseus.

with the co mp ar is o n -familiar

the poet with the man he
This mo ti f

is in parallel

in the Pi ndaric odes- of the task
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of

the poet with

the task

carried out

as a kind of hero himself;
will

by the winner^^.

if he su itably

come to himself as well

as to the

The poet

praises great

doer;

so,

deeds,

for Pindar,

a s s o c i a t i o n of the poet with the pe rs on he chooses

to praise

vital

issue

as

general

it is justifiable.
terms

locpfcx,

I shall

poetry"^",

and

"sweetness",

in the parti cul ar

the

help of

its

its

tales".

The verb of the phrase

that

forms

passage from Book
as

"deceives men,

has the Odyssey

13 quoted above);

the preceding verses

11-16.

sort of Èxepà crocp i

, to speak

att ack ed ex pl ic it ly

appears

by Pindar,

Pindar

ideal

since,

the

not as the gift
(truthful)

poetry

fashion;
as we

Homer

di scussed above,
the

implicitly at

least''' ,

to be justified;

Kohnkenremarks

after quoting

the same

Pindar

ihn vor

of Homer-

to

the poet goes on,

A j a x ’s fate,

Gi ld er sl ee ve

had noted,

I think

vs. 23-4 and 25,

that

ist genau

der O d y s s e u s ,

Augen hat".

the human mass,

transi tio n

a

is

is also attacked,

"Dies

in

becomes

that Od ysseus

In any case -r eg ard les s of the skilful,

The

espec ia ll y

the perso n he praises,

passage of the Odyssey men ti on ed above
wie

(cf.

thinks of H o m e r ’s tale

in Pindaric
but,

in

in terms of v oc abu la ry

in his mind

the

with

them with

H o m e r ’s poetry about Ody ss eus

is closely asso cia te d with

su gge st io n

is as

in more

is not so usual

"the product of the p o e t ’s skil

of the Muses -who are conne cte d with

the poet

the

case Homer's,

mi sl ea d i n g

(KAénrei)

the strongest evid enc e

the Theban poet

of Ody sseus

glory

1a t e r .

then,

P i nda r a n d

return to this

is seen

then,

sweet,

but è x e p d , wisdom

is blind to the truth.

seems ab so lu t el y

normal.

the m en tio n of Odys se us sug ge sts
rucpAbv 5 ’ exet
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hrop

As

Ajax""'-"'.

(opiAog ccvSpOv

□ nAEÎoToç)
meaning:

and

(...)

eî

they suggest

ràv àAàeeiciv

double

firop),

îôépev,

blindness,

in the heart

(cf.

xàv âAdee IŒv

iSépe v ) . The word opiAog

I agree with Ni set ic h's
the word here
That

p o e t r y , by

ôeùq

see the real

the

does

next verses

Odysseus,

about

again

The

be mi s l e d

Ajax

are

inability of the crowd to

than

Ajax;

in the Fourth

and the

itself

in

Isthmian.

is not accuse d''''’
-*. The poet

drove through his
blame for

1,4 remains as well.

the

breast

"in wrath

death of the

Ajax's st rength

6 Kcrprspùç A Ta g and Kp dri oTO v

is
'AxiAéog

reminds his audience of

rank of the hero among the Greek
valour,

.

by false

(0.1.29),

details of the con test

with the second phrase Pindar

chiefs at Troy

should have been the crite rio n for

the award of the a r m s . The passage ends
Ajax rep resents

here;

Ajax's suicide.

The Greeks are to

kind of strength,

(...)

in the decision of the Greeks

in the contest,

the sword that

the conventional

ei

(ignorant mass )

noi KÎAoiç pûeoi

he did that

indicated emphatically:

ŒTEP pâxp;

-this

into the

(26-30)'^'";

hero -this ele ment from

(cf.

one,

is used pej ora ti ve ly

in Herac lit us

death.

decision was

not go

the armour".

in the mind

Achilles to someone other

Ajax's rival

speaks about

one,

merit finds an examp 1

conse que nce of that

res pec tiv ely a moral

people who may easily

Ajax's tragic

to award t ne arms of

Pindar

to that

iôaApé vo i peûSecri

res ponsible for

by

su gge s ti on that the main c o n n ot at io n of

is similar

ignorant mass,

and a mental

are c o nne ct ed

in H o m er ic fashion'-^"\

great ach iev em en ts which rec eived small

is co ntr ast ed with Odysseus who receiv ed praise

credit,

and

beyond his real

mer it .
In the verses

preceding our extract,
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Pindar mar ke d the

limits

of poetry,

which,

and falsehood.

It mediates

human existence,
immortal
right

as C.Segal

life;

has written,

stands

between the two final

life and death.

re alities of

When rightly used,

w hen wrongly used,

it bestows

it destroys good men

(...)

and

rel ation to the gods " ^ . The two sides of poetry are the

tnat Pindar

deals with here;

they had been

indicated alr ea dy

f e ll ow - c o u n t r y m a n Hesiod'-'’'", in the Theogony,
elab or at es
Pindar
must

"between truth

that view,

is fully

regarding

thus cons is t e n t ’--’
In the Fourth
of the power

that.

with that of

of poetry

giving O d ys se us

glory

aesthetic and moral

by giving

man who fa ced

Ajax

the glory

towards Homer

do

is

views:

he deserved.

is censur ed for using

Od ysseus and

Ajax

ex amp 1e s ’-’^' that

in the ode
demonstrate
"The

spheres overlap"*"’"’, as the poet wants

(a great

and Od ysseus

honoured much more than he really

deserved)

be the effects poetry may have on the world.

to bear

to show

through the co u n t er -e xa mp le s of Ajax
in destruction)

In the

poetry wrongly,

one of the main concerns of Pindar.

injustice and ended

lesser man who was
important may

What poetry can

-and with his general

beyond his merit.

"ignorant mass"

be useful

1.4

vein".

is accu sed of being

Pindar's attitude

the two negative mythological

the power of poetry,

to the

Homer

poet

Isthmian Homer was pr aised because he made right use

Seventh Nemean the same poet

constitute

"in his own personal

in the mind of a poet.

by his

but the younger

conscious of the power of poetry.

be c o ns ta nt ly

"irresponsible"

one may say,

issue

(a
how

It would

in mind some of these points for the f o r t hc om in g

d iscuss io n .
To consider
poetry,

the

another

signi fi ca nt aspect of Pi ndar's e p in ic an

Aj ax-Odysseus

reference
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conveys a m e s sa ge for the victor

Sogsnes:

due to the ease with which

the ma jor ity of people can

deceived and the stup idi ty of ma nk in d
renown

is in danger;

fame

is precar iou s

people,

to say

A j a x ’s,

remaining unrewar de

It is time

in general,

S o g e n e s ’ future

if it depends on other

nothing of the po ssi bil ity of great

deeds,

into a more general

ap proach

in an attempt to ex amine some of the

numerous problems

in it.

toned

Those problems are -at

least-

down

(the ancient Scho li ast s were

Aeacid hero Neopto 1emus
De 1p h i

in its account of the

. Attention will

the myth of
Most

Ajax

critics

"position"

have been eng age d

the other

hand,

accusa tio ns

in efforts

defending

by people who

of the

"incorporation"

for what

he wrote

be e x pe ct ed

who felt a p r o p ri et ar y

Aeacid family.

Or

is Pindar,

on

himself from unjust and gr ou ndless
did not u n d e r s t a n d what

main theme of the Seventh Nemean or

he had said about

is the ode used pr im arily

P i n d a r ’s private affairs'-’
’''? It becomes ob vious
questions

is unavoidable,

the sub sequent

discussion of the
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Ajax

the
for

that a di scu ssi on

a l th ou gh

the chief purpose of the present examination;
however,

of

to define P i n d a r ’s

Neoptolemus''^*'-'? Is indeed the praise of So genes and his vi ct or y

of the foregoing

now

death of the hero at

in v s . 77-89 might

Aeginetans,

in the members of the

poem

ident if ied

disparagement

Is the poet a p o l o g i zi ng ^^

to the

light

of the Seventh Nemean.

he said p ar tic ul arl y

to have given offence
interest

be drawn to the

into the struc tur e

in the ode:

in Paean 6? What

also

in the

Pi ndaric

the first to do that^"-^),

included a s u p po se d

to the ode

that appear

if seen

of the su gg e s t e d reference of the ode to an earlier

which

like

.

now to enter

as the Sixth Paoan,

be

it is not

it will
theme.

make easier,

The main arg uments of the people who qu estion the c o nn ect ion
between Paean 6 and Nemean 7 are two.

Firstly

tendency of some recent

such as Bundy,

interpreters,

there

has

been a

Thummer,

and

KÜhnken'""-, to resist the evidence of the scholia -and of the text
of the ode
there

itself,

is no actual

as we shall
conne cti on

see

below- and to claim that

between the two poems.

the oft en -o c cu r r i n g e xp la na ti ons of the Sc ho li a st s
the Seventh Nemean as a mere
and

deny their possible

a tradition.

T h u m m e r , moreover,

interpr eta ti on of the

Anyway,

to dismiss so easily

co ns iderably weaker,

poem and the re se ntment

latter^^,

important

I cannot accept

tlie information of tlie scholia

that

Neoptolernus,

is "irrelevant"

the original

proceeding

insistence

that

it brought

have

does

is

to the

in fact

Aeginetans.

He goes

the myth of

to the victory of Sogenes;

Pindar

'hero’ Neoptolernus upon poor Sogenes and his

to exp la in away the off en siv e paean
he has

by a cool

not said what he had said there i n"

in the choice of myths

is extr em ely varied,
in all

Aeg i netans'"’^-^; furthermore,
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.

to those views'-’
’''": Pindaric

Aeacidae as his myth material

the eleven odes for

not

is

in mind his previo us

that the main myth of the ode,

G.K i r k w o o d has o b j ec te d properly

does use the

by G.Norwood,

The critic

that Pindar may

though,

practice

a view which

e xpr ess ed ma inly

on to argue,

ode,

argues that the com par is on of t tie

in my opinion.

the p os si bi li ty

"foists

reality or

debatable and sometimes unwise"^--'.

The se cond argument,

oppose

i nf ere nee"

in Paean 6 and Nemean 7 is not

for the

dismiss

to passages of

conv eya nc e of a historical

treatment of Neoptolernus

certainly

"literary-critical

They

but the poet

but one of

there

is anythi ng

but

"cooi

insistence"

with Pindar)

(the adjective,

particularly,

has

nothing

to do

in certain passa ges ^^ of Nemean 7, such as:
SÙV 5 ’

èyyùç

'loviag

ùnÈp

’ Ax q i ô ç
œA o ç

psp^ETCi

où

p ’

dvijp

dikscjv

v s .64-5
and even more emphatically:
EÙcôvujjov èç ôÎKcrv Tpi a ëneoc SiaprÉQEi
où i+.!EÜ5iç 6 pdpruç ëpypacri v ènicrraTeT,
AVyiva,

teôv

û iô ç

^

T ' sKyâvcov epacrù po i TÔa'

EinElv"

paevvcïTç àperaîç Ô5ùv Kupiav Aô yu v

oVkdgeV"
v s . 48-51

ù>’

TÔ

èpôv

à r p â n o I CT I

ou

noTE

pdcjE I

NeonroAEpov

KÉap

eAkuctqi

E n e cr I "

v s . 102-4
There

is,

then,

s uff ic ien t evidenc e

the su gge ste d con nec ti o n

between Paean 6 and Nemean 7, pa rt ic ul ar ly

in the passages me nt i on ed above,
have of fe re d a dj ec ti ve s
"unconvent ional "
"That the

in our text to accept

like

for

the tone of which critics

"personal",

I therefore find mysel f

Aeginetans should resent a slight

Pindar shoul d respond to this unusual
his actions

in an

Concerning,

Nemean,

"urgent",

Aeginetan ode,

now,

the

in ac co rd with C.Carey:
to their

hero,

and that

situ at ion with a defence of

is by no means

"attitude"

"emotional",

of the poet

imposs i bl e "

.

in the Seventh

I agree with most of the views e x pre ss ed by E. Tuge nd hat

G. Ki rkwood'’''’-’--' and C .Car e

y

. First of all,
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there

is cert ai nl y

no

apology
poetry

in the ode.
cannot

Anyone who has

imagine

been

him apologizing.

the people who reached the so -ca lle d
exc essively
-and that

influenced

ac ce pta bil ity
that

Although the poet

he might

though:

just if icat ion of passages
(especially 64-5),

concerning
the

that

like v s . 33-52

70-4 and

"returning attack

if similar

implications a r e

Sc hoi ias ts^
to which

he expl ic it ly
What we have
Pindar

in par ticular

the first aspect;

102-4

detracts

Parnell

of ego i sm " '

epini ci an one,
also

which,

insists that

usual

The ode

anyway,

"nothing

"has

49-52),

nothing from the

had unj us tl y sp ok en
; K i rkw oo d rightly

judgements are correct,

i ndeed. "

one point

(especially 44-7,

disastrous for the poem;

poetry

his

We have already seen

then

"the

a passage that

exp la in ed solely as a m a n i f e s t a t i o n of the p o e t ’s egoism
en co miastic

the

" u r g e n c y " or the tone of self-

value and the poetic art of the ode.
Pindar's

that

were

in respect of two aspects:

his account of Neoptolernus.

has to be stressed,

argues

theory"

(v.102-4).

his auth ori ty as a poet and

secondly,

implies

is deeply conc er ne d about

have offe nd ed the hero

some ch ar ac ter ist ic extracts

about

"Apology

of his att itude towards Neoptolernus,

defends firstly

61-9

rightly

by the so metimes ex ag ger at in g

in Nemean 7 is se l f- de fe nce

motives;

Carey

justifies up to a point Bundy's argument,

I referred above.

denies

in touch with Pindar's

is to be
is very

is by no means unusual

no set propor t ions " '

in the ode cannot

bad

as an

. Ki r k w o o d

be un de r s t o o d

in the

terms of Pindar's encom ias ti c sty 1 e . "

Let us now conce nt rat e on the way Pindar applies and man ag es
s e l f- de fe nc e for
this point that

the story of Neoptolernus.
those two

It is worth

his

noting at

(Paean 6 and Nemean 7) are the only poems

where Pindar

deals with Neoptolernus'

story at

Aeacidae appear far more often than he does
the

myth of Neoptolernus and
is that

the

Priam's murder
in N.7.

discusses them

death of the hero,

"readjusts"

the story,

pr es ent ati on of some

altering

details according

p o e m " '. As Carey

(used by the Theb an poet

Delphi
then,

was wr it ten

notes,

glory of

the reason for

that was unfair,

says

be praised properly,

Neoptolemus,
entirely

for

the

that

îkqç

another

of his).

in Pindar

account "

The previous poem.

the p at ron -g od of

Details about the hero,
happens with the theme of

to H o m e r ’s poetry

[cf.

1.43-

points-^' -. This was

Aeginetan rese nt me nt against Pindar;

qojtoç

according

but

in N.7,

'sctA o v o: ivs Tv ' ' ' , Neo pt ol em us will

to his achievements.

is not ready to retract what

but N e o p t o l e m u s ’ career

can be

As K i r kw oo d

he has said about
int erpreted with an

different emphasis when the context makes

this is the case in N.7. " ^

the poet

in the

is no parallel

refutes

instance,

Ajax -thanks

"differences"

the poet -on the present occasion,

since enera i 5è Aoyw S

"Pindar

important among

needs of the

because Pindar aimed to emph as iz e other

probably

holds,

for

discover

to the

in another work

(as,

the six

the e m p ha si s

in honour of Apollo,

were s u pp re ss ed

in N.7)

lists

the hero serves a

"there

and the slayer of Neoptolernus.

the pos thumous

that

one will

for a mythic account which com pletely

Paean 6,

Carey

being a just puni sh men t

If one studies

by Carey and Tugendhat,

particular

'. The most

from

Pindar stre sse s

hieratic fun ct io n at Delphi.

simply

in the odes.

in Paean 6 , becomes a ful filment of a benign destiny

Additionally,

me n ti one d

the other

between the ac counts of N.7 and Paean 6 on the

"differences"

them

length;

it fitting;

and

□ne

last point about the

previous account should
IS defending

issue of the P i nda ri c

be raised.

We must

defence of his

not forget

his previous account of the myth of N e o p to le mu s at the

same time as he

is doing this for himself as a poet;

I think,

identical

almost

as we have already seen,
The
poet

length,

returns

anything

-in the very same N.7,
the

the central

that this

conn ect ion of the
one

"Ajax

placing,

is the

in the ode,

show clearly,

"main myth"

of N.7.

reference"

that of Neoptolemus,

consid ere d -be yon d what

has

been sug ge s t ed about

the former

The

latter

in N.7,

but there

regarding

is no universal

the transitional

reasonably suggested,
apply

respect ive ly

as common

lot,

The story of Neo pt ol em u s
concerning

honour

deprived of,
stupidity,

with

after

to be

the func ti on of

among

the former

the critics

death,

Aja x- Ody ss eus

the very ele men t
due to human

that

death

reference.
maxim

Ajax was

ignorance and

it in unfair

to those

ookéovcq

Ajax ' ' . The motif of
the

been

proportion,

negative examples,

thanks

to

Pindar will

-whom he was un justly ac c u s e d of having attacked-

here we have

in bringing

remains

is introduced after a general

In contrast

"posthumous glory

poetry

with the main

the words àSÔKntrov and

in a ring

despite his merit,

praise N e o p to le mu s
properly;

that

while Ody sseus earne d

a lying poet.

ag reement

the

role of the verses 30-4 ' ' ; it has

though,

closes

poetry.

apart from

Now,

immediately follows

to Ne opt ol emu s and

too,

Pindar stresses,

and the points at which the

Land Odysseus]

in the poem.

the two are,

importance of truthful/ideal

to the story of Ne op to le mus

else,

myt hological

that Pindar

the positive example of achie ve me nt
by divine

and securing

rewarded

dispensation"^''^ and the power of
this

glory.

The

Ajax-reference,

therefore,

suits

mythological

the case of the c o nt ra di st in ct io n of the

examples,

both

in itself

connec ti on to that of N eop to lem us
as well

a skilful

transitional

It is now easier
of N.7:

both

explains

passage

to a very

in a different

[positive]

because

elements of

"delicate"

that Pindar

using

vs.

Homer

mythol og ic al
poem '^ .

light the Ne op to le mu s

Aeginetans

Ajax's story which

advantage of,
too,

the

in

"introduction",

Ajax and Ne opt ole mu s were underestimated;

it was

and

Neoptolemus),

important one for the particular

to see

aspect of his story ^

and

story

Pindar

in the case of

laid emphasis on a simple

had told

in Paean 6. Other

the Theban poet might

have taken

it as a t r an sit ion to that of Neoptolemus,

was an Aeacid,

he also met an untimely
victim of human

opinion-'

(Pindar

in the ode why this ha ppened to Ajax,

N eop tol emu s

Odysseus)

Odysseus vs.

it also constitutes a suitable

reference and the more

a real

(Ajax,

as of the two sorts of poetry

[negative]);

Ajax,

(Ajax vs.

a very

dear hero to the

and dreadful
injustice and

death,

are:

Aeginetans;

like Neoptolemus;

deceptive words,

he was

in P i n d a r ’s

"■.

To conclude,
w ou ld Pindar

let us wonder,

have ever placed

victor a main myth which
a mythological

account

an ap pr opriate

xdpig for

following a point made

by Kirkwood:

in a poem that praised an Aeg inetan

did not af ford

the material

intimations of greatness,

of which

that young w i nner?
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did not co ns titute

d. The "Eighth Nemean"

Two dis ti ng ui sh ed Pindarists,
remarked that the Eighth Nemean
particular
-suffice

difficulties^^^,

is generally

so mething

IS one of P i n d a r ’s most skilful

The ode
18-34,

a distinct
worth

in Pindar
Yet N .8

a creation of the period

into three metrical

Each of them can easily

subject as well.

noting

not an ode with

rather u n c o m m o n

odes,

have

.

is divided

35-51).

and C.Carey,

to mind the Seventh Nemean.

it for one to bring

of his maturity

L.R.Farnell

units

(triads;

be c o n s i d er ed a sec tion with

F o ll owi ng KÜhnken

, though,

that the first verse of the second triad

to the first sec tion of the ode.
the wnole of the second se ction
of the ode and tnus

gives

the

v s . 1-17,

The reference
(vs.19-34);

to

(18)

Ajax

belongs

co ns ti tu te s

it occ upies

impression of being

it is

the centre

the core of the

poem.
After a first se ction which
youth and
mythical

love

(vs.1-5)

and colour ed

example of the ode

a past age

is su ffused with the f l ou ris hin g

(Aeacus - v s . 7-12),

is pres ent ed and ass oc i a t ed with

situation of the victory of the
According

by the first

to C a r e y , the

reference to

Aeacus,

the king of Cyprus,

beloved of

the prosp er ity of

Aeginetan Deinias

"is summed up

-and shorter-

the happy

"idyllic atmosphere"

present

(vs.13-7).

cr eated

Apollo and priest of

I crrapa I

5n

i dea 1s

noCTci

(v.lS),

Aphrodite,
by divine

. Then:

Koucpoig,

Ill

by the

by the bliss of Cinyras"

who had been a fine example of human happiness se c u r ed
favour -one of the Pindaric

apnvécov

of

rs

np f v

ri

codpsv.

noAAà

éç

yùp

AeAe k t o i ,

povrcx

àôpsv

sAeyxov,

cxnrexa I
ke

noAAg:

Tvoç

5'
KOI

anaç

àe i ,

TsAapûvog

5’

s^eu-

5è

Aoyoi

Bocaâvy

kîvouvoç

èaAüv

veapà

-

opov

xEipovEacri
SdpEv

5'

oùk

psovspoT aiv,
sp izE i.

u iô v,

pQ' CTyûvw â p p I k u A I a a I ç .
n

r i v ’

ay Acj cr c r ov p É v ,

ÈV Auypob

vEiKEi"
5e I

Kpupiaiai

’p n ^ Q v

dAKipov,
a I oAy

Adec r

KaréxEi

psü-

a v ré ra ra i.

yctp èv gidpoig

n pdv dvopoid

o'

p É y I CTTOV 5 ’’

yÉpag
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N . B . 19-34
It has

been noted that the tran si ti on to the reference

the se co n d mythical

example of N.0,

a t m o s p h e r e of the preceding
"Pindar

wre nc he s

fifth ce ntury

verses

his audience

Aeg i na

is su dd en and abrupt;
is shattered,

back from

. The poet
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does

as Carey

to

Ajax,

the
holds,

the fa ir y- l a n d of Cyprus
not

let himself

and
to

be ca rried

away

by the fate of the happy Cinyras,

co n ce rn ed with C i nyras
the

now,

but has other

A e a c u s- re fe re nc e was short:

Pindar

here.

things

in P.2;

he

is not

in his mind -e ven

it is not happiness that mat te rs for

So the theme of Cinyras

m e n ti on of one sole verse.

as happens

is dropped and passes as a mere

From v.l9 the mood of the poem has

changed.
The way Pindar
deserves special
Ù

rnvùapoç,

is co m p a r e d
since

to

attention.

introduce

As the scholia say,

to an athlete and

ready

had won

ways",

in the stadion-

to start a foot-race.

any

before cont i nu i ng "

Pindar

risk",

lurks

in both the cases of

introducing

being

the major

it does

éauroû

in v.l9^^^.

"on feet

He

lightly

as Carey aptly

is gathering

all

have

his

been told

the right meani ng

by Pindar

in many

incurring

. But

"testing"

remarks,

resources,

next verse -" wi thout

discovering and

danger

a new song.

in 0.9.80-3'^^.

The

eùpncjisnnç èv Moicrdv 5 1 cppw is justified

are a treat

in a ch iastic scheme
the me a n

Pindar,

had been ex pr e s s ed

a nx iety of the poet
" ta 1es ^

he

in the

Carey again supplies

The same sent im en t

since

en iAapBd verQ'i

he stands

. "Many tales

goes on to say

Ajax

in the present case -p ro perly enough,

"confesses a ce rtain uneasiness;
he says,

the reference to

and the poet uses an ag oni sti c metaphor

Deinias

poised",

chooses

to the envious"

theme of the ode,

(v.21).

Pindar

that of envy.

(envy

always attacks

not quarrel),

Pindar seems

the

is

In v.22,

noble and with

to say what

the Chorus

in the

Ajax say when they address themselves to and refer to their

leader

(vs.154-61).

obvi ou s

here:

to e nvy '■'•"••••A

The message for

as a winner

the victor

in athletic

games,

Deinias

an èaAoç,

becomes
he

is ex po se d

Envy

is directly and explicitly held responsible for

tragic fate
hero.

(v.23)

The "abrupt"

Ajax's

right from the beginning of the reference to the
transition to Ajax,

therefore,

to the disadvantage of the ode poetically

but,

does not function

on the contrary,

it

properly conveys the spirit of the poet.
Carey thinks that the attribution of Ajax's death to envy
"shows the opportunism which characterizes
lyric poets "

. We shall

the use of myth by the

trace from now on the Pindaric version of

the judgement of the Achillean a r m s , how the poet's thought moves
forward and reaches
Ajax
with deeds

is

its

c 1 imax

represented

(v.24):

one

([prop] aÀKipov)!^^.

.
with two epithets where words are

"negative"

(a'vAcjaaov)

and one positive

For cxyAcjcraog I consider Nisetich's rendering

("lacking the ability to defend himself

in a contest of words")

as apter

than "dumb" or " i nar t icu 1a te " ^

;

is close

in

in my opinion, ayAoiaaog

meaning to eùeüyAcocjCTOç àvhp ofP. 2. 86,

straightforward man,
the eloquent man

contrasted

the

the type that Pindar would prefer

beside

(eloquence often seems to presuppose cunning and

immorality for the Theban p o e t . Thus Odysseus,
the contest for the arms,
explicitly mentioned.
competition for votes;

Ajax's rival

in

is automatically suggested before being

His cunning eloquence would be decisive,in a
it is significant that Pindar follows the

version of voting for the award of arms

(cf.

v.26),

manipulation of public opinion would be easier^^i.

where a
I shall

return

to that below.
Nisetich holds that it seems

"worth pursuing"

that Homer might have been in Pindar's mind,

the possibility

since the poet deals

with

Ajax,

"the hero whose fate moved Pindar to mention Homer

explicitly

in two other p o e m s " S u c h

detectable

in Adecr Karsxei

(v.24),

an allusion to Homer

is

the meaning of the phrase having

to do with fame and the deceptive power of wor ds ^

. i+jeuSe i of v .25

may be connected with Aoyoi

in my opinion,

of v.21;

vs.24-5 have,

an analogous meaning with the familiar Pindaric
darkness wraps great deeds

idea that

if they remain u n s u n g o f

the emphasis here is on distortion of great deeds.
again,

deep

course,

In a chiasmus

the phrase has such a masterly structure that no translation

can do it justice;
(tpeuSei - yépaç),

the adjectives

(péyicrrov - aîôAc*)) and the nouns

though contrasted,

are

ingeniously put next to

each other.
Pindar

becomes more specific and bold in v.26,

the most extreme point of his attack on Odysseus,
deal with the way the contest was decided,

where he reaches
as he goes on to

something that seemed

not to have been one of his main concerns in the Seventh Nemean.
Odysseus

is openly accused of being awarded the arms because

was something fraudulent about the vot i ng "
KpupiaiCTi

:

ydp èv ^jdcpo iç ’OSuacrn ûctvaol eepàneucra v*

Verse 26 raises a series of problems,
important of our extract and,

as will

probably the most

be seen,

of the whole poem

-especially from the viewpoint of the present examination.
the proper place,

"there

I think,

This

is

for the issues of the date of N.8 and the

relationship of the ode with the Ajax of Sophocles to be discussed;
the community

in vocabulary and meaning

between N.8.26 and Ajax

IS obvious^'^^.
The meaning

"fixed vot i ng " ^
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-suggested particularly by the

1135

woros BEpdneuCTav èv Kpucpiaiai

ipdcpo iç- is rejected by Carey

renders the verse as -follows:

"the Greeks paid court to Odysseus

secret votes".
was unfair,

He goes on to say that Pindar means that

not corrupt.

point that all

envy

This

in

"the voting

Such an implication would obscure P i n d a r ’s

noble men are in danger from envy,

not to malpractice

who

rpucpiaici

by the umpires but to the shameful,

is perhaps the only point

in which

C a r e y ’s excellent analysis of N. 8 . First of all,

refers

secret way of

I disagree with
I do not understand

why P i n d a r ’s point would be obscured if the consequence of the envy
of the Greeks had been a crooked ballot -instead of a secret oneagainst

Ajax’s claim on the arms

If, as seems to me c e r t a i n ’®^,

in N . 8 we have the chronologically
story of Ajax,

latest Pindaric reference to the

then the element of dishonest means and corruption

in the judgement of the arms,
Greeks against the great Ajax,
specific element
hostile criticism

as a result of the envy of the
should be the particular

in the "narrative"
(cf.

vs.20-1)^^^.

lesser

veapov,

the

that Pindar submits to possible
There are no other

differences

between the present version and the other two relating to Ajax
(those of 1.4 and N.7,

which have been already

discussed)

in

surviving Pindaric poetry.
Furthermore,
one will

if one focuses attention on the phrasing of v.26,

notice that

the verse.

There

Kpucpiaiai

is a notional

and eepcinsuaav open and close
chiasmus here:

malicious action and the well-matched manner
carried out.
the words,

Apart from that,

Pindar stresses the
in which

it has been

speaking about the precise meaning of

it is worth noting that Pindar uses the adjective Kpûcpioç

-and not the more common xpucpog,
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for which

I would accept the,

so to

say,

"innocent"

meaning

"secret" almost unhesitatingly;

more often than Kputpôç,

a sinister connotation

crooked or fraudulent")^^^;
both adjectives'^^.

one might argue,

has,

("implying something

there are such examples

Moreover,

Kpûcpioç

in Pindar for

with Brown,

that

if

Pindar made the ballot s e c r e t , this would have been "an endorsement
because s e c r e t - To me,

of the voting as fair,
"secret"
Nisetich:

would stand with some

the specious skills even of an Odysseus depend upon

in the end,

On the other

for their effectiveness."'^^

hand,

Bspansûco means both "heed",

to" and "do service to",
slips

into an immoral

"favour"'™^;

sense'^^.

in combination with Odysseus'
may

if we follow

"the army might have been ashamed to choose as it did in

an open ballot;
darkness,

justification only

the meaning

the latter meaning easily

Finally,

rhetorical

the idea of rigged voting
supremacy over

be associated with his pnciç which Pindar

1.4 and paxavd of N.7,

"devote oneself

disliked,

Ajax
the réxva of

the elements that push mean people forward

at the expense of the truly great.
Concerning the question of the date of the Eighth Nemean,
fact
or

is that there

is not any safe

indication either

the

in the text

in the Scholia to determine when the ode was composed;

the same

clues from the text have led interpreters to different views'^^.
For many of them have tried to detect allusions to political
and historical

events of the fifth century

In the chronological
chapter,

note in my preliminary remarks on the present

the Eighth Nemean was the only one of the three odes

examined here for which
suggested

in some verses of N. 8 .

I demurred at accepting the date Bowra

(459)
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Although

it should have been apparent that

in style and

subject matter N.B belongs to the mature poetic period of Pindar^^^,
the nineteenth-century tendency was to date the ode
Since then,

the arguments

in
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in favour of that association of N . 8

with the submission of Aegina to Persia and her subsequent coercion
by Sparta to send hostages to Athens have rightly been rejected
by more recent scholars^^^.

Many

interpreters of the twentieth

century put the ode in the period 463-457 and connect

it especially

with the three years of crisis between Aegina and Athens
(460-457)1^* that ended with the capitulation of the
Athens.

No decisive

information about the status of Aegina can be

derived from the ode,
dated either
i)

so one

is unable to say whether

before or shortly after her fall^^^.

It is reasonable to say that

a poem

like N . 8 , or,

more generally,

However:

for a celebration of any sort,
I would prefer

ii) Certain passages of N . 8

4 0 f f .) suggest a sense of hope after

recovering from

a calamity -rather than anxiety about a coming menace,
fit 463-4611^^-,

which would

and if Wilarnowitz’s argument that Aegina had not

been deprived of a sort of autonomy after her capitulation
is just if ied

the

rather than that of 460-457 for the performance of

the ode if I had to choose between them,
(vs.13-4,

it should be

it would have been difficult for

to be performed d u r inq the years of a crisis^^^;
period 463-461

island to

, a date after 457 seems to be more

in 457

likely,

iii) Concerning the enmity between Aegina and Athens -which applies
to the situation of 460-457chosen as the

it is hard to understand

leading mythical

Ajax being

figure of the ode -in spite of his

being a member of the Aeginetan heroic family and of his story being
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suitable for Pindar's main theme in the ode,

that of envy^^^;

he was the

Aeacid who was greatly honoured by the Athenians.

Pindar had

composed the ode shortly

he might have taken advantage of,

invented,

another mythical

tale of envy.

moreover,

who symbolizes the glorious past of Aegina,

ode,

proof;

it is natural

At all events,
.Ajax 1135

(Teucer

noIÔÇ nûpéenç)

or even

The mention of Aeacus,

at any time

since Aeacus was the arch-hero of the island,

Aegina's heroic f am i 1y

If

before or during the crisis

between Athens and Aegina,

for chronological

for

cannot be used

in an Aeginetan
the founder of

.

there

is a striking similarity

is speaking to Menelaus:

between N . 8 . 26 and

KÂénrnç ydp aùroû ijjncpo-

both in vocabulary and meaning.

categorical

of the commentat o r s , talking about

ter m s “ and

characterizing

former^^i.

He used this similarity,

the latter verse as
as well

Brown was the most
“virtually

identical

a “pa r a p h r a s e “ of the

as the two passages on

“the envy that always attacks the powerful“ , to support his theory
that. N.0 was composed
Peace,

shortly after the Thirty Y e a r s ’

which did not restore

in his opinion,
final

in 445,

Aegina's power

but,

more

importantly,

marked the end of the epoch of aristocrats and the

defeat of the old social order^^^.

the chronologically

latest Pindaric ode,

After his dating of N . 8 as
Brown,

considering the two

common passages mentioned above as sufficient arguments,
production of the Ajax
attempt

“ in either 444 or 443 B.C.''^^^ Brown's whole

is a very risky one,

since,

almost obsessed by his tendency

to discover allusions to contemporary political
events

in every verse,

puts the

and historical

he tries to propose such precise

dates for

two of the chronologically most problematic poems of the fifth
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century.
for

B r o w n ’s article was properly criticised by V .Ehrenberg

these and other,

even more

"biased",

views.

Unfortunately,

some

really valuable observations of his were undermined by the other
weaknesses of his p a p e r ’-’^'^.
Concerning the suggested relationship
the similarity

between N.8.26 and Ajax

between N . 8 and the

1135 is,

argument

in favour of it.

however,

appears to have been a locus communis

poetry ^

and thus

Nevertheless,

instance,

even,

The theme of envy towards the powerful,

in the Ajax -but they are not mentioned by Brown:

the use of a IpùAoç

level,

Pindaric odes
Brown,

in fifth-century

loses some of its strength as an argument.

the phrasing regarding

general

a strong

there are some more or less significant echoes of

the Eighth Nemean
for

to be sure,

Ajax,

in connection with Odysseus

Ajax's suicide act ^

or,

. And on a more

there are indeed reflections of passages from other
in the play^^^.

as if he wants to weaken his argument more,

the reference to crooked voting
remark"

whilst Pindar

though,

it will

concerned with

in Ajax

remarks that

1135 is "an incidental

"elaborates the i dea "

. In the next chapter,

be argued that Sophocles seems to be particularly
laying stress on what the ÉTaîpoi

of Ajax say,

especially about the hero and his " r ig h t s " .
J-H.Finley,
the two poems,

too,

although he does not adopt Brown's dating of

is convinced that the Ajax

the ode and seems

"is clearly affected by

in many ways a reply to

on to mostly unnecessary

However,

he goes

identifications as well^^^.

Concluding this chronological

discussion,

I refer now to the

most probable dating suggestion for N. 8 ' and one that
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is in accord

with my previous arguments -the one made by Wilamowitz:
after the surrender of Aegina,
from both ex t r ernes
Having

in mind,

a fascinating

ideal.

is generally

the supposed relationship -which I find
be suggested,

of course with N . 8

like a stimulus for Sophocles;

Finley and Whitman did,
o de

and rather away

that the Ajax of Sophocles

idea- can still

Deing something

(Coroneia)

; I would consider a date around 450

moreover,

dated to the 440s,

and 447

between 456,

that the

Ajax

to say,

is a reply

as Brown,

to the Pindaric

IS surely to exaggerate.
Coming back to our extract,

Ajax,

the victim of envy manifested

by a crooked ballot and abuse of persuasive speech,
d e a t h " (v.27 - c p o v y n d A a i a e v ,
has noted,
tpaaydvci

time,

an expression that suggests,

"agony" and "a violent

dpcp i k u A i a a i ç of

"wrestled with

death attended with bloodshed"^^^

v.23 is thus e l a b o r a t e d ' - ' a n d ,

Ajax’s supreme prowess is implied.

is the first word of the verse
the offence done to Ajax

as Bury

at the same

The epithet xpucéuv

; as Carey notes,

(onAcov)

following Kbhnken,

is aggravated by stressing the value of

the arms

"in contrast to the bare onAcov xoAcoeeiç"

Kohnken,

translating o-cepnee 1ç as " robbed"

in N. 7 . 25^^^.

, conveys,

I think,

the colour of the language and the spirit of the poet.
Moving forward,

Pindar stresses the magnitude of the crime of

the Greeks;

an dpioreia of Ajax as a warrior

(vs.28-32),

as in N.7,

h e r o ’s suicide.

spear

(cf.

after the sad and bitter mention of the

Ajax had offered

those of Odysseus,

is given again

especially as

warlike services

dissimilar

to

defender of the

Greeks with his

vs.29-30).

The observation

(vs.30-2)

that not only
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"through other

labours

during those
Achilles"

days of s 1 aughter "

but also

"over the new-slain

Ajax's valour had been greater than that of Odysseus

raises some questions.
the one who carried

Ajax,

according to the epic tradition,

Achilles'

corpse on his shoulders,

was

while

Odysseus distinguished himself fighting the Trojans bravely and
protecting their retreat.

This struggle played a decisive role

one version of the award of the arms

in the epic.

in

Is Pindar

following a literary source unknown to us or an Aeginetan version
here? Or do we have one more Pindaric
Ajax-Odysseus story? More strangely,

"novelty"

the Scholia go on to indicate

the differentiation made by the Theban poet:
the Odyssey referring to Odysseus'

as concerns the

they quote a passage of

struggle over the body of

Achilles as referring to Ajax^^^.
Be that as it may,
(vs.28-32)
detail,

Nisetich rightly remarks that the passage

"has a more profound

from the cyclic epics:

intent than merely to differ,

in

the great emphasis given to àvâpoia

□raws attention to the failure of the Greeks to pay Ajax for his
service

in kind. " ''

that "such

The same scholar goes on to say

is the force of saying that,

they dealt their enemies
moment,

with the notion

metaphorically,

'different'

under

wounds,

Ajax's protection,
leaving us,

'than they dealt him'.

if not literally,

true:

interestingly

The

the Greeks

for a

implication is
did

'wound'

Ajax."'^^
A more specific reference to P i n d a r ’s attack on Odysseus
worthwhile here,
Parnell

before moving

to the last verses of our extract.

thinks that the "defamation"

his assertion that

is

of the hero is "original";

"it contradicts flagrantly all
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the older epic

(...)

account"

may

exclusively Homer,

not be justified if he does not mean

since the Cyclic epics

included some

incidents

about Odysseus which could have been interpreted to the disadvantage
of his character^^^.

It remains a fact,

though,

that in Pindar

we have the earliest surviving

direct "vilification"

character

"may be partly responsible for the

in literature,

which

of Odysseus'

odious characterisation of the old Homeric hero which
occasionally permits
is that

i tse 1f "

Ajax's glorification

. Another

Attic tragedy

interesting view of Parnell

"could have been effected without the

bitter calumny on O d y s s e u s " a

thought,

nonetheless,

lead him to adopt the theory of contemporary political
analogues.

Yet Parnell

-like Ehrenberg

that did not
or historical

in his criticism of B r o w n ’s

article mentioned above- holds that "it is [Pindar]

himself

who must be the object of the envy and detraction which was
a ir "

; I do not agree with this view either -it

and unnatural"

as Parnell

to the my th "

the aspect of malignant
truth,

"proceeds to draw the
. Envy,

deceit

says the poet,

old times -but applies today as well.

striking

Carey

logical

conclusion

confining

it to

(èxapà nâpcpacr iç ) , the distortion of

responsible for the destruction of Ajax,

indirectly.

(32-4).

after having put the record straight concerning

the contest for the arms,
essential

is as "strained

thinks the former one^""^'^.

We come now to the last verses of our extract
thinks that Pindar,

in the

has existed from

Pindar turns to Deinias

The characteristics of ndpcpaa iç are given with a

list of appositions;

are close to that of a lyric
this constitutes the most

the tone and the style of the passage
in tragedy -it has been noted that

Aeschylean passage
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in Pi ndar'^-'-'^ . Many

words

"correspond"

to vs. 21-2;

to ones

in the previous verses:

be connected with dpov ok Aoyoi

K.aTÉxei

É V Auypw

and d v T S i v e i ,

veiKsi

(vs. 24-5)

and d c p d v r c o v ;

cpaovepoTaiv

and aîôAv i+jeOSe i

especially the latter,

is again the contrast

(v.21),

(v.25)^^^;

between light and darkness

the lameness of the glory of dpavroi

very close to the pepevvùç d v p p

Aden
B i ô;ra i

(v-25);

with dvcerarai

the position and the power of the epithet craepov.
opinion,

refers

QipùAcov pûewv and aoAo^paahg may suggest Odysseus

and may

there

ndAai

in Aapnpdv

is stressed by
dpavrog

is,

in my

of N.3.41^^^.

The contrasts and the correspondences of words and phrases
continue

in the third section of the ode as well,

its beginning,
the poet

particularly

which consists of an apparently personal

(v s .35-9 )

. Carey rightly holds that

prayer of

"the sentiments

expressed nere are commendable under any circumstances";
better
general

in

so "we may

take this passage as an example of the first person with
reference. "

Entering

now into a more general

analysis -which,

however,

will

give us the opportunity to return to the last triad of the odeone may start from the point that Pindar's main concern in the
reference to the story of Ajax's death
and the Seventh Nemean
poetry^^^.
one hand,

in both the Fourth

is later fame and the redeeming power of

We have seen the "optimistic"
where

Isthmian

(Homer's)

poetry

viewpoint of 1.4,

is applauded because

the fame of the unfortunate hero and,

it restored

in N.7,

the

accusation against Homer for paying tribute to the guileful

and

non-deserving Odysseus,
underrated,

on the other,

on the

whilst the truly great

Ajax was blatantly

as a result of the ease with which people are misled by
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sweet words and the human inability to discern true value.

In the

Eighth Nemean this theme is not ignored but it seems to slip
second place,
A j a x ’s end,
-and,

since Pindar

not only deals with a "dark” heroic tale,

but explicitly throws the blame for

as has been remarked,

in the fatal
Emphasis
Ajax's

into

it on to envy

to the "active” envy of his rival

contest and the "passive"

one of the other Greeks^^^.

is thus given to Pindar's opinion about the cause of

death,

"^he virtues of the "tongueless"

the meanness and immorality of his wordy rival
in N .8 , although they existed or were
C.Carey,

justifiably enough,

historical
to be sure,

events will

conversely,

are more profound

implied particularly

believes that

IS associated with the victor Deinias,
allusions to Pindar's personal

Ajax and,

all

if the myth of Ajax

the questions about

situation or to political

be avoided^^^.

in N.7.

and

It is quite difficult,

to imagine an epinician ode without sufficient concern

for the victor,

especially

The first example

in connection with

in the ode

its mythical

is, as we have seen,

examples.

that of Aeacus,

who was -and Pindar stresses this- "a combination of physical
and mora 1 - inte 1 1 ectua
(cf.

v s.7-12).

1

ex c e l l e n c e ”

The poet makes a first attempt to link the fortunate

Aeacus with Deinias

in v s . 13-6.

eminent strength and virtue,
and not appreciated.
(Ajax)

willingly recognized

is much more

Ajax by contrast has,

as in N.7,

but unfortunately his merit

It is significant

that the "negative" example

lengthy than the "positive” one

-the reverse of what happens in N.7.

is envied

The

Ajax-myth

(Aeacus)

in N. 8 .

is rightly

considered as the main myth of N. 8 . Envy goes along with victory,
with every sort of excellence,

achievement or success
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in general.

almost as a normal

attitude.

drawn to the bad but most

Young D e i n i a s ’ attention should be

likely way his achievement will

received -not to the ideal one of Aeacus"'^
on envy
very

in N ,8 is no doubt passionate;

Pindar's

be

insistence

it is, of course,

difficult to speculate about the cause of this disposition

of the poet^ii.
Now,

where

(between the two cases of Aeacus and Ajax)

Deinias fit in? According to Carey,
the

last triad of N.8,

an abrupt change
roioüxov fteog

we have to find the answer

after the Ajax-reference^^^.

èniansîpcov dAirpcTg

envy and deception^^^.
in general,

and cropoi and

The poet will

(v.39).

Poetry,

is again

The

as always,

can amend

last section of

with the themes of excellence and friendship,

managed by the transition of the verses 35-9^i^;
in analogous situations

In the happy time of victory,

in other Pindaric o des'^

.

but not

if any unhappy association is not

it may constitute a "poor omen"^i^.

therefore surrounded by happier matters;

eventually created.

is

the athlete should be aware of the

overwhelmed by that dark prospect;

in the third,

This

there are such

possibility of an envious reception of his achievement,

triad comes back

is

created by the

reference to the unhappy fate of Ajax must be dispelled^^^.

dismissed,

men

ô i kc ïi oi

go on aîvéwv aivpTd,

Pindar's prayer and the whole

a sort of c a t h a r s i s ; the "sense of rottenness"

passages

in

(that of èxepdç napcpàaecoç ) is contrasted with

(V .4 1 ) with cpBo vepo Tcj IV (v.21).

the ode

There

in the mood of the poem from v.35 on.

KeAeùeoiç ânAôa ig zcodg (that of Ajax),

poppdv 5'

does

The Ajax-myth

the spirit of the first

a gap between Ajax and Deinias

As the ode comes to its end,
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is

is

Pindar gives an

answer

to the question put above;

praised;

the athlete will

his champion.

P i n d a r ’s friendl

this

to Dring Megas,

opposes the attack of tpeôvoç and

"friendliness"

D e i n i a s ’ father,

is used only momentarily,

in an ingenious way what follows

of the poet to the victor

a problem here.

I use "easy"

is "unavoidable"

is

Pindar expresses his inadequacy

back to life.

This

so that it will
(vs. 46-8):

to praise the family of Chariadae.

"negative"

highlight

it is an easy task,
The text presents

for r ’ èAûqipùv -which,

as Carey holds,

in our c a s e ' ^ ^ - s o m e people read te AdBpov or even

TE Asupùv in V.46,
Pindar^^^,

be

approach -in contrast with fexepb

displayed in an extraordinary way:

though,

be

it.

In v s.44-5,

aspect

excellence will

not suffer as Ajax did -the poet will

ndpcpacj iq- dominates the ode,
prevails over

Deinias'

but the former

while the latter simply

has pejorative value elsewhere
does not make sense.

in

èAacppoç

Aieoq seems to contain a play of words and meaning as well:
an apparent oxymoron -although the task of poetry
an easy one

(cf.

and the poet),

KdpaTov in v.50 -applying both to the athlete

the task of praising the Chariadae,

Dei n i a s ’ victory,

is not a light,

i

especially after

.

Thus the Theban poet,

in a very subtle way,

relates the fate of

the victor Deinias with the dissimilar ones of Aeacus and Ajax.
athlete,

as we have seen,

will

not be unfortunate as the latter;

a song by the well-disposed and delighted*’^"' Pindar,
own deAnpa,

will

the p o e t ’s

protect him from aioAov i|jeû5oç and Ëxepü ndpcpacriq,

the danger of envy.
en IKcop 1 oq upvoq,

The

The ode ends stressing the power of poetry,

moreover,

is older than ndpcpaa iq'^'"^'~'; Pindar
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emphasizes the antiquity of his art as well^^^,
redeeming power which will

secure Deinias'
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apart from

fame for ever.

its

VI.

a.

The

THE

AJAX

presentation of

on

t he f i r s t

MYTH

IN S O P H O C L E S

AJax's

'crim es' :

part of the plav

some remarks

(up to v .8 1 4)

The Ajax of Sophocles follows a remarkable course from the mad
Ajax of the Prologue,
whose burial
will

perpetrator of despicable deeds,

becomes indispensable.

to the hero

In the next pages attention

be drawn to elements of this process with regard to the first

part of the play,

that is up to the hero's suicide speech,

which is

separately examined in the next subchapter.
The following discussion will

not be exhaustive.

It aims to

point out certain things that bear importance for anybody who
wishes to give a balanced view of Ajax's character
I have learned much from previous scholarship,
work of Ivan M.Linforth,

W .B .Stanford,

in Sophocles.

especially from the

and Malcolm Heath,

even in

the cases I disagreed with the overall position or specific views
of them.

Although the elements that will

"function in
manner,

favour of Ajax",

to put it in a rather simplistic

I donot wish to imply that the

vindication of the hero,

be pointed out appear to

play has as its aim

the

or to propose any other obvious

interpretation of the sort.
Our concern here,

then,

is how Ajax's "crimes" and "guilt"

are presented by Sophocles.

The parts of the play on which our

interest will focus are the Prologue
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(vs.1-133)

and the Messenger

scene

(vs.7 1 9 - 8 1 4 ) ^. One does not need a thorough-going examination

to show that these two scenes are closely related,
regard to what we may call

dramatic time.

peculiarly by Sophocles in the Ajax,
Taking things

in order,

particularly in

This element is used

as we shall see.

I may say right from the beginning

that there are certain elements and peculiarities
which undermine categorical views

in the Prologue

like the one of Stanford that

"on the whole the opening scene puts Ajax in an unfavourable
light"^.

What

is crucial for the audience is the choice of

elements of the story provided by the Prologue.

The play begins

in the morning after Ajax's murderous attempt upon the Greek
chiefs;

Athena,

robbing him of his senses,

has canalized his rage on

the cattle and now directs the whole course of action^,

as Odysseus

enters the stage to verify the rumours about last night's outrage.
Ajax is still struck with frenzy,
virtually

bereft of his senses^,

in control of his perception.

either terror or pity, or both,

with Athena

A madman normally excites

in his viewers,

not aversion;

one

has also to consider the cruelty of the goddess -she is "playing"
with him^-,

and thus there is much difficulty for an unfavourable

picture of Ajax to be shaped.

We have, of course,

the brief picture

of Ajax expressing pleasure at the prospect of torturing Odysseus
(vs.105 and 116 -of.

also v.ll4;

in v.lll,

Athena's admonition to spare Odysseus).

moreover,

he ignores

In the second place,

Ajax's patronizing manner towards the goddess^,

in combination with

the relative lucidity with which he appears to be speaking to her,
may not function to his advantage.

However,

cannot seriously count against Ajax;
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I think that these

he is still under delusion.

and,

in any case,

some of his words to the goddess show respect

to her^.
Further,

Athena,

mentioning

Ajax's terrible enterprise of the

preceding night when he took justice in his own hands and thought
that he could undo the past and retrieve his wounded honour,
indicates the two main characteristics of the hero during it:
vÛKTCjp. . .56A IOÇ
conventional

(v.47).

character^.

Both are undoubtedly foreign to his
And in the very significant v s . 119-20^

Athena asks Odysseus -showing that she, who appears to be Ajax's
punisher,

knows and virtually dictates his answer:
TOUTOU TI Ç crv CTO I TCTvëpùç f) npovoÜCTTepoç
h 5pâv apeîvuv nûpéen xà xaipicr;

èycü pÈV o ù 5 é v ’ o T 5 ’ (v.l21)
suggested,

then,

and exceptional

is Odysseus'

answer.

It is strongly

that the Ajax of the Prologue is in a temporary
situation^^.

I have noted above that Athena "appeared to be Ajax's punisher"
and I would like to refer to this notion in more detail.

I have

already mentioned the tendency of most interpreters to see Athena
as, so to speak,

an inhuman goddess.

Her cruelty is undeniable,

but

is it "personal"? In v.l27 Athena tells Odysseus to take a lesson
from what he has just seen.

Ajax is "exhibited"

the audience- by the goddess as an example

to Odysseus -and to

illustrating the frailty

and transience of man in contrast with the power of the gods.

In her

generalizing words Athena does not mention Ajax's murderous attempt
upon his comrades;
him in v s . 127-33^^.

no charge regarding this

is brought against

The matter that bears more importance here is

the message to all mortals that everyone of them,
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even an Ajax,

is

liable to the danger of a fall so "sudden" and so "great"
Linforth's view on the opening scene,

then,

contrasted to that of

Stanford mentioned above and just as categorical

("Sophocles has so

composed the Prologue as almost entirely to suppress the guilt of
Ajax"^’--') may be closer than the other one to the truth.
And to conclude this discussion on Athena's role,
Sophocles'

approach

(and this is an indication of his superb art)

gives one ground to wonder whether,
not in a sense friendly to Ajax^^.
after all,

I think that

in the final analysis,

Athena is

Imposing delusion on him is,

an act of protecting him from committing a crime of

the utmost gravity.
As happened with the "Deception Speech",
that follows comes rather unexpectedly:
a messenger to come,

the Messenger scene

one might have expected

but only to announce Ajax's death and describe

it. Sent by Teucer,

this Messenger brings news from the Greek camp,

and,

the "prophecy" of Calchas concerning

in particular,

which puts the action concerning

Ajax,

Ajax into the frame of a time limit

and illustrates the reason for the gods'

anger at the hero.

The scene has not drawn particular attention on the part of most
interpreters of the play,

although,

as Crane reasonably holds,

its role within the Ajax may be significant "in complementing,
even glossing,

the mysterious and difficult deception speech"

.

What particularly concern us in the M e s senger's / C a 1c h a s ' words
are the two incidents from Ajax's career that generated Athena's
wrath at him;

they are not connected with the present action,

as Linforth^^ remarks,

they are narrated in circumstantial

but,

detail,

so that it may be assumed that the Athenian audience had not been
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especially familiar with them -although they may have appeared in
posthomeric epic poetry.
rpfrov naeBhKsvai
Thv

A scholion on

nepi

td ù ç

eeoûç.
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aÙTw
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Sophocles

uses here the first and the third incident with some modifications:
i) vs.762-9:

Ajax disregarded his father's words advising him

not to seek victory without help from the gods;

ii) vs.770-5:

on

the battlefield Ajax told Athena to stand by the other Greeks,
where he was the enemy would never break through^^.

since

With the mention

of these incidents the Messenger scene is clearly connected with
the Prologue,

as Athena's words

in vs.l27ff.,

which sounded out of

context there and appeared to be irrelevant to Ajax's murderous
attempt,

now find an explanation.

is angry with Ajax:
(v.777),

So that is why the goddess

the hero is guilty of où

of having uttered ùnépKonov ënoç

undue pride towards the gods^^.

kq t'

cxvepconov cppovüv

(vs.127-8),

of showing

A god can be angry with Ajax at this

as with any mortal.
Proceeding to treat the important questions relevant to the two
incidents -why are they presented at this stage of the play and what
are the consequences of this late presentation- we may start from
the fact that,

as it has been mentioned in a previous chapter^^,

there is no evidence of any presumptuous attitude on the part of
Ajax

in the Iliad.

On the basis of the surviving fragments from

the Epic Cycle the same seems to happen there,

although the evidence

is so scanty that we cannot exclude the possibility that one of
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those epics may have been the source of the picture of an impious
/presumptuous Ajax.
above

Besides,

the first word of the scholion quoted

(cpoccj)v) seems to rule out any suggestion that the two

incidents may have been invented by Sophocles.
episodes contrast sharply with v s . 119-20,
the first one,
the gods,

Moreover,

since,

these

on the basis of

Ajax appears to have been a conscious scorner of

an ùBpicrrhç,

already before coming to Troy^^.

Thus the

view that Sophocles undermines the incidents rather than laying
emphasis on them seems more apt.
their "nature"

itself:

And it is further strengthened by

they may well

of an overzealous warrior,

be regarded as demonstrations

conventional,

even though excessive,

expressions of self-sufficiency and high heroic s p i r i t ^ ’-.
Furthermore,

their placing

Ajax's "impiety"

in the play has to be considered.

For

is "slipped in" at moments when the audience's

attention focuses on his fate,
response to loss of honour^^
the "Deception Speech"

and just after the hero's lofty

(conveyed in the exquisite poetry of

in particular).

initial crime of Ajax carries on,
to it in Calc h a s ’ words).

too

The suppression of the ugly
(there is no reference at all

All these elements weaken the effect

of the two incidents as indications of what may be called Ajax's
guilt.
Coming now to the one-day limit

(vs.756-7,

778),

it is surely

significant that the wrath of Athena will pursue Ajax only for that
day^^.

A first and rather simplistic interpretation would have been

that the anger of the goddess is not relentless,
a way of escaping death for the hero^^.
the Prologue,

as we have seen above,
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so there may be

From what Athena says in

there is no evidence that

the goddess is moved by

(personal)

spite against Ajax himself^™.

In the Messenger scene the duration of Athena's wrath is limited
to a single day,

but it seems as if it is Ajax himself who holds

his life and death in his hands^^.
goddess'

anger at Ajax in vs.755-6,

When Calchas refers to the
the audience,

than the seer about Ajax's latest situation -and,

who know more
anyway,

from the myth that death is inevitable for the hero-,
those verses as

meaning that Ajax

the disgrace he

still feels,

know

can take

is sent to his doom by

having realized the results of the

delusion imposed on him by Athena.

The hero expiates his "crimes"

and affirms his greatness with his death^^.

I therefore think that

a subtle process of a gradual reconciliation of Ajax with the gods
is in operation in the course of the p 1ay^^', and is completed with
the hero being granted burial
Athena's

"favourite",

in its end -with the intervention of

Odysseus,

at that.

certainly no accident that Calchas'

In this context,

last word

(orcorhpioi -v.779)

identical with that of Ajax's in the "Deception Speech"
-V.692);

differentiation in what "save"

is

(crecrcopévov

the audience would have noticed this similarity,

the underlying

it is

(or "safe")

as well as
meant in

each case^^.
The use of dramatic time in the part of the play examined here
is certainly peculiar and thus constitutes a
part to obscure

means on the p o e t ’s

Ajax's "guilt" and establish his greatness. The play

is concerned with three main elements:

the aftermath of Ajax's

madness -after only a brief presentation of it- and his adjustment
to the present,

his death

(it becomes clear by Ajax's words and

actions as the plot develops,

that his neog cannot survive defeat
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and disgrace^^)

and the issue of his burial.

is not stressed in the Prologue,

Ajax's act of treachery

while his alleged "hybris"

is given

in such a manner and put in such a position in the play that it loses
almost all
character

its strength.

On the other hand,

the exhibition of Ajax's

in the part of the play up to his suicide is sufficient

in itself to show what a great man he was

(and to justify his cult

in Athens)^1. Linforth aptly summarizes the effects of Sophocles'
"strategy" in the Ajax:

"By this process the mind of the audience

has been diverted from the ugliness of the initial events,
for his [Ajax's]
a measure of awe.
nobility.

and pity

degradation has given place to respect and
They have been led to contemplate his innate

They have observed with admiration his instinctive

response to the loss of honor.
The preceding examination may seem selective -and is so.
However,

I believe that every episode of the play,

its plot,

every,

apparently minor,

every twist in

detail throws light to some

aspect of Ajax's character and story;

any one-sided approach

would be very "narrow" and even unjust in relation to the subtlety
of Sophoclean tragedy.

Moreover,

and beyond this notion that surely

allows the rebuttal of any interpretation based on the notion of
a guilty Ajax'-'"-’, Linforth acutely reminds the student of the Ajax
who is distressed by the horror of the hero's crime,

or, even,

by the fact that almost nothing is said about it, that one has to
examine not the legend on which the play is based,
itse 1f

.
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but the play

b.

Ajax's

l a st m o n o l o g u e

In vs.815-65 we have Ajax's last speech in the play,
just before he leaps on his sword.
setting^^,

first of all:

It would be worth

delivered

imagining the

the hero stands entirely alone on an empty

stage that the audience will
Ajax's words at vs.654-5.

have no difficulty in associating with

From v.892 it has been suggested that

the setting may have been indicated by some movable scenery
representing bushes.

As soon as he enters the scene,

sword in the ground,

point upwards.

the words of a man at death's door.
watching breathless,

he fixes the

Then he delivers this soliloquy,
The audience might have been

although they should have been familiar

with the outcome of the myth.

With the several

alterations of mood

that he has already had in store for them up to this part of the
play,

Sophocles should have made them pay attention even to

the slightest detail of words and actions.
This passage has not raised a great deal of attention among
students of the Ajax.

This is justified,

at least up to a point,

since both the words and the intentions of the hero are now
absolutely clear.

Ajax

is not trying to "deceive" anybody here

-if we accept that he had such an intention,
previous,

renowned speech.

in his

The passage does not present special

difficulties of interpretation,
points.

for any motive,

any particularly "ambiguous"

Most of it consists of prayers and invocations,

as well as

affectionate memories of dearest persons and places.
This certainly does not mean that the passage is not
an important one.

Critics hold that Ajax here comes back to his
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"real self"^^ -unless we follow Bowra,

who sees in the monologue

a return of the hero to madness after the sanity of the preceding
"Deception Speech"^^.
To start a closer examination of the passage -although it is not
my intention to examine exhaustively everything that Ajax is sayingone has to note,
phrased",

first of all,

that this soliloquy is "nobly

to use Stanford's expression"’’®.

sublimity of Ajax's previous speech,

It may not equal

the

but most of it conveys the same

greatness of spirit^^ and it certainly comes second after that
speech as the finest words of the hero in the play.
At the beginning

Ajax speaks about the sword which will

be his

CTcpayeûç; this word is rightly considered as a full personification^^'
(cf., too,

S Ù voucrraroV in v.022 and cpovécjç in v.1026)

carrying a further,

ritual

implication -which,

and, also,

as

as Stanford notes,

"gives a solemn tone to Ajax's opening words and helps to justify
his references to religious rites in 655-6"^^.
"most cutting"

(•copcôraroç -v.815)

for three reasons,

being "psychological": it was a gift
from his enemy Hector
land of Troy

(vs.819-20).

by his foes*^.
himself
welcome,

(vs.817-8)

Lastly,

(vs.821-2).
killer

The sword will

(cf.

11,7.303-5,

be

the first two
Ajax 661-5)

and is embedded into the hostile

It is as if Ajax's death is being caused

the sword is carefully "arranged"

The personification of this "humane",

by Ajax
even

is carried on in the striking word sùvoûaTarov,

the superlative form drawing attention to its peculiarity in the
context*'^.
From V.823,

Ajax

launches

one is addressed to Zeus

into prayers to divinities.

(vs.824-31)
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The first

-to save his corpse from dis-

I
I honour by sending Teucer word to come;
introduces

according to Stanford,

the motivation of the rest of the play -whether

body is tohave honourable burial or not"'^'^'.
Hermes

(vs.831-4)

prayer.

-to grant a swift death;

The third one is an imprecation;

to avenge him on the Atreidae

The second prayer

and bids farewell
and in Troy
As the

the hero

Then Ajax asks the 8un-

(vs.845-9).

(vs.854-5).

to the natural

is to

an appropriate heroic

God to bring the news of his death to his parents

asked to "release"

Ajax's

the Erinyes are summoned

(vs.835-44).

now moves to the west across the sky

"this

in Salamis,
Fifthly,

At the end,

as he

Death is

Ajax invokes

phenomena and places both at home

(vs.856-64)*^.
scholia

Ajax's last words,
eavàrou eeoùç,

indicate, in relation to this chain of prayers in

Kcxi s q t iv

ronouç,

EÛpnpiag ànoeavETv^^.

xcbpav, narpiSa,

Ajax

yoveTç,

àôeAcpoûç, qctte pe%'

Stanford seems to be in agreement with this

view of the Scholiast;
establishes that

sùcxeBoüç àvSpôç s^eupsvizeiv np6 xoü

with the whole speech,

he holds,

Sophocles

"is not fundamentally a scorner of the gods

[despite the two incidents related in the Messenger's speech in vs.
762-77],

but in fact is

(...) a man of conventional

piety"^^.

Some other parts of the passage deserve attention.
Sophocles represents

Ajax once more -after the opening

Firstly,
lines of the

"Deception Speech"- thinking about beloved persons with tenderness,
in this case about his parents,

especially his mother

two and a half of those three verses refer to her).
reasonably thought of this as xa)

raÛTo: nsp inaeh xal

reminds us of Heracles in the T r a c h i n i a e ,
Thv pnTÉpa pETanépnsTai*^.

who,

Coming back to Ajax,

too,

(of. vs.849-51;

The Scholiast
àvepcôn iva and
enl Tou eavdrou

"the essential

pathos of this momentary flash-back"
uncommonly used"

(rpocpv -v.849)

given "in a single word

is well pointed out by Stanford^^.

We have already seen that Ajax calls the Erinyes for revenge on
the Atreidae,

who caused his death by unjustly failing to award the

arms of Achilles to him.
considered very powerful,
audience knew well,

(cf. vs.839-42)

of a dying man was

and the Scholia note what the Athenian

that is that Ajax's imprecation was fulfilled

as concerns Agamemnon.
Odysseus

A curse

Stanford remarks that Ajax "notably omits

Cas object of his revenge],

a judge in the award of the arms

presumably because he was not

(and also perhaps because Sophocles

wants to prepare the way for the favourable portrait of Odysseus
later in the play)"^^.

In the following verses

(843-4),

though,

Ajax

extends the curse against the whole Greek army "as having acquiesced
in the unjust award of the armour"'^^.

Ajax's vindictiveness

in the

passage may seem inconsistent with the crcocppocrûvn that he claimed he
acquired

(cf. v.677)

vs.667-8 and 678-83)
however,

and with some of his other utterances
in the "Deception Speech"®^.

(cf.

In that speech,

Ajax had realized that he had to respect the Atreidae

for their authority as rulers,

whilst here,

resentment for a wrong done to him,

in his implacable

he calls down curses on

the people responsible for that and considers them as enemies.
Jebb's arguments on the "morality" of this issue are still valuable
and perfectly sound.

He aptly compares Ajax's attitude here to that

of Oedipus towards his sons -although the latter is on his way to
consecration as a hero^^.

Yet Jebb seems to have seen the inclusion

of the whole army in the curse as excessive®"^.
As Ajax

is heading for his death,
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his words are "illuminated"

by

the presence of light in various forms
also the epithet xpuaôvwTOv;
-the sun in his chariot;

(cf. vs.846-7 -Sun-God;

856 -daylight,

859 -sunlight)^^.

atmospheric light;

note
857

Ajax's references to

light here possibly echo his famous prayer to Zeus in the Iliad
(17.645-7),
gods,

where the hero,

with true grandeur,

if his wish were to slay the Greeks,

light,

asks the king of the

at least to do it in the

thus showing the sort of death Ajax preferred for himself^^:
Zeû ndrep, àAAd où

'pûcai

un'

hépoc uTaç 'Axaiûv,

nofncrov 5' ocVeonv. 5ôç 5' ocpeocApoîcii v iSéaea i‘
èv 5è code I Koc) ô A e a o o v , èneî
Ajax's monologue concludes as follows
ràc 5 ’ ocAA' èv
"I shall

vu roi

eüaSev oürcoç.

(v.865):

'A 1 5ou roîç KÔrw puenaopai.

tell the rest in Hades to

those who are down

there."

The last words of the main hero

of the

great deal of attention.

should have expected from a master

As one

of dramatic art like Sophocles,

play deserve, to be sure,

what his hero utters just

a

before

killing himself functions in many ways and carries various
implications.
Stanford,

It is time now to indicate them.
quite appositely,

Hamlet -who committed suicide,

compares Ajax's words to those of
too

("the rest is silence").

The

commentator goes on to remark that Ajax's sense of the continuation
of life after death is stronger than that of the Shakespearean
hero^^.

With rà 5' ocAACaJ, as again Stanford puts it,

"adjourns

'the high debate'

to another time and place"”®. This first

phrase of the verse conveys vividly,
abrupt
speech,

Ajax

in my opinion,

a sense of

interruption which applies not only to Ajax's preceding
but to his whole life as well,
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interrupted by a violent and

bloody death.
One of the most important implications of v.865,

nonetheless,

that Ajax is going to meet other heroes in the Underworld.

Sophocles

seems to lend a colour of subtle anticipation to the verse;
leaves this world looking forward to that meeting.
throughout the play,

is

Ajax

From what he says

one gets the feeling that the hero is aware

that by dying he is irrevocably dissociated from dishonour^^.
In Hades Ajax will meet,
and,

of course,

among others,

heroic figures like Achilles,

Ajax both in blood and in character,

heoç,

(cf. v.387)

his former comrades-in-arms already killed in the

Trojan War'*'*^; great men,

and his claims

his ancestors

(cf. vs.442-3),

who may well

related to

"understand"

whose nobility and mentality,

him

whose

would sympathize with Ajax's maxim:
àXX*

h kcxAôç zhv h kcxAcûç TeevnKévoci

t6v eùyevh xph.
v s .479-80
Sophocles -we shall see this clearly below- was undoubtedly
inspired by the Nekyia concerning the verse in question -and
the play in general^^.
the "Ajacian type",
compliment

But it is worth noting that Achilles,

responds almost angrily to Odysseus'

(cf. G d . 11.485-6)

comforting

that he now rules over all the dead:

ph 5n po I edcvaTrov ye nocpauSa,

tpafSip'

'DS uctctsli.

BouAoîpnv K ' èndpoupoç èdjv ©nreuépev œ AA c*),
dv5pl

nap'

dxAhpo,

nÛCT 1V vsKÛeaai

ph Biorog noAûç eVn,

Karacpe ipévo ia iv àvdaaeiv.
O d . 11.488-91

Commentators on this passage show their embarrassment "since the
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expression of an unconditional

preference for

life appears not to be

in keeping with the attitude expressed by Achilles when alive
(11.18.88-93,

98,

115).

With regard to Ajax joining the other heroes in the Underworld,
Stanford holds that "the cpiA Îa and éraipeîa which he has lost on
earth Ccf. v.682-3] may be regained once more"^^.
to come to another significant point:
verse 865 implies,

Ajax will

loneliness.

desperate call for Teucer

particularly

This trait of the hero is one

of the features most stressed in the play

solitary,

not face in Hades,

what he was enveloped by when alive,

during his last moments:

vs.609ff.).

This enables us

in vs.342-3,

(cf., for instance,

or the first stasimon,

Ajax's
esp.

It is true that almost every Sophoclean hero is

but the poet seems to insist strenuously on Ajax's

loneliness,

both spiritual and actual^*.

We have to remind ourselves

of the setting during the last soliloquy of the hero:
of an entirely empty stage Ajax

is absolutely on his own;

has already been fixed in the ground,
the Chorus,

Tecmessa,

divided into the two sections,

have all gone to look for

rightly observed that the dramatically powerful
phenomena

his "nourishers"
his loneliness;

his sword

the Messenger and

him along the coast or to call Teucer*^®. Furthermore,

of the natural

in the middle

it has been

invocation by Ajax

(vs.856-8)^^ and of the lands that had been

(vs.859-63)^^ in the preceding verses underlines
the hero knows that he has nobody attentive to his

words except nature -amongst the Greeks there was a feeling of
communion with its divine forces^^.
The verb pueAcopai

is the very last word of the verse and,

from continuing the implications discussed above,
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apart

it creates more.

Kamerbeek

is probably right to remark that the motif of v.855 comes

back here "in a somewhat altered form"
KofToi
sound",

- "cà 5' ocAA' , k c k s T - èv
though,

(of. npoaau5ncro) - puencopai,

*Ai6ou);

he finds "an unpleasant

in puentjopa i -an assertion which I cannot understand

and the commentator himself does not go on to explain^^.
It is in a sense ironic that a hero like Ajax,
action and not of words,
surely everlasting

the type of

leaves this life having as his last and

"echo" a verb relative to speech,

something

that can hardly be automatically associated with his character and
temperament.

Suffice it to recall Pindar's epithet for Ajax

(ayAcocrcrov)

and,

most of all,

the scene of the Nekyia between

Odysseus and Ajax, where the latter,
of the arms,

still resentful about the award

remains silent towards the unreserved,

tribute to his merits from the formerai.
on this verse of the Ajax

Several commentators

indicate Sophocles'

intention to draw

a contrast here^^ with the version of the O d y s s e y ,
"majestic silence",

but late,

with the hero's

a scene surely well remembered by the Athenian

audience of the play.

They would have known that Ajax had not

spoken at all, even though approached by "honeyed words" -would he
ever xdo it of his own accord? It is worth mentioning,
that puei*)CTopa I in a way corresponds to Odysseus'
Nekyia

besides,

request in the

(Y v ' ënoç kqI uùeov àKOÙatnç / npérepov -11.561-2);

the

selection of the particular verb by Sophocles was indeed anything
but accidental.
What other
"intertextual

implications may be suggested by Sophocles'
dialogue" with Homer? The dramatist,

masterly

as we have seen,

seems to evoke the idea of an Ajax neither silent nor alone in the
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Underworld.

Perhaps Sophocles'

well-known humanity and elevation of

thought could not accept the Homeric version of the shade of Ajax,
silent,
scene^^.

"standing aloof wrathful",
The hero will speak

in Hades,

that his Aupswveg^^ on earth will
Ajax's wrath,

Sophocles'

in spite of the sublimity of that
even regardless of the fact

be among

t o î ç

KdTW

sometime.

message would be, may not remain

implacable^^.
Moreover,
Ajax.

one may detect an allusion to the injustice done to

The hero anticipates that,

1isten^^ to his story.

at least,

the shades in Hades will

Is it possible that this very thing was one

of those which Ajax was deprived of when alive?

There was indeed

no "audience" for him

on earth,

of the Achillean arms

nor for his greatness in general.

After v.865,

Ajax

neither for his claims in the award

falls upon his sword. His body lies on the

ground when the two sections of the Chorus enter the orchestra
seeking him
discovers it

(vs.866ff.).

They do not see the corpse until Tecmessa

(vs.891ff.).

What will concern us from now on is the fact that Ajax's suicide
is enacted in front of the audience.
"stage-management problems"
discussed in detail

I do not have the relevant

in mind -which,

by others^^.

besides,

Nonetheless,

appropriate place to refer to the superb skill
of Ajax should have required from an actor:

have been

this is certainly an
that the leading role

the representation of

ferocious madness in the opening scene of the play,

the various

possible modulations of voice during the "Deception Speech" and now
the convincing enactment of the fall upon the sword^#^

Let us see

first what the Scholia have to say about the issue of Ajax's suicide
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p re s e n te d
e I

on

s ta g e :

ëor i 5è ràc ro iaûro: napàc

t g î ç

naAaioTç o-ndvia*

coeaCT I ydp ràc nenpaypéva 5 1 ' dyyéAcov ànayyéAeiv. ri oüv xù aVriov;

cpedvei

A îctxûA o ç

èv Gp^ooaig rhv àvcxfpecriv AVavroç 5i* dyyéAou

ànacyyeiAaç. ïcrwç oùv [6 ZocpoKAnçD
KaraKoAouee î

V

koc

roTç érépou <ïxvecriv>,

pâAAüv ÉKnAn^ai

ivoropeT v BouAopevoç Koc 1
u n '

oip iv

rô 5pcôpevov n

ëenKS

BouAopevoç.

As happens often in the case of the Scholiasts,
some important as well as some naive views here.

there are

On the other hand,

most commentators of the play have found it "remarkable" that Ajax
commits suicide on stage and have been content with that^^.

However,

the fact that in the Ajax we have the unique suicide on stage in
extant Greek tragedy^^ is, to say the least,

striking.

drama any ignominious,

horrible thing,

"dark deed"

in general,

"ill",

happens as a rule off-stage,

presence of the audience,
the darkness,

when,

"inside",

happens

Kpunrÿ,

struck with frenzy,

Our play itself

he tortured some of the animals of
took place dur i no

(the whole attempt of Ajax to kill his fellow-chiefs

vÛKTCop;

Ajax comes to his senses shortly after dawn) and

-the last part- inside his tent

(Sophocles seems to emphasize,

Athena's call to Ajax to come outside -cf.

vs.71-6 and 89).

too,

The

audience see very little or nothing of those horrible actions®^,
whilst the sight of the sane Ajax presented to them wailing among
the bloody results of his frenzied delusion
I think,

in

the indignant and disgraceful misdeeds of

the herd fancying that they were the Greek chiefs,
the night

any

not in the

most of the times èv

certainly not under the sunlight^^.

offers a good example;
Ajax,

dishonourable,

In Greek

(vs.348ff.)

serves,

to enhance their sympathy and pity for the hero.
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Sophocles'

genius as a dramatist decides on the particular sort

of "public" presentation of Ajax's self-imposed death,

i n the

sunlight and in the presence of the audience o n l y . In my opinion,
an intention to differentiate himself from Aeschylus may have been
the last thing that led Sophocles to this "innovation".

The poet

may have judged that Ajax's committing suicide on stage,
this powerful speech,

after

is in accord to his character as it has been

presented throughout the play,

and even functions

in further favour

of it. The greatness of the hero is thus conveyed in the most
effective way;
speech,

however vivid it might have been,

a Sophocles,
"dimensions".
(àAA'

a "report" of the same scene through a m e sse nge r’s
even with the ability of

could be insufficient in rendering

the scene in all

its

We should not forget what Ajax had said in vs.479-80

n kqAcôç zfiv

h

kcAûç TsevnKsva

could not achieve the former,

i

/

t

6v

eùyevfi xp^).

Since he

the only way for him is the latter.

Death is considered as his "salvation"

by Ajax himself

(cf. v.692);

also Tecmessa thinks that it should indeed have been aùrw 5è Tepnvog
(v.967)^^.

The great man finds in death a "haven" from the

"storms"that
then,

life had lately had in store for him.

welcomed by the hero himself,

"crowning" moments in the play,

is probably

appropriate and

Ajax's death,

one of his
in accord with

the ardent temperament and magnificent spirit he displayed during
its course^^;

as such,

always wished

(here we have to recall again his noble and passionate

prayer

in 11.17.645-7)

it had to be enacted in the light, as Ajax

and in front of the eves of the audience

in order to leave an unforgettable
spirit on them.

impact of greatness and heroic

c.

Ajax's

'friends*

1.

Tecmessa

The presence of Tecmessa in the play can be divided into three
"sections".

The first one -her

(vs.284-327;

"report" on Ajax's hideous misdeeds

Tecmessa enters the stage at v.201)- has to do more

with "stage directions"^^.

The other two are more important for

the appreciation of her role in the play:
(it virtually starts from v.368,

firstly her plea to Ajax

but the main plea is at vs.485-524;

the two sets of stichomythia between Tecmessa and Ajax [vs.529-44
and 585-953 that follow,
and,

secondly,

can be considered as a prolongation of it);

Tecmessa's words and actions after Ajax's leaving the

stage after his "Deception Speech";
Ajax,

the "conduct" of the search for

the discovery of and the lament over his corpse,

speech in the play -which is about Ajax.
on stage for a while after that,
v.ll68^^,

and her last

Tecmessa presumably stays

and she certainly re-enters it at

but she does not speak again.

Until the last few decades,

critics of the Ajax do not seem to

have considered Tecmessa in view of her presence and character
the play^^.

Nowadays such an issue does not arise,

in

since some

of the most eminent students of the play have dealt with Tecmessa's
character,

especially after G.Kirkwood had pointed out that it is a

most underrated one^^.

Besides,

to see Tecmessa as an insignificant

figure would be hasty and unfair regarding Sophocles,
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whose feminine

figures mostly play a leading or a decisive role in his tragedies.
Despite the fact that there are diverse opinions concerning her,
one has to accept that the ground in relation to the presentation of
her character,

even from the perspective of "the effect of the

action upon her rather than upon Ajax"^*,
This examination,

therefore,

will

has been well covered.

be concerned mostly with the issue

of how and where Tecmessa is "connected"
This presents some difficulties.
contr as ted , sometimes implicitly,

to Ajax

Tecmessa and Ajax are rather

sometimes explicitly,

Tecmessa is not a case of a "friend" of Ajax who,
instance,

in the play.

in our play.

like Teucer for

constantly champions him and stresses his value.

These

difficulties are underlined by the "rude" and "contemptuous" way
in which Ajax treats her before his "Deception Speech"*^^.
cannot be sure,

however,

that this harshness

is to be assumed as the

normal way in which Tecmessa was treated by the hero.

There are some

factors that one has to take into consideration:

first,

heroic heoç" -which Tecmessa seems to know well;

secondly,

Te cm e s s a ’s status -she was a princess but, still,
not a wife;

and,

thirdly,

Ajax’s "old

is now a concubine,

the fact that she has to face an Ajax who

has just recovered from madness;

the last point indeed marks an

"exceptional" and "temporary" situation,
of some interpreters^^.

One

in spite of the objections

There also are clues in the play

suggesting that the normal

nature of the relationship between Ajax

and Tecmessa is to be understood as having been far better than
it is at the moments described by our tragedy and that it was not
based on force^^.
Concerning Tecmessa’s plea to Ajax
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(cf. mainly vs.485-524),

most commentators^* have indicated and analyzed its logic,
its admirable and "psychological" structure
to heroic -AJacian- standards of conduct),
in argument

Ij appeal

(she mostly appeals
and skilful shifts

(this element is also found in O dy sse us ’ masterly

to Agamemnon to permit burial for Ajax towards the end

of the play^^).
is emotional,
opening

The main function of Te cmessa’s plea,

and her strongest argument -as will

though,

be proved by the

lines of Ajax’s "Deception Speech"- is that Ajax should

consider the fate that awaits Tecmessa herself and -especiallytheir son after his death
speech Tecmessa,

(cf. vs.510-22 and,

also,

as it has been rightly noticed,

507-8).

In her

"is far from

timorous or obsequious" and "many of the acutest criticisms of Ajax
come from her" -although she carefully avoids contradicting any of
Ajax’s previous pronouncements^^.
"weakness"^^ before and,

Thus references to T ecm ess a’s

in particular,

in my opinion rather exaggerated;

during her plea to Ajax are

the only element that can suggest

them may possibly be her stated dependence on Ajax
instance,

vs.518-9)^^.

This scene with Ajax,

(cf., for

Tecmessa and little

Eurysaces has been paralleled to the Iliadic one between Hector,
Andromache and Astyanax

(6.407ff.),

but the view that,

some similarities and vocabulary echoes,

apart from

the two scenes are

basically contrasted seems to me more apposite^^.
After T ec me ssa ’s appeals it is very strongly suggested that
Ajax

is moved and made to think.

appeals,

Jebb holds that he "silences her

curtly and roughly -but the very roughness indicates

that a struggle is going on within him."i*^ One has to recall
at least his words at vs.650-3^*^^ to see the effect that Tecme ssa ’s
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arguments have on him. Nevertheless,

he finally committed suicide,

namely he did what Tecmessa pleaded with him not do. We may say,
I
I

I therefore, that this "connection" between Tecmessa and Ajax is
I
completed after the latter's death, and we now proceed to examine
that.
Tecmessa's words and actions after the discovery of Ajax's
corpse are remarkable.

First of all,

-and this detail may have special

importance since it seems to be an

innovation on the part of Sophocles.
detail -apart from theatrical

she is the one who finds it/^^

Moreover,

necessityis

Ajax's body by Tecmessa with a robe.

another relevant
the covering of

As Stanford comments,

"her

first instinct now is to hide the blood-drenched corpse of her
husband,

once so handsome and strong,

from all other eyes"^'-*^.

C.Segal sees in Tecmessa's protective and emotional

gesture

an anticipation of Ajax's ultimate burial^*^.
In regard to Tecmessa's "connection" with Ajax, very significant
are also her last words in the play,
(vs.961-73),

in fact a short speech

in which she mainly attempts to evaluate the meaning of

Ajax's death for anybody "involved".

Although the speech includes

a few problems of interpretation and some of its verses have been
considered spurious^*^,

it is a powerful one.

that "a spirit of pride and defiance"
in response to the Chorus'

reference

Stanford acutely notes

becomes evident in Tecmessa
(vs.955-60)

to the likely

exultation of Odysseus and the Atreidae at the news of Ajax's death;
her words are "worthy of her noble husband and of her own royal
birth.

Now she rises above her own sorrows and speaks for Ajax the

hero."^*^ Her words could indeed have been uttered by Ajax himself.
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Tecmessa

is here "embodied"

of the speech,
construction
yAuKÛç,
aurw

in the Ajacian neoç^‘-*®. The structure

with fts peculiar,

(cf. vs.966ff.),

but conspicuous,

where the masculine adjectives niKpôç,

TSpnvoç are more powerful

(twice), shows,

personal

than the pronouns spot,

as it has been rightly suggested,

Ksfvoiç,

that

"the emphasis and contrast is more on the persons than on
the feelings",
enemies,

and Ajax's "personal s up re m a c y " , in contrast to his

is vividly stressed^^^.

who did not speak

At the same time,

Tecmessa,

immediately after the "Deception Speech"

-unlike the Chorus,

who expressed their sheer joy at once-

shows that she has realized two things:
(the foolish Greeks will soon feel
"meaning" of his death

her husband's greatness

his loss -of.

(I follow Stanford here:

how she and the Greeks regard his death,

vs.964-5)

and the

"it does not matter

he himself

(...)

has

characteristically done what he pleased and is beyond their malice
n o w ." ^

. K.Synodinou also remarks that Tecmessa here "comes to

realize that death was the only desirable outlet for Ajax"-^^^.
I find hard to accept,
detects

however,

the main aspect that Synodinou

in the representation of Tecmessa after

Ajax's death,

her success in "recovering and asserting her personality",
liberation from his [Ajax's]

namely

"her

dominating presence" -in contrast to

the supposed weakness before itA^^.
Most critics of the Ajax have indicated that Tecmessa,
(apart from Odysseus),

is "on the side of auppoauvn"^^^

Defining the term as regards Tecmessa,

too

in the play.

Stanford holds that "she sees

it mainly as consideration and kindness towards one's kith and kin.
She stands for the principle of
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'togetherness'

Ccf. v.267] against

Ajax's lonely pride"
Continuing this more general approach,
T e cmessa’s past.

She herself,

who now appeals to Ajax not to kill

himself as a xdpiç owed to her
cpIA o t h c ;

(cf. V.529;

we may now focus on

(vs. 520-4,

v.522), who invokes

esp.

also vs. 328-30 and 941),

was not very long

ago an "enemy" of Ajax, who conquered her homeland and took her,
the Phrygian princess,

as his reward and concubine.
(cf. vs. 487-90 and 514-7).

stresses this in her plea
Tuxn

Tecmessa
Fate,

indeed

h cvayKaia

(v.485), transformed her from a princess into a "slave" and

from an "enemy" of Ajax to a "friend" of his,

his companion,

his ôjjEuvér IÇ (v.501). She reminds the disgraced,

even

obstinate Ajax

that he has had an example of the mutability and transience of
human affairs in front of his very eyes for years.

T ecmessa’s life

constitutes an "illustration" of vicissitude and, of course,
perfect example of it in the play.

Her crcjcppoaûv n , furthermore,

come as a consequence of direct experience,

again,

which is the

but not such a powerful one.

Od ys s e u s ’ crcjcppoaû v n , as is suggested

in the opening scene of the

play and especially by its relevant vocabulary ^
seeing.

has

of suffering -possibly

contrasted with or complementary to that of Odysseus,
result of an experience,

a

is the result of

Tecme ssa ’s role thus functions as a significant contribution

to the articulation of the theme of vicissitude in the Ajax.
Tecmessa,

perhaps above all,

shows that nobody is or can be

immune in the p l a y , and this experience should have made a human
acbcppcjv. She causes Ajax to think and possibly to realize,
he does not adopt,

although

some important things about human life. Her other

main function in the Ajax,

on the basis of the preceding discussion.
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is that she gives us a different perspective and a different sense
of Aj ax . As a feminine figure,
personality and "ideology",

naturally distinct from Ajax's

she is still a "friend",

favourable,

well-disposed and devoted to him. With her final tribute to Ajax,
she identifies herself with him and elaborates his greatness
excellently,

probably even better than some of the words of Ajax

himself in the early stages of the play.

2.

Teucer

Te u c e r ’s appearance is prepared at vs.720,
921.

797-8,

804,

827 and

In vs.342-3 Ajax refers to his brother with impatience at his

delay in arriving -notably,
assumes that Teucer will
vs.562-4 and 688-9.
is dead,

back from hunting down enemies ^

and

do everything to protect his dependants in

When Teucer enters the stage,

only after

he indeed sees his duties immediately^^"',

acknowledged by the Chorus^^^.
appropriate to have Teucer

Ajax

something duly

As a Scholiast notes,

it is

in Ajax’s defence at this stage,

since

Tecmessa cannot meet the new developments and requirements
regarding the hero's fatbl21-. The most important implication of
the fact that the two brothers never meet in the play is that their
likeness is emphasized,

since the part of Teucer

is in all

probability played by the same actor who had played Ajax^^^.
is like his brother as regards the attitude towards women;
his cries of grief,
not to Tecmessa,

Teucer

after

his first words are addressed to the Chorus,

though they refer to Eurysaces

Further,

Teucer appears to accept naturally the load of his brother's
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responsibilities^^^.

However,

as has been already shown by

the hostile reactions against him by the Greek army
the burden he shoulders

is very heavy

to overstress this fact at v s . 1005-23,

(cf. vs.723-32),

and Teucer seems
something

which may be

inappropriate for the heroic code that Ajax represents.
Teuc e r ’s presence in the play can be divided in four distinct
sect ions

:

i) His lament for Ajax

(vs.975-1039),

to which reference has

already been made^^^.
ii) The encounter with Menelaus

(vs.1047-1162).

The two men

do not seem to have a point of contact and their last exchange is
threats and abuse^^^.
is much more

Teucer displays

likable than Menelaus tothe audience^^^.

Menelaus leaves the stage,
According to Heath,

at this point,

When

Teucer himself departs to hasten burial.

this contributes to his presentation as "active

and in control of the situation;

song,

rhetorical skill and certainly

he must be seen doing something

and cannot be left on stage during the act-dividing

passively awaiting d e v e l o p m e n t s " T e u c e r ’s resolution is

manifest at v.1184 in particular.
iii) The encounter
significant
the play,

in respect

with Agamemnon

(vs.1223-1315).

This scene is

that we have, for this one and only

time in

an explicit reference to Ajax’s superb warlike services.

In v s . 1266-89,

Teucer,

abandoning self-important language in

a passage that exudes genuine nobility
reminds the ungrateful

Agamemnon -and the audience- of his

brother’s finest moments at Troy:
H e c t o r ’s a t t a c k a n d

(reflected on him as well),

the

defence of the ships during

the duel he fought with Hector,
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chosen by

lot as every

Achaean hope

shows the hero's

. In a sense,

"co-operative virtues"

this dpi are fa of Ajax

(since his activity as

a warrior put himself at the service of many),
up for the first time in the play^^^ -where
as solitary and inflexible.

Finally,

an aspect that comes

Ajax is mainly presented

Teucer,

on the basis of his

answer to Agamemnon's accusations of servile birth at v s . 1289-1307,
contributes to further articulation of the theme of vicissitude
the play,

like Tecmessa

in

.

iV ) The encounter with Odysseus and the speech at the beginning
of the funeral
Teucer

procession

(vs.1376-1401 and 1402-17 respectively).

listened without intervening to the dialogue between Odysseus

and Agamemnon,

in which Odysseus gained Ajax's burial,

with the scene between him and Odysseus,
reconciliation.

and now,

the play can end in

Teucer sincerely praises Laertes'

son^^^,

but,

apart

from the curse he calls down upon the Atreidae at v s . 1389-92 -which
reminds us the one of Ajax in his last monologue
he seems to still
AbyoiCTi

keep some reservations about Odysseus,

in v.1382 can be interpreted either

or "with words"

(vs.839-42)-,
too:

"for your words [only]"

(as opposed to d e e d s ) t h e

latter rendering

is

in agreement with the following exclusion of Odysseus from taking
an active/significant part in the funeral
Teucer's

last speech,

(vs.1394-7).

whole play(ndvr'

in

Odysseus may correspond to the seemingly

unnecessary phrase "anyone who says he is a friend"
On the other hand,

Also,

the last powerful

at vs.l413-4&^^.

echo of this speech -and of the

is an unreserved praise of Ajax:

"noble in all respects"

ayaew -v.1415).

A quarrel

has developed among the interpreters of the Ajax
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in regard to the appreciation of Teucer's character
According to some critics,

he is a "strong,

engaging figure",

a worthy representative of the Ajax faction,
of the hero's rights,
of the playi^^;

in the play.

a competent defender

even decisive for the unity of the latter part

others see him as a poor Ajax-substitute,

"vitriolic temper" and pathetic responses,
inadequate in Ajax's defence^^^.
lies somewhere in the middle.

with

who proved to be

As happens in such cases,

the truth

One can appreciate Teucer's sense of

responsibility and his firm determination to give his brother burial,
but one can keep doubts as to whether these characteristics would
have been sufficient^^^ to secure burial for Ajax,

since his

debates with Menelaus and Agamemnon seem to be leading anywhere but
close to this end -and burial
intervention.

Admittedly,

to a low level
of sometimes

is granted only after Odysseus'

calm

Teucer appears to sink with the Atreidae

in their disputes,

which are full of exchanges

irrelevant accusations,

abuse and personal

insults,

petty things in which an Ajax could never have been engaged^^^.
Thus,

although Teucer appears to be similar to his brother in many

respects,

there are a few points where Sophocles takes pains

to ensure that we are shown that Teucer's reaction differs from
that of Ajax,

already demonstrated in the course of the play.

Teucer's reference to Telamon is one of them,
v s . 1010-1 and 1017-8,

in my opinion.

Telamon is strikingly presented as a man who

"never smiles even in good fortune",

"bad-tempered,

his old age" and "getting angry at nothing",

resentful

(vs.434-6,
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in

indeed a troublesome

heroic father that is, especially for a failing son.
references to Telamon

In

462-5 and 470-2),

Ajax's previous

although the hero

was referring,

just like Teucer,

to his reception by his father,

magnanimously do not describe him unfavourably in an explicit way.
This is perhaps the contrast -given subtly- between the mind of
the common hero and the lofty concept of the great one^^^.
Another example of this contrast deserves to be examined in more
detail.

In v.1135,

award of the arms
to aycovdpxcri

after Ajax's own hints at the procedure of the
(vs.449 and 572 -in the latter verse the reference

[unique word for the normal dycjvoesrai] may suggest

some manipulation^^^), Teucer accuses Menelaus that he proved to be
a "cheating vote-maker" ^ T h i s
of the voting as fraudulent,

constitutes an open denunciation

an element which,

here from a member of the Ajax-party,

is met,

even though coming
as we have seen^^^,

in Pindar's Eighth N e m e a n and may follow an earlier tradition.

Apart

from the brief and rather naive scholion on the verse in question
(piQc i4Jhcpw cpaa) KCttaKp ienva i rôv AVcxvra ùnô MevsAdou -it appears
to suggest

an open ballot),

it may be noted;

ways of falsifying votes or, generally,
the ballot with some intrigue;

Stanford,

is unique word and its exact meaning

i) One

should think of

influencing the result of
after noting that i+jncponoiùç

is uncertain,

mentions

fabrication of false voting-symbols, addition of non-existent votes
to the final count,
v s . 1285-7,

suborning of other voters^^^.

where Teucer refers to the voting urn,

relevant^^^.

ii)

In his answer

(v.ll36)

In this context,
may be

Menelaus himself does not

refute the

possibility of some intrigue in

the procedure of the

award,

renounces any responsibility on

his part

-this

but

lies with the jurymen,

manipulator,

however,

he seems to say.

for its outcome

The notion of KAénrnç/

goes on to exist in Teucer's next utterance
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(and last on this issue -v.1137).
Teucer

is basically Ajax-like,

particularly
he appears,

then,

but there are moments,

in his debates with Menelaus and Agamemnon,
so to speak,

Atreidae-1ike.

Yet the explicitly

disparaging references to him by some critics,
mentioned above,

which were

seem to me unjustified and exaggerated.

They are unfair to Sophocles,
"defence"

when

too, who would never assign Ajax's

to an unworthy c h a r a c t e r ^ . By presenting Teucer on stage

the dramatist undertakes a delicate task.

As has been noted above,

among Ajax’s friends Tecmessa certainly cannot resume the role
of Ajax's defender
abuse,

in the latter part of the play.

Amidst threats,

pressure and uncertainty Teucer has to stress Ajax's worth

and to defend his claims and right to burial with passion,
resolution and dignity.

At the same time,

shown as magnificent as his brother,

though,

he should not be

since the one who lies dead

at the middle of the stage must be the only truly great man in the
playi^^ -and we have pointed out some details with which Sophocles
conveys this notion.

Despite these "lapses",

figure and sometimes a character of pathos,

Teucer

is an engaging

as Heath holds^^^.

An overall estimation of his role may not justify the other notion
of Heath about "effective defence" of the corpse -suffice it
to wonder what would have happened if Odysseus had not intervened-,
but Teucer manages to sustain the audience's sympathy towards
the Ajax-party with his loyalty,
responsibility.
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directness,

courage and sense of

d.

Ajax's

The

'enemies'

Atreidae

The two sons of Atreus,
almost always unseparated,
of the p 1ay

Agamemnon and Menelaus,
as "Atreidae",

are mentioned,

many times in the course

. Their appearance on the stage near its conclusion,

first Menelaus,
the audience.

then Agamemnon,

is not contrary to expectation for

Apart from the more "practical"

need of the poet to

prolong the plot and to increase the tension^^^,

much more important

is the fact that the representation of the Atreidae in the play
functions

in favour of Ajax. Stanford and Kamerbeek have stated the

case well:

"There are two obvious methods of proving someone's

greatness,

the positive and the negative.

Positively you can

concentrate on his achievements and temperament

(...). On the whole

this is what Sophocles does in the earlier part of the play.
Negatively you can show how your hero compares with other persons of
outstanding re p u t a t i o n . (...)
use of the epithet péyaç

Already,

(...),

as we have seen in his wide

Sophocles had prepared the way for

this kind of c o m p a r i s o n . " I t

is dramatically fully warranted,

nay even indispensable that the enemies of Ajax should be put on the
scene so that his greatness may be measured by their

1 ittleness. "

The present examination aims at pointing out this implicit contrast
between Ajax and the Atreidae;
I have to mention here,

too,

as in analogous parts of this survey,

that my primary intention is not to

analyze exhaustively what Agamemnon and Menelaus say.
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1.

Menelaus

The announcement of Menelaus'

arrival

predispose the audience

in his favour^^^.

first words,

Ajax's burial

he forbids

understandable,

by the Chorus does not
Right from his very

(vs.1047-8).

His anger

since Ajax had attempted to kill him.

is

His reasoning

for refusing to allow Ajax to be buried runs through his speech
(vs.1052-90 -its structure is well

pointed out by Stanford^^^).

Two accusations are imputed to Ajax by Menelaus:
formation of Ajax from
crrpŒrÿ ^upnavui
although

^ûppatxoç

(vs. 1052-6);

and

this,

cpiA og

i) the trans

into a plotter to kill

of course,

is undeniable,

it ends up with the exaggeration that Ajax intended to

murder the entire army;

Menelaus exaggerates again concerning this

in the stichomythia when he equates attempted murder with murder
successfully carried out

(vs.1126 and 1128)^™^;

Menelaus has broadened his argument,
(vs.1067-70;

ii), after

i nsubordination

then he generalizes again on authority

or army - v s . 1071-86).

in a city

There is a proportion of truth in this

allegation as well -Ajax

lacked any "social

discipline",

what Adkins has called "co-operative v i r t u e s " A s
Blundell
f aul ts "

holds,

"Menelaus accurately pinpoints several of Aja x’s

. However,

his arguments are undermined by his "ugly

authoritarian tone"i^^
also v s . 1089-90),

(cf. v.1050,

where

epo f comes first;

SoK oCivr'

his inferiority complex towards

-70 -his statement,
we shall

Whitlock-

expressed with pleasure,

Ajax

(cf. v s . 1067

"now that he is dead

rule him, since we could not do that while he was alive",

sounds almost

ludicrous)

and his meanness of spirit
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(cf. v s . 1064-5)

which reaches its climax

in vs. 1087-8:

he denounces

(he had previously [vs.1054 and 1056]
was "by nature a treacherous companion"

Ajax as aVecjv

implied that Ajax

and boasts:

vCiv 5 ’ eyb

p é y ’ au cppovû. What an irony to see a man like Menelaus^^^ claiming
g re at- mi ndn ess ! The irony,
especially

this powerful

in undermining characters,

of Menelaus as well:

mined;
1079)

ai6wg

can be detected in other words

he has referred to acocppoauvn (v.l075),

value the play brings out ^
to the rulers.

device used by Sophocles,

-for Menelaus

it is merely subordination

(vs.1076 and 1079 -as aîaxûvn)

it is linked with fear

the key

(of. cpbBou -v.1076,

is also under

5éoç -vs. 1074 and

which he sees "solely as something to use against his

inferiors,

not as something from which to protect them"'^^

contrast with Ajax;

the Chorus saw their leader as èvvuxiou Seiparog

[...] npoBoAd - v s . 1211-2).
unruliness

(in

Menelaus

invokes the danger of

in a community and denies burial for a dead man,

like another abuser of power in Sophocles,

just

the Creon^^^ of the

Antigone.
One has to admit that Teucer finds himself in difficulty as
regards

Ajax's defence;

attempted murder,
however,

the charges,

disloyalty accompanied by

and insubordination,

are true and grave.

does not confine himself to them;

his arrogant,

Menelaus,

gloating

and preaching speech gives Teucer a lot of ground to take advantage
of and creates new arguments for him
Chorus,

It is significant that the

the kind of people who would not easily object to what is

said by commanders,
v s . 1091-2)1^^.
(vs.1120-41),

feel that they have to admonish Menelaus

(cf.

The stichomythia between him and Teucer that follows
lowers the level even more^^^,
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although Menelaus

certainly has the worst of it. His brief “allegory"
almost parodied by Teucer
threat of appeal
remarks:

to force

(vs.1142-9)

is

Menelaus leaves the stage with a vague
(vs.1159-60),

on which Stanford aptly

"The ambiguity resulting from the omission of

'me'

(as

egoists sometimes affect to do) adds to the unpleasantness of
Menelaos'

portrait,

especially as these are his last words in the

play. "
Stanford,

again,

says it all about Menelaus

in one phrase:

"Obviously to be abused by a man like that amounts to prai s e . "
Menelaus does not find a single word even for Ajax's warlike
services^^^.
Sophocles'

His odious character,

audience in Athens.

Menelaus'

Sparta might have been instrumental
representation in the play,

though,

should not have surprised

status as the king of

in his unfavourable

since the Athenian audience would have

gladly recognized in him certain negative traits attributed to the
Spartans -arrogance,

narrow-mindedness,

aut hor ity ^ . Nevertheless,

a tendency to abuse

it remains risky and exaggerating to

try to find allusions to contemporary events or relations between
Athens and Sparta on the basis of passages that echo the political
contrast mentioned above

; most of all,

it is likely to be

misleading as regards the poet's intentions.
Menelaus

is a caricature of a Homeric ruler/hero

(cf. especially

Teucer's portrait of him at the beginning of his counter-speech
- v s . 1093-6).

I have the feeling that Menelaus'

meanness was one of

the main reasons that prompted several commentators of the play to
speak about a lowering in its atmosphere after
correct up to a point,

Ajax's death.

especially in relation to the ethical
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This is

level

A few scholars have gone to the extreme of criticizing

the structure of the play,

considering the second part of it not so

successful -a view initiated by the Scholia
ôpâpa

èi^uxpeùcraTO

kœi

s

A uctsv

to

rpay

i k ô v

(èKreîvai

nàeoç);

eeAhcrag rd

some of them even

suggested that the latter part of the Ajax was not the work of
Sophocles but of an inferior poet,
unfinished,

tacked on to an early,

play of the great tragedian.

possibly

Those arguments have

recently been given a vigorous answer

2.

Agamemnon

Agamemnon enters the stage

in v.l226.

by the return of Tecmessa and Eurysaces,
Ajax's corpse as suppliants.
rest of the play,

His appearance is preceded
whom Teucer settles beside

"This tableau remains

in place for the

hinting at Ajax's subsequent hero-cult

(...) and

reminding us what is at stake for his son as well as his corpse"
Whitlock-Blundel1 notes.

The Chorus,

certain fate in their significant,
1185-1222)1^^.

With these elements,

too,

underline their own un

last full

lyric in the play

and in combination with Teucer's

announcement of Agamemnon's coming and his indication,
time,

(vs.

at the same

that he does not expect anything better than aKOciârnç from the

generali^^,
emotions,

Sophocles skilfully leads the present crisis,

and our

to a climax.

Agamemnon's presence in the play can be divided into two parts:
his confrontation with Teucer,
(vs.1226-63)
Odysseus

which,

in fact,

which Ajax's step-brother rebuts,

(vs.1320-73).

is a long speech
and his dialogue with

Agamemnon is generally considered more odious
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in the former par t

.

Right from the beginning of his address to Teucer,
aggressive

scornful and peremptory

the repetition of aè in v s . 1226 and 1228,

Te uc er’s origin:

(v.1235);
finds

rbv ek rng a ixpaAcor 15oç

eùyevoüç ano

pnTpbg

is

(we assume that Agamemnon has been informed by Menelaus

about Teucer's attitude in their encounter),
-of.

his tone

(v.l229),

où5èv uv

and the references to

(v.l228),

(v.l231),

concerning especially the last phrase,

it "outrageously untrue" )

Contrarily to Menelaus,

n nou rpaccpeiç civ

npôç

ôoù

A cûv

Stanford rightly

.

Agamemnon refers to Ajax's past services

I to the Greek army. He claims, though, that they had been no greater
I
I than his own. Agamemnon was a very good warrior in the Iliad, but,

I

as Knox aptly remarks,

when he wonders "Has he [Ajax]

I

fought anywhere,

I have not?",

where

this is a question which anyone

I familiar with the I l i a d could answer at once^^^.

I

been anywhere,

Most of the critics

hold that Agamemnon belittles Ajax's military achievements h e r e ^ .
Without refuting this view,

I would suggest that Agamemnon's primary

intention may be to show the importance of his own martial
achievements.
opportunity;

An arrogant man shows off whenever he finds the
such a "psychological"

interpretation -on the basis of

Agamemnon's mentality displayed in the play-

is,

I think,

more

appropriate to S oph ocles’ unequalled presentation of characters.
Besides,
several

the indisputable denigration of Ajax as a warrior comes
lines later in Agamemnon's s p e e c h ^ .

The most
1246-9.

"sensible" part of Agamemnon's argumentation is vs.

He reasons that if the disappointed losers in a verdict try

to take justice in their own hands wishing to reverse the legally
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sound decision with the use of violence,

the basis of

"institutionalised justice" will

be undermined,

intolerable^^^.

indeed to Ajax's thoughts

vs.447-9)

This corresponds

on the one hand,

which is

and attempts to remove the matter from

the personal area on the o t h e r A g a m e m n o n ,

moreover,

claims that

the award of the arms to Odysseus was made by a majority
"hinting at a democratically fair procedure"
particularly the latter,

(cf.

(cf. v.1243)

. These views,

are confronted by Teucer.

He has already

told Menelaus that the voting was corrupt

(v.ll35)

W h i t 1o ck - B 1u n d e 11 notes,

"Ajax's forthright

he will contrast

courage" with "various ways
Like Menelaus,
Agamemnon becomes,
spirit.

displaying arrogance,

when he actually tries to undermine

shouldered ox ^
those with
In fact,

latter,

in his words,

"the warrior Ajax",

(vs.1250-4)

' of a man is less useful,

'good s e n s e ' T h i s

since,

he starts
stressed

thinks that "a mere broadfor all his bulk,

than

is not an unreasonable view.

Agamemnon conveys here the general

bra i ns "

the more deplorable

(Ajax’s) enormous physical size^^^,

Agamemnon

.

harshness and meanness of

One may detect an inferiority complex

in the Iliad.

as

in which lots could be bi ased" ^

the more his speech proceeds,

from the point of his

and now,

contrast "brawn versus

. Hinting that Ajax had more of the former than of the
he implicitly justifies the decision for the award of

the arms,

a decision,

Stanford comments,

moreover,

which he took part

"coming from Agamemnon,

in-‘-‘'^-"'L But as

himself no shining

example of intelligence or wisdom at home or abroad,
loses most of its force " ^

. Besides,

the argument

Whi tlock-Blundel 1 is right

to maintain that "when Agamemnon contrasts mere brawn with brain.
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he is less interested in piety than in devaluing the kind of arete
that Ajax represents" ^

.

Agamemnon's contemptuous references to Teucer's status continue
in the conclusion of his speech

(cf. v s . 1259-63,

observing the use of the pronouns in v s . 1261-2).

again it is worth
Those are too

vulgar and far from worthy of the Commander-in-Chief of the Greek
army.

The critics who have written that he echoes Menelaus

ways may have had this passage

in their minds;

in many

some have even

questioned the use of both Atreidae where one might suffice -their
"similarity" might have been more marked by the fact that they were
presumably played by the same actor^^^.
recourse to violence

(vs. 1255-6)

Agamemnon,

too,

alludes to

as a cpcippaxov for Teucer

in order

to acquire some "s e n s e . Agamemnon,

in an insensitive remark

to Teucer,

ctk

Odysseus'

refers to Ajax as being nan

of course,

does not stop there.

is called to acquire is awppoauvn

happened in the case of Menelaus,
Sophocles here.

this recalls
. Sophocles'

The "sense" which

(cf. v s . 1256 and 1259).

As

the word is used ironically by

This is underlined by the Chorus'

immediately after
(v.1264)

(v.l257);

words about the frailty of man in v s . 125-6

play with words,
Teucer

i âç

Agamemnon's speech;

reaction

they use the same word again

indicating tactfully that Agamemnon himself may lack that

virtue'^^.
Teucer tends to "seize" arguments offered by his opponents^^^;
he therefore does not appeal
burial,

to common humanity to gain Ajax's

irrespective of his brother’s great deeds in the war,

he responds to the denigration by recalling the best of them
(v s .12 7 3 f f .), and to the references to his origin by reminding
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but

Agamemnon of his own ancestral

failings

(vs.12 91f f.).

After T e u c e r ’s counter-speech things have come to a complete
deadlock.

However,

Odysseus reappears.

ends up with the solution:
grant

Ajax's burial.

His dialogue with Agamemnon

the Commander-in-Chief is persuaded to

This part of the play is discussed in the next

chapter -with main reference to O d y s s e u s ’ character and behaviour
From now on,

in an attempt at a general

role in the play,

assessment of Agamemnon’s

we shall focus our attention on his last words.

One remark only before we proceed.

In v s . 1350 and 1352,

Agamemnon starts showing signs of yielding,
with two "maxims".
from other

Both of them

implications,

(the first one in particular),

raise an important

our approach from here on:

which are illustrated
apart

issue for the play -and

that of inflexibility and the conflicts

it may entai 1^^-.
With regard to the granting of Ajax’s burial,
critics -not unjustlyit.

the majority of

insist on Odysseus who is the one who "gains"

Agamemnon permits it with the following words,

his last in the

play:
aAA’
CTO I

EÜ

ys

pévro i

UÈV v G u o iu ’

ouroc

kctksT

E x e ICTTOC

ECTTCT I .

énicrracr’ ,

tolit:’

crv r h c r S e
xavedS’
CTO 1

üv

kqci

ueizco

s u o iy ’

Sà SpCTV

cbc èycj
xdp i v.

opûç

EJECTS’

Œ XppÇ.
VS.

1370-3

In these verses it is emphatically stated that Agamemnon’s
consent to Ajax’s burial comes as the result of cp iA â r n ç ; it is a
favour

done to Odysseus by Agamemnon because they are good friends.

The Commander-in-Chief had so far shown a rigidity almost identical
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to that of Ajax,

who,

we remember,

had not yielded to the passionate

-but futile- appeals of his "friends" -Tecmessa
592,

594)

and the Chorus

irritated at them
an appeal

(vs.350,

(of. vs.591-5).

483-4);

in fact,

Agamemnon,

587-8,

Ajax was more

however,

by a friend right from the beginning;

words to Odysseus,

(vs.485-524,

responds to

among his first

he declares that he would not be eû cppovôv if he

did not listen to his greatest friend in the Greek camp

(vs.1330-1).

We possibly have here the only non-ironical use of a term relating
to the mind by the Atreidae in the play.
notes that,
in V.1272,

Whitlock-Blundel1 aptly

in reference to Teucer's disparagement towards Agamemnon
"now Agamemnon shows he can also display

(presumably of a prudential
loyal f r lend"

kind)

'good sense'

in relation to a tactful and

. And that attitude surely enables or encourages

Odysseus to proceed with his arguments.
Despite Odysseus'

references -and the analogous ones in

important passages elsewhere
friendship,
Agamemnon,

in the play- to the mutability of

it is indeed this particular characteristic of
the "Ajax-like" maintenance of the "code of honour"

concerning friendship,

that eventually

leads to Ajax's burial.

The

steady friendship of the old heroic age is proved and honoured by
tokens
cjo)

like great favours.

pÈ V

v é p o i p ’ av rncrSe

Agamemnon's words at 1370-1

kqi

pe

i zco

xapiv)

exude,

(côç è yw

in my opinion,

genuine warmth and are not far from nobi 1 ity^''-’"-'. In his "Deception
Speech",

Ajax claimed with bitterness that he had realized that

friendship,
mutability

as well,

is in accord with the natural

(vs.678-83).

Let us think

opinion expressed by Odysseus

now,

law of

if Agamemnon shared the

("many a man is an enemy one day and
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a friend the next"

cf. v. 1359) , would he ever go so far as to do

such a favour to an unstable,
recall

an "uncertai n" friend?

(We may well

here the attitude expressed in vs.680-2 in particular:

eg re

TÙ V cpiAov rocjgOe ' unoupywv cbcpeAeîv BouAncropo: i, uc ocîév où u e v oû vra .
Ajax could not live with the thought of such friendship).

Sophocles

certainly does not put the question mentioned above to the reader
explicitly,

but it is subtly raised through the course of the last

part of the play.

Agamemnon permits

concept of friendship
will

not cease -cf.

"inflexible" one.
as well,

(and enmity,

v s . 1372-3)

Agamemnon,

Ajax's burial

because his

of course ; his hatred for

is like Ajax's,

the "old",

Ajax

the

partly because of his petty-mindedness

cannot understand or even misinterprets Od ys s e u s ’

att i tude

; he shows his surprise seeing his friend "changing

camps" with ease

(cf. v s . 1346,

1356,

1360,

1366).

Whitlock-Blundel1

holds that "Agamemnon's favour to Odysseus cannot be reconciled with
his enmity for
Sophocles?

A jax " .

May this perhaps be too narrow for

I would prefer to say that in the case of Agamemnon,

unconsciously,

permanent friendship prevails over permanent enmity.

It is a risky business to speak about "messages" of the play;
tempted,

though,

to raise a question:

for Ajax's death that his burial
"virtue"

even

1 am

is it a sort of "vindication"

is in effect gained due to a

like his?

R.Garner,
Greek tragedy,

in his remarkable and detailed survey on allusion in
notes that "in the second half of the play

embassy scene [from the Iliad]
m i n d " . Contrarily,

though,

(...)

the

in particular was in Sophocles'
to what he does with most of the

possible allusions to other passages of the I l i a d in the Ajax,
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the

critic confines himself to quoting only three references,
which concerns us h e r e "'
an intertextual
yielding.
persons:

dialogue between the Embassy scene and Agamemnon's

However,

there are,

first of all,

in both scenes;

offended by Agamemnon,

(but he does not);
most

. Garner does not mention any trace of

Odysseus appeals

Achilles,

like Ajax

in the Iliad,

none of

connections between

in the I l i a d it is

the one who

is requested to yield

Achilles is, as we have previously said,

in respect of the heroic heog;

Ajax

“appeals"

the hero
to him

but in the Ajax Odysseus appeals to Agamemnon on

Ajax's behalf.
More detailed elements of the two scenes are remarkably similar,
too:

Ajax

in his short but memorable speech in the Iliad,

an indirect and dignified manner to friendship,

refers

in

which should have

been an important motive for Achilles:
aùrdp
ayp io v

É V crrnsecjo -1

eéro

peyaAhropo:

crxérAïoç,

oüGfe u £ r a r p é n E r a i

"cnc n p i v

ngpd

vnucriv

'AxiAAeùç
eupov,
erafpcov

co i A o t h t t o c

è rio u e v

s^oxov

cAAwv,

vnAhg"

9.628-32
Ajax's words

do not make Achilles give in, although,

discussed in

a previous chap t e r , they touch him much more

the preceding

than

long speeches of Odysseus and Phoenix.

Furthermore,
appeals

as we have

a passage from Achilles’ response to Phoenix's

is similar

in form and meaning to Agamemnon's first reaction

to Odysseus'

arguments.

Here are the passages; one may focus

attention on

the function of the pronouns:
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special

pn po I c ruyxei

eup6v

ôôupâpevoç

’ Arpe'i 5in ripcoV pépcov xdp i v “ o ù 5 é
T ù v CDI A é e I V ,
kœ

Aôv

Vva

kq)

àxeùcjv,

ri

x ph

pn uo i à n é x e n a i cp i À é o v T i .

TO I (JÙV è u o )

TÙV K n S e i v ^

k

’ ÊUÈ

KnSn.

9.612-5
crû TOUT' , ’DôuCTcreû, t q ù 5 ' ùnEPUPxe Tc èuo i;
V . 1346
So ph ocles’ "dialogue" with Homer

is here evident.

Od ys seu s’ "embassy" to Agamemnon is eventually successful,
mostly thanks to piAoTng^^^.

But Agamemnon does not want

to accept the credit for permitting the burial,
"regardless"
himself

by Gdysseus^^"-'; he has already dissociated it from

(crdv dpa Toupyov,

last utterance,
"cons istent "
and enmity,
1372-3),

promised

oljk

epdv KEKAncreTai

before leaving the stage,

-v.1368).

Agamemnon’s

is surely unpleasant -but

. Refusing to accept the transience of friendship

he exclaims that Ajax will remain ëxeiCTTOç to him

(vs.

just as Ajax takes his enmity to Hades to remain implacable

for ever.
It is generally considered,
shown the truth of that view,
favourably than his brother
negative characteristics;

and I think this discussion has

that Agamemnon is represented more

in the Ajax.

We have pinpointed his

both he and Menelaus,

above all,

lack

cjcocppocjL)vn, the "key-value" of the play,

despite their numerous

references to it'--'-"''. Agamemnon,

as Stanford says,

though,

some of his Iliadic "aura""--^^. He is more substantial
since he represents supreme authority,
the whole Greek army in Troy^^^.
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retains

than Menelaus,

as the Commander-in-Chief of

The decision about Ajax’s burial

rests with him alone.
Menelaus:

Jebb has underlined Agamemnon’s superiority to

"If he is not gracious or generous,

he at least indicates

a wish to see his duty,

and is capable of yielding to wise

counsel "

Ajax’s burial,

intervention,

Concerning

and thanks to O dys s e u s ’

Agamemnon ceases to be 5uax:pdneAog for a while,

to grant Ajax what he deserved.
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enough

VII.
OF

ODYSSEUS

A DIFFERENT

THE

READING

Z O O PON:

THE

POSSIBILITY

OF H I S C H A R A C T E R

IN T H E

"AJAX"

The large majority of scholars share the opinion that Sophocles
portrayed Odysseus very appreciatively in his Ajax.

Odysseus,

they

believe, maintains his better qualities from the Homeric poems and
has even more in this tragedy.
energetic,

"He is god-fearing,

co-operative,(...) self-disciplined,

intelligent,

tactful and skilful

in handling people"''-, "a man of moderation, wisdom and human
insight"^,
moreover,

in one word a "faultless"”"' character.

Some interpreters,

have gone so far as to argue that Odysseus was the real

hero of the play, morally at least, or to suggest that Sophocles
"made Odysseus his own spokesman"^!
As Bowra has written, Odysseus "almost had to have a part in the
play"

mainly because of the renowned hatred between him and Ajax

caused by their rivalry in the contest for the arms of Achilles.
Odysseus appears in the tragedy twice -in the first scene,

talking

to Athena and viewing the mad Ajax from a safe vantage point, and in
the last,

before Ajax’s burial, which is undoubtedly the result of

Odysseus’ intervention to Agamemnon. There are also many references
to him during his absence from the stage;

they are,

not surprisingly,

negative, as all come from the lips of his enemies. So, one may
argue that Sophocles wanted his audience to believe that Odysseus
would indeed be a decisive figure for the plot of the play.
Nevertheless,

as I suggested in the previous chapter,
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the reader of

the play has to bear in mind that its central character is Ajax and
he,

"dead and alive,

imposes his gigantic personality on every turn

of the action, every speech"'"’. Odysseus,

with all his qualities,

remains a secondary figure.
Sophocles ought to have been particularly interested in
representing Odysseus'

character just for that reason.

Character in Greek drama is rightly considered as a dynamic
phenomenon which must not be separated from what people do and say^.
One has to pay attention to the characters'

words and actions "which

are susceptible of varying shades of interpretation" and therefore
have "great dramatic potential"^:
ability and experience. Sophocles,
care and skill

here lies the dramatist's art,
I strongly believe, showed great

in representing Odysseus in the Ajax manifesting

behaviour which could be variously explained,

and I shall go on

to suggest that many scholars have based their conclusions about
Odysseus’ high morals on some of these "ambiguous" passages.
After a general remark that these "enigmatic" words of Odysseus are
met mainly in his second appearance in the play -which brings the
solution of the crisis and due to which Odysseus has been
considered as the embodiment of the two highest ethical qualities,
crcocopocrùvn and coiAaveocon i

, it is time to start examining those

passages.
Even Stanford, one of the most important defenders of Odysseus’
goodness in the Ajax,

admits that the impression that Odysseus gives

by his appearance in the opening scene is "not very prepossessing"
Coming closer to the text,

the first words of the play are Athena's

and addressed to Odysseus, whom we may imagine entering with extreme
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caution and anxiety:
'Ael pÉv, CO naT Aapriou, ôéôopKo: ere
neTpciv t i v ' àxepûv cipndcra i enpûpevov"
v s .1-2
Odysseus has come to face

(to spy upon, we shall

learn some

verses below) an enemy of his; and he always hunts for some way of
snatching at his enemies. The presence of words relative to canine
activities is noticeable in the next verses as well: KuvnyeroCivra
KG) perpoupevov Vxvn rd k e i v o u vsoxdpaxe'

(vs.5-6),

Kuvbg Aaraivng

(v.S), nanra Ive IV (v.ll), i^uvapndzco (v.l6), Bdcriv k u k A olivt ' (v .19),
îxveüco (V.20),

KŒT'

Vxvoq çacrco (v.32),

Kuvayfçr (v.37). These words

and phrases constitute the "Hunting metaphor
to the disadvantage of Odysseus^^.

In v.24,

which functions
in an obvious

attempt to draw attention to himself, Odysseus stresses that he is
a volunteer in the difficult and dangerous task of spying on Ajax.
He IS unable to hide his fear of Ajax, though.

Athena directly

accuses him of cowardice

since, according to

(v.75) -not unjustly,

the heroic code, even reluctance

(cf. v.Sl)

constitutes cowardice- as

Odysseus is reluctant to view the maniac and insists on the goddess
leaving Ajax inside his tent.
(vs.68-70 and 83-5)

Athena has to tell Odysseus twice

that she will make him invisible for Ajax so

that Odysseus gives in and stays,
-V.88).

His very next words

fine example of ambiguity;

reluctantly again

(fieeAov 5' dv

EKTbg

wv

(pévoip’ dv
tuxeTv)

are a

do they mean that he wishes himself

somewhere else because of the prospect of seeing something
unpleasant or, even, out of compassion -any hint of which has not
appeared yet- or does he do that merely out of fear -and thus his
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wish sounds almost com ic

. Odysseus'

fear, though,

through his strong appeals in the previous verses
KdAei

becomes evident

(pnaapwg cjcp'

(v.74), ph npbq esuv (v.76)). Even if we accept that Ajax was

awesome even when sane and, therefore,
his madness,
"prudence "

how dreadful he would be in

it is difficult to see Odysseus’ attitude simply as
. After all,

he is accompanied by a goddess. Only in

V.82 does Odysseus seem to be offended at last,

face a sane Ajax without reluctance.

stating that he would

These last words are not enough

to change the impression. Odysseus tacitly accepts the charge of
cowardice or, anyway,
unheroic,

never rejects it. He is presented as almost

something that made one critic go so far as

that“Sophocles meant to represent Odysseus
to the point of the 1ud icrous “
the role of defender,

topropose

in this scene

a poltroon

, while Stanford, embarrassed in

thinks that Odysseus’ first appearance merely

“suggests his Autolycan nature“^^. Some lines below,

however,

things

seem to start changing. One first indication is met after v.79:
despite Athena’s invitation, Odysseus does not rejoice in his
enemy’s disaster.
wise, modest,

There is no doubt that his words in vs.120-6 sound

pious and humane -although one may find, with Knox,

Odysseus’ pity sudden^'’’. We could say that Sophocles makes the hero
speak like Pindar at that point:
6pu yàp npâç oùSèv ovraç œ AA o rrAhv
eVôcoA' dcoinep zcôpev n Koûcpnv cjKidv.
V . 125-61^

Just before this philosophical generalization,
stated his compassion for his arch-enemy whom,
madness,

Odysseus had

in a state of

he has right in front of his eyes. One may follow the
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opinion that in vs.l21ff. Sophocles himself "is perhaps expressing
here through Odysseus his own profound compassion for humanity"
but only until v.l24:
où5èv

This idea,

rô

TOUTOU

uâÀAov

by no means accidentally,

decisive part of the play,

h

Toùudv

cKonwv.

comes up again in another

near the end of it, and is expressed by

Odysseus again'“-‘“*. Many critics get round the obstacle speaking,
not unreasonably,

about the famous "enlightened egoism of classical

humanism"^'. On the other hand, compassion and pity are the virtues/
feelings which should be the most spontaneous. Could Sophocles'
belief in humanity have accepted any compromise of those virtues
with self-interest? This point will be further discussed at the end
of this chapter.
During Odysseus’ absence from the stage,
(the Chorus,

Tecmessa,

Teucer)

Ajax and his "friends"

have every opportunity to refer to

him in Pindaric fashion^^. Firstly, when Athena has darkened Ajax's
vision so that he cannot see Odysseus,
on the stage,

despite the fact that he is

Ajax calls his opponent "that knavish fox"

(roùni-

rpinxov K ÎvGcôoç -v.103). The fox already formed "a common emblem
for low cunning"

in antiquity,

although "this is the first time in

European literature that Odysseus receives his often recurring title
of the fox"""'"'. This animal, of course,

is particularly resourceful,

a main characteristic of Odysseus as well, and the reason for most
of the well-known adjectives attributed to him^'"'. For Pindar
with his preference for anAoCiv

neoç

and

eùeûyÀcûQCTOç

àvnp^^, such

qualities reasonably gave rise to his antipathy towards Odysseus.
Furthermore,

it is worth quoting again here one of the fragments
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of the Aeschylean tragedy

'GnAcov Kpîaiç -which dealt with the same

myth :
ànAo:

yéxp

èar i

rnç

à A n e eîa ç

e n n .^ ^

This fragment could be a hostile allusion to Odysseus and his morals,
since,

as we have seen,

Aeschylus,

too,

the existing evidence suggests that

handled the hero unfavourably in the play in

question.
The first reference to Odysseus while he was actually absent
from the stage is made by the Chorus of Salaminian sailors.

After

accusing Odysseus of whispered calumnies against their leader--'^,
Ajax's fellow-countrymen introduce the issue of Odysseus'
XÙ

lineage:

râç QQCJTOu Z Iaucp I5q:v yeveâç
V. 1 8 9

The tradition according to which Odysseus was the son of Sisyphus,
king of Corinth,

a "trickster f igure"

and unfavourably presented

in the literature of the fifth century -and not of Laertes- is first
found, according to Stanford^^,
Kpîcriç cited

in another fragment of the

by a Scholiast on the Ajax

•QnAtov

(v.lB9 generated a lot of

Scholia):
àAA'

'AvTiKAefag acrcrov nAee Iiaucpog,

rng crng Aéyco cto i pnrpdg fi ct' éye ivctto
Anticleia, mother of Odysseus and wife of Laertes, was said to have
been pregnant by Sisyphus when Laertes married h e r . The Scholiast
recounts the story with details and adds: tôv 5è ’OôUCTcréa Z ictûcpou
CTUvhecoç

cpncr) ZocpoxAnç"
w

nàvTCT

ëvSnAog

kcti èv ZuvSeînvw"
npdCTCTcov,
év

wg

cto1 n a v r a
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6

ZiCTucpog

xù p n r p b g

noAùg
narhp'^^

Sisyphus was so crafty that according to Hyginus he "is said to have
laid Death himself by the heels, so that nobody died till Ares
released Death and delivered Sisyphus himself into his c 1utches "

.

A second version'"''''' reports that Zeus had secretly carried off Aegina,
daughter of Asopus; Sisyphus betrayed the secret to Asopus, who was
looking for her. Both versions,
punishment:
Aîcjv,

k q

weeTTCi
cunning.

though, agree on Sisyphus’

KoAdczerai 5è ZiCTucpoç nérpov raTç xepcri kqI rp KscpaAp ku-

roÜTOv unepBdAAsiv eéAcov' oûroç ôè cbeoùpevoç u n ’ aùroû

)

ndA iv sîç roùn ia u .

So, Sisyphus’ name became a synonym for

People who disliked Odysseus called him son of S isyphus

One must bear in mind, moreover,

that Odysseus was, anyway,

.

the

grandson of Autolycus and he therefore had, this time with greater
certainty,

another crafty trickster among his ancestors""^.

Ajax in his frenzied lamentation after realizing his misdeeds
refers to Odysseus twice:
Iw

n d v a ’ opcjv,

KGKWv opyavov,

dncrvr’ d i u v ,

TÉKvov hapriou,

KCKon I v é a - c a r o v r ’
h now n o A ù v

dAnpa

ysAwe’

ucp’

arparoO ,
hSovnç

dyeig.

vs.379-82
TÔV a I p u A u r a r o V ,
Èxepùv

crAnpa

vs.389-90
A little later,

in his first "monologue", when he is more composed,

Ajax alludes to Odysseus with the u n u s u a l navroupyû

(v.445).

The vocabulary of the three references is significant. Odysseus
is represented as a villain who spies on everybody’s business and is
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capable of any crime, stopping at nothing. There is a repetition of
KQKO- in the first passage and del reflects another dei, the very
first word of the play, which also referred to a constant,
flattering,

attribute of Odysseus.

Ajax

not so

(as the Chorus at vs.955-8)

believes that Odysseus cannot feel anything but exultation now
that his enemy is defeated and disgraced. Odysseus is thus
surprisingly called "son of Laertes",

not "son of Sisyphus",

a passage. Stanford stresses that üÀnpa,

in such

like other neuters in -pa,

is used by Sophocles "to express contempt or scorn for a person"

.

This rare word is repeated twice in only ten verses. The also
rather unusual adjective aipûAoç is met in N.8.33, where Pindar,
as we saw in a previous chapter,

refers to the "deceptive" myth of

the conflict between Ajax and Odysseus;
certainly remarkable. Euripides,

the coincidence is

too, who seemingly preferred to

make use of the hostile tradition in relation to Odysseus‘
"'-‘-‘, uses
the same epithet for the hero

. Ajax’s last reference to Odysseus

is met in his second monologue;
worked my ruin"

he calls Odysseus "the man who

.

Odysseus reappears in the last scene of the play and, as
Winnington-Ingram rightly indicates,
tone "

"his first utterance sets the

. Odysseus calls Ajax’s corpse aAxipw vexpw (v.l319)^^,

thus

making an initial declaration of his respect for Ajax. We shall
examine separately Odysseus’ attitude towards Ajax -what he says
about his dead enemy- and then Odysseus’ attitude towards Agamemnon
-what is said between the two and how Odysseus gains Ajax’s burial.
The following conversation between Odysseus and Ajax’s "friends"
(Teucer, mainly,

and the Chorus)
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has to do more with our first

category.

After àÀKÎpw vEKpû, Odysseus is speaking about Ajax again

in the very significant verses 1336-41:
Kcpoi

y dp

nv noe'

ourog

ou' ’ KpdcTncrcr r û v
àAA'

ŒÙr ov ë p n a g

ou r à v
ëv'

ocvSp’

Tpoiav

dp

i5eîv
1

à v,

èycb r o i ô v S ’

èpoi

ücrre p h A é y e i v

àpicrrov

KopEcrso:,

CT pc r r o û ,

’ Ax i AAe î c ov o n Aw v ,

ôvr’

àripàaaip’

exe i arog

nAhv

'Apyeîwv,

ocro i

' Axi AAÉwg.

The passage presents some important questions. Firstly,

Odysseus

admits the enmity between him and Ajax, which does not now exist
(cf.

V.1347,

too) as far as he is concerned, of course.

The

superlative exeicjTog possibly means both "hating" and "hated", and
gives emphasis to Odysseus’ past hostility to Ajax^^. Then Odysseus
himself, for the first time in the play, mentions the cause of
the enmity,

his victory in the contest for the Achillean arms. The

last two verses of the passage, although expressing a common view
of Ajax's valour, are important in the sense that this admission
is made exactly by Odysseus, who was Ajax's opponent in the fatal
contest.

It is significant that all the adjectives which Odysseus

attributes to Ajax

(cf., also,

yevvaTog in v.1355,

the repetition of

dp Icrrog in v.1380 and the ambiguous ècreAôv C=a man of dpern,

but

what kind?"’’*”' -v.1345]) seem to refer exclusively to Ajax's eminent
martial abilities and services.

The award of the arms, we pointed

out before, should have put a premium on exactly that sort of virtue;
the criterion of the judges must have been valour, warlike dpsTn.
Thus Odysseus'

words sound like an indirect admission on his part

that the award of the arms to him was wrong and unjust^^.
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In V.1357 we may have another phrase of Odysseus referring to
Ajax:
V I KG

ydp

dpern

Such verses show Sophocles'

ps

rnç

exepocg

nAéov.

ability as a dramatist. The absence of

the possessive pronouns of the two nouns dperh and ëxepaç create a
variety of meanings. The majority of interpreters share the opinion
that the two words refer to Ajax:
more than his

“his

(Ajax's) worth weighs far

(Ajax’s) enmity [towards me

(Odysseus)This

interpretation is supported by what Odysseus and Agamemnon say
in the preceding verses 1355-6^^. However, Odysseus'
enlightened- selfishness

-even

(cf. below vs.1365 and 1367) and the

generalizing spirit expressed through the two words may easily make
them apply to Odysseus equally:
enmity

(towards A jax )“

"my virtue weighs far more than my

. Furthermore,

the alternation of the

pronouns creates two more possible interpretations, each of them
giving a different sense to Odysseus motives and morals:

“his worth

weighs more than my enmity" -probably the best version for Odysseus'
morality- and “my virtue weighs more than his enmity" -probably the
w orst^'.
Examining now how Odysseus manages to obtain Ajax's burial from
Agamemnon,

one has no doubts that the Athenian audience should have

enjoyed the dialogue between them and especially Odysseus'
ability to initiate,

to adapt and to strengthen his arguments^^.

In the beginning he attempts to secure Agamemnon's good disposition
towards him. The verses 1322-3,

despite the prevalent opinion that

Odysseus tries to justify T e u c e r , may refer equally to Agamemnon.
Then Odysseus appeals to Agamemnon's friendship with him (vs.1328-9)
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At first he argues that the refusal of burial
violence,

and unjust

is cruel, an act of

(vs.1332-5)^^. The argument becomes stronger in

1343-4, as Odysseus perhaps feels that Ajax's merit cannot surpass
his disloyalty in Agamemnon’s eyes: you do not merely dishonour Ajax
by leaving him unburied,

but you destroy the laws of the gods, since

divine law demands that the dead must be buried.
to be one of Odysseus’ arguments for a while.

Ajax’s merit ceases

Then (vs.1344-5)

Ajax’s virtue and the issue of justice come up again.
astonishment at Odysseus’ attitude is obvious

Agamemnon's

(cf. v.1346 with its

"emphatically polar ized"^'^ pronouns, and v.1348).

In v.l349 Odysseus

tells Agamemnon not to take pleasure in dishonourable gains;
word Kspaog is very significant^^.

the

The first signs of Agamemnon’s

yielding appear from v.1350. He is not completely persuaded by
Odysseus’ arguments yet;

besides,

which touch him personally:

he is "interested in two points

the issue of authority

all,

the issue of personal enmity.

kill

Agamemnon

(After all,

(1350) and, above

Ajax had tried to

. His attempt to remind Odysseus of his enmity

towards a person to whom he now tries to do a service
1356) fails.

Agamemnon starts to rebuke Odysseus

,

(vs.1354 and

(v.l358;

he calls

him EunAnKTOV, "unstable" or "changeable" according to the
Scholiast)^^.

Odysseus answers that the majority of people are so,

preparing us for a demonstration of this sort of behaviour in his
words to Teucer

(vs.1376-7).

After some "provocative" questions by

Agamemnon and careful answers by Odysseus

(vs.1360-3)™^,

the former

asks for a final assurance that the latter indeed wants and
recommends Ajax’s burial

(v.l364). Odysseus says yes because

Kdi ydp dùxoç èvedô'
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V^opai.

(v.l365)

Agamemnon answers bitterly,

but almost reasonably

(v.l366):

n ndve’ opoTa" ndc dvbp œ ù t w novsT.
Stanford finds those words cynical;
Odysseus' words and motives^^.
( V .

Agamemnon has misinterpreted

Odysseus,

though, answers again

1367):
TW Ydo UE udAAov eikdc h 'uauTW novelv;

Those words evidently have caused embarrassment even to the
strongest defenders of Odysseus’ character in the play. The hero
accepts the accusation of common selfishness,
Stanford,

though, according to

"it is clearly not his true motive -and appeals in

justification to rd eÎKOç"'^^-', like a sophist,

because he "assumes

a self-centred philosophy here in order to win over the selfopinionated Agamemnon"^^. Others think that Odysseus "is self-inter
ested only in so far as he is upholding a practice that benefits all
in the long run,
"di rect ness " ,

including himself "
as he "does not try

as moral or political principle;

or, moreover,

praise his Greek

(...) to dress his motives up

he is thinking of himself and he

says so"*^^'"'. The fact remains, one may argue,

that under Odysseus’

noble words and deeds there are personal motives and self-interest.
When hostility no longer contributes to success, Odysseus is ready
to turn it into friendship, aiming at personal KÉpGog^^. He is given
an opportunity to reject the accusation of selfishness,
in V.1367,

and, though so eloquent and intelligent,

particularly

does not catch

it .
After a last expression of flattery by Odysseus
Agamemnon gives in. He states,

however,

that although he would be

willing to do Odysseus a favour greater than that,
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(v.l369),

Ajax will remain

hated by him even in the other world

(vs.1370-3)^^.

What is the reaction of Ajax's "friends",

the Chorus and Teucer

-who witnessed the dialogue between the two chiefs- to Odysseus'
achievement to gain burial for their leader? It is very significant
that neither Teucer nor the Chorus speak about Odysseus'

m iAc vepcon îg

Why did Sophocles not make them mention Odysseus’ humane attitude if
there was really such? On the contrary,
gû vn, the other great virtue;

they both praise his crcjcopo-

in my opinion,

crp i

, the epithet

with many meanings with which Teucer addresses Odysseus,
precisely to his cwppocuvn.

The Chorus,

refers

too, calls him aocpov

(v.1374), an adjective also ambiguous enough for those who rebut
Odysseus’ "admirable" character to belittle his cocp ia into the
wordly and practical wisdom which,

combined with flexibility,

is

suitable "to extract the greatest advantage from this life"^’'"'’ or to
handle a crisis aptly in a world where "the tongue is mightier than
the sword"'^'-'. Teucer’s praise is certainly sincere
although that A o y o icti

is problematic even if,

in the simplest case,

it means "Cl praise you] for your words [only]
Teucer,

though,

(cf. vs. 1381-2,

, 1393 and 1398-9).

nowhere accepts Odysseus’ announced offer of

friendship'^'"" explicitly. Moreover,
participating in the burial;

he cannot accept Odysseus

he adduces the dead Ajax’s fee 1 ings^"'-'.

Odysseus is vaguely invited to gupnpdggeiv^^

in secondary parts of

the funeral. Odysseus accepts Teucer's attitude with approval

and

leaves the stage.
In the preceding discussion I have made an attempt to "read"
Odysseus’ character in the Ajax using elements and clues offered to
the interpreter by the Sophoclean text itself. My intention was
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to present a new possibility of rating that character,
several

based on

'‘ambiguous" passages that either have not been given much

attention or have been interpreted only one way.
showing that the Odysseus of the Ajax

I do not aim at

is a villain or to class him

with the truly lesser Odysseus of the P h i l o c t e t e s .

Sophocles,

indeed, seems to have been particularly interested in Odysseus'
c h a r a c t e r . He had a huge and diverse range of material about the
hero at his disposal: Homer -with a clever Odysseus,
turns",

"a man of many

having perhaps some peculiar qualities or characteristics in

comparison with the other heroes of the Homeric poems,
hints of any malice;

but without

the rest of the Epic Cycle -possibly describing

some episodes where the so-called "Autolycan flavour" of Odysseus
was more obvious;

Pindar -who found Odysseus too clever to be good;

Aeschylus -who seems to have started treating the hero unfavourably
in some of his tragedies,

contributing,

in this way, to the

creation of an anti-Odyssean prejudice among the Athenian audience
of the dramatic competitions^^.

Thus a literary tendency against the

resourceful hero had been shaping. Sophocles could have chosen some
elements from all his predecessors and, under the influence of his
genius and the needs of the particular play, the Odysseus of the
Ajax

was the result. His main characteristics are his crcocopocrùvn

-its "ingredients":
compromising spirit,

piety, modesty, self-control,
intelligence,

co-operative and

sense of the weakness and

transience of everything human^'-' ; his adaptabi 1 ity and flexibility
-contrarily to the arepeocppcov and EuaTpdnsAog^^ Ajax of the play;
and finally his self-interest, which,

in combination with the

aforementioned elements, formed Odysseus' neog so decisively that
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this "higher selfishness" prevailed as the particular characteristic
of the hero -a "value" certainly more understandable by Sophocles'
contemporar ies"“"’. The oxymoron between the noun and the adjective
shows the problem faced by scholars when interpreting some of the
passages discussed above. The whole play raises the question of
Odysseus'

consistency. The unique dramatic art of Sophoc 1es keeps

open the possibility for a "different" reading of Odysseus'
character in the Ajax almost every time you attempt it -from
magnificent and irreproachable to cynical and utilitarian,

with all

the intermediate points on the scale. The dramatist constantly
offers hints and stimuli to the reader, clues for a potent ia 1 way
of looking into Odysseus’ character; sometimes things co-exist
in the Sophoclean text not so much logically as emotionally.
And those clues are sufficient,

there is no doubt,

to rebut

characterizations as Bowra's "faultless" or Stanford's "thoroughly
admirable" Odysseus'"'-' , even more Kamerbeek’s view'"'"" that Odysseus
in the Ajax is directly parallel to Theseus in the Oedipus
Coloneus.

My suggestion would be that Odysseus in the Ajax is

a basically good character in moral terms,

but not at all faultless

or great; and he is closer to the Odysseus of the Philoctetes than
what appears at first glance and what the majority of scholars
generally accept.

As we come towards the end of this chapter -and of the whole
study as well- a wider discussion,

generated mainly by the

preceding views but also relevant to other parts of this work, seems
to be an appropriate sort of epilogue. Easterling rightly indicates
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as an element of the Ajax

“Sophocles’ nostalgic harking-back to

aristocratic ways of thinking and behav ing “

something that is a

meeting-point of the tragic poet with Pindar. She also believes that
Odysseus and Ajax are ultimately linked in the play‘--'*^. This can be
one of the answers to the question raised by Winnington-Ingram^^:
“Where does Odysseus stand?"

(=Is he a friend or an enemy of Ajax?).

And in a play like the Ajax where one person “passes or seeks to
pass from one camp to the other “

, that is a major issue. Odysseus

seems to have realized by nature what Ajax mentioned, and apparently
admitted,

in his “Deception Speech" -the mutability of human

relationships, such as friendship and enmity.

Ajax could not accept

a compromise with this idea. For him the world was polarized between
friends and enemies'”’^; friendship and enmity lasted for life. That
sort of heroic code, however,

“proves useless in a world where

friends and enemies change places, a world in which nothing is
permanent “

. Ajax died filled with hate for Odysseus who, having

once become a foe, could never again be treated as a friend.

An

action like that of Laertes’ son, who used his persuasiveness and
influence on Agamemnon to make Ajax’s burial possible -regardless of
motives- would make no sense to Ajax, even though in his opinion
Odysseus was the man who would do anything^^.

Besides, Sophocles has

given us proof that Odysseus and Ajax could not have been linked,
even in the end of the play: Teucer,

as we saw, rejects Odysseus’

offer to take an active part in Ajax’s burial out of consideration
for the feelings of the dead hero.

“Odysseus does not belong",

Winnington-Ingram notes'^'-'. Ajax would keep his hatred for Odysseus
implacable and eternal. We are inevitably reminded -once more- of
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the fine scene of the Nekyla:

Ajax

xôAou.
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APPENDIX

The Literary Versions of the Myth of A ja x 's Death from Hom er to Sophocles
A Table of Details
LITERARY
SOURCE

Arctinus

Odyssey

D E T A IL S V ^ .
'THE MYTH
JAX’S DEATH

(Aethiopis,
The Sack
ofTroy)

LittleIliad

Aeschylus'
trilogy

Pindar

Sophocles'

(1.4, N.7, N.8)

Ajax

Rivalry between Ajax

j and Odysseus
in the contest
or the Achillean arms

judges of the contest/
; How the award
was adjudged

/

"The sons
of the Trojans
and Pallas
Athena"

/

/

[Trojan
captives?]

Eavesdropping
on two Trojan
girls in Troy
- influence
of Athena

/

The Greeks
(possibly
a panel
of chiefs)
- after a
rhetorical agon

Hints at use
of unfair means
in the procedure
of the award

/

[/?]

Disappointment
- Rage /Madness

Committing
Suicide

1ails concerning
ax’s committing
suicide

(Falls out
of plot)
Refs, to

agonarchai
and to ballot

/

/

/

/

/

/

Exact
time

"In the last part
of the night"

Invulner
ability

[/?]

"Obstacles"
with regard to Ajax’s
posthumous
treatment

/

[/?]

Madness
- Murderous attack
- Athena’s intervention
- Slaughter of the cattle
- Shame II

Î

The Greeks
(possibly
a panel
of chiefs)
- after ballot

/

Disappointment
- Shame 1

j

/

/

/

/
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/

"Late
in the night"

/

(Ouite
Contrary)

/

[/?]

[/?]

/

NOTES TO CHAPTER I

’ Cf.

11.2.557-8;

see below pp.23-8.

This reference of Ajax to Salamis seems to imply
prececing verses

197-8;

never oeen athetized)

it has to be noted that the passage has

that

it was common knowledge that the

island was his birthplace and,
Its e lf

a "motive"

(cf. also the

furtner,

for heroic behaviour

that his origin was
(for this of.

N.2.13 and

below p.21).
The relevant references of the Iliad are admittedly very few
number.

On the other hand,

this may constitute an indication

that Ajax’s Salaminian origin was considered indisputable.
Far ne 1 1 1921,
Kearns,

141.

For

controversial
survey since

307;

Von der Miahll, 36-7;

issue to which I cannot refer

67-71;
Relevant

Ajax and Teucer)

hero named AVag originally
ii) the possible
iii)

armament,

171;

Page

1959,

in this

leading to Ajax’s
147 and 233-5;

issues are:

i) the existence of

(this dual may mean either the Telamonian and the

Locrian Ajax or

270-3);

84 ; Kron,

in detail

it does not bear on the events

101-3 and 115.

two AVavre

Kullmann,

See

Ajax as a Mycenaean/prehomeric hero -a rather

death- see Whitman 1958,
Webster,

in

(see Von der Muhli,

Aeolian origin of Ajax

the gigantic body-shield,

which

description

-whilst perhaps there was one
14-8 and 25-33);

(see Van der Valk

1952,

Ajax’s famous piece of

is connected with Mycenaean times.

Cf.

its

in 11.7.219-23 and the word-play relating to it
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in Ajax’s family

(TeXajjcov, EùpucràKnç)

and Van der Valk

1952,

273;

-see Von der Mühll,

also below n.93 and Chapter

35

II p.38

and n .21.
Cf.

IG I I"- 1035.

Cf.

Paus.

See Jebb,
Cf.

1.35.3.
xxiii.

For the Aianteia

11.5.638-42 -though without mentioning T e l a m o n ’s

participation in the expedition
Sophoclean passages
Cf.

in Athens see below p.32.

Pindar N. 3.36-7,

434-6,

465 and

(but of.

the Pindaric and

in n.8 below).
N. 4.24-6 and

1299-1303.

1.6.27-30 and Soph.

Elsewhere

(fr.l72),

poet assigns to Peleus the participation

though,

Ajax
the Theban

in H e r a c l e s ’

expedition.
Cf.

Apollod.

2.6.4 and 3.12.7.

Cf.

11.8.283-4

(with the

Scholiast on v .284)

and 330 -it has to be noted,

i5.439

Ajax and Teucer were sons of the same father

implies that

and mother;
Cf.
'' Cf.

also Soph.

FGrHist 3 F60
Diod.

Sic.

C f . Apollod.
(3.12.7)
Cf.

cf.

Plat.

See Jebb,
Ibid.

Ajax

(= Apollod.

though,

that

1299-1303.

3.12.6).

See Jebb,

xvii.

4.72.7.

3.12,6.

See Jebb,

xvii

with n.4.

Apollodorus

describes how Telamon came to be king of Salamis.
Apo 1.32a;

Apollod.

3.12.6.

xviii.

Herodotus 8.64

pightly notes,

that

(see below p. 26)

shows,

as Jebb

"though Ajax had been thoroughly adopted

into the Aeacid cult of Aegina,
weakening the immemorial

this had been done without

tradition which made Salamis his home".
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See Farnell
Cf.

1921,

Apollod.

307.

3.12.7.

!his version

is derived from a vase dated in the early 6th

century B.C.

See Kron,

Cf.

1.6.45.

Cf.

Xen.

Cyn.1.9,

See Kron,

Cf.

Cf.

7 and Whitman

1.42.4:

1.6.45-7.

Pindar also

of Ajax’s name

fr.276 Bowra;

Cf.

vs.387 and 824.

See Norwood,

Cf.

Soph.

rnç

69.

For Megarian connections

88.

'Aenvfiç.

implies that Heracles was the author

see below Chapter

IV pp.82-3.

51.

i-ea pQ^ P i n d a r ’s affection for

Cf.

1958,

(cf. v s.49-53 with the scholia ad loc.).

Cf.

Ibid.

1.42.4.

ATavra ouv rhv àpxnv rhv ’ AArdeou SiaSe^dpevov

ro aycApa hyoûpai

See sch.

155-6 with n n . 120 and 121.

3.12.7 and Paus.

Athenian heroes see Kearns,

Paus.

noinacri

Apollod.

Shapiro,

1 7 2 (n.819).

See Kamerbeek,
of other

172;

on N.2.19;

Aegina see below Chapter V n.l.

also on 13 and 21.

above n.2.
Ajax 434-40 and 462-5.

Stanford 1963,

xiii

holds that

this is an innovation by Sophocles.
See Knox
Ibid.,
Cf.

1964,

121.

122.

0.1.28-9,

36ff.

and especially 52-3,

the myth of Pelops.
See Stanford 1963,
Cf.

xii.

N.3.22.
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where Pindar

"purifies"

See below Chapter

IV pp. 82-3.

See S t a nfor d 1963,

xii-xiii.

Bee Van der Valk
held

1964 II,

519-20.

I present the arguments

in favour of and against the authenticity of the verse

below pp.26-7

(I am inclined to consider

For discussion of the issue of Athenian
text of the Iliad,

or,

rather,

it genuine).
intervention in the

as Whitman

1958,

67 puts

it,

of the suspicion that has grown around almost every mention of
Athens or of Athenian heroes
519-22
n.53.

in Homer,

(with nn. 147-53 for further
Incidentally,

Odysseus,

too,

see Van der Valk

bibliography);

cf.

1964

II,

also below

brought twelve ships to Troy

(cf. V.637).
See Hope Simpson and Lazenby,

passim;

Kirk,

168-240,

especially

178-87.
See Sealey,

347.

Athens,

though,

was significant

Mycenaean and Homeric times -see Kirk,
See Sealey,
206-7.

347;

Page

1959,

However,

206.

145-6 and 172-5;

For Men e s t h e u s ’ appearances

in both

Kirk,

179-80 and

in the Iliad see next note.

to dismiss them as "a dismal

record"

(Page 1959,

145)

is exaggerating.
Cf.

12.331-77.

Whitman

1958,

Also Menestheus fights close to Ajax
68 opposes the notion that

Iliad associated with the Athenians
that

"Ajax

Kirk,
and

is the great

206 finds Menestheus'

in the epic:

i)

is nowhere

(he goes on to say,

Athenian hero of the Iliad"

13 "apparently organic".

times

Ajax

in 13.190-7.

association with
Menestheus

Ajax

in the
in fact,

[p.701)

in Books

and
12

is mentioned three more

in the inspection of the Achaean troops
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by Agamemnon,

where M e n e stheus and Od y s s e u s are r e b uked

C a p t a i n General
f o und among

(4.327-48);

some u n k n o w n

eq u a l l y u n d i s t i n g u i s h e d
(15.329-31);

this

See also

below

See Kirk,

208;

cf.
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below

of Troy,
327-9

Idomeneus and Nestor

in the

as we have seen,

appear

Iliad.

and Idomeneus

when

"introduces" the Achaean chiefs

(the two

Ajaces stand

between

inspection of the troops,

Men e s t h e u s stood close to Odysseus)

11.7-9

whereas,
-but cf.

(Ajax’s ships and tent were at the one end

w h i l e those of O d y sseus

Van

in the

to him

n.63.

between O d y sseus

4.273 and

10.112-3).

whe n an

I, 208.

the wall

of the camp,

iii)

n.72.
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8. 2 2 2 - 6 and

vcrucriv,

is killed close

is M e n e s t h e u s ’ last m e ntion

C f _ 3.225-30

to Priam),

raîç
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from
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ii)
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der Valk

1952,

in the middle;

cf.
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and needs of the poem and not because some of them are

later

i nterpolations.
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after
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B.C.

27-9 and Kearns,
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(see below p . 28 and n.78).
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(others -e.g.
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in 550)
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Solon
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ibid.,

Ibid.,
Cf.
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Ajax,
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the briefness of the reference constitutes an

indication of authenticity.
See Van der Valk

1952,

See Van der Valk

1964 II, 522.

S0 0

281-3 and 1964 II, 520-2.

Hope Simpson and Lazenby,

Ibid.,

60 (n.l)

and 156.

59 and 60(n.2) .

See Kirk,
" Ibid.,

59,

208

(with the relevant references).

209.

' Ibid.

Ibid.
Ibid.,

180 and 206-7;

Theseus,
the Iliad

the greatest
(1.265;

also Hope Simpson and Lazenby,
Athenian hero,

see Van der Valk

is mentioned only once

T h e s e u s ’ sons,

Acamas

in

1964 II, 519-22 for a defence

of the disputed authenticity of the verse)
lengthy reference to Athens

56.

and not even

in the

in the Catalogue of the Ships.

(see also below n.75)

and Demophon,

are

virtually absent from the Trojan story as told in the Iliad;
however,

they were

involved,

related in later epics,

especially the former,

such as The Sack of Troy -with even

further restriction on M e n e s t h e u s ’ role.
and Kearns,

105

in incidents

(with nn.4-9)

and 108.

See Hope Simpson and Lazenby,

60(n.2).

See Page 1959,

145-6

In 508/7 B.C.
See Kron,

29ff.

and Kearns,

80ff.

198

The ten Athenian tribes were

named after
Leos,

the following heroes:

Acamas,

Oineus,

Cecrops,

It is obvious that Ajax,
purely

Athenian hero,

as a participant
”represented"

hippothoon,

did not have a very

1951,

37.

though a

n.72)

in the

243-4.

1951,

30

and Kearns, 81-3;

IG I- 1. See Nilsson

Cf.

Paus. 1.40.5. See Nilsson 1938,

^ See Nilsson

1951,

See Garland,

also Nilsson

36-7.

Cf.

1938, 387 and 1951,

31.

387.

31.

87.

Solon iO

(see above p. 25).

Paus. 1.35.2.

See Nilsson

1938,

See Nilsson 1938,
In 1936.
oo piut.

Antiochus.

illustrious record

the epic heroes and the Trojan cycle

Paus. 1.38.4. See Kron,

Cf.

(who,

in the Trajan expedition -see above

Cf.

7; piut.

and

Pandion,

5.66.

See Nilsson

0

Aigeus,

Ajax,

together with Acamas

Cleisthenic e p o n y m o i . See Kron,
vtfv, Herodotus

Erechtheus,

385 and 1951,

31.

387 and 1951, 32.

It was edited by W . 3.Ferguson

in 1938.

Solon 10 (see above p.25).

See Nilsson

1951,

32.

Ibid., 30.
See Ferguson,

18.

Nilsson 1938,

388 aptly adds that

"this hieron

of Eurysakes represents the first step of the Athenians on their
way to win Salamis."
•yx'; ggg Ferguson,

See also below p.31.

16.
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Ibid.

Eurysaces appears to have been named after

famous piece of armament of

his father,

11.17.132;

also Soph.

1963,

cjaKoç eùpù).

132-3;

Kearns,

See Nilsson 1951,

Cf.

the most

the broad shield
Ajax 574

(cf.

(and Stanford

lOBCn.16]).

31.

For the cult of Ajax

in the EupuadKS io v,

introduced during the sixth century and developed there as years
went by, see Kearns,
See Nilsson

1930,

vs.545ff.,

82

(with nn.9-13)

and Shapiro,

154 and 156.

388.

especially 574-5,

On Lysidice as the mother of Philaeus

by Ajax,

cf.

T z . Lyc.

53.

A scholion on 11.15.439 mentions Cheirobaphia as his mother.
Herodotus 6.35.

Pherecydes,

Philaeus as son of Ajax
Cf.

(FGrHist

Plato Hipparchus 224b:

OiAaïôûv,

too,

appears to have

reported

3 F2).

Plut.

Cf. also

He ict icrcpcxou 5 è uîsT,

'Inndpxc*) (the term $iAaIaai

and 1951,

See Nilsson 1938,

63; also Shapiro,

388-9(n.ll).

èk

rcôv

is used as in Plut.

10 -see above p . 19- and refers to the 5hpog).
388-9(n.ll)

toü

Solon 10.

Solon

See Nilsson 1938,

156.

As for the term

E u p u c r a K 15a

i,

it is not met as frequently as OiAaTSai, but such a family
certainly existed -cf.

Plut.

Alc.l:

Eupuadrnv rov AVavrog dpxnyùv exeiv
.
1.01 ggg Nilsson 1951,
.loa Ibid.,

30-1;

105.

Cf.

Thes.iO for the analogous cases of
respectively.

I

See Nilsson

See Kearns,

1938,

bibliographical

Herodotus 5.89 and Plut.
Aeacus and Cychreus

46-7.

389-90 and 1951,35; also Garland,

i

:

S o k e T.

30.

also Garland,

I

t6 ^ AAk iB idôou yévoç dvcoeev

references.

200

87

with

'

See Nilsson 1938,

icTO sgg Kron,

213.

C f . 11. 3,227

(see below Chapter

ic-j' C-F.

Paus. 1.5.1;

IOB ggg

Jebb, xxiii

For

see Jebb,

II p. 36);

so Kron,

213.

xxx with n.2.

and xxx(n.l).

details of the features of the Aianteia see Deubner,

Kron,

173,

' ' See sch.

and Kearns,

228,

141.

on N . 2 . 19.

See Jebb,

3 na- c-F.

393.

xxx(n.l).

Paus. 1.35.3:

Siapevouai

va r o I Ç T i p a l

aÙTW TE

Ch e

means

possibly

13.3 C f . Plut.

kœ)

in

K a) éç

6è

EùpuadKei,

the

rai

EùpuaàKeiov3

Nor.628 and Paus.

IX.3.9;

tô5e

AVavri

tQ

nocpd’ Aen-

ydp E u p u a d r o u ç
e a riv

èv

Bc j p o ç

/

'

’ Aenvaiç.

for another special

distinction enjoyed by the tribe Aiantis see also below
Chapter
Cf.

II p.38.

Herodotus 8.64 and 121.

.1.133 ji-jg only

“connection"

literature

between Athena and Ajax

(cf. mainly Soph o c l e s ’ Ajax),

seems to justify the epiclesis.
Chapter VI p . 132 on this.
cup,

but its nature hardly

See Kamerbeek,

Kearns,

is found in

32(n.l4)

7 and below

mentions an Athenian

the illustration on which may be relevant to this

discussion,

although

its mythological

details are uncertain.

It is dated to 440-30 and shows Ajax and Menestheus as departing
warriors,
Cf.

accompanied by Athena and two othe^' figures.

FGrHist 390 F I . 16.

See below Chapter VI pp.l29ff.;
xi-xii;

Bolder,

9 and 14-6.
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cf.

Jebb,

xxxii;

Stanford

1963,

v s .8 6 0 — 1 .

NOTES TO CHAPTER II

'
•
* I refer to these two poets

because this survey

lays special

emphasis on them.

For the relation between Homer and Pindar see

Nisetich,

For the renowned relation between Homer and

passim.

Sophocles,
1965,

see Stanford

passim;

Garner,

49ff.;

tne Iliadic

1963,

Easterling

1984,

Perysinakis,

x, 2 6 6 (n.16) and 280;
passim;

79-82.

mentions of Ajax

rates

in detail

here,

Achilles).

in tne Odyssey.

The first one

is made by Nestor

he speaks to Telemachus about the Trojan War and

mentions
See

the conventional

rank of Ajax

The other

(next to

below p.46ff.

There has been only one attempt by a modern scholar

Valk 1952)

see

there are only two brief

Ajax among the ap icrro i who were slain at Troy.

(24.17-8)

passim;

I n.3.

- Apart from the scene of the Nekyia,

(3.108-9);

1988,

For a few elements of

Ajax which are not examined

above Chapter

Davidson

Kirkwood

to establish that another

presented as second after

Achilles

hero

(Van der

(Diomedes)

in the Iliad.

is

I refer

to

this otherwise valuable article below.
It also continued to exist
-cf.,

for

instance,

Hor.

in later Greek and Latin

literature

Sat.11.3.193.

^ 2.557.
11.5-9.

Sophocles

retains that element

202

in the Ajax

(cf.

v.4).

^ See Jebb,

x . For a detailed

the Iliad see Kallmann,
Cf.

Soph.

Ajax 817-22,

Cf.

East.

864,

Diomedes,

37

1026-35.

rpcôcraç

roùç nAe iouç rcôv àpiaréuv [Agamemnon,
"Opnpog

(...)

eîç enaivov Al'avrog rb

Aoinb KaravaA ICJKe I ecog rng (larpoKAou è^ôSou,
dvsAwv ènavépxerai

éni

See also Van der Valk

in

79-80.

(A 594);

OdysseasJ

list of Ajax’s activities

rbv AVavra péxpi
1952,

xa'i rcbv fldrpoKAov

rng è^ôôou

’AxiAAécjg.

271.

See below p. 37.
See Jebb,

xi-xii.

For a different bat not very convincing view

on the same passage,
Cf.
715,

5.610,

12.364,

23.708,

811

'

xi;

See Stanford

13.321,

14.409,

xl-xli with n.56.

15.471 and 560,

5 and Stanford

I refer to this
1963,

1963,

in detail

xv(n.l 6 ).
below p.41.

xiv with n.l2.

Some of the many appreciative scholia for
complete

list see Van der Valk

his àvôpeia
(BT H 212,

B f 818,

and,

BT 0 513),

npoeupI a

The simplicity
(BT f 818,

1979,

236-8)

A P 720).

npaov neog

(BT 0 331),

(dnAorng)

for his yvwpn,

He

is called aepvôg,

apiarog aùpBouAog

(in the Embassy scene)

Cf.

Ajax

See Stanford

119-20;

1963,

speak about
yevvamrng

(BT H 284),

cpiAaSeApia

is also stressed
peyaAoppwv

(BT 0 509).

For

see below p.41.

see Stanford

1963,

xiv and Van der Valk

203

(for a more

p e y a A o n p é n e ia (BT N 203).

of his character

a speaker
Soph.

Ajax

(BT F 225 -see also below n.22),

(BT 0 268),

17.628 and

and 842 etc.

See Von der MOhll,
See Jebb,

see Stanford 1963,

73.

1952,

270-4.

(BT I 622)
Ajax as

Cf.

Book 5 of the

Iliad,

péuvovoç àpicrreia),
see Schein,
See Jebb,
^ Cf.

x and Van der Valk

xiv,

1952,

11.527 and Soph.

133 and 276-7.

see aoove Chapter
Ajax

(MeveAàou àpiarefa).

also

11

(’ Aya-

On the àpiareTai

12 and 80-2.

7.219-23,

1963,

17

the û iopnbouq dptareia;

269-71.

Ajax 575-6.

See also Stanford

On the implications of the shield

I nn.3 and 93 with the relevant references.

is aided by a god only once

in the Iliad.

It is Poseidon

-in the shape of Calchas- who encourages him and his namesake,
the son of Oileus
astonished by that

(cf.
(cf.

TV TeAapwviu BoneeT).
p o vCiiee Icrng eùôOKipeî
eeoO àvSpizopÉvuv,

13.43-82).
T N 59:

Cf.

A Scholiast seems to be

crnuE ioréo v 5e or i eeoç AVavri

also East.

b TsAaucjviog,

roO 5È AVavrog

621,

oTa
kqb’

a characteristic of the hero prominent
as well,

the more since

53

(Z 5):

rnq pJxnq

pev c r A A w napoucr ig:

tvv

éaurôv.

Self-reliance

is

in the Sophoclean Ajax

it may constitute the first step to

a presumptuous attitude and

impiety -see also below n.32 and

Chapter VI p p . 132-4.
Cf.

the two councils of the Greek chiefs

(2.1-493 and 14.1-134).

described in the Iliad

See also Stanford 1963,

xviii

The great majority of the depreciatory scholia for
complete

list see Van der Valk

rnra or vueeia;
-slowness

1979,

236-7)

those words mean a double

(of the body)

and stubborness

about the

Ajax

refer to his Bpocôû-

(slowness of spirit).
(see Stanford

"great bodies which tend to move slowly"

unjustifiable -but he expands

204

(for a

inflexibility

The suggestion of Stanford rather than Homer
xvii)

(n.23).

it overmuch

(cf.

1963,

is not

p.39 and n.33).

Here are some scholia:
ueppîuoipoç
raI

AVaç 5è où A e y e i ” Bpcxôùç ydp ear i

(BT I 223);

(BT H 225).

He

vcoenç ècrx: i, Kivneelg 5è opyhv èvôeiKvu-

is said to be not so swift as the other

GJÇ iSiav ËXWV ôùvajjiv où raxécoç rjaeero rnç; èniKOupiaç
ùwvog]"

Ajax

Croû floae

wg 5è àaeevécrrepog à Aorpùg Ènéyvu r a x ù “ n or i vcoehç

TeAapcjv Io ç ,
Bouyàie

k qi

ôè ô^ùrepoç

6

(e.g.

Eust.

961,

(BT N

6 6

). Cf.

6

also the scholia on

49 CN 824]).

See below pp. 43-4.
23.823;

see below n.49,

received the prize

Diomedes,

though,

is said to have

destined for the winner

(cf.

23.824-5);

verses were athetized by the Alexandrian critics as being
at variance with 23.823.

See Van der Valk

1952,

270.

23.844-9.
® Plut.

Mor.628.

See Van der Valk
See Stanford
7.288-9;

1952,

1963,

xvii.

see Stanford

^ On the contrary,
seen in p.36.

269-81.

1963,

xviii and above p.37.

Ajax prays to Zeus in 17.629ff.,

Before his duel with Hector,

to pray to Zeus

(7.194-5).

Also,

followed by a favourable omen:
(13.821-3).
behaviour
the

but this

Van der Valk

1952,

Ajax's agility
passage,

in Soph.

he urges the Greeks
in 13.810-20

Ajax's presumptuous

Ajax 762-77 was already found in

is undouDtedly an incorrect view -see
2 7 1 (n.6).

is vividly given through a simile

as the hero speeds on over the ships.

205

is

a bird flies forth on his right

According to a few Scholiasts,

like that

Iliad,

his speech

as we have

in that

3

-<n

Stanford

1963,

xvii-xviii.

The lion simile

is frequently

used by Homer when he describes a warrior who distinguishes
himself in the battle,

although he faces a large number of

enemies -see also Pucci,

174-6;

treats this double simile

Lonsdale,

(lion,

ass)

passim.

exclusively

Lonsdale,

46-7

in regard to

structure and classification.
3S
5

See Bolder,

10-1.

Cf.

17.747-53.

Also,

for the Homeric attitude

towards herd or farm animals as reflected in the similes used,
see Lonsdale,

19-20.

It becomes evident that we do not have to do with depreciatory
similes

in the cases

in question,

but rather with a conventional

manner used by Homer to represent heroes

in rigid defence;

see Garner,

is used for

58.

in 17.281-5,

The comparison to a boar

corpse.

See above p. 35 and Stanford
1963,

See Kamerbeek,

1963,

xv.

xvi.

1; Bradshaw,

102.

With regard to Ajax's selection as one of the three envoys,
may be noted that he was the most
Achilles

(cf.

above Chapter

I pp.21-2).

Generally,

^ Odysseus
(9.223).

(cf.,

reply to Ajax’s speech and Ajax’s rank,

representations on vases -see Most,
entries

in L I N O .

See also Nagy

it

"similar" Greek chief to

a frequent association of Ajax with Achilles
Achilles'

too,

where the hero scatters the Trojans when he rushes

to defend Patroclus'

See Stanford

Ajax,

1 5 2 - 3 (n.80)

1979,

there

is

apart from
their common

and the relevant

57-8 with n.4.

begins his speech as soon as Ajax gave Phoenix a nod
This

detail

may bear special

206

significance on the basis

of Soph.

Ajax

Iliadic Ajax

119-20,

as well as for a balanced picture of the

(see above pp.36-7);

cf.

also the preceding

For a good discussion of the Embassy scene,
Achilles’ behaviour,

see Schein,

to O d y s s e u s ’ speech,

I mainly follow Clay,

See Clay,
■Cl3

104-115.

note.

with emphasis on

On Achilles’ reaction
104.

104.

j refer to those words of Ajax again below Chapter VI pp. 171-2.
It may be notea that Ajax begins his speech addressing Obysseus,
not Achilies.
See Adams,

93;

one soldier
One first,

he aptly notes that Ajax speaks to Achilles “as

to another,

more

very slight concession,

Achilles’ reply to Phoenix

though,

(cf. 9.619-20:

n ke

vEwpee’

ècp’ n p É T E p ’ ,

Edwards,

229-30;

also Perysinakis,

cppaaaopee'
113-5;

in denunciation than in appeal".
had appeared

in

apa 5 ’ no T cpa ivopé vncp i

n k e pévupev).

See Schein,

81-6.

V.462.
See Bradshaw,
Ibid.,

101 (n.7).

102.
102 (n. 9)

cicv! Bradshaw,

the vocabulary
-V.481)
Even

in the Iliadic passage

and S o p h o c l e s ’ Ajax

is such connection;
(ùpocpàyoi

(wpoKpCThg -v.205;

-v.479;

Little

for

Besides,

instance,

later than

for

later

having been influenced by this

Bradshaw goes on to say that

instructive to keep

enemies"

Sànrs i

one cannot exclude the possibility of the poet of the

Iliad,

picture.

but cf.

also v.219).

if the story of A j a x ’s attack on the cattle was

the Iliad,

prove

doubts that there

“it may,

however,

in mind this matter of devouring o n e ’s

literary versions of the

207

Ajax myth

(cf.

P i n d a r ’s N.8).

i-or the image of Ajax-devourer see also Garner,

57-8.
See Whitman
the future

1958,

263-4

("the panorama of the Games foreshadows

in certain details,

and draws into the scheme of the

Iliad hints of the traditional events
Iliad, The Sack of Troy,
the

later told in the Little

and the Returns");

illuminating article by Willcock,

adds that

A j a x ’s "defeat"

in particular,

1973.

in the fight

foreshadows the later

Schein,

25;

Bradshaw,

also

1 0 3 (n.10)

in armour with Diomedes,

loss of the Achillean arms,

since the prize of the contest was the fine armour of Sarpedon,
and also "predicts"
(cf.

Ajax’s suicide falling on the sword

Achilles’ ruling on how the winner of the match would be

adjudged
aijja;

in 23.806:

the

ipauoTi 5 ’ evGivwv,

Achaeans stop the contest

5id r ’ evrea,

just before

kq

I péAav

Ajax would be

attacked in this fashion by Diomedes).
Cf.

9.443

(mentioned above p.37);

see Most,

156 (n.95)

especially on the forces opposed to one another
Bradshaw,

and,

in the match,

103.

See Stanford

1963,

xv-xvi.

I am not satisfied with S t a n f o r d ’s

explanation.

If things were so,

one would expect the Greeks to

award the arms of Achilles to Ajax without further ado.
other hand,

some Scholiasts

between Ajax and Diomedes)
that issue.
èv

TV

23);

Cf.

(on 822):

éniracpîv roûrv
(on 824):

ydp ü v

oÙK

dv

5 id

(referring to the fight
give

interesting

ecjpcov ydp Loi

Sucttuxoûvtqç

tî

nvécrxETO

npoxpivei

n

kci

208

et i

kci

On the

in armour

interpretations to

’Axaio)] roùç K p e î r r o v a ç

nrTupÉ vouç

AVavroç;
noAEunca

(Eust.

5id rpv ordcriv"
i neéAncrEv

b

1331,
epaaùç

(BCE^E^).

Solder,

il has some interesting thoughts on Ajax’s failure

P a t r o c l u s ’ funeral
play

games:

"He is,

by nature,

the real genius of Ajax."
according to Apollodorus
event

too inflexible to

’g a m e s ’ . He is most himself when most serious

Standing firm against a worthy adversary or

in Achilles’ funeral

By contrast,

that

Ajax won in the discus

games.

important contest,

-despite the assent of the Greeks
decision to declare Diomedes,
cf.

though,

is

there were disputes and quarrels among the

competitors after the most

winner;

(...).

impossible odds

It has to be noted here,

(Epit.5.5),

in

the chariot race

(cf. 23.539)

to Achilles’

who had been helped by Athena,

especially 23.540-611

-the quarrel

between

Antilochus and tienelaus.

NOTES TO CHAPTER III

See above Chapter

II, especially pp.36 and 39.

See Kamerbeek,

3.108-9.
24.15-8.

It is significant that

Achilles there,

too -cf.

For this controversial
bibliography).

n.6

Ajax

is in the company of

below.

issue see Heubeck

In his commentary

II, 75-7

(pp.77-116)

(with

Heubeck

defends

the authenticity of most athetized passages of the Nekyia.
From V.385 on,
Odysseus

after his meeting with the Heroic Mothers,

is found in the Meadow of Asphodel

The meeting with three of his ex-comrades

209

(cf.

in arms

v.539).
is the fifth

1

□ne he has

in the Nekyia,

after those with Elpenor,

Anticleia,

and the fourteen Heroic Mothers);

Teiresias,

see Heubeck,

77.

One has also to pay attention to the fact that Odysseus'
encounters with the three heroes come after an intermezzo
(vs.333-84)

and,

further,

the one with

dissociated from the other two
vs.467-70.

Stanford

Ajax

is somehow

(cf. vs.541-2).

1964 I, 396 rightly noted that "the

friendship of those heroes
3.109-12 and 24.76-84;

is resumed in Hades".

somehow unexpectedly

preceding reference to him -cf.above n.3),
among the "Achillean"

heroes

EBiiKE OÈ nôrvia phxnp

(v.546)

Cf.

also

(despite the
Ajax

is not mentioned

in the latter passage.
seems to me to be a minor

detail,

rather unnecessary to be mentioned given the concise character
of the wnole reference.
the poets appear

It sometimes surprises us what elements

to particularize and,

the examination attempted here,

in view of v.547 and

what others they leave

unexplained.
n

8È

Cf.

Icrrop Ia

èk

below n.lS.

tùv

kurAikcov.

See below

The scholia appear

is not given in oetail

n.l8

and Chapter

IV.

to indicate that the story

in oui-' passage.

It becomes obvious that

the Odyssey here presupposes a prehomeric form of the story
of the judgement of the arms and Ajax’s suicide -see Heubeck,
109-10.

See also below n.l2.

See Van der Valk
v.547

1949,

237-8.

The most serious problem regarding

is the phrase naTSsg 5è Tpcjcov, which

is unusual

(for this and other reasons of rejection of the line,
Merry and Riddell,

492;

also Jebb,

xii(n.2), who,

in Homer;
see

however,

IS convinced of the authenticity of the verse).
111.

Par further
the

Aethiopis

the reader
chapter
here

discussion about the content of
(as well

(the last part of)

as the first one of the Little

Iliad)

is referred to the relevant sections of the next

(pp.57ff.).

in detail

The only aspect which

I unavoidably treat

is the issue of the judges of the award;

v.547 constitutes,

I think,

a sufficient excuse for this

anacolouthon.
For the prehomeric forms of the story see Kullmann,
See oelow Chapter
See Jebb,

IV pp.69-71.

xvi.

See below Chapter

IV pp.64 and 70 with

One certainly has to choose
suppression

or ignorance

(of those

details by the Odyssey

and the compromising spirit

in O d y s s e u s ’ speech as a whole seem to favour

the former possibility -which,
the poet.

either

detail of Ajax’s death by the

The nature of the situation,

and tactfulness

n.46.

between two possibilities,

(of any shameful

speaker Odysseus)
poet).

79ff.

Besides,

has to do also with

in v.464 Odysseus tactfully

question about O r e s t e s ’ fate.
clear suppression,

of course,

dodges

Agamemnon’s

It is worth noting that there

is

particularly as regards the matricide,

concerning Orestes again,

when Nestor,

speaking

to Telemachus,

refers to the fates of the Atreidae after the sack of Troy
(3.306-12).
passage,

On the other hand,

if we had suppression in our

there would be no need for Odysseus to refer with

such emphasis and sincerity to the grief and unclouded renown
in which

Ajax died

(see Jebb,
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xivCn.3]).

I think that the most

reasonable explanation of the issue should be related to
the state of the story of Ajax's death at the time of the
composition of the Nekyia
already shaped then).

(which elements of the story nad been

One may also combine the two possibilities

-we have ignorance as regards
Chiefs,
531)

Ajax's planning to murder the

his madness and the attack on the cattle

and suppression as regards

committing suicide,
was unhomer 1C

which

(see Davies

See Kamerbeek,

(see Severyns,

Ajax's way of death,

since

is only an implication in our passage,
1989b,

65).

2.

The question of Eustathius'

reliability regarding this point

was raised already by Jebb,

xv

wnere

(with n . 1).

I cite the passage,

it is evident that there are two versions

(I think that

the first one may be that of the Odyssey -and of Aeschylus? see
below Chapter
Aethiopis):
’ Aenvâv

'laréov 5È

ô I Kdaa

èp îzouCT I .

kq '
i

'pnropiKcôç.
ro

IV pp.77-86- and the second one that of the

1

ùq o î

'OSucrcreT

k qi

uÈ

v ànAoï KÛrepo v cpacr) Tpûaç

AVctvti

5h Kôïvroç SiaaKsudzei

rcôv 'AxiAAéug onAwv

èv roTç cxûroü rhv Sîxnv

ërepo i 5é cpaa iv or i én irnôeç

'Ayapèqvuv cpuAarrôpevoç

earèpw rwv npuwv xap îcracrBa i aîxpaAcôrouç rcôv Tpûwv

auvayaycôv fipero aùroùç onôrepoç rwv
pdAAov aùroîç èysvero,
Aoinôv dpiCTrov eTvai
KOI

nepi

k qi

Eùeùc

6

ûo roùrwv npwwv npôç KaKoû

rwv 5è eînôvrwv côç

Eustathius'

Greek

'Oauaceûg,

expien

ro v nAeîcrra pdA ierra Aunhaavra roùç èxepoùç.

'OSucrcreùc uè v sAaBs rd onAa,

nsCTCôV. M.M.Willcock

6

AVac

(oral communication)

dnnAes ^ipei

even finds that

in the latter part of this passage

dnfiAee in particular)

is odd.
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(this

See Kamerbeek,
See Jebb,

4.

xiv.

The majority of scholars
than the Odyssey,

believe that the

though the incidents contained

nave been known to the Odyssey poet.
as early as the eighth century.
Griffin,

39 with n.9;

The word nûpyoç
his shield
-cf.

Heubeck,

in its occurrences

in it may well

313,

dates it

Van der Valk

1949, 237;

105.
Ajax here

in this context

II p.38 ana n.21).

It is obvious that

Severyns,

See also

is uniquely used for

aoove Chapter

Ibid.

Aethiopis was later

(it referred to
in the Iliad

I follow Heubeck,

I disagree with Heubeck only

110.

in

the rendering of dynvopa -it would have been tactless of
Odysseus
point.

to speak about his riv a l ’s “obstinate"

The terminology here,

of character

though,

soul at this

denotes permanent elements

(cf. F i n l e y ’s remarks below n.27).

Vs.

561-5 are

a significant passage with regard to terms of anger
Homeric epics and recall
112-3,

119,

157-8,

Book 9 of the Iliad

(cf.

in the

vs.33,

107,

and especially P h o e n i x ’s plea to Achilles

CàÀA’ 'AxiAeü Sdpaacrov eupov p é y a v ” où5é

ri as xph

/

EXEIV -vs.496-7],

to v.562.

I refer to

IV pp.75-6).

For a good

a passage very similar

the same subject again below Chapter
discussion on phvig
(1966 and
pOeov

1986).

(v.561)

in Homer,

Further,

see the two articles

vnAsèç hrop

by Considine

the rather rare expression ënoç

kcxi

indicates graciousness and extra-politeness on

O d y s s e u s ’ part.
See H e u b e c k , 110.
Apart from that,

one may argue that the Iliad seems to imply

213

(cf. 6.357-8)
war
■*' Cf.
Cf.

that the action

is animated by Zeus'
Colder,
9.2.

25;

See,

(especially)

hostility towards the two sides.

see below Chapter VI p. 138.

among modern commenta t o r s , Stanford
and

the "eloquence"

1963,

x i (with n. 6 ). Finley

of this silence that

contains a sense of form,
a man

in the last period of the Trojan

"Ajax's

1978,

92-3

125 notes on

inflexibility

the form of the self,

without which

is unrecognizable."

See Stanford

1964

I, 401.

See Finley

1978,

1 10.

judgement.

There

is a vast amount of emotion

See,

1954,

for

instance,

ana confuting

I do not agree with this extraordinary

Stanford

in the Odyssey.

1964 I, 381 and 401.

the ancient commentators,

Contrarily,

see Van der Valk

1949,

229-30.
See Heubeck,
See Page
Ibid.,

111.

1955,

27.

26-7.

Contra see Heubeck,

At least as far as Odysseus
(vs.617-26),
speech

of course,

is "necessary"

Nekyia ends,
into Hades

Odysseus'

(cf.

is concerned.

but Odysseus

most

Heracles speaks to him

does not answer.

in the sense that

it stresses,

dangerous enterprise,

also vs.474-6),

Heracles and Odysseus have
1

110-1.

something,

in common.

as the

the descent

besides,

See Heubeck,

Heracles’

that
114 and

16.

Cf.

V.390.

Heubeck

authenticity of the
instructions,

(100-1),

line.

though,

argues against the

(Odysseus,

had slaughtered a sheep

214

following T e i r e s i a s ’
in order to facilitate

his contact with the shades -cf.
See Stanford

1964

See Heubeck,

109.

Cf.

I, 397;

vs.48-50).

also Heubeck,

100.

E u s t . , 428.

NOTES TO CHAPTER IV

See Davies

1989b,

6

Chrestomathy is of unknown date,

- 8 . Proclus'

but possidly close to Apollodorus'

Bibliotheca,

first, century B.C.

its purpose and "system "

(ibid.,

7).

For

dated to the

see below p p.62-3.
See Davies

1989b,

7, and M o n r o , 12; cf.

below n.44;

cf.

also the

inscription Tabula V e r o n e n s i s , giving an outline of the contents
of the epic
Cf.

(Sadurska,

56ff.).

II. 17.712ff .

See Monro,

14.

Cf.

Sophocles'

Cf.

Od. 5.309-10:

paV nepi

version

HnAeicovi

in the Ajax.

ore po i

nAsTaxa

eavovri.

xaArnpea aoCipa / Tpwsg ènépp i-

Admittedly,

Odysseus

does not

actually say that he was fighting off the Trojans while
carried the body;

his words may be understood as a general

reference to the battle over the fallen
however,

Ajax

Achilles.

I am inclined,

to consider them as referring to the more particular

phase when Ajax carried

Achilles’ corpse,

because this could

\ /

certainly have been a suitable situation for spears to be thrown
against Odysseus -who was protecting

215

Ajax's action.

Cf.

also

A

*' '

below nn.S and 9.
on Od. 11.547;

^ C f . sch.

oi cpoveuaévrEÇ ûnô

rù nrcopa ’AxiAAécoc; èBâorazev.
happened?

Epit.5.4.

How this could possibly have

In the cyclic epics,

miraculous;

see Griffin,

Strangely,

’OôucjCTéoç ore AVaç

though,

there

is room for the

40-2.

Apollodorus'

picture of Ajax BaAAopevoç

BéAecri seems to recall O d . 5.309-10.
TO

ÔÈ AVavroq dvSpefg

quoted]
Eust.

1542,

vEKpov,
The

(III,

[and Gd. 5.309-10 are

145).

9: or i SnAaSh

’ÜSucraeùç psv eBdaracre rPv 'AxiAAéwg

AVaç 5È unepnanizev.

vEwrepoi

there,

'’Opnpoq paprupeT

kqi

may well

tnough,

have

been the poet of the Aethiopis;

was

any earlier poem presenting Odysseus as carrying

the body and Ajax as fighting off the Trojans? This question may
never receive an answer.
See Monro,

Cf.

also below n.62.

35.

Having

in mind the version of the Little Iliad

70-1),

one indeed can hardly think that an argument

a god would have been a weak one.
of

Ajax's

"suitability"

argued that

to carry

On the other hand,
Achilles'

Ajax was rated second after

-and that certainly

includes second

were concerned with "practical"

(see below pp.

body,

him more easily than the short Odysseus

in support

it may be

him among the Achaeans

in stature,

details,

inspired by

if epics

so that he could carry
(cf.

11.3.168,

193 and

227) .
See Stanford

1954,

13-9,

and,

66-80,

2 5 6 - 7 (n.2).

On Odysseus

especially as a warrior,

216

in the Iliad ibid.,
2 5 4 (n.2).

This

is much more probable than believing that some

Scholiasts simply confused the roles of Ajax and Odysseus
the rescue of Achilles'

corpse.

This may have been the case

concerning the Little Iliad as well.

In the new Teubner edition

of Poetarum Epicorum Graecorum Testimonia et Fragmenta
sometimes severe criticism of it see Davies
editor

A.Bernabe

(= Iliades Parvae,

1989c,

(for a

passim)

in the fragments of the Little

includes

in

see below n.40)

a fragrnentum dubium

the

Iliad

(fr.32)

in which the occasion seems to be the rescue of Achilles’ body:
Odysseus appears to tell
indeed does that.
included

The fragment,

in D a v i e s ’ edition.

from a late composition,
also Kakridis,
6

Ajax that he will

(III,

230).

1989b,

22 believes that

its "homerizing"

it must come

style.

See

60

rov opepov cpncri rdv AVavra éaurov

The word dpepog meant

the last part of the night
Davies

1a c u n a e , is not

passim.

ThV Aie Ion I5a ypdcpcov nspi

àvsAeîv

which has many

West,

despite

carry the corpse and

(Severyns,

in early Greek

(and only later the dawn)
324-5 and 328-31,

too,

-see

seems to have

accepted that the Aethiopis brought the story further).

See also

below Chapter V p.91.
^ See,

for

instance,

Davies 1989b,

8

; cf.

also below n.22.

■xe sge M o n r o , 2.
See Davies
Ibid. ,

8

1989b,

7-8.

, 60 and 62.

"' Cf. Jebb,

xiv-xvi.

It is obvious that the narration of the same events was
considered by Proclus as a "doublet",

217

irrespective of even quite

substantial

differences

in details;

this attitude

by the fact that he wrote summaries
See Jebb,

xvi:

for

(see Davies

is warranted

1989b,

8

).

discussions on the similarities between the

Iliad and the Aethiopis see Monro,

14-8 and Davies

1989b,

56

(both pointing out differences between the two epics as well).
For the issue of the date of the Aethiopis -and of the Epic
Cycle

in general- see n.21 of the preceding chapter and Davies

1989a,
Cf.

passim.

Davies

See Jebb,

1989b,

65 and 77.

xiv.

Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid.,

xiii

Apollod.

with n.2.

Epit.5.5-6.

I refer to this below p. 69.
See below p.71.

However,

rhat Apollodorus may have followed Sophocles'

the possibility
Ajax cannot be

excluded.
Much discussion can be held about the nature of Ajax’s madness
(cf.

below -in the subchapter on the Sack of Troy- pp.69-70.

Col linge,

55,

and Holt

1980,

the association of Athena,

22-5 treat this

issue.

already from the Nekyia,

Furthermore,
with

[this

part of] the Ajax myth may constitute an indication that the
goddess ought to have played a role

in the h e r o ’s death

Pindar did not connect her with the story).
see Kamerbeek,

7-8;

also,

above Chapter

(only

On Ajax and Athena

I p.32 with n.ll5,

and

below Chapter VI p p . 131-2.
See Severyns,

331;

Kamerbeek,

3. Holt 1980,

26 and 32(n.29)

notes that the older sources made no mention of the madness;
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see also Grossmann,
See Sadurska,
1 6 “7

65-71.

passim.

For the date of the inscriptions

ibid.,

.

Ibid.,

18-9.

Ibid.
Ibid..

24-37.

Ibid.,

30.

especially 29-31.

Holt

1980,

32(n.29)

remarks that "the Tabula

11 iaca

IS willing to depart from the epic cycle to incorporate material
which

became popular

See Jebb,

xiv; Holt

in Roman times".
(ibid.)

says that

in the Aethiopis Ajax

"seems to have brooded and killed himself

in his tent".

See also

discussion in the subchapter on the Sack of Troy

the relevant

oelow pp.75-6.
See Davies

1989b,

vulnerable

in Homer,

Cf.

60-1

(cf. Jebb,

cf.

xviii-xix).

For

Ajax

being

11.14.402-6 and 23.820-3.

below p. 82 and n.lOl.

Poet. 1459a.

Bernabe

in his edition of Poetarum Epicorum

Graecorum Testimonia et Fragmenta I (=Teubner,
that there are more than one Iliades Parvae.

1987)

Cf.

considers

Davies

1989b.

62-3.
Paus.

X.25-7.

See Davies

1989b,

63.

I think,

though,

discussion of the Aethiopis above,
been the other way round:

as

that the case may well

Iliad.

Davies himself admits this

10).

19-20.

in my
have

the end of the Aethiopis was arranged

to fit the beginning of the Little

See Monro,

I tried to show

(ibid.,

One of P r o c l u s ’ criteria for eliminating

219

overlapping material
Monro,

may have been the length of the reference.

36 also suggested that

the heroes akin to him
prominent figures,

in Arctinus'

poems

(Ajax and Neoptolemus)

whilst

Achilles and

were the

in the Little Iliad Odysseus played

a more important role.
See Jebb,

xvi;

Davies

1989b,

See Jebb,

xvi;

Monro.

27 and 36.

matters of chronology
the Aethiopis),
the Little

64.
Cf.

(the Little

see above

n.24.

Iliad is certainly

For
later than

For the unhomeric elements of

Iliad see Davies 1989b,

M o n r o , 24-5 has

also above n.44.

64-5.

On the other hand,

located a large proportion of material

derived

from Homer.
See above Chapter
Contrarily,

III pp. 49-50.

Kameroeek,

Cf. Monro,

3 and Davies

1989b,

25 and 35.
64 do not seem

to exclude this possibility.

See also below n.53.

See M o n r o , 24 and 35;

1989b,

Davies

64;

cf.

also below nn.51

and 62.
See Jebb,

xvi .

See above pp.64-5 and n.46;
Cf.

M o n r o , 21,

35,

air of comedy");

and,

Jebb,

especially,
xix.

propensity of the Greeks
about something
event,

also Jebb,

However,

Davies

1989b,

64.

("having an unm istakeabl e

it seems as if there was a

in archaic years to make up their minds

in response to the occurrence of some accidental

such as chance utterances;

accord with archaic thinking.
a woman slave

24

xvi;

this idea may have been in

In the Odyssey

(20.98-121),

in O d y s s e u s ’ household suddenly stopped grinding

barley and wished that the suitors would die that very day;

7

-
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S.

V

this was considered by Odysseus as an omen of success for his
task to kill

the suitors.

Cf.

also

18.112-6 and

may be a way of understanding the "logic"
the Little
•a-z 2ee

122-3.

This

of the version of

Iliad.

Davies

1989b,

64.

This constitutes the one and only common element

between the

versions of the Odyssey and the Little

Iliad.

the "perfect agreement"

(Kamerbeek,

in Kara BouAncriv ' Aenvâç

in Proclus'

' Aenvâç npovoiQc in fr.2* of the Little

summary and

3)

Cf.

Gd . 11.547 and

Iliad.
See Davies

1989b,

64.

Ibid.
See above p . 6 6
accepted.
Frazer

and n.29.

Apollodorus'

reliability

is generally

In the Introduction to the Loeb edition of The Library

notes

(vol.I,

pp.xviii-xix):

"The fidelity with which

ne reproduced or summarized the accounts of writers whose works
are accessible to us inspires us with confidence

in accepting

his statements concerning others whose writings are
Following Wilamowitz,
drew on Sophocles'

Kamerbeek,

4 believes that Apollodorus

Ajax concerning the elements of Ajax’s

madness and Athena’s interference.
that both Apollodorus
of the Little

Further,

ap.

Cf.

Apollod.

Cf.

Philostr.

it is worth noting

in the Epitome and Proclus

in the summary

Iliad fail to speak about how the award of the

arms to Odysseus was decided.
Porphyr.

lost".

Eust.

on 11.2.557

Epit.5.7.

Hero icue 35.15.

22Î

(285,

30).

' See Davies
purpose

1989b,

65.

He goes on to argue that

"the original

behind the treatment of Ajax's corpse will probably

have related to his suicide:

the belief that those who have

died oy their own hands must be buried differently from those
who oie normally

is primitive and world-wide and takes many

manifestations."
See Monro,

24 and 35-6;

See Davies

1989b,

also my Appendix

62 and 74.

<f:.3 2ee above pp.62-3;

also Davies

1989b,

According to a more popular myth.
sons of Asclepius,
11.2.731-2,

Soph.

with medicine

Erbse
Cf.

cf.

III,

though,

In Soph.

according to Heracles'

(cf.

was connected

P h i l . 1468-9 the
prophecy,

will

be healed

For the distinctive skills of the two

11.4.191-5

222),

Machaon and Podaleirius were

Poseidon,

Dd.9.520ff).

by Asclepius himself.
doctors,

62.

the physician god and son of Apollo
P h i l . 1358).

(cf.

nomonymous hero,

(p. 191).

(for M a c h a o n ) , sch.

and Eust.

(in II.) 859,

on 11.11.515

(see

42.

fr.3 Kinkel.

See above p. 65;
sgg Monro,

29.

also Jebb,
Davies

xiii

1989b,

with n.2.

77 agrees with this.

I am inclined to agree with Monro,
passage

is not the usual,

See Monro,

Posthorn.
(...)

29;

Severyns,

29 that the tone of the

neutral one of the poet / na r r a t o r .
358ff.

ix.325ff.

Ûiopfiûnç ÊK Anpvou cPiAoKrhrnv avdyei.

Maxdovoç

kqi

various fates

povopaxnaaç
in poetry,

îaeeiç <5È oüroç ünù

'AAsÇdvSpy Kreivei.
see Davies

222

1989b,

On Machaon's

65-6.

See

Jebb,

xi ii (n.2).

Ibid.,

xiii.

Ibid.,

xiii (n.2).

Ibid.
See Davies

1989b,

77.

Ibid.
Ibid.
See Monro,
or

29.

For xwopévoio

"w r a t h " is sufficient.

Cf.

I think that the rendering

"anger"

11,9.107 and n.23 of the preceding

chapter.
«0

See TrGF 3, 280-91

Bx See Jebb,
B-ji:; For

(=frs.174-8).

xxii(n.2).

the presentation of the Ajax myth by Sophocles see below

Chapter VI

(pp. 129-37

in particular).

See above p p . 40-66.
Poet. 1459a.
See Welcker,
'3*' See Jebb,

53.

xix.

Ibid.
Ibid.,
B'v sf.

xix-xx.

fr.l74.

could have
Ibid.;
^ Cf.

See Kamerbeek,

5;

he also suggests that the Nereids

been the judges of the contest.

also Jebb,

xx.

also Ovid M e t a m . 13.1-398.

For this scene see Stanford 1954,

138-41.
Cf.

N . 8 . 24.

See Jebb,

See

below Chapter V pp. 113-4.

xx.

223

Ibid.

C-F. also the end of the Danaid trilogy

(the trial of

H y p e r m n e s t r a ).
Ibid.,
For

xx-xxi.

debating techniques

Cho.904ff.
(cf.

in Aeschylus cf.

Stichomythia

Agam.931ff.

See Stanford

in his plays as well

xxii(n.30).

5.

See TrGF 3, 205-8

(=frs.83-5).

aè Twv aixpcAwTwv K n ô e p o v i K ô v pév,

.loo

où phv eùnpÔQCjnov
See Jebb.

is well

(K n ôepoVIKOv) , but not,
(e ù n pÔQonoV ): for
Menelaus.

his interpretation of the scholion

"He [the Scholiast]

of the captives

cbç AîcrxùAoç èv Bpi^aaaiç,

dpa yàp oTov crïxpaAôrouç éniripàv rÿ MeveAàw.

xx i with n.21;

is as follows:

and

and Eum.585ff.).

1963,

See Kamerbeek.

is important

Suppl.333ff.

means

that the condition

suited to the expression of sympathy
on the whole,

suited to their part

it is unseemly that captives should censure

Hence we learn that the Chorus

denounced the part taken by the

Atreidae

in the Gppcrara i
in the award of the

a r m s ."
See Jebb.

xxi.

Cf.

sch.

Bphdcra Iç xhv dvaipeoiv
C f . Find.

1,6.47-8:

vüv nepInAavdraI

on Soph.

Ajax 815:

AîaxùAoç èv

AVavroq 5 1 ' àyyéAou ànayyeîAaç.

rov pèv appnxrov pudv,

enpog.

cpeavei

This passage,

wanep rôôe Séppa pe

of course,

constitutes

only an implicit reference to A j a x ’s invulnerability.
Cf.

also the ancient

'Ynoeeciq of S o p h o c l e s ’ Ajax ad fin.,

which seems to have misread Pindar;
povnv aurnv rpcorhv eTxev,

laropeT

22i

nepi

k qi

Sè

rnç nAeupâç,

nîv5apoç,

ori

dr i rd pèv a ô p a ,

onep ÈKdAuipev n Àeovrn,
spEivE.

drpcorov nv,

ro 5È pn KŒAupeèv rpcjrôv

For a detailed reference to Ajax's

invulnerability,

including a list of the ancient sources of it and modern
bibliography,
See Stanford

see M.I.Davies,
1963,

153-4 with n.33.

169 and 2 7 7 (n.41).

See below Chapter VI pp. 146-8.
X OS sgg Solder,

;i,ggg

Jebb,

13.

xxii,

and Kamerbeek,

lor See TrGF 3, 333-5
See Jebb,
lo'v

See Welcker,

(=frs.216-20).

and Kamerbeek,

56-7,

and Jebb,

6

.

xxii(n. 2).

See J e b b ,

xxii.

■”

Cf. Soph.

Ajax 622-34 and 849-51.

13--

See Jebb,

xxiii,

•1

I

xxii,

5.

See Solder,

13.

and Kamerbeek,

6

.

As regards terminology,

though,

I am a bit

uneasy at his using the word "redemption",
ii-'i- See Jebb,

xlvi-xlvii;

Sutton,

49-56

(on Eurysaces)

and 132-9

(on Teucer).

NOTES TO CHAPTER V

^ Pindar used to draw material

out of the myths about the heroes

of the particular city of the victor he praised -without this
being an absolute rule
passim).

The Aeacidae

family branches -from

(see Bowra

1964,

297-302,

and Stoneman,

(as successive generations and two major
Aeacus to Peleus,
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Achilles,

Neoptolemus

]

ana from Aeacus to Telamon,

Ajax)

Aeginetans as their ancestors
N . 3.65-6,

1.5.39-45).

of Pindar:

1,4.34-9,

Ajax

1.6.26,

P. 8 .21-7,

is mentioned

N . 7.20-31,

references which are examined
1.5.48,

(cf.

were regarded by the

and fr.lS4.

N. 8 , 1.5,

(N.4,

1.5,

1.6).

1.6)

lengthy

in this chapter- N.2.14,

More specifically,

Ajax

N.4.48,

is mentioned

Aeginetan victors

Nisetich remarks that

(N.4,

in three of them

the hero "serves to exemplify the renown of

Aegina.

His

to this

Aeginetan claim on him"

immemorial

connection with Salamis

For Pindar's affection for
Huxley,

in the following poems

N.B.21-34 -the more

in five of the eleven odes written for
N.7,

93-100 and also

9, and Mullen,

(see Nisetich,

is no obstacle
14 and 76Cn.24j).

Aegina see Fogelmark,

143-8.

1 2 3 - 4 (n.38),

One of the greatest examples of

that affection in Pindaric poetry

is the Eighth Nemean,

where

the poet seems to have been concerned more with the ancient
glory of Aegina than the victory of Dei nias
epiclesis

AT y iva cpiAa pârep

between Thebes

in P.8.98).

(Pindar’s native town)

,
A
(cf. also Pindar's \

There were close

and Aegina;

besides,

mythology the nymphs Theba and Aegina were sisters,
aaughters of Asopos.
the Theban-born,

links
in

both

Pindar often emphasizes the ties between

panhellenic hero Heracles and the Aeacidae

Peleus and Telamon,

Ajax

(see above Chapter

I p p . 18-21;

cf.

N.3 and N.4 -first Trojan expedition with Heracles and Telamonand also

1,6.50-4,

of Ajax.

See also Huxley,

The

where Heracles foretells to Telamon the birth
27-8).

issue of the chronology of the odes

thorniest questions

is still one of the

in the study of Pindar.
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Bowra

1964,

406-13

("Pindaric C h r o n o 1o g y "=Appendix
doubc,

tnougn,

1.4 in 476,

N.7

II)

has placed,

in 467 and N.B

Teubner edition of the Pindaric odes Snell
dates:

474/3? for

1.4,

485? for N.7,

N.7,

the ode was placed

in 1951

(HSCP 60,

and thematically
N.0

I would favour

Regarding the major

in the date suggested for

in 467 mainly after J.H.Finley's article

61-80)

in connection with the earlier

relevant Paean

6

(see below p p . 107-10).

15 generally placed between 460 and 457,

the dramatic crisis
by N.O.Brown

In the

and 459? for N. 8 . Although

(see below p . 121).

difference between Bowra and Snell

in 459.

gives the following

I am inclined to follow B o w r a ’s chronology,
a later date for N . 8

not without any

t ne years of

between the island and Athens.

(TAPhA 82 [19513

1-28)

445 did not gain any acceptance.

\

An attempt

to date the ode as late as

That article

is discussed below

p p .119-21.
I aim,

though,

to show something relevant here:

that there

a concern about the h e r o ’s fate on the p o e t ’s part,
up

is

which comes

in the case of each ode.

I refer to Adolf KÜhnken
1971

and Frank Nisetich

Nisetich

(see Kb'hnken,
(see Nisetich,

24-33,
1-3,

42-72,

9-23,

94-113)

73-9)

in 1989.

is concerned with H o m e r ’s presence and influence

odes of Pindar.

In his Part

K Ü h n k e n ’s valuable work

though,

see Carey

mythological

material;

in the

I he examines the same three odes as

myself.

1981,

(for some

just objections to it,

3) stresses the function of the
ne examines the odes

in reverse order to

Nisetich and myself.
^ In N.7,

however,

it is obvious that the main myth

-

in
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is that of

Neoptolemus.

See Nisetich,

Those are included

7 6 - 7 (n.26).

in our extracts

more reference to Odysseus

(N.7 and N.8).

There

in Pi n d a r ’s surviving poetry;

depreciatory as well,

since Palamedes

is considered as

poc TDÛ ’ ÜôucTCTécoç E Î ç

CTOcpicç Aoyov

it (fr.260).

See Stanford

1954,

in

it is

K u p iû re -

99.

® See below pp. 90 and 95.

For the few other references to Homer

in Pindaric poetry see Nisetich,
that

is one

"the mention of Homer

1-2.

The same scholar

remarks

by name seems to have been

t ne determining factor

in the study of Pindar's relationship

to him".

is "present" even

Indeed,

Homer

in Pindaric passages

where he is not mentioned by name.
See Nisetich,
Pindar,
'

1-23,

esp.

Concerning

"Horner"

in

I am in accord with most views of Nisetich.

Apart from Nisetich,
objections-,
Although

see also Fitch,

and Parnell

I regard

69-70 and,

II,

352.

interpreters of Pindar

for further

bibliography,

but still with some valuable remarks,
passim),

passim -with Nisetich's

1.3 and 1.4 as a single poem,

t ne view accepted by most
1981a,

1-3 and 22-3.

according to
(see Segal

84[n.9];

see Privitera

contra,

''

1978/9,

I keep the separate numbering of the verses considering

it more convenient.
See Nisetich,
'- See Parnell
See Kohnken,

10.

II, 352.
109(nn.94 and 95);

83-4.
See Bury 1892,

170.
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also Hubbard,

110-5;

Krummen,

See Nisetich,
through the

11.

The phrase may well

influence of poetry -of.

refer to familiarity
1.3.15;

see Farnell

II,

348.
See Nisetich,
toTç

'’EAAncr

11. One has to follow the schoiion on 58e
nsp ieno

I

incre

"chv

a ù xc ov

pavepàv

noinaaç)

rightly -cf.

Thummer

II,

KaKOKpicriav

in order to interpret popcpdxv exei
and Nisetich,

11 and 13;

Pearson

135 misread popcpùv sxsi

1922,

Greeks")

cf.

(ôveiSoç

also Soph.

Ajax

179.

72-3

The way

("Ajax was blamed by the

is indeed surprising.

;ie5 See Thummer

II,

72; Nisetich,

11-2;

Aethiopis see also above Chapter

Krummen,

84-5 (n. 20).

On the

IV pp.58ff.

See K o h n k e n , 105.
Ibid.,
17-8,

110 and
23-4,

See Farnell
See Segal

112-3.

31,

See also Segal

35b-36,

42,

43,

48,

1981a,
60,

70-81.

65-6,

69,

Of.

vs. 2,

71.

I, 259.

1981a,

75. Segal

also suggests that Pindar

is playing

on the similar sounds of the two epithets.
I am in accord with Nisetich,
"exalt" or

"extol"

11-2 arguing for the rendering

("completely" or "to the full" -in

combination with naacrv) for opecoaa iç instead of "redeem" or
"restore";
1981a,

cf.

II, 74 and KÜhnken,

111;

also Segal

82 and 86(n.48).

See Fitch,

58 and Nisetich,

See Nisetich,
appear to cast
Ajax:

Thummer

10-3.

1-3;

cf.

above p.90.

It is worth noting here that the Scholiasts

doubt upon the notion that reripaKev refers to

XpÙQinnoç àpcpiBoAôv cpncxi roûro eTvai,

fi e n ' ’üôucjcrécoç Aéyei"

norepov en ' AVcxvrog

ndvxore ydp 6 H ivSapoç rôv Aïavxa eaupd-
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ze I . V Û V oè 6 Aôyoç auvçôsi
C'f. Nisetich,
the

’ÜSuacreî

(on 63a).

75 (n.2), who cites views of previous critics on

"Opnpog of v.37.

See Nisetich,

See also next note.

11-3 and,

especially,

refutes Fitch's arguments

(58-9)

76(n.20),

where he eloquently

in favour of the view that

the "Homer"

of 1.4 had to be the author of the Aethiopis.

Farnell

352 and Bowra

II,

Iliad may have
recent

book,

However,

1964,

71 and 283 also argued that the

been the "Homeric"

Krummen,

85(n.20)

poem

in question.

seems to share Fitch's view.

one should not confine

Ajax's dperdv

exclusively to his conduct over Acnilies'
Nisetich,
well:

"the

the base,

75(n.l0)

body

rightly rejects the Odyssey

'Homer'

of

In her

in Troy
(=A e t hiopis).
(Book

11) as

1.4 is not likely to be the poet who gave

cunning Odysseus alluded to at lines 34-35 a voice;

It IS unthinkable,

also that Ajax would have received his due

of praise from such a character."
Cf.

above Chapter

See Nisetich,

II pp. 34-45.

9 and 12-3;

Ajax shares the ranking
(KulImann,

cf.

also the notion that

"first after

Achilles" with Odysseus

82).

See Norwood,

173 and 268 (n. 44).

This striking presentation of a young athlete
the one of Heracles
that follows

it.

is analogous with

(uoppdv B p a x u c , i+juxùv 5 ’ aKapnrog -v.53)

The fact that Melissos

is likened to Heracles,

his most famous compatriot and the greatest Greek
too,

in the Cycle

was "short"

in comparison to the giant

the question about Melissos'

hero,

Antaeus,

who,

shows that

looks should not be pressed too
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far.

One has to bear

in mind that Pindar

in this ode -see Finley
Archilochus and that
been considered,
354);

cf.

below

1955,

66;

cf.

below n.43.

is why statements

rather hastily,
n.33.

is and feels at home
Pindar

is not

like those of v.53 had

as "shocking"

(Farnell

Finley assumes that Melissos

II,

"had to face

some Goliath of an opponent and was contemptible only on first
impression";
lion"

(69).

he won "by the arts of the fox as well
Farnell's suggestion

(I, 258)

by the

that "Pindar allows

us to suspect that there were some people who complained that
Melissos

had won by unfair means"

See Farnell

I, 259.

Ibid.,

cf.

258;

sentiment

is expressed

See Norwood,

ggg Privitera

340:

1982,

elementi

However,

è una del le odi

"kunstlerisch nicht eben bedeutend" .
57:

"Per

la complessa e nitida euritmia
la vivezza del le imagini,

de i s e g n i , 1’ Istmica quarts

piu belle e suggestive.

la terza,

1955,

67; Segal

e assolutamente
1981a,

See below Chapter VII

3 © See Farnell
Cf.

II,

353.

-1-0 See Farnell

II,

353.

incredibi1e ." Cf.

p. 178 with nn.23 and 24.
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in real ta

suppore che

1o

p r e m e t t e n d o 1e come pro-

70 and 81.

1.6.53.

(...)

la per-

Simmetrica come un

essa rifiuta aggiunte e ampliamenti:

stesso Pindaro abbia potuto sconciarla,
emio

I think that a similar

in P.2.83-4.

compositivi,

fetta funzionalita

cristallo,

172-4.

172.

See Wilamowitz,

degli

Norwood,

is surely far-fetched.

also Finley

See Farnell

I, 259.

See KÜhnken,
4 recent

108.

book

this element

by tveline Krummen pays particular attention to
in the Pindaric odes.

On 1.4 see especially pp.

79-94.
On song

bringing

QBÙpe IV (v.39)

s.v.

see Thummer

II,

See KÜhnken,

suggested.

âeOpw.
74;

For the rather problematic Kara

KÜhnken,

111-3;

'pdBôov

Krummen 85-6 with n.22.

14.
111;

This may well

also P. 6.7-18.

has a different meaning from cteupe at. N . 3 . 44;

see Slater,

See Nisetich,

lasting fame cf.

Privitera

have

1982,

55;

Nisetich,

been the battle of Plataea,

The brevity of the reference,

13.
as

Farnell

Farnell I, 257

went on to say,

may snow that Pinaar was not happy with the position adopted by
his compatriots
See Segal

1981a,

See Segal

1967,

in the Persian Wars.
79.
431-2 with n.2; Kirkwood

Si, j follow S e g a l ’s division.
section of the ode
wnich they contain
sta ggg Most,
Cf.

1975,

56-7.

Vs. 17-43 constitute the second

(among four).

For the thorny difficulties

see Kirkwood 1982, 266.

148 with n.56.

the opening of

also Most,

the Odyssey

149 -with the notion

(1.1-2 and 4).
(n.65)

See

that Frankei

Nisetich,

16;

was the

first who suggested that Pindar refers to the Odysseus of the

Odyssey here.

I agree with Most that Pindar cannot have

the judgement of the Achillean arms
Carey

1981,

143

in v s . 20-2.

(the reference to Odysseus
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in mind

The view of

in vs.20-2 and

the following myth of Ajax
to be too categorical.
Scholiast,
(...)

when

"must be aisti n g u i s h e d " ) seems to me

He is right to note,

interpreting vs.20-3

ph roaaûrcï nenpaxévai

ruxcov no I nroû ëvSo^ÔTspa

k q

(...)
)

though,

that the

(èyù 5 É , cpncjfv, ÉÀnizw

rùv ’üSuaaéa

psizova

s c t x e v

(...).

dyaeoû ydp

ëpya n Karcôpecoae ) ,

confuses ndeav with npdÇiv.
See Most,
Oaysseus

149.
is explicitly compared to a bard

and 518-21)

and the vocabulary used by Alcinous

that of N . 7 . 20-3.

There

wnere noravp paxavp

is a relevant

see Kirkwood 1982,

See Carey

in the scholia,

in Pindar -cf.

P. 1.92,

266.

15.

1981,

as some scholars
n.34),

to

267.

Note that xepSog has negative meaning

So Nisetich,

idea

is similar

is said to reflect the Homeric enea nrspoe-

VTQ -see Kirkwood 1982,

P.2.78;

(cf. also O d . 17.514-5

presents

144.
oo

Also,

to read ye instead of re in v.22,

(see KWhnken,

53; Kirkwood 1975,

79 with

difficulties regarding syntax and meaning;

see

M o s t , 1 4 8 (n.54).
For a good presentation of the issue and critical
previous attempts at its solution,
concludes,

however,

^ See Carey

Carey

if the Ajax-reference did

See also below p . 102.

437.

1981,

144-6.

I would probably accept that

vs.22-4 refer exclusively to Homer,

See Kromer,

1981,

that the whole sentence refers to Homer,

a view with which I disagree.

not follow them.

see Carey

reference to

143 and 146.
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See

Kromer,

Ibid.

438.

(so Most,

See Lefkowitz

151 and Segal

1984,

passim.

compared to wrestling,

and

1967,

Cf.

442).

the end of N.4,

1.2.35.

where poetry

See also Steiner,

is

16-21.

See below pp. 108-10.
See Carey

1981,

See Slater,
See Carey

146.

s.v.

1981,

Cf. 0.9.38.

KÀénTU.
144.

See Most,

See Nisetich,
See KÜhnken,

152.

19.
57.

See G i 1ders 1eeve , 130.
See Nisetich,

15;

he rightly connects the epithet xucpAbv with

perception.
See Nisetich,
to G d . 11.547

77 (n.4);

he also holds that op iAoq cannot refer

(=to the judges of the contest for the

Achillean

a r m s ).
So Segal

1967,

443 (n.28);

0.7.24-6 and 30-1,
says that the
154:

Most,

0.12.7-9;

152-4 and Nisetich,

also

11.9.318-20,

Achaeans could not discern real

"If the Homeric heroes were

then how much more careful

Pindar's own

16.

See Most,

152.

See Carey

1981,

147.
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value

Achilles
(cf. Most,

incapable of seeing reality,

avoid making a similar mistake!").
See Nisetich,

where

16. Cf.

listeners must be to

30

_ Çavew MEVÉÀ#

(v.29),

EÙaunvàou ZEcpupoio

(v.30).

For the

significance of those Homeric reminiscences see Most,
n. 8

8

.

See Segal
3

'.v^ Cf.

153 with

1967,

Theog.27.

441.

See further

It may appear

that

Segal 1967, 441 (n.22).

in regard to

this there

Detween the two

odes.

to Dear

that Pindar presents

in mind

the same thing
(Homer)

I do not think this

(the power of poetry)

in each passage.

effects"

of poetry

truthful)

mission

is the case;

one has

two contrasting aspects

of

through the same subject

And after exemplifying the “side

in N.7,
(cf.

is a contradiction

he proclaims his own

v.63 -see especially Nagy

(different/
1990,

423 with

n n .42 and 45).
See Segal

1967,

442; Carey 1981,

See Segal

1967,

442.

Cf.

1981 ,

144.

Carey

See sch.

on 70,

with n . 109,
Cf.

Paean

6

94a,

95b,

100a, 123a, 150a.

Carey

Norwood,

391-400;

See Lloyd-Jones,

1981,
84;

(n.85).

Fogelmark,

90-116;

Kirkwood

1975,

KÜhnken,

42-60.

135-6.

Gerber,

184-5 with n.lO.

See Bundy,

4, 9 and 28-9;

See Bundy,

4 and 28-9;

scholia,

155-6.

, 105-20.

Tugendhat,

Cf.

Most,

and 135-6.

c f . the scholia mentioned above

passim;

146 and 181;

Thummer

I, 94-8;

he discusses the

information of the

but not always with his customary accuracy.

See Thummer

I, 96;

cf.

also,
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more recently,

Lefkowitz

1980,

128

39-48.

For some eloquent arguments against these views,

Kirkwood

1975,

59-63.

pg Kirkwood

1975,

See Norwood,

84.

See Kirkwood

1975,

Ibid.,

That single exception

Cf.

74-5.

also vs. 70-3.

60

(with nn.9 and 10) and 75.

59 and 74-5.

These extracts,

is P. 8 .
particularly vs. 102-4,appear

to be "autobiographical"; see Fogelmark,
159-62 and
Ibid.,

-10 2;

1981,

ggg Tugendhat,

.•o::5- See Kirkwood
1^4

See Carey

norj

Ibid.;

Carey

1981,

135,

Kirkwood

1975,

85 and

1982,

259.

133.
passim.

1975,

58-63,

76-7 and 85-9.

1981, 135-6.

cf.

n.92 above.

See Farnell

See also Kirkwood

1975, 61

and 1982,

259.

I, 209.

See Kirkwood
T

115-6;

177.

135 and 177;

■lox See Carey

see

1975,

58.

Ibid.
Ibid.,

75;

I-:!■<•> See Carey

cf.
1981,

.
1.1.i
. See Tugendhat,
.
1 x2; See Carey
% Ibid.,
114 N . 3 . 29;

1981,

Carey

1981,

134-5

136.

(following Tugendhat,

391-400;

Carey

1981,

389ff.).

135-6.

135.

134-6.
cf.

.
1.3.13 See Kirkwood

also P.3.114-5.
1975,

77.

11'"' The proDlems of the passage are carefully examined by Gerber,
passim -with reference to all previous attempts at their

236

solution.
Ibid.,
Carey

182-3 and 186-7;
1981,

him who
and

147-8.

I accept,

does not expect

Ajax)

See Carey

for dSoknrov
1981,

sgg Kirkwood

See Kirkwood
ibid.,

x::^■r ggg
S e e

Soréovra.

k œ i

79.

1976,

26.

discussions above n.2 and below pp. 118-20.

24.

1976,
6-7.

Carey

1976,

30.

30.

also Bury

See Carey

(=Neoptolemus

399.

1975,

Brown,

Ibid.;

[death] and him who does"

I, 215 and Carey

Kcjhnken,

See Carey

the interpretation "on

79.

See the chronological
S0 0

with them,

81-2 with n.38;

76.

Qgg Farnell

.1

1975,

147.

1975,

i^2 o ggg Tugendhat,

1== Cf.

also Kirkwood

1976,

1890,

153.

Cf.

0.13.114,

N.5. 14-5.

30.

Ibid.
See KÜhnken,

31-2

(with nn. 48-53).

to the question of what

For bibliographical

is the "new thing" of N. 8 , see Miller,

1 1 1 - 2 (n.2).

He concludes

originality

in mythic narrative nor to

(114)

that veapd refers
'new song'

but to a specific category of subject matter"
context",

to Dei nias'

agree with this view;

reference

"neither to
in general

(=to a "rhetorical

victory as a poetic subject).

I do not

I think Pindar puts a new ingredient

the Ajax-myth -see below p . 116; also,

237

in

against Miller's opinion.

see Nisetich,

7B(n.l9).

151;

32;

Kuhnken,

On novelty

Grotty,

passages from the odes:
I--.-; I prefer the rendering

in Pindar see Thummer

81-3 with n.26.

0.9.47-9,
"tales"

P . 1.60,

(cf.

Bury

word was used with the same connotation
(peôvoç understood
306;

Kdnnken,

with

nn.3 and 4

Cf,,

for

33 with n.57;

expressed.

Cf.

"

153)

in N.7.

Cf.

6

115.

Contra Nagy

1.6.53);

where the same

225

idea is

in the Pindaric odes,

24 and 2 6 f f .; Nagy

1979,

222-8;

177-8.

the words of the Scholiast

For aAxipov cf.
also Soph.
(p.121).

For the meanings

I reject,

(on 37):

1.4.35b and N. 7 . 26-7

Ajax 1319.

cf.

Cf.

Bradshaw,

ànô rcôv

Cf.

KeAeùeoiç

d n A ô a iç zwâg

(also

also below my

105,

and Miller,

Ajax was not at all presented such

a fact which Pindar could not refute,

"corresponds"

1979,

is "one who has p h t h o n o s ").

Ajax 154-9,

KÜhnken,

comments on v.27

Aeginetans-

II,

rdv cpeovov pernyaye rôv Aôyov.

25.

respectively.

also N.4.31.

31.

. Cf.

KÜhnken,

since the

(envy towards the happy man),

passim -especially

(pBovoLjvrcov éni

N . 2 . 13,

1890,

(envy towards the victor/the person praised

also Soph.

1976,

See Br o w n ,

1. :;?e

P. 11.25-30

I, 80-1;

Kirkwood 1984,
See Carey

N . 6 .53-4.

For envy as an important theme

see Thummer

'

Miller,

(subject of anrerai

P . 1.81-6

by a song).

relevant

is the subject of anrsra i. See Farnell

instance,

0.6.74-6,

Other

I,

in the

particularly
(v.35b-36),

115

Iliad,

in front of
which

to Ajax -see Carey's relevant remarks

(34);

also

below p . 126.
C f , 0.13.11-2,

P. 1.86,

P.2.86-8. See Carey 1976,

238

34;

Nisetich,

/

20-1.

See Farnell

I,

216. Miller,

too,

seems to agree

with that

(cf.

116) .
See Nisetich,

3; also 22

mentioned explicitly
.
1

See Carey
Cf.

,t^13 See
.1

See

1976,

N.7. 12-3;
Brown,
Bury

(for some reasons why Homer

in N. 8 ).

31.

also P. 3. 112-5,

1.7.16-9.

15.

1890,

154; Farnell

II, 306;

the commentators on the Ajax
^^^ See the references
though,

(Jebb,

Brown,

15. Cf.

Kamerbeek)

in the previous note.

also

ad loc.

Most recent scholars,

tend to ignore this similarity -even KÜhnken,

his viewpoint regarding the function of the myth
odes,

is not

despite

in the Pindaric

seems to do that.

See Carey

1976,

31;

See Carey

1976,

31.

so Miller,

116,

and Nisetich,

7S(n.l8).

,
1.3 0 Here the issue of how a ballot could have been corrupted comes
up.

I refer to this issue below Chapter VI p p . 158-9

relevant

notes,

(with the

and with bibliography).

13 1. See below pp. 118-20.
i3 ai I am in accord with Brown,
1976,
for
X=53: See

31 holds that the whole

Brown,

a view close to that of Brown.

15 (n.23).

see also KÜhnken,

especially,

AôCvou

Carey

idea that envy was responsible

Ajax's tragic death is "new",

Ibid.;
and,

15 with n.23 regarding this.

27(n.29).

Cf.

P. 1.84. Significantly,

in connection to Odysseus

239

G . 1-47, 0.2.97,

N.9.33,

we again have K p u c p i o u 5è

in fr.260

(v.2).

Sgg Brown,
■'

15 (n.23).

See Nisetich,

tr'ï-r See LSJ,

s.v.

xzaoB, seg

1890,

Bury

17.
espaneuo.
148 and especially Brown,

eepdneucraV, with
2 7 ( n . 3 0 ) . Cf.

15(n.23)

its connotation of servility");

("the verb
also KÜhnken,

1.8.8.

See below p. 118.
2

gg above n. 2 .

.
1 Æ.I gee,

for

instance,

ggg Bury

1890,

Qgg Farnell
See Brown,
t

There

Farnell

II, 303;

Brown,

13;

Finley

1955,

156

145-6.

II,

303.

11.

is neither sufficient

nor conclusive evidence about this

in N. 8 , not even in v s . 13-4.
See Wilamowitz,
See Brown,

411;

gee Wilamowitz,

■'

See a bove p . 114.
for
of N.4

^^^

•1

410-1.

instance,

the analogous mention of Aeacus

in vs.71-2

(surely earlier than N . 8 -473?).

See B r o w n ,

1 5 (n.23)

Ibid.,

18-23.

16,

and

Ibid. , 1 , 17,

and 28.

gee Ehrenberg,

178-82

Cf.

Knox

35(n.96).

Cf.

Soph.

On envy

12.

12.

:i

avo

Brown,

1961,
Ajax

157;

16.

(= Appendix C) .

for analogous passages see Jebb,

in Pindar see above n.l35.

240

An analogous

on 157.

locus communis

is the theme of the insignificance and transience of everything
human
Cf.

(cf.

P. 8 .95-6 ana Ajax

also P.2.51

which

and Ajax

125-6,

131-2;

127-30 -the punishment

IS their unavoidable ana merciless

Cf.

N. 8 .33 and Ajax 308;
(I take it that

hint at Odysseus,

the epithet

-see Carey

1976,

32;

Cf. N.B.23 and 27,
0.2.86,

ano Ajax

N.7.22-3;

Miller,

Blundell

1988,

0.11.19-20,

472-80,

549,

147[n.l3;

595

167-71

the Parodos of the Ajax

See Brown,

Cf.

P. 8 .44-5,

N.3.40-2,

(on the [aristocratic]
references see

is even more prominent

though,

0.2.86-8,

in

N.3.80-2

Stanford 1963,

in the passage).

188;

on 167-71,

I woula say that

is very much Pindaric

in vocadulary and

P.2.75 and Ajax

148-50).

16-7 with n.26.

16.

See below Chapter VI p. 159 and n.l28.
Finley

also

below n.l83.

passim);

also N.7.23 and Ajax

See also Brown,

cf.

(on excellence contrasted with inferiority

for echoes of other poets

(cf.

is a

between vs.32-4 and 21-5

0.13.13,

the theme

through a bird metaphor -see,

ideas

see below p. 124;

bioliographical

Soph o c l e s ’ PhiloctetBS -ibid.,
and Ajax

is rarely used in both

117).

and Ajax 833-4.

0.9.100,

162-3,

in words

perception of cpuà/cpÙCTiç -for

■IS'.?

Ajax 760-1,

who was favoured by the "deceptive myths"

the other correspondences

'

(cf.

in aipuAcov pùecov opôcpo iroç there

according to Pindar -cf.

Cf.

to any mortal

777).

poets.

"

big"

passim.

by the gods,

"answer"

who transgresses human limits and "thinks
766,

see Frankei,

1955,

150.

Cf.

Brown,

23.

The same view has been recently held by

241

Bolder,

14.

See Finley

1955,

See Wilamowitz,
.i.3 ïis

2

gg Brown,

17,

151.
411.

26,

and 28;

Finley

1955,

150-1;

Whitman

1951,

42-6.
See Bury 1890,

154.

Can one

interpret this unusual

on the basis of the tradition about
which,

as we have seen above

n.l02),

himself)

(Chapter

"struggled to die"

31.

pp.67-8 and 82-3 with

I think that one may
(=had difficulty to kill

It is worth noting that Pindar uses the

Homeric word cpdcryavov in 1.4.36,
besides,

pAyiatov yépaç

and Carey

1976,

"strong",

particularly

32.

Both

See KÜhnken,

26;

but ^ icpog in N.7. 27.
See KÜhnken,

interpreters rightly

qXAq)v te pôxecov,

epithets,

also next note.

he adds that "die Formulierung

zugesprochen werden mussen,

(...)

sie standen

ihm zu."

in combination with the preceding n p&v...
refer to the Iliad

(and thus to Homer),

69-71).

M.M.Willcock

in mind a massive fight

(Chapter

(oral communication)

as well as the Scholiast

in question,

IV

suggests
may have had

(related in a cyclic epic -cf.

242

which

in Troy.

These matters have been discussed in detail above

that Pindar,

zeigt

die Waffen hatten Aias

illustrated Ajax’s superiority as a warrior

pp.58-61,

27 with n.31,

indicate the

in the shape of powerful

Pindars p e r s Ü n l iches Engagement:

may well

too,

(v.25).

language of the passage -cf.

Aoyxp,

IV,

from this phrase.

See Carey 1976,

irae Cf.,

Ajax’s invulnerability,

may have been known to Pindar?

deduce the meaning

cpovw ndAaiaev

Proclus’

summary of the Aethiopis),

in which

before he lifted up Achilles'
See Nisetich,
Ibid.

This,

Ajax played a major part,

body.

30.

though an interesting

notion,

may go too far

from what the text says.
See Farnell

I, 215.

See Stanford
See Farnell

1954,

81-9 and 256-7

(nn.2 and 3).

I, 216.

r Ibid.
Ibid.

The same view was held by Wilamowitz,

409.

Ibid.
See Carey

1976,

X sgg Finley

32.

1955,

155.

32-3 and Miller,
See Carey
Cf.

1976,

On the meaning of n d p c p a o iç see Carey

117-8 with n.l7.
32;

also P. 11.30;

Miller,

see Carey

117.
1976,

40 (n.38).

On this passage see also below p. 126 and next note
remark).

The vexed issue of the first person

personal

and what

is not,

is brought up here;

fully scrutinized by Lefkowitz
passim.

1976,

See also Bundy

I,

8

1963,

and

10

passim;

in Pindar);

nn.9 and 10; Carey

8-9

4-6,

in Pindar,

what

is

it has been care
1978,

passim;

(on the “rhetorical

and the “hesitatory priamels"
1981,

(Nisetich's

Fogelmark,

1980,

pauses"

118-9 with

(on the “oral subterfuges"),

and 16-7(n .37).
See Carey
view

1976,

33-4;

for a different,

(the “ I" in vs.35-9 is more

“personal" and is as

for the encomlast as for anyone else)

2^

but not very persuasive,

see Lefkowitz

suitable

1980,

36-7

and Miller,

119(n.21).

Miller

is right,

however,

defines roiDÛrov neaq as that of Odysseus
finds

"one further

nicety"

(119).

Nisetich,

21

in the prayer : "the fact that

Pindar's sketch of the person he would rather
course of his fervent prayer to Zeus:
had invoked Zeus'

when he

be occurs

Odysseus,

in the

his opposite,

name to account for the destruction of Ajax"

(Gd.i1.558-60).
See Carey

1976,

33-4;

See Carey

1976,

37.

also Finley

1955,

150.

Ibid.
ÎO'-? xpid.,

28-9;

As Carey

see also Brown,

1976,

6-7.

35 aptly puts it,

"the relation of the victor

to the differing fates of Ajax and Aeacus" is what concerns
Pindar

in the ode.

The Tneban poet,

as a cpiAog, feels

his duty to warn Deinias about the possible
achievement and,

then,

the victor's success;

Pindar,

1979,

■1 -j Developing a suggestion

of his

with the gift of poetry,
deeds.

will

On this cf.

236-42.

by Bury 1890,

suppose -perhaps with the risk
(cf.

"reception"

to contrast his own position regarding

function as remembrancer of Dei n i a s ’ great
N . 7.61-3 and see Nagy

it is

148,

I am tempted to

I previously accused others of

above p . 123)- that Deinias might have faced demonstrations

of envy in the period between his athletic victory and the
composition/performance of the ode.
See Carey
Ibid.,
until

1976,

33ff.

35; Miller,

119.

On the contrasts

the eno of the ode,

cf.

244

Carey

1976,

in words that go on
36.

^

Ibid.,

35.

Ibid.
' C-P. especially P.2.52-6,

following the "dark" myth of Ixion;

also 0.9.38-44 and P.1.29ff.
See Carey
Cf.

35.

vs. 13-4 and 42.

P.2.83,

See Carey

1976,

38; Crotty,

92-3.

Cf.

N . 7 . 61-3,

See Carey
Cf.

1976,

1976,

41(n.53).

Cf.

also N.7.77.

0.2.86.

See Carey
(v.47)

1976,

36-7.

The obvious and solid Aieov MoicraTov

IS contrasted to Aoyoi

(v.24),

aîôAw

4JELjSei

(v.25),

cpeovepoTcri
and,

(v.21),

of course,

Aaea Karéxe i

to craepov kûSoç

àcpdvTGov (v.34b).
Cf.

vs. 48-9.

See Carey

1976,

37.

Ibid.

NOTES TO CHAPTER VI

Of course,

reference to other parts of vs. 1-814 is made

in

the whole of this chapter.
See Stanford

1963,

See Linforth,
Prologue,

2. On the issue of where Athena stood in the

see Calder,

See Linforth,
See Brown,

xxvi.

22;

passim,

and Heath,

166 with n.3.

7-8.
Stanford

1963,

245

liv;

Heath,

170-1 with

n.ll.

Ajax himself soeaks of Athena’s cruelty
(vs.401-2 and 450-2;
Cf.

vs. 112 and

19B9,
" Cf.

cf.

116-7;

in his first speech

also v.656).

see Stanford 1963,

xxv;

64 with nn.l7 and IS.

vs.91-3 and 105.

The only other time in the play that ôôAoç
is at

V.1245

(by Agamemnon).

The general

npàç rhv enixeipncriv roü Al'avroç,
“not figuratively:

Cf.

Kirkwooo

1965,

62;

and

slander"

Sophocles may imply

is not characteristically

it was carried out with H e c t o r ’s sword.

Swora Theme see Stanford
Cf.

of course,

P i n d a r ’s notion of a straightforward

that the onslaught of the cattle
since

refers,

as the Scholiast holds,

(see above my Chapter V ) . Further,

Ajacian,

is attributed to Ajax

Ajax cannot be accused of artful

-see Kamerbeek ad loc.
Ajax

also Blundell

1963,

On the '

277-8.

W i nn i ng ton-1 ngr am , 21(n.30).

hostile to Ajax tend to discount those verses,

Critics

as Heath notes

(168-9).
Cf.

Linforth,

7-8 and 25;

Heath,

See Linforth,

4 and 8-9;

See Linforth,

6

; cf.

See Linforth,

8

. Heath does not agree with the notion that

the attempted murder

Stanford

172.

also Heath,

1963,

liii.

169.

is suppressed,

but he,

too,

is not presented as contemptible in the Prologue
I cannot accept L i n f o r t h ’s view that Athena
little interest

holds that Ajax
(173).

“seems to feel

in Ajax except as a creature who had threatened

her favorite and had had to be brushed aside"
a famous case in Il,1.188ff.,

246

(9).

when Athena redirects

There was
Achilles,

who was on the point of killing

Agamemnon,

favourably than she does to Ajax
though);

see Blundell

1989,

taken

into consideration here.

interesting
stature

(1989,

IS Qgg Crane,
See
'

notion of Ajax

(Achilles restrained himself,

70(n.50).

constant ally of the Achaeans

of course more

The role of Athena as

in the Trojan war has also to be
Blundell also discusses the

"resembling'*

Athena and having

divine

65-6).

99.
21.

Linforth,

The verb evph^ei

significantly conveys the sense of defence

(associated with

Ajax from the Iliad -see above Chapter

pp.37-8);

Stanford

See Linforth,
Blundell

21-2;

1989,

6 6

See above Chapter
Cf.

1963,

Linforth,

26.

See Linforth,

26;

II

x x x v i i i (n .51) makes a relevant

Stanford 1963,

remark.

xxvi and xxxvi i-xxxv i i i ;

.
II p. 36.

Heath,

191;

Crane,

100;

Blundell

1989,

67

with n.34.
The audience at this stage of the play,
seen and heard,

are not meant to quiver at the implications of

Ajax's uB p I Ç -as must have happened,

for

when Jocasta questionea divine oracles.
contra Heath,
Emphasis
778,

801-2).

IS

instance,
Cf.

in OT 946ff.,

Linforth,

23-4;

1 9 1 (n.53).

is laid on this -it is mentioned three times

(Linforth,
One

after what they have

It certainly

(vs.756,

is an "impressively oracular"

23) a no adds a measure of suspense

reminded of v s . 131-2 of the Prologue,

247

(Gel lie,

detail
18).

and of OT 438

(almost
unit
-•"1

identical

to Ajax 802).

One day is the essential

time

in Greek tragedy.

An extension of this notion is made by Stanford
the fact that

1963,

xxxvi i:

Athena put a limit to her anger means that no

impediment remained to prevent Ajax becoming one of the tribe
and cult heroes of the Athenians.
See above pp. 131-2.
See Stanford
Ibid.,
Cf.

1 x1

1963,

xxxvi ii-xxxix.

i; see also below p. 147.

Crane,

99.

Another

detail

in this process

well-disposed treatment of Teucer

(cf.

is Calchas'

the cordial

one seer -a representative of the divine- at v.751)
many hostile

demonstrations

See Linforth,
(1963,

in the Greek camp.

Wigodsky,

passim -with Stanford's objections

24.

In this context,

W i nni ngton-1 n g r a m , 43(n.96)

notes that the question of what would have happened if

Ajax had refrained from suicide "so obviously will

not arise

tnat perhaps Sophocles did not mean us to consider

it."

Ibid.,

21;

also

■5 ;^ See Linforth,
Cf.,
3

amidst so

237-8).

See Brown,
aptly

24;

gesture of

for

Linforth,

25-6.

instance,

-.. sgg Linforth,

See Bowra

Bowra

1944,

49; even W i nni ngton-1 ngr a m , 14.

28.

See Stanford 1963,
See Hester,

27.

on 815ff.

253.

1944,

43-4 -criticized by Knox

(n.63) .

248

1961,

10-11 and 32

See

Stanford

1963,

Cf. Kitto 1956,

xlii.

192.

Further,

themes from the "Deception speech"

significantly come up in this monologue as well -for
the instability of human relationships

(vs.817-22);

instance,
cf.

Heath,

194.
See Jebb ana Kamerbeek,
See Stanford 1963,
Ibid.,

on 817-20.

on 815.

on 815-6.
The scholia

(on 818)

find psyaAocppoauvn in

Ajax's hatred for the Trojans.
Cf.

Kamerbeek,

See Stanford
Ibid.,
Sch.

on 822.

1963,

on 829-30.

on 823ff.

on 862.

See Stanford
view,

1963,

on 823ff.

Pernaps the latter part of this

particularly as regards the epithet

"conventional",

goes

too f a r .
Cf.

sch.

on 849a and Trach.1148.

See Stanford
Ibid.,
^ ^ I bio.,

1963,

on S35ff.
on 844.

Cf.

Hester,

Cf.

OC 1348-96.

Ibid.

on 849-51.

253.

See also

See Jebb,

xxxix-xl.

(and rather excessively)

W i nni ngton-1 ngr a m , 45;

the contrary view is persuasively stated by Heath,
in V.40S

Ajax considers

reminds us of Pindar

"the whole army"

194.

as his killer;

Besides,
this

(1.4.36 -see above Chapter V p.84).

There is a strong case,

though,

249

for suspecting

interpolation

in v s.854-8 -possibly

by an actor.

Lloyd-Jones and Wilson,

28-9.

monologue see Stanford 1978,
as well
theme
Cf.

as Segal

1981b,

' See Stanford

On light and darkness
195,

124-6,

and Cohen,

32

6

;

in the

(both articles,

treat tne development of this

1963,

See below p. 148.

on 865.

It is worth noting that the famous modern Greek poet

C. P. Cavafy has put "Td S' a X X a èv

*’A5ou t o Îg rdtco puencropo; 1 "

as the title

in one of his poems -see his

(1882-1923),

e d . G.P.Savidis,

Cf.

195 with n. 6

in the whole play).

riep) Ü 4JOUÇ 9.10.

Ibid.

See Heath,

vs. 361,

394-400,

monologue one may
the medical

457-480,

Athens

1982,

684-6,

690-2;

indicate v.854

term ènÎQKepiai,

'A v É K S o r a
p . 155.

in Ajax's

(though disputed),

Ajax's desire

1963,

ad loc.).

W i n n i n g t o n - I n g r a m , 27 with n.51;

1989,

71-2 and

Stanford

1963,

of heroes",
to which

8 6

with

heath,

181;

Knox

1964,

Blundell

.

on 865

(cf.

"something

Ajax

where,

(see Kamerbeek

See also above p . 135;

34-6;

last

to die is emphatically

given and death appears to be a remedy for him
and Stanford

Hoi^pata

also xlii)

speaks about a "Communion

like the Christian Communion of Saints",

looks forward.

I think that this parallelism goes

too far.
Cf.

Stanford

See Heubeck

1963,
II,

on 865;

106.

Goldhill,

Stanford

1964

193.

I, 398,

though,

notes that

this was the typical early Greek attitude to existence after
death;

in later years attempts were made to dispel
w
the Mysteries).

250

it

(e.g.

See S t a n f o r d

Cf.

vs. 29,

1283.

Knox

1966,

xliii.

47, 294,
1961,

457-9,

467,

614-5,

619-20,

the hero

1276,

21 stresses the fact of the frequent

application of the word pôvoç to Ajax
as well as war".

682-3,

in the play,

Note also that the four

"in peace

long speeches of

in the play are considered -neither accidentally nor

unjustly- as monologues/soliloquies

by most

interpreters,

although technically only the suicide speech

is such;

isolation IS typical

See Errandonea,

passim;
Cf.

Reinhardt,

vs. 804-6;

ID i d . ,
On the
loid.,

1963,

24.

on S 6 6 ff.

on 856-65.
'Nurture theme"
on 856-65

ibid.,

on 849-51.

(with bibliographical

reference).

on 865.

see above Chapter V p. 114 with nn.137 and 138.

Od. 11.553-64;
Cf. Stanford

see above Chapter

III pp.51-7.

1963, on 865; Goldhill,

Cf. riEp) ÜWOUÇ 9.2.
Cf.

19; Winnington-Ingram,

see Stanford

See Kamerbeek,
N.0.24;

of the Sophoclean hero.

besides,

193.

See above Chapter

III p. 53.

V.573.

See Stanford 1963,

on 865.

Ibid.
See Arnott,
passim;

114 and 131-3;

Seale,

163-6;

Stanford

Heath,

192-3.

1963,

on 865-6;

One has to note,

Gardiner,
however,

the undoubtedly striking facts of the daring change of scenery,
as the play

"follows"

the Chorus'

removal

the lonely steps of

from the orchestra.

25 i

its hero,

and of

This,

especially,

must have

role of the actor playing
also sch.

Ajax. Cf.

on 864a -referring

nicknamed à Zcpayeug,
performance
Cf.,

been a very difficult part of the
Stanford

to Timotneus,

1963,

on 865-6;

the actor who was

because he became famous for his

in this scene.

for instance,

Hester,

253.

accept the view that Sophocles

Other commentators who openly
broke the convention and Ajax's

suicide was enacted on stage are: Knox
Stanford 1963,

1x i i , on 815ff.,

1961,

2; Col linge,

and on 865-6;

Gel lie,

49-50;

14-5 and

21 .
See Stanford
Cf.
this

1963,

Ixii.

Aristotle's rô piapùv où npÔCTecr i and Kitto's comments on
(1961,

102);

Stanford 1963,
160-1.

Heath,

also the device and use of the ÈKKÙKÀnpa -cf.

on 394-5,

and 275-6;

153 and 1 9 3 (n.56),

Tapi in 1985,

though,

108,

does not accept that

a convention preventing the open enactment of violent
existed
Cf.
33

in Greek trageoy.

in detail

vs.682-3

to these words of Tecmessa's

6U-.

on 134-71,

who notes,
play

see Stanford

Stanford 1963,

Ibid.,

below

(pp.151-2).

(in combination with the pictures of vs.206-7,

257-8 and 670-1);
Cf.

death

above pp. 129-37.

I refer

Cf.

110 and

though,

(vs.263ff.)

on 683,

and 275.

Ixii.
201,

263,

301-5;

also W i nni ngton-1 n g r a m , 23-4,

that a certain passage from this part of

the

"may appear frigid and not to advance the drama

in proportion to

its length"

Ibid.,

1168 and

on 984-5,

1963,

(24).

llBSff.;

252

also

Heath, 198 and 200.

C f . Stanford

1963,

1.

Also,

Synodinou,

99

rig htl y

holds

that

Tecmessa

"has been usually considered from the point of view

of Ajax,

in regard both to the relationship

between the two

cnaracters and to the impact which her words and presence have
on him and on the wider
See Kirkwood 1958,
' See Synodinou,
Cf.

103.

99.

Stanford 1963,

excessive);
also 339,

dramatic action."

li

(in xxx-xxxi,

also Synodinou,

342,

349,

359

100-1

though,

he is rather

-quoting vs.292ff.,

(by implication);

580,

586,

368-9;

530,

578.

I believe that Synodinou attaches too much weight to the last
eight quotations and her conclusion that
speech

(...),

Ajax behaves towards Tecmessa

naughty master,
much

"up to his

'conversion'

like a tough,

who hardly regards her as a companion

less a human being

in her own right"

in v-808.

Cf.

102-3;

101;

1944,

23; Hester,

Knox

1961,

10. Of course,

position of women

see,

1944,

contra

Adams,

the much disputed issue of the
Athens

with references,

on 292-3 -contra Synodinou,
Bowra

Synodinou,

in fifth-century

this disagreement;

Cf.

247;

in life,

is indeed excessive

and contrasts sharply with Te c m e s s a ’s words
Bowra

cruel,

is connected with
Stanford

1963,

101 with nn.18 and 19.

23.

It is remarkable that Tecmessa mainly appeals to heroic/Ajacian
standards of conduct;
her speech.
29-30;

this enhances the power and quality of

See Stanford 1963,

Easterling

1984,

3-4;

Heath,

See below Chapter VII pp. 183-4.

253

on 485-524;
182.

Winnington-Ingram,

See

Stanford

Cf.

Synodinou,

■vra Q+ ^ Blundell

1963,

1.

lOOff.

1989,

74-5,

who appears to be less extreme than

Synodinou regarding this.
See Kirkwood
1-5;

1965,

Synodinou,

Ajax and Hector
1 oo

Jebb,

56-9;

100-1;

Wi nni ngton-1 n g r a m , 16; Easterling

Bolder,

in particular,

18. On the relationship
see W.E.Brown,

between

passim.

xxxiii.

'''^ The majority of critics consider those
T e c m e s s a ’s plea

in v. 594

deliberately

lines -responding to

(pa.Xdcraou )- as the most sincere part

of the "Deception Speech"
Ajax

1984,

(even if one accepts the view that

deceives his hearers

in this speech),

regardless of the probability that the hero may reject the
weakening
his will
Kitto
103.
1984,

he describes

("his feelings have been stirred,

IS u n m o v e d "- H e a t h , 186):

1956,

189;

Easterling

Contra Dale,

223;

cf.

1984,

5-6;

-and as Synodinou,

105 remarks,

, rightly holds:

"She,

we feel,

she knows what to do and say,
a matter of making

186;

104;

Synodinou,

less visible

See Stanford
See Segal

1963,

19810,

despite

(vs.826ff.).

Ajax’s prayer

Easterling

1984,

is the right person to find it:

and this

is more than just

lamentations."

Ypg covering of the body makes
easier and

'

Heath,

Adams,

see also the references of Easterling

to Zeus that Teucer should find it

1o
.-:*;

xxxiii;

0(n.IB).

.
1.0 ;
,?, vs.S9Iff.

6

Jebb,

out

its substitution by a dummy

by the audience -cf.

Arnott,

133.

on 915.

118

(cf.

also

254

151).

Also,

Synodinou,

105 aptly

notes:

"The irony of the situation is beyond dispute.

The woman

who was pathetically pleading her master for protection proves
to be in a way his
^ S e e

Lloyd-Jones and Wilson,

■
107' ggg Stanford
1o
v~'r

'protector'."

1963,

Cf _ Synodinou,
g 0 e Stanford
Can this

31.

on 9 6 Iff.;

Easterling

1984,

4 and

6

106.

1963,

on 966-7.

be a hint on the part of the poet that Tecmessa was

not deceived by Ajax's speech? She knew his fieog well,
words

in v s . 485-524 and 961-73 show,

two things appear to contradict
feels hnatnpévn
placing of the

in v.S07

this suggestion:

(see Adams,

"Deception Speech"

vs. 967-8;

1963,

Ibid.,

'3 4

200

106-7. This is,

^

See Stanford

Stanford

vs.66-7,

pp. 177-8,
:i.

7

Cf.

except

See also Tapi in 1979,

129.

afeministic

also Blundell

approach.

1989, 103.

1989, 75-6.
81,

187-8,

1989,

vs.983-4

Ajax,

1963, 1.

and 996).

Blundell

the

as a whole episode of the play

I would say,

118,

125,

127;

see also below Chapter VII

and nn.78 and SO.

ni 0 reminds us of Odysseus'

5-6,

ii)

106.

1963, 1; cf.

•I.:l'
a> 2ee Blundell
Cf.

and

on 966-7.

see Synodinou,

^^

i) Tecmessa

103 and 105)

the Chorus who sing their ûnôpxnpa).
See Stanford

as her

but I have to admit that

(thus no otner cnaracter could have spoken after

.
1.
1.

.

Perhaps there

entrance

in the Prologue

is a touch of irony here;

80(n.97).

a n d 985-8.

See S t a n f o r d

255

1963,

on 974.

(cf.
see

vs. 2,

VS.

990-1.

' '' C f . sch.
coq

QÜTOV

on 1024:

kqAûç 5è rtn pèv TsKpnaao nep intfje

y u v a IK I , T Ü

5è TsÛKpw coq àvopi

Kal

KQ i CÉovra noisTv nsp'i rô acopa. See Heath,

QKsnacrai

to

ciSeAcpcy <rô>
193;

tôc

opto (a

also below

p . 159.
is.-a

Stanford

1963,

on 865-6;

Pavlovskis,

116.

On the proDlem of whom T e u c e r ’s words are addressed to
them as addressed to the Chorus),
See Heath,

205;

would oo this

Blundell

is also made

Cf.

Ajax was sure that Teucer

in the sections on the Atreidae

in the next chapter on Odysseus.
above n . 8 and p. 154;

^

80-1.

on 984-5.

(cf. vs.562-4).

Reference to Teucer
and

1989,

see Stanford 1963,

(I take

vs. 1159-62.

200.

also Heath,

199.

On the preceding fable and its parody see Heath,

On the lowering

in the atmosphere of the play see below

p . 163-4 and nn.l75 and 176.
See Heath,

208.

All

"friends" of Ajax

the audience's sympathy;

as they constantly champion Ajax,

they say receives added gravity.
well

(cf.,

for instance,

the Parodos -vs.l54ff.;
Heath

in his Chapter 5

See Heath,

201.

Il,15.415ff.

their words about
see Davidson

(pp.165-208)

in a hurry,

what

This applies to the Chorus as

1977,

[the sane]

Ajax

in

mainly 163-71).

has good remarks on this.

On the tableau see below p. 164 and n.l77.

returns to the stage
Cf.

in the play sustain

following

Teucer

Agamemnon.

There seem to be differences

in detail

-Sophocles may have another version of the fight

in mind

(Stanford suggests that of Aeschylus'

see Kamerbeek

256

Myrmidons;

and S t a n f o r d

I1.7,38ff,
qgg Segal

1963,

on

1273-00).

See above Chapter
1981b,

145;

II p. 35.

Davidson

1985,

23.

sgg above p. 153.
^ vs. 1381-2 and 1399;
However,

see also below Chapter VII p. 186.

on the basis of my view about Teucer's

in tne passage,

I do not agree with Heath,

203,

"reservations"
spearing of

a "warm rapprochement" between Teucer and Odysseus.
'''''' See Kamerbeek,
See Blundell
I"'-"' See Heath,

on 1381-2.

1989,

205-8.

105.
Stanford

1963,

xlv,

is basically favourable,

too.
See Bowra 1944,

51;

See Davidson 1985,
Cf.

Winni ngton-I ngram,

61 and 64 with his notes.

23.

Stanford's references to Ajax's pe ycAoi+Jux ia or pe vocAocppaatj vn

(1963,

xi-xii

with n. 6 , xliv with n.60,

See Stanford 1963,

Iviii;

also xlv,

to the story concerning Teucer
Ibid.,

on 572-3.

See Stanford

on 1135;

Ixii).

on 1019-21

in tragedy)

Jebb includes enpa^av

1963,

i,

also Jebb's

(on the sequel

and on 1036-7.

(v.446)

in this context.

Appendix.

A scholion

on 1135 gives Aaepoîoç as a synonym to KAénrnç.
'

See above Chapter V pp. 116-8.

'

See Stanford

1963,

See Kamerbeek,

on 1135.

ad loc.;

he refers to a version according to

wnich Menelaus gave some jurymen pieces of clay which would not
come out of the voting urn.
Cf.

Heath,

205-8.

257

'

See Knox

1961,

See Heath,

207.

C f . vs.56-7,
717-8,
Cf.

931,

97-8,
946-8,

V.1163;

1963,

See Kamerbeek,

Stanford
jbid.,

445-9,

1989,

90.

èxepov

pcora,

è ^ i K O i r ’ àvtdp.

Cf.

tax'

kqi

also v.1045

ad loc.,

see also Bowra

1944,

1982,

6-7;

cf.

1989,

epithet,

h is
See also

Blundell

also Heath,

xivi,

[1989,

1989,

1989,

458-9,

726

90Cn.l54]),

(on this see,

though,

92 with n.l64]).

90-1.

91.

On aVeov for Ajax cf.
with n.43,

(cf.vs.44,

10-11 and Blundell

Blundell's comments and references

cf.

8

/ yeAôv

50-3.

while the latter evokes Teucer's mockery

Ibid.;

(its

as sarcastic).

is not so much an exaggeration

See Blundell

d v KaKoîç

on 1046.

on 1052-90;

Adkins,

667-8,

xliv.

y dp

and 844 -see Knox

:i.rA5r See

461,

959-60.

by Stanford 1963,

1963,

The former

(by implication),

13.

BAenco

d 5h K Q K o û p y o ç
considered

138

Blundell

See Stanford

vs. 1042-3:

2.

200.
also v.222 and see Stanford

on 222 and on 1037-8.

in v.1088,

xxx

He remarks that the

already charged with noble meaning

by Menelaus to be abusive

1963,

"though

in v. 2

2 2

, is meant

in fact

it serves

to remind us of the warmth and ardour of Ajax's temp e r a m e n t ".
Cf.

also

11,11.548 and 15.690

an encounter with Ajax);
See S t a n f o r d

1963,

on

(in this case on Hector,

see Garner,

1052-90.

258

55;

also Cohen,

but in

27.

:i<'t>XV I b i d . ,

X 1V i .

C f . especially vs. 132 and 677;
16-7 and Stanford

1963,

xxvi,

see,
xlii,

for

instance,

Ivi,

on 132,

Knox

1961,

and 282-3;

also below Chapter VII p p . 176 and 187-8 with n.78.
1

See Blundell
of Qcornp ia
(v.1087,

1989,

91 with n.l60.

(v.1080 -cf.

cf.

vs.692,

also èvhAAa^ev

Cf.

779,

also the irony
854 a no 972-3)

in v.l060 -cf.

Some people compare Creon with Agamemnon,
195),

but

since

Agamemnon yields before

Creon.

I think

Cf.

Further,

it is too

late,

out that

and napaAAàÇ
678-83).

(cf. Goldhill,
is more apt,

contrarily to

Kamerbeek,

200 notes that Menelaus
in Eumenides;

of institution

too,

that the comparison with Menelaus

W i n n i n g t o n - I n g r a m , 63-4;

Heath,

vs.646-9,

in the use

on 1350 and 1361.

"echoes

Athene's speech

is typical

of the stage-

tyra n t ."
Cf.
with
Cf.

Blundell

1989,

Agamemnon.

92-3.

in the following scene

See above p . 155 and below p p . 165-7.

Wi nni ngton-I ngram,

K'oe sgg Stanford

The same happens

1963,

62.

xlvi;

contra Heath,

206 -particularly

regarding Teucer's role.
'

See Stanforo

1963,

‘

Ibid.,

on 1159-60.

'

Ibid.,

xlvi.

on 1150ff.

This seems to be even more preposterous,
the Athenian audience may well
on Ajax for help,
above Chapter
Cf.

Adams,

since

have remembered,

or they fight together,

in the Iliad,

as

Menelaus calls

more than once.

See

al so E a s t e r l i n g

1984,

II p p.42-3.

107;

Stanford

1963,

259

on

1102-4;

For such an attempt see Brown,

passim -cf.

above Chapter V

pp.il9-20.
irü c-p_ Stanford

1963,

xiiii,

xlv-xlviii;

he refers to the occurrence of "rather
part of the play and lists them -cf.,
attitude and Agamemnon’s admission
"vulgarity"
t

where

ignoble terms"

in this

besides,

Odysseus’

in v s . 1322-4.

On the

of the Atreidae see also Winnington-Ingram,

See Heath,

especially

Holt

passim;

1981,

also xlix(n.64),

195-7 and 204-8;

Davidson

(oral communication)

1985,

also Gel lie,

passim.

Prof.

23-6;

D .N .Maronitis

has the interesting view that what makes

the latter part of the play organic and laughs away any
about the unity of the Ajax
tne dead hero

tne analogous case of Hector

On the arguments aoout the authenticity of

the latter part of the play see Jebb,
128

doubts

is what he calls the nostos of

(towards burial -cf.

in the Iliad).

63-5.

xliv,

and Pearson

1922,

(both with references).

See Blundell

1989,

93; for the tableau see also Burian,

Tapi in 1985,

64-5 and 108-9;

1988,

93-9.

Garner,

wnere

Ajax struggles

E u r y s a c e s ’ call

59-61

Heath,

200-1

and 207;

persuasively connects

(vs.985-7,

qkociov

ekAOctov

c r rôpa

-v.l225;

comments ad loc.
:'.ao See S t a n f o r d

1 9 6 3 , xlix;

with

il 6 8 ff.).

For the significance of this song see Heath,
5é poùari

I 1. 17.12 S f f . ,

to stand as a suppliant over the

helpless body of his father

tvv.> ânAog

Easterling

in defence over P a t r o c l u s ’ corpse,

by Teucer

passim;

Blundell

260

1989 , 93.

201.
cf.

S t a n f o r d ’s

' See S t a n f o r d

See Knox
Cf.

1963,

1983,

on

1235.

13.

Winnington-Ingram,

65 ; Heath,

201;

Blundell

1989,

93-4.

vs. 1250-4.
See Blundell
^

Ibid.

1989,

However,

89.

this attempt

(Agamemnon permits

is undermined by v s . 1370-1

Ajax's burial

because he likes Odysseus -see

below p . 172).
1 BV

See Blundell
Ibid.,

1989,

89(n.47);

see also above pp. 158-9.

la'v 2ee above Chapter
^

C f . especially
of ûileus,

89.

II p. 36.

11.13.703-8,

where

are compared to oxen;

Ajax and his namesake,
cf.

also Menelaus'

the son

words about

the fall of big Dodies in v s . 1077-8.
'
1

'See Blundell

1989,

93-4.

^^.:. 2ee Stanford

1963,

xlvii

Blundell

1989,

94.

See Stanford

1963,

xlvii.

See Blundell

1989,

94.

sgg Stanford

1963,

on 1226ff.

See Blundell

1989,

94.

Cf.

'

C f , also

V.1231

(cf. also xvii-xviii

oùôèv wv r o ü

(or'

pnSèv

For the recurrent theme of "nobody"
play,

see Stanford

that Odysseus'

1963,

words

in

sense as those of Agamemnon in
See S t a n f o r d

1963,

on

1264-5.

26

Covrog]

xxi).

àvréarnç

ünep)

in the second half of the

xlvii(n. 6 2 ) .
v.l26

and

It goes without saying

do not bear the same,
v.l257.

contemptuous

See ab ove p. 155.
' See

below C hap t e r

See Blundell

1989,

VII

pp. 181-5.

101-3.

I hereoy follow Blundell
Ibid.,

96.

1989,

95-9 and

The references to ip iA icr/cp iAôrnç

and Odysseus go on after v s . 1328-31:
1359,

101-2.

1360,

cf.

by both Agamemnon

v s . 1351,

1353,

1361.

Certainly as regards his feelings towards Odysseus.
1963,

Cf.

The translation

is K i t t o ’s

I refer to this

in the next chapter pp. 184-5.

1989,

(1956,

195).

103.

See Garner,

58.

Ibid.,

(referring to T e c messa’s vain plea to Ajax)

58-9

2 3 2 (n.26)
2

v::i.3 See Stanford

Cf.

V.1369;

1963,

II p. 41.
xlviii-xlix.

see Blundell

Blundell 1989,

1989,

99 and

99.

105.

P qj, this use of irony on the part
Stanford 1963,

xlvi-xlvii

and 271;

ofSophocles,

see especially

also on 1087-8,

1264-5.
See

Stanford 1963,

xlvii.

See

Kirkwood 1958,

107-8;

z'tGi See Jebb,

and

(quoting Jebb).

ee above Chapter

Cf.

Stanford

on 1370-1.

See Blundell

••ri 1-

1354,

cf.

xliii.
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Stanford

1963,xlvii.

1259-61

and

NOTES TO CHAPTER VII

See Stanford

1963,

See Musurillo,
See Bowra

23.

1944,

See Weinstock,

See Knox

1944,
1961,

37.
56-9

(cf. Opstelten,
"•-* See Bowra

Iv.

14,

(cf. Kitto
100,

122);

von Blumenthal,

132

114 and 154).

37.
1-2. Cf.

1 ; Winnington-Ingram,
^ See Easterling

1958,

1977,

also Kirkwood 1958,

49;

Stanford

1963,

72.
126.

Ibid.
See

Stanford 1963, Ivi.

See

Stanforo 1954, 104

(cf.

presentation of the scene
Gdysseus,

also
(...)

if not explicitly

105:

"In general

is rather

ignominious for

discreditable").

very persuasive a few pages below

(107-8),

excuses for O d y s s e u s ’ first appearance

Sophocles’

Stanford

is not

trying to find

in the Ajax.

Cf.

also

below n .77.
See

Stanford 1963, on 2; also Leinieks,

to note that

The

"one’s first assumption that this

connected with the character of Odysseus
false"

193.

(...)

because the image does not reappear

not agree with this view;
^" According to Blundell

goes on

image is
turns out to be

in the exodos.

I do

see next note.

1989,

60,

through this

is presented as "an adherent of Harm Enemies:
down an enemy as usual,

latter

image Odysseus
he is tracking

in a manner worthy of his traditionally

263

tricky persona".

Significantly,

Odysseus appears

in the opening

scenes of both the extant Sophoclean plays

in which he has

a role,

apart from his first

and

appearance
cowardice

in an almost
in the Ajax,

identical

manner:

he shows caution to the point of

in the Prologue of the Philoctetes,

too -he stays

behind ana sends N e o p t o 1emus to spy out P h i l o c t e t e s ’ condition.
See Post,
'

94 and 121.

See Stanford 1954,

x'ns 2ee

Post,

Cf.

1954,

1961,

6

106

on 74-5.

(cf. also

105).

.

Pindar P.8.95-&.

Opstelten,

See Frenkel,

passim,

especially 141;

142.

See Stanford 1963,
71 with n.34;
Cf.

1963,

94.

'*■ See Stanford
See Knox

105 and

on 121;

Opstelten,

also

ibid.,

on 124-6;

Whitman

also Kamerbeek,

on 124;

1951,

142.

vs. 1365 and 1367.

See Stanforo 1963,
Kirkwood

1958,

See Stanforo

on 124-6;

108; Knox

1954,

105.

cf.

1961,
Cf.

25-6.

N.7.20ff.

and N.B.Clff.

-see above

my Chapter V .
On this s u D j e c t see Stanford
on 103.
Cf.

Cf.

(Eur.

105 and 262(n.8);

1963,

Pindar P.2.76-7.

noAùrponoç

(Od. 13.293),

1954,

(Od.I.l),

noAupnxavoç

Hec.131).

n o À ù p n r iç
(Soph.

(11.23.709),

Phil. 1135),

It is worth noting that the

used by Alcaeus for the fox

(àAcona

it probably refers to Pittacus,
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no t

k

n o ik iA o p n r iç

n o ik iAocppwv

last epithet

j Aocppcov -fr.ll 6

the resourceful

is

Page;

tyrant of

Mytiiene).

See also Nagy

C-F, P. 2.52-5 and

1979,

47.

, and N.8.36;

8 6

see above Chapter V pp. 114 and

126.
-Fr. 176. See above Chapter
see Stanford 1954,

IV p p.79-80.

On Aeschylus and Odysseus

103-4.

C f . vs. 148-53.
See Kirk

1974,

See Stanford
fr.l75.

50.

1963,

on 189.

See above Chapter

IV p. 79;

is mentioned in the Iliad
ô KÉpâicjroç yévEr'
See sch.

Hyg.

16.153-4):

àvSpcôv,

/

11

Fâb.60;

cf.

Phi 1.622-5.

edition of Apollodorus

on 190.

Sisyphus

evea 6 k Ifaucpoç ëcrKev,

crupoç AîoAiSnç.

on 190 and Pearson 1963,

(in TrGF 4). See sch.

fr. 567

also sch.

206-7.

on 190.
See also F r a z e r ’s comments

(Loeb)

pp.7 8 - 9 (n.3).

Cf.

in his

Alcaeus f r . 110

Page.
Apo 1 1o d . 1.9.3.
Ibid.

Cf.

Od. 11.593-600.

On S i s y p h u s ’ punishment

in Hades see

also Sourvin o u - I n w o o d , 47-54.
See Stanford

1963,

on 189.

Cf.

Phil.417 and 1311.

On Odysseus and Autolycus see Stanford 1954,
especially

10-3,

22-4,

and 2 4 8 (n.12). Cf.

□ d y s s e u s ’ family-tree see Pearson
The Ajax

on 379-82.

Blundell

(=Chapter

also Gd.l9.393ff.

206.

is rightly considered as "a play with many unique

words" -see Stanford
Ibid.,

1963,

8-24

1989,

1963,

On dei

on 1339.

in the play see Knox

63-4.
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1961,

18-20;

II),
For

Odysseus

is unfavourably presented

in Hecuba and Rhesus,

as in Troades and Iphigeneia at Aulis -where he "lurks
background".

IS

' Of.

26,

See Stanford

709.

1954,

one,

of course,

111-7 and 2<b3-4(nn.20,

21,

24,

o:îuuAcôrarov r p o r n p ’ , in particular,

reflect Sophocles'

refers to Odysseus.
^

a satyr play;

and 28).

Rhes.496-9,

may well

in Cyclops,

in mind that the Euripidean authorship of Rhesus

uncertain.

25,

in the

Among the extant Euripidean plays Odysseus has

a reputable part only
should bear

as well

Cf.

ndvaocpov Kpornua of fr.913,

also KpôraAov 5pipù

which

(Cycl.l04).

o AupsGiv épôç -v.573.
See W i nn i ngton-I ngram ,
Cf.

N.8.24.

notes tnat

6 6

.

Referring to aAxipw vexpw,

Wi nni ngton-I ngram,

"it is tne basic contention of Odysseus that the

warlike services of Ajax should not be forgotten
Stanford

ibid.,

1963,

in the phrase.

on 1318-9,

in nis death".

seems to find a more general

dAripp vexpob may well

meaning

be contrasted to Bohv

'AtpeiSwv at the beginning of the same line -see Kamerbeek,
on 1319;

contra Stanford

See Stanford

1963,

1963,

ibid.

on 1336.

ècTBAùç in the Ajax has different meanings according to whom
it refers to -cf.

also v s . 1352,

1399.

See Blundell

(on the epithets attributed to Ajax by Odysseus)
Cf.

Knox

1961,

truth that
him,
play,

Ajax

23

1989,

97

and 100-1.

("he C Achilles] would have recognized the

is the greatest of the Achaean warriors after

a truth which Odysseus himself states at the end of the
thereby admitting that the tribunal
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which awarded him

the arms made the wrong
Segal

1981b,

148:

decision")

"his [Odysseus'J

ranks Ajax above himself,
the arms".

and 3 6 (n.112);

also

first-person verb in 1340

thereby reversing the judgement of

Contra see Kirkwood

1958,

72 and,

milder,

Hester,

245.
See Wi nni ngton-I ngram,
Ibid.;

also Stanford

1963,

See Winni ngton-I ngram,
See Musurillo,
surprise,
Cf.
66

23

68(n.32);

68(n.32);

I have found the latter

- 6 ; Blundell

106 and

1989,

96-9.

1989,

98 (n.187).

1989,

98 (n.187).

on 1356-7.

(for the former

Stanford 1954,

Blundell

Blundell

interpretation).
nowhere.

1963, on 1332ff.;
Cf.

Winni ngton-I ngram,

also my discussion of the

probable presentation of the judgement of the arms
above Chapter
See Blundell
that

Not to my

by Aeschylus

IV pp.79-80.
1989,

95 with n.l76.

"Odysseus does not object

She goes on to remark aptly

to retaliation

reserves the

right to reprove whoever started

See Stanford

1963, on 1332ff.;

See Stanford

1963, on 1346:

per se and
the quarrel".

W i nni ngton-1 n g r a m , 66-7.

Weinstock,

55.

O d y s s e u s , t h o u g h , is the one who has been associated with
(a word usually

bearing a negative meaning -cf.

n.53 and the Sisyphus reference in n.30 above)
-cf.

11.4.339

be if Ajax

already in Homer

One may wonder what Odysseus'

is buried -the respect of Ajax’s friends

tne audience),
2 4 9 (n.21)

above Chapter V

(Agamemnon is speaking to Odysseus),

O d , 13.255 and 291ff.

and

23.709,

on

1349;
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W i n n i n g t o n - I n g r a m , 67;

and

KspSog will
(and of

perhaps? On these matters see Stanford
1963,

k épSoç

1954,

Blundell

1989,

101-2.

See Wi nni ngton-1 ngram , 67.
r.vt;{

300

Stanford 1963, on 1358;

on 1358:

also

sf-inAnKTOi Bpoxûv:

Frankel,

140 (n. 33).

of ph èppévovTEÇ nnapxaigc dpsrn

cpIA Î(Î, Qcppoveg napà roTç àvepônoiç-

aAAug:

Koûcpoi,

Ô V Ê I Ô 1 2 E 1 5è 'OSuCTae? ù ç ELjperaBAhrcp (...).
of ëpnAnKTog
9 8 (n.188).

is surely Stanford's

I take ëpnAnKTOi

scholia above;
Ajax

Knox

1961,

(Winnington-Ingram,

Cf. sch.

EÙpsTâBAnToi"

The best rendering

"unstable"

-see Blundell

as referring to Odysseus

25;

Stanford 1963,

68-9 with n.33;

k qi

(cf.

on 1358),

Blundell

1989,
the

not to

1989,

98

(n . 190)).
See Stanford
Ibid.,

1963,

on 1365-6.

QEÙÇ ZÙ cpîAaurov
Ibid.,
<i,'a

300

^.-3- 3 0 0
300

on 1367.

Cf.

ph

ïvq

Cf.

the scnolion on 1366:

Blundell

xai opoAoyeT

also ibid.,
Cf.

on 124-6;

Weinstock,

1989, 99.

Kamerbeek,
1961,

on 1367.
25.

above n.56.
the editors

aaopt xpog as the last word of v.1373 -instead of xpn
and Stanford

notes,

1963).

This,

as Blundell

"has the attraction of sustaining

interpretation of Odysseus'
Cf.

58.

below n.77.

In the new Oxford edition of Sophoclis Fabulae,

mss.

’G5 uct-

naaiv avriAsysiv.

6o^o

Stanford 1954, 262 (n.9).

See Knox
Cf.

on 1360-1.

V.1380,

epithet;

1989,

(cf.

9 9 (n.193)

Agamemnon's personal

motives."

where Odysseus refers to Ajax using the same

it cannot bear the same meaning
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the

in both cases.

Cf.

Blundell

1989,

See Post,

93;

99-100.

cf.

See also S t a n f o r d

also Blundell

1989,

1954,

109.

103.

Cf . Phi 1 .96-9.
See Stanford 1963,

on 1381ff.;

cf.

also Kamerbeek,

on 1381,

1382.
V.

1376-7.

Contrarily,

herself admits

(105),

see Blundell
vs. 1413-4

1989,

((plAoç

101 (n. 198).

octt

iç àvhp

As Blundell

oner i

napeîvai)

seems to support the view that Teucer cannot set aside every
reserve regarding the friendship offered to him by Odysseus;
see also above Chapter VI p . 157.
vs. 1394-5.

As Knox

1961,

28 aptly notes,

remind us,

as they must have reminded and were

to remind the Athenian audience,

"these words of Teucer

of Odysseus*

Homer,

of his meeting with the shade of Ajax

world"

(Gd.11.5 4 3 f f . -see above my Chapter

V.1396.

See Blundell

1989,

doubtless meant
own account,

in the

in

lower

III).

104.

V.1401.
See Stanford
Stanford

1963,

1954,

liv.

On Sophocles and Odysseus see also

104-10 and 261-3,

and Kiso,

See Stanford 1954,

103-4 and 261 (n.l).

Cf.,

1981b,

mainly,

Segal

also Musurillo,
65 and 69-72.

24;

Cf.

148-9.

Stanford

On Odysseus and aocppoaOvn see

1963,

also Stanford

87-109.

Ivi-lvii;

1954,

Winnington-Ingram,

2 6 3 (n.16) and 1963,

on 132

for tne range of meanings of crcocppocruvn.
vs.926 and 913.
C t . Kirkwood
71-2.

See Knox

1958,

Stanford

108;

1954,

1961,
Knox

21-2 and 24-5.

1961,

21-6;

108 s p e a k s abou t

9

69

W i nni ngton-1 n g r a m ,

"the m o r e

supple

heroism

of Odysseus",
"not. heroic"

but a few years
(1963,

later he holds that Odysseus

1v ) . Although

I agree with Blundell

Ajax and Odysseus are "incommensurable"

(1989,

that Odysseus has not got "heroic excellence"
1961,

29 has the best remarks on this

issue.

100),

place to refer to G u t h r i e ’s article on Odysseus
since

that

the fact

remains.
This

is

Knox

is a proper

in the Ajax,

it offers some good observations on the closeness of

O d y s s e u s ’ character to the Athenian of the fifth century B.C.
As for the rest,
here;

G u t h r i e ’s paper

is far away from my viewpoint

it is pretty generalizing and its main concern appears

be O d y s s e u s ’ appearance

in the Prologue of the play and his

"reiationsnip" with Athena.
See Bowra

1944,

37; Stanford

1963,

See Kamerbeek,

14 ana on 1367.

See Easterling

1984,

8

.

Ibid.
300

Winni ngton-I ngram,

67.

IPi a.
Ibid.;

cf.

See Knox

also Knox

1961,

1961,

28.

18.

C f . ibid. , 22 and 28.
See Winni ngton-I ngram,

72.
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